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INTRODUCTION

It has often been observed that the characteristic which

distinguishes the modern period in philosophical history from the

mediaeval or ancient is the concern with the problem of knowledge.

While this observation is too broad to be completely satisfactory,

it represents the basic truth that in philosophical studies our

period is epistemologically uncertain. Reason, which had been

our guide in things philosophical and which had become in the post-

Newtonian age the means for obtaining all truth, was found by

Immanuel Kant to be a very suspeot guide. In Kant's separation

of the phenomenal sphere as the sphere of reason and thenounenal

sphere as the realm vhere reason could not penetrate, he called a

halt to the use of the great presupposition upon which much of our

epistemological confidence had been based, that there was a pre¬

ordained correspondence between the mind and its object. Nevertheless,

Kant's basic reliance upon a Platonic metaphysics allowed him to

continue to deal with the metaphysical problem through the use of

reasoned argument. Idealism continued to reign through Kant and

Hegel and into the nineteenth century. Here uien such as P. H.

Bradley did their philosophising, as had mary in the years before

Kant, with the assumption that there were such things as an

1



2.

ultimate system of truth and an ideal absolute.

At the same time that this idealism was running its course,

cracivS began to appear in the continued reliance upon reason, but

they were cracxs which were originating outside the field of

philosopfy proper. Prom Kierkegaard and Nietzsche came a series

of pointed rebukes of speculative rationalism. Kiencegaard

observed that self-knowledge, and hence knowledge of all reality, was

related not merely to reason but to such experiences as anxiety

and dread. Nietzsche's writings contained a scorching announce¬

ment of the absurdity of human existence and the very disturbing

thought that frustrations and fears could be determinative of our

ideological affirmations. Karl Marx, in his understanding of

human relations from the environmental and sociological perspective,

adued yet another note to the unveiling of these new possibilities

of life and experience. Men were beginning t- recognise that

their epistemological confidence had left untoucheu the deepest con¬

cerns and agonies of human experience.

It was not simply the beginning and the growth of the

existentialist movement which caused the ideological security to

crac< and then to finally break. The new scientific developments

revealed that there were other flaws. With hew developments in

ptysics and aa thematics, a new interest was shown, chiefly by scien¬

tists at first, in the philosopty of science. Men such as Ernst



Mach began to ask. new questions concerning the relation of their

subject matter to experfaiee and reality as a whole. It had been

assumed that science dealt with empirical, sensible factors and

theology and metaphysics with the transcendent and abstract, but

the new science of physios began to make all of this questionable.

It was no longer certain whether physics itself was empirical.

The concepts of nature, of creation, and of infinity all began to

change

The most influential change, brought by the new physics,

however, was the loss of the old Newtonian framewor* in which a

Platonic metaphysics had been preserved. Nature was no longer

a compilation of existing physical bodies but a process in which

events occurred and into which new creation continually appeared.

The concept of thing-huod dropped out of use, and thus questions

concerning the essential nature of things were at the ^<jst irrele¬

vant to the scientific or metaphysical quest. The idea of truth

as an existing system embracing all reality w nich had been popular

in the nineteenth century came to be of little use. liven if there

were such a system, where could it be found and what reality could

it desoribe, the one existing at the present or the one coming into

existence in the future?

Converging with this new understanding of nature was the new

movement in philosophy which saw philosophy as simply the logic of
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science. Combining the logical tradition from Spinoza and Leibniz

and the empirical tradition from Berkeley and Hume, the logical

positivists attacked metaphysics and ethics from their view that

only mathematical and empirical statements were meaningful. Ludwig

Wittgenstein broke away from Carnap and the positivists to centre

attention on the way in which language is used, but t his advance did

little in the way of recovering the prior confidence in speculative,

metaphysical reason.

Other voices adaed to the existentialist, scientific, and

philosophical protest against the old concepts of troth and

knowledge. In the field of history Dilthey protested against the

attitude of detachment in historical scholarship. In the new

science of psychology Freud, Adler, and Jung emphasised the ayster-

ious depths and symbolic functioning of the human mind, and in the

field of art the expressionists and impressionists revealed that the

relation between man and nature was far closer than the idealistic

metaphysics had allowed. The border between the one who does the

painting and the object being painted began to waver, and the old

distinction between subject and object became aesthetically question¬

able.

The result of these maiy voices of protest both within and

outside of the field of philosophy is that a new metaphysical frame¬

work, and with it a new understanding of <cnowledge and troth, has

been made necessary. N> w perspective and new philosophical data
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have pushed, back; the traditional oonfines of philosophy.

Philosophy, the kind of materials included in the discipline and

the kind of methods to be employed, has had to change. vhether

the area for philosophical thought would be larger or smaller

than before, it could not simply remain the same.

In regard to the content of the disci;, line, it would either

have to be widened to include the new ways of thinking and feeling

or it would have to shrink from the metaphysical task and limit

itself to some less grandiose responsibility. Henri Bergswn,

Benedetto Croce, and Alfred North Whitehead have been among the

leaders in enlarging the content and method of philosophy; budwig

Wittgenstein, Bertrand Russell, and A. J. ayer have been willing

to narrow the concern of philosophy to empirical and linguistic

analysis. And if we turn from philosophy to the neighbouring

discipline of theology we disoover that this same change has occur¬

red here. On the one hand, theology has expanded to include the

new challenges and expressions, and, on the other, it has disclaimed

the metaphysical task and even the relevance of philosophy as a

whole. Paul Tillioh and Charles Hartshorne have been willing to

expand theology to include the new, while Karl Barth and T. F.

Torrance have succeeded Albrecht Ritschl in defying the doctrinal

relevance of philosophical thought. In one way or another, mo3t of

us who are engaging in the task of theology have found that we have
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been affected by both changes. tie bring the concepts of dread

and of metaphysical non-being (deideggerj to enrich our formula¬

tion of the doctrine of sin, and, at the saute time, v.e exercise

.ore care in the conceptual meaning which we assign to words,

tilth philosophy, theology has had to re-examine its intellectual

task and to determine again what its responsibility must be.

Like the philosophers, the theologians have had to face the loss

of the idealistic conceptions of truth, and like the philosophers

they are divided as to what the new concept will be.

Traditionally, Protestant Christianity has looked to three

sources for guidance in its reformulation of doctrine: to the

Bible, to the early creedal statements, and to the writings of the

Reformers. Although we must still look to these sources for

guidance, the contemporary philosophical situation has made the taa-c

of reformulation more difficult than It was at other times in

history. t".hen philosophy and theology share a general episte.nolo¬

gical confidence the task of recovering the essence of the faith is

difficult but not nearly as onerous as it is in periods of

epistemologicai uncertainty. In the mioule ages, or even in the

relative security of nineteenth century idealism, men were able to

engage in doctrinal study with the unconscious assurance of certain

theories about truth, knowledge, and perception. Today, when we

search for the truth preserved in the Christian tradition we do so
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with the haunting thought that we are uncertain about the nature

of truth itself. We cannot amply go back to the Institutes of

the Christian Religion and ask for Calvin's view, and we cannot

simply turn to Biblical exegesis with the expectation that what

is said in Scripture will be a sufficient guide for us. If we

are to make use of the Reformers and of Scripture we must be

willing to bring to these sources the philosophical concerns which

are peculiarly troublesome today. The instability in the concept

of truth itself must be brought into relation with the fruits of

historical research so that in this age of epistem^logical

uncertainty we can find ways of communicating the Gospel. It

does no good to speak of Christianity in sixteenth century terms when

it is the sixteenth century concept of truth and knowledge which

has left us.

Although it is the discipline of systematic theology which must

share with philosophy the conceptual burden, the more narrow

discipline of apologetics must also take this difficulty into account.

Apologetics is as much the work of communicating the Gospel as it

is the work of defending the Gospel, and in this respect it has a

unioue task. Apologetics must continually examine the current

statements of Christian theology in a Janus-like fashion. It toust

evaluate contemporary statements for their loyalty to the faith,

but it must also examine them for their clarity in communication.



We will want to know whether contemporary theology is in accord

with the teachings of the Bible and whether it is representative

of the basic elements of Reformation thought, but we will also

want to icnow whether its formulations are intelligible in this

oentury. We must, with systematic theology and philosoply, help

to find new statements of the Christian faith, and we must, with

special interest in communication, help to evaluate the new

statements in light of the epistemological changes of the day.

In this research project we are limiting ourselves to what is

largely an evaluative task. We will be committed neither toward

the resolving of the bifurcation in philosophical theories of

knowledge nor the development of a new metaphysical integration of

contemporary ideas. These tastes, primarily philosophical in

nature, can be reserved for a more leisure time. The contemporary

problem of oomuunication is one which is more pressing for ua and

waich demands consideration whether the philosophical problems ever

reach solution or not. While theological statements will neces¬

sarily remain on insecure footing as long as conceptual problems

remain unsolved, these statements must be made even though their

apologetic virtues diminish as time passes. We cannot wait for the

solution of the underlying philosophical problem of truth; we must

communicate the faith dootrinaily in this time even when the concept

of truth itself is ambiguous. Indeed, it is because the prevailir^
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ideas of truth and knowledge have became philosophically

questionable that we must turn anew to the task of understanding

the doctrine of Christianrevelation.

When John Calvin wrote of Christian knowledge he formulated

for us the doctrine of the inner witness of the Holy Spirit to the

Word. Cur task is to take this doctrine which has been a guiding

star for Reformed theology, re-evaiuate it in light of Biblical

scholarship, and follow its expression in contemporary theology.

Although rnaiy theologians do not mention it by name, this doctrine

will serve both to introduce us to the problem and to keep our

attention focused on the epistemological concern. By havix^g it

and the Biblio&l foundation in mind when we begin, we will have a

perspective from which to view the contemporary formulations.

In particular, our project is devoted to the statements by

leading contemporary theologians in the United States. We have

limited our study to theologians in one geographical area because

there is a pressing need in the United States for closer evaluation

of the apologetic advice which has been given us in the last few

years. We who live and work in the cnuroh there need to know how

our teachers have guided us, what principles we have relied upon,

and what must be clone to improve our apologetic efforts. We need

to understand the theology we have read and its relation to our roots



in Biblical and Reformtion thought. We need to know if we are

going in the right direction and. what we must do to change our

path to a better one. The men whom we have chosen for our study,

Edward John Game11, TJufus Jones, Reinhold Niebuhr, Nela Perre,

Henry Nelson Wieman, and aul Tillich, have been selected because

they have been influential in guiding the thought of the church.

Each is or has been a teacher and a writer of national significance.

And each, to some extent, represents a unique position or a distinct

tradition. In regard to the representative of conservative

orthodoxy, Edward John Carnell, and the representative of the tuaker

or tqyatic tradition, Rufus Jones, we have been guided in our

selection by the counsel of other writers in their fields. We

have selected only six theologians altogether in order that we may

consider the thought of eaci, particularly their unuerstanding of

Christian knowledge, in some detail.

The methodology which we will follow will be relatively simple

in principle. We propose not to bring a predetermined interpretive

framework or predetermined list of questiuns to the theologians we

will consider but to allow the literature of each theologian to

determine the form of the discussion. We will consider the work

of one man and the school be represents in an individual chapter,

allowing the structure of the particular theological system to guide

our summary and our criticism. In that we will allow each writer
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to speak for himself in the bounds of his system before inter¬

preting or criticising his work, our method will be deductive and

a posteriori. At the close of each chapter, after we have

presented the material relevant to the writer' a doctrine of knowledge

or revelation, we will offer our criticism of his position.

Because we are particularly concerned to analyse cuntemporaiy

literature from the perspective of its value in communication,

we will be sensitive for several general characteristics in our

criticism. One of these is the degree of accord between the

contemporary formulation and basic principles of Biblical thought.

The second is the contemporary nature of the underlying philosophical

concepts and thought forms. The third is clarity in the logio of

the presentation. The la st is a more evasive trait which we have

called the "invitational" nature of the presentation. The

invitational character of theological writing is one of the most

important apologetic aspects, for we must remember that the basic

purpose of theological literature is not so much the presentation

of correct ideas as it is the presentation of the invitation that

we have first heard extended to us. While correctness and

accuracy are necessary the real end in apologetic and indeed in all

theological literature is the communication of the great invitation

we have heard in the New Testament. In this respect we will he

sensitive to how each author invites the non-Christian t^ come and
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to share in the presence of the Kingdom.

Our first chapter will provide us with a background and a

comprehensive perspective for our study of contemporary literature.

In it we will examine the two focal points of Protestant apologetic

thought, the Siblioal understanding of the Holy Spirit and the

Rearmed doctrine of the inner testimony of the Spirit to the Word.

This introduction will enable us to resolve several misunderstand¬

ings of Biblical and Reformed theology and to have an historical

perspective from which to view contemporary thought. From chapter

one we will move directly into the thought of our main figures.



CHAFTKR I

THIS TWO FOCAL, POINTS IN PiiGTJSSTANT THKODOGY

The Inner Witness of the Holy Spirit
in the Bible

The Old Testament

In our search for the eaiiiest use of the mora "spirit" in

the Hebraic tradition, we are looking for something which is very

elusive. In the canonical literature of the Old Testament we

find a variety of uses for "spirit," several of which reflect even

a pre-Hebraic view. Therefore, if one is to begin with the Old

Testament teaching about the Holy Spirit one must begin with

beliefs which existed even prior to the Old Testament faith. The

roots of the Hebrew word for spirit HO (ruaoh or ruah) suggest

two archaic physical neanlngs. On the one hand ruach signifies

wind; on the other it signifies breath. But it is not possible

for us to stop with these uses and say that the earliest uses were

nonreligioL'.s and physical, for at an early stage men used this word

1. Brown, Francis, S, R. Driver, and Charles A, Briggs. A Hebrew
and iinglish lexicon of the Old Testament uonion: Oxford
University Press, 1959, p• 924.

15.
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for wind to represent more than singly air in motion. The

mystery and power of the wind made ruaoh a particularly appro¬

priate term for representing the mysterious, supernatural

spiritual forces in which primitives in general have believed.

Thus, in Semitic usage, ruach was the word for the demonic spirits

which swept over a man, possessed him, and lifted him into

ecstatic experience. While this demonic activity of ruach

spirits is not an element of the basio Old Testament theology, it

is an element of primitive experience that we can see still re-

2
fleeted in Old Testament writings.

The important point, however, is that this primitive belief

in ruaoh spirits is superseded in the canonical literature. ««

still see references to spirits, but these %>irits are no longer

the independent entities of primitive belief. They have almost

violently been thrown into subservience to the sovereignity of the

one god Yahweh. One of the clearest instances of this subser¬

vience of an evil spirit is found in the mrrative concerning Oaul

and David, where an evil ruaoh is sent to replace the ruach adonai.

2. See the comments of Jacob, Edmund. Theology of the Old
Testament. Translated by Arthur W. Heathcote and Philip J.
Allcock. London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1958. p. 123} Von
Imschoat, Faul. Theologie de L'Anoien Testament. Volume I.
Maris: Tournai Desolte and Company, 1954. pp. 193 ff•J
Burrows, Millar. An Outline of Biblical Theology. Philadel¬
phia: Westminster rfess, lT4f>. p.
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Here we still have reference to an evil spirit, but this evil

spirit is subject to Yahweh's will.^ Thus, at an early stage the

Biblical writers began radically ohanging the prevalent ru.ich

conceptions to meet their knowledge of the character and sovereig¬

nty of Yahweh.^ Koriuari dnaith has been careful to develop this

growing sensitivity of the Hebrew. He points out that in the

same Gaul and David narrative, the writer turns away from the use

of ruach adonai in coniection with the evil spirit, substituting
5

the more general term for a deity, ruach elohlm. Sensitive to

the peculiar ethical character of Yahweh, the writer avoids linking

an evil spirit to adonai, which was the particular name for God.

The occurrence of these changes in the eaiiy use of ruach is

very important, for it shows that the Hebrews interpreted ruach

from the perspective of the known character of God. It was the

character of God which guided their view of ruach. Thus, the

primary knowledge of God for the Hebrew is not that he is spiritual;"

the primary knowledge is that he is ethical in his covenant loyalty

and ethical in his demands for the covenant community. The Cwncept

J. I oainuel 16:14. See also Genesis 52: 22-52, Kxodus 4:24.

4. As the knowleuge of the Biblical writers grew in regard to the
character of Yahweh, the activities which they attributed to
the ruach adonai, the Spirit of God, also changed. Thus early
attributions of bizarre or malevolent activity were gradually
regarded as alien to the character of Yahweh.

5. Snaith, Noriuan H. "The bpirit of God in Jewish Thought," The
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, by Norman H. Gnaith et. al. Gondon:
The Bpworth iress, 1957* p. 16.
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of ruach becomes variously employed to express the more basic

ai-prehension.^

As the term ruach is adapted to the growing awareness of the

sovereignty and ethical nature of God, it becomes a significant

expression for both the presence and power of God in redemption.

This is particularly apparent in the association of the power of

God with the leaders of Israel. In the ancient Hi ar oast the

leader, as werl as the prophet, was more than an individual with a

peculiar responsibility. In the oases of the judges and the kings

these men served in a unique way as the representatives of both

the uelty and the people. The sing was far more than a civil

officer; he was God's instrument and e ven an intermediary or

extension of Gul's presence, ftith this theological background

In mind, the jsaning of the narrative of the Hebrew judges become?

much clearer t- us. V,hen the writer tells us that the Spirit of

God came upon a man he is telling us that God uEed this man for

his redemptive purpose. The ecstatic ruaoh terminology is used,

as befitted the times, but it is used to describe the redemptive

activity of God through this man. When we read that "the Spirit

of the nord toon possession of Gideon and he sounded the trumpet"

6. "Any development of the idea of God will be reflected in tire
doctrine of His Spirit." Hoyle, ti. Birch. "Spirit (Holy),
Spirit of God," Encyclopedia of religion and nthica. Volume a!.
Edited by James Hastings. Kdinourgh; T. aiad T. Clark, 1)20,
p. 786.
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(Judges 6: 54), we are reading a description of unique purpose

rather than a description of unique experience.''

The use of ruach in conre ction with the kingship ideology

of Israel was of even greater importance. ?or the Hebrews, the

king was the defender of national security (II daiuuei 8:2, I Kings

9:15 ff., 10:26 f.) and the administrator of justice (Proverbs

16:10, II Gamuel 14:1-20, 15:1-6). He was, however, above all the

representative of one who was also referred to as the king of
Q

Israel, Yahweh himself.' A. R. Johnson recognises this represen¬

tation function of the king and shows ho v. it was particularly

related to the ruach of Yahweh:

The fact that the king held office as Yahweh* s
agent or viceregent is shown quite clearly in the
rite of anointing which marked him out as a
sacral person endowed with such special responsi¬
bility for the well-being of his people as we have
already described. Accordingly the king was not
merely the Messiah or the 'Anointed'; he was the
Messiah of Yahweh, i.e. the man who in thus being
annointed was shown to be specially commissioned
by Yahweh for this high office: ana in view of

7. dee also Genesis 41:38, Bxodus 31:3, Numbers 24:2, Judges 7:10,
anu II Samuel 25:2 for other examples of this empowering activity
of the Spirit within a redemptive framework. Aubrey K. Johnson
observes that even in regard to damson, Gideon, and daul etc.,
the ruach Yahweh is conceived as an extension of Yahweh'a person¬
ality rather than as an impersonal force. Johnson, Aubrey R.
The one and the I»iary in the Israelite Conception of God. Garuiff:
University of Wales Press, 1942. p. 17.

8. Isaiah 6:5, 44:6, I Kings 22:19 ff. dee also Moore, George P.
Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian dra. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1127. Volume I, pp. 43,
258, Volume II, pp. 64, 209 ff., 375.
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the language which is used elsewhere in the Old.
Testament with regard to the pouring out of
Yahweh's Spirit and the ymbolic action which
figures so prominently in the work of the prophets,
it seetas likely that the rite in question was
also held to be eloquent of the superhuman power
with which this sacral individual was henceforth
to be activated and by which his behaviour might
be governed.^

In this connection, the Concept of the covenant was important as

the bond or commitment or "legal sanction"^ which expressed

the privilegeu relation of Israel to the kingship of Ya'nweh. The

covenant also represented the enduiing nature of the relation.

As wa3 the judge, the messiah-king of Israel was empowered

by God to deliver the people from enemies s-> that they understood

themselves as being delivered and ruled by God himself. Here

we see a further development of the rua h concept, as it is

brought in to express both the covenant commitment and the

communal relations between Yahweh and his people. The king, in

9. Johnson, Aubrey R. "Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship," Myth,
Ritual, and Kingship. Idited ty a. H. Hooke. London: Oxford
University Press, 1958. pp. 207-8. See also II Samuel 23:1-7.

10. Ibid, p. 210.

11. "David could never have become king had he not been regaraed
as the man of the charisma." Bright, John. The Kingdom of Goo,
in Sible and Church. «ondon: Lutterworth Press, 1955* P* 56.
"...David, in virtue of his being anointed and thus becoming
the Messiah of Yahweh, came powerfully under the influence of
Yahweh's Spirit." Johnson, Aubrey R. Sacral Kingship in Ancient
Israel. Cardiff: University of Aales Press, 1955* p* 16. The
king was a "cuannei" for the operation of the divine Spirit,
see p. 13. See also I Samuel 16:13.
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whom the power of God is concentrated, is the representative of

the presence of God in the community of his people. God is

present with his people in his ruach-presenee through the king.

The third group of people thought to be particularly
12

empowered by the Spirit of God was the prophets. Here v,e must

notice that a unique development occurs in the association of the

ruach with the prophets. In the early prophetic activity the

Spirit of God was frequently referred to as the source of both

ecstatic experience (Numbers 11:17-29, I Samuel 10:6, 19:20, I

Kings 22:21, II Chronicles 18:23) and prophetic message (Numbers

24:2, II Samuel 23:2, I Chronicles 12:18, II Chronicles 15:1, 20:14).

However, this multiplicity of reference to the ruach as the

immediate cause of prophetio ins iration disappears when we come

to the classic, pre-exilic prophets. After being overwhelmed by

the early references to the Spirit, we find that with Amos,

Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Jeremiah there is no mention of the

ruach whatsoever, A look at the other prophets of this period

only deepens the uystery. Hosea mentions the ruach but in a

12. "Moreover...the prophet, in functionijg, was held to be more
than Yahweh* 8 •representative'; for the time being he was an
active 'Extension* of Yahweh's iersonality and, as such, whs
Yahweh - 'in rersonl Johnson, Aubrey R. The one and the aany in
the Israelite Conception of God, p. 37« On the other hand the
operation of the priest was never regarded as charismatic or
as referring back to the operation of the ruach. See Von Rad,
Gerhard, old Testament Theology. Translated by D.id.G. Stalker.
Edinburgh: Oliver and 3oyd, 1962. p. 96.
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different context (4:12, 5:4); Micah mentions the ruach twice

(2:7, 3:8). Isaiah of Jerusalem, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi

refer to the Spirit of Yahweh but not as the source of inspiration.1^
3ut if we begin to think at this point that the idea of

prophetic inspiration as caused by the Spirit of Yahweh has

disappeared, another surmise awaits us. In Ezekiei, Deuteru-

Isaiah, and Tritu-Isaiah the reference to the inspiring Spirit

reappears.

The consensus of scholarly opinion is that the classical

prophets turned away from the concept of the ruaoh in order to

avoid aligning themselves with certain early non-ethical

prophets, Ernest F. Joott has written:

The breaking away from the traditional idea of
prophecy must have been deliberate, and was most
probably due to the very fact that the Spirit
and prophetic madness were so closely conre cted
in the popular mind. Charlatans who professed
a divine enlightenment had always traded on the
supposed possession of the Spirit. It had come
to be taken for granted that the man who spoke by
the Spirit was either a crazed dervish who threv.
out words without meaning, or an official ' seer*
whose business it was to 'prophesy smaoth things.'
... The great prophets, intensely Oonscious of the
seriousness of their message, were anxious to

13. Mowinckel has observed that often there is an explicit rejec¬
tion of inspiration by possession. See Hosea 9:7, Micah 2:7,
Jeremiah 5:13, and Isaiah 28:10. Mowinckel, digmund. "The
'dpirit* and the 'Word' in the i-re-Exiiic Reforming irophets,
"J-urnai of Biblical literature. Volume 53 (1934„ p. 204.
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dissociate it as fay, as possible from the
contemporary forms. *

In place of the ruach. the classical prophets used other

expressions conveying a similar sense of divine compulsion.

Two of the most important were the "hand of ^ahweh" and the "word
"1 5

of Yahweh. ' The "word of Yahweh" sometimes had a broader

14. Scott, Ernest P. The Spirit in the New Testament. London:
Holder and Stoughton, 192d. pp. 28-29; Johnston, George.
"Spirit, Holy Spirit," A Theological Word 3ook of the Bible.
Edited by Alan Richar.ison. London: 3.C.M. laness Ltd., 195°.
p. 236; Humphries, A. Lewis. The Hojy Spirit in ^aith and
Experience. London: S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1917. p. 45, Robinson,
H. Wheeler. Inspiration and Revelation in the Old Testament.
London: Oxfora University Press, 1946. p. 179> Volz, P. Per
Geist Gottes and die verwandten Krchein^ngen im Alten Testa¬
ment und 1m anschliessenden Judentum. Tubingen, 1910. pp. 62 ff.
The taost important source is SJigmunu Mo wine ice 1* s "The'Spirit*
and the 'Word* in the re-Exilic Reforming Prophets." pp. 2u6
ff. An important criticism of Mowinckel's position is by
Lindblom, Lindblom, J. Prophecy in Ancient Israel. Oxford:
Basil BiaOkwell, 1962. p. 177-

A significant number of scholars followed Gunkel in his
view that ecstasy wa3 fundamental to prophetic experience, but
our research does not support his position. See Gunnel,
Herman, "i ropheten Israels seit Amos. "Pie iteiigion i.u
Geachichte und Gegenwart. Edited by Herman Gunkel and n.
TscharnocA. Tubingen: J.C.B. Moor (Paul Liebeckj, 1930 (secorxl
edition), pp. 1538-1554. For the development of this contro¬
versy see Van Imschoot, Paul. Theologie de L'Ancien Testament.
Volume I. p. 170.

15. See Jeremiah 15, Isaiah 8:11, I rings 18:12,46, Ezekiel 1:3,
3:12, 37:1, 40:1. See also Jacob, Edmund. Loc. cit. p. 126;
Lindblom, J.Loc. cit. p. 58. Robinson, H. Wheeler. Inspiration
and Revelation in the Old Testament, p. 178; Knight, George
A.?. A Christian Theology of the Old Testament. London: 3.C.M.
Press Ltd., 1959- P« 85. Van Imachout, Paul. "L* Esprit de
Jahvfe Source de vie dans L'Ancien Testament," Revue Biblirue,
Volume 4£> (1935}, p. 491; Haiaar, Alfred Gssian. Associationa
of Cult Prophets Among the Ancient oemite3. Translated by H.
S. Harvey. Uppsala: ..undequistska, 1954. pp. 115 ff.
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meaning, suggesting in Dodd's terms "a creative factor in history."

The Word was the revolutionary benuing of history b Yahweh which

the prophet perceived in himself and his nation.

Ahile the pre-exilic prophets prefer the figure of the hand

of Yahweh or the larger figure of the word of Yahveh, the post-

exilic prophets have a renewed interest in the concept of the

ruach. It is again referred to as the immediate source of pro¬

phetic compulsion (Isaiah 61:1, Essekiel 11:5,;» but it is also used

to express the unique blessing of God which will be bestowed in

the last day8, the New Age. Deutero-Isaiah proclaims that in this

new era the Spirit will be "poured out" not simply on particular

individuals but on the people as a whole, "I will pour out uy

Spirit upon your descendants, and ny blessing on your offspring"

(Isaiah 44:3). He describes the Servant figure as one on whom

the lord will particularly bestow his Spirit (Isaiah 42:1).

Azekiel gives us another description of the Spirit's work in the

New Age in his description of the new heart and the new spirit,

"A new heart I will give you, aoi a new spirit I will put within

16. Dodo, C. H. The bible Today. Oamoriage: Ca.bridge University
ire3s, 1946. p. 105« dee also Porteoas, N. T, "old Testament
Theology," The Old Testament in Mouern otudy. Lditeo ty H.H.
Howley. London: Oxford University tress. 1952, p. 542.
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y~u" (Kiettiel 36:26).^ Joul 2:28-29 and. tiaggai 2:3 also

express this great expectation fur the wurs of the dpirit in the
18

future.

Thus the connection of the ruach with the prophets has

been a varied one. In the early literature the ruach is recog¬

nised as the cause of prophetic ecstasy, but in the pre-exilic

period ruach is neglected for the hand and word of Yahweh. The

latter figure becomes particularly important as the prophets re¬

cognise that they have been met by a new reality of Cod's will

in history and not merely subjected to a new ecstasy. In the

post-exilic literature ruach returns to express a new and deeper

understanding of the person and will of God which makes ruaoh

inappropriate, and it is another change which brings ruach into

use again. When the post-exilic prophets use ruach they have

not relapsed; they are really using a new term, a term in which

transforming will has been integratea with ctynamic presence. The

new term expresses at once the historically creative will ana the

17. Ezeiciel's description of the transporting power of the Spirit
is to be unaerstood as in the same category as the descrip¬
tions of the action of the Spirit in ecstatic inspiration and
represents the recurrence of primitive imagery. dee Ezetciel
3:12, 8:3, 11:1,24, 43:5.

18. Following the exile we occasionally find tj?e Spirit represented
by the concepts of the "glory" or the "shekinah." dee Kzekiel
1:28, 11:23 for "gloxy" and Exodus 24:16 f., 29:43, 40:34,
Numbers 14:10, 16:19» echariah 2:5, Isaiah 59:19, Psalms 97:6,
102:16 for its later adaptation by priestly writers.
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personal presence of Yahweh. The new presence of Yahweh In ruach

1b a more intimate communion than ever before, a communion which

has as its preparation an incredible new turn in history.

The late Old Testament literature manifests two further

developments in the ooncept of ruach. both of which are peripheral

to the mainstream of tiebraic tradition. one wf these is the

use of the term to signify either the life force or the dominant

disposition within man himself. This one usually a,.pears in either

the late ttiadom or priestly Contributions to the Old Testament

text (Job 7:11. >2:8, Genesis 7:15, 26:>5, Exodus 6:9, 1 Camuel

1*15, I Chronicles 5:26, T1 Chronicles 21:16, JS~ra 1:1 etc.;.

N. H. onaith has observed that ruaoh occurs as a synonym for

nephesh. the breath-soul, sotae twenty-five times and as a synonym

for leb, the heart, an additional number of instances (see Isaiah

29:24, 40:1>, Job 20:>).19

The second development is a result of theological speculation

in regard to nature. The ancient iebrew theologians wrete of the

ruach as the fbrce by which God created the world (Genesis 1:2),

the force fbr sustaining and renewing the world (Fsalm 104:>0), and

the instrument by which God has put beauty into the heavens (Job

19, dnaith, Norman H. The Distinctive Ideas of the old Testament.
London: The Kpworth Jress, 1944, p. 148. dee also Robinson,
H. Aheeler, ^ellgioua Ideas of the Old Testament. London:
Luclcworth, 190. p. 80. Johnson Aubrey R. The Vitality of the
Individual in the Thought of ancient Israel: Cardiff: University
of Sales iress, 1949, pp. 26 ff.
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26s 13). The ruach also beoutnes interpreted as the life giving

principle in all oreatures (Job 34: 14-15» Ecclesiastes 3:19) and

the peculiar life giving principle in man (Job 27:3, 32:8).

Both of these developments are the fruits of theological specula¬

tion and are incidental to our purposes.

The concept of the ruaoh is also found in post-canonical
20

sources, but its use here is of small significance. iSost of

the references refleot ideas which are more adequately stated

in the prophetic literature (see Judith 16:5, Enoch 60:12,

Testament of Benjamin IV). ^ften the doctrine of the spirit is

confused with the ideas of interfering spirits and a upernatural

beings which late Judaism adopted from external sources, (See

Jubilees 2:2, 15s31 —32, Daniel 17*1, Revelation 14:8).Another

strain in inter-testa.mental Palestinian thought captures the

spectation of the Messiah as peculiarly endowed by the Spirit

but actually leads us no further than the ideas given us in Isaiah

20. "In the apocalyptic literature, although a number of allusions
to the Spirit can be discovered they are for the most pi rt
perfunctory and chiefly due to Old Testament reminiscence."
>cott, Ernest ?. Loc. cit. p. 47.

21. Humphries, in a very interesting statement, sees the develop¬
ment of the idea of these supernatural beings as linked with
the cessation of the actual experience of the Spirit.
"Speculation was able thus to run riot in the region of the
supernatural, because there was no immediate experience which
was felt to correspond to what the older faith had recognised
as the distinct product of the Spirit." Humphries, A. Lewis.
Loc. cit. p. 81. This insight can be supported by the mar\y
references in the intertestamental literature to the cessation
of prophecy. See I Maccabees 4:46, 9:27, 14:41 etc.
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22
feee Enoch 62:2, Psalms of Solomon 17 and 18). There is a

developing view of the messiah as a "divine" being, but this

development is at least partially linked with the incursion of

the various ideas of angels anu aemon spirits.

We must refrain from entering the contemporary uebate over

the extent of the influence of Hellenistic thought in Alexandrian

Judaism. However, we should ta.ce notice that commentators have

seen in the Wisdom of Solomon both an interpretation of the Spirit
2 4

n terms of the divine Wisdom and a disappearance of the concept of
24

the Spirit in Stoic metaptysics. Whatever the determinative motif

may be, Snaith observes that there is here the beginning of a

dangerous confusion between religion and philosoplv» from which

spring "the errors of humanism and the dangerous... identification

of the work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts and lives of man with
25

the power that makes the grass grow green."

22. See particularly the Testament af Judah 24:2 where the messiah
is described as the one through whom God will bestow his
Spirit on men so that they "will walk in the ways of the Lord."

23. Scott, Ernest P. Loc. oit. p. 56. See also Geyer, John. The
Wisdom of Solomon. London: S.C.M. Ifess Ltu., 1963, pp. 29-30.

24. Pilson, J.E. The Blessing of the rt^ly Spirit. London: nongman*s
Green and Conuary, 1950, p. 70; Lampe, G.W.H. "Holy Spirit,"
The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Biule. edited by George a.
Buttricic. New York: Abingdon Press, 1962. Volume 11. p. 629*
Humphries, a. 4_ewis. loc. cit. p. 87.

25. Snaith, Norman H. "The Spirit of God in Jewish Thought," p.57-
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One distortion in the work of the Holy Spirit is more

apparent, and this is the transformation of the concept of

prophetic inspiration to what it becomes in *.hilo. As Ernest

P. Scott writes'

ihilo thinks only of an intelle ctual illumination.
The man who receives the Spirit.• •has access to a
profounder knowledge. A vision is granted him
not so much of the will of God fulfilling itself
amidst the contradictions of history, as of a

higher2gealm of truth which is hidden from earthly
sense.

As we come to the end of our survey of ruach in the Old

Testament, we find that in the mainstream of Hebrew thought the

term ruach is guided by an underlying realisation of the will and

character of God. The common term is used to describe the

distinctive God, and, as knowledge of this God deepens, the tenu

is used in different ways. To the Hebrew, the Spirit was the

presence of God overturning historic circumstances and entering

into communal fellowship. In post-exilic Juaaism the term is

employed to say that it was Yahweh who createu the world, ana in

post-canonical literature the term is sometimes obscured in the

midst of various mediatorial figures. However, the central belief

about the Spirit in the Old Testament is the belief that is also

26. ocott, truest P. doc, cit. p. 59« Por a statement of the use
and influence of pneuma in .uoroastrianism and the Oeau Sea
Scrolls, see uaehner, R.C. The Dawn ana Twilight of
toroastrianism. London: Weidenfeid and Nicholson, 1961. pp.
o2 ff.



the classical prophets and the post-exilic prophets the New Age

would be the new time in history when God is redemptive and

present with all men. New creation in history and new communal

fellowship are bound together in the term ruach. The hope is

the hope for the ruach Yahweh. the personal presence of God in

new creation.
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The qynoptic gospels

As the Old Testament closes with the anticipation of the

future time when God will pour out his spirit on all men, the

New Testament opens with the enthusiastic cry that this time has

come. Again a mediatorial figure appears before our eyes, but

this time he is not simply a judge or a king. He is not one

whom God grasps and hurls into the history of his people for a

time, but he is one through whom God redirects the history of

creation for all time. Here again are new creation and personal

presence, but this time they are so intimately united that

finally Paul is able to testify of the new humanity brought to

life in Jesus. The beginning of this final act is described for

us first in the synoptic gospels, then in the Pauline epistles,

the Johannine literature, and the other writings. (iVhile the

epistles were written before the gospels, the gospels show the

primitive testimonies.) V,e will give our attention to the

presentation in that order, taking Luke's account in Acts in

Come ction with his gospel.

Out of twenty-three times in which he mentions
27

(pneuma), Mark gives us six passages of singular importance.

Here he is not speaking of spirit as an anthropological component

27. Pneuma is the Greek translation of ruach in the Septuagint
and the word for "spirit" in the Greek New Testament.



or as an evil foroe but as the successor to the Old Testament

ruach. In these six places he is concerned to speak of the coming

of Jesus and of the uni<jae role of Jesus. In Hark 1:8 he

distinguishes Jesus as one who will baptise with the Spirit.

Although others knew the Spirit of God and served God, no one

had been able to serve as the mediator or distributor of the

Spirit. In 1:10-11 Mark explains that Jesus was able to do this

beoause God endowed him with his Spirit in a distinctively full

way. He receives the expected endowment as the one who had
28

been thought of as the ideal Davidic king.

The third passage, Mar.; 1:12 (Matthew 4:1, Luke 4:1), tells

us more about this endowment. Jesus is led by the Spirit into

a very severe mental struggle, and, although this seems to be a

very peculiar activity for the Spirit of God, the passage gives

us important inf.rmation which is illuminated for us by reference

to the Old Testament. In the Old Testament the men empowered by

God's presence were notable in their obeaience to God's redemptive

will. The conoept of the will of God was sometimes represented

by the figure of the "word of God," and the age for which Jeremiah

longed was a time when men K>uld know ar*i follow God's will. Thus,

as Plummer pointed out mai\> years ago, the idea of obedience to

28. Creed, John Martin. The Gospel According to St. Luke. London:
Macmillan and Company Ltd., 1930. Conselmann, Hans. The
Theology of 3t> Luke. Translated by Geoffrey Buswe11. London:
Faber and Faber, 1960. p. 174.
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God's will is linked here in Jesus' own life with the radically
29

distinctive endowment. The radical presence of God in the

Kew Age eventuates in the radical obedience of the inessiah and,

finally, in the radical obedience of Christian men.

The fonrth passage, Mark 3:29 (Matthew 12:31, Luke 12:10),

is Jesus' warning against blaspheming the Holy Spirit. Inter¬

preted in their context, these verses are a warning agaiiist the

rejection of the Holy Spirit's work in his own person. Farrer

writes that "Christ tells his enemies, scribes from the

Jerusalem synagogue, or perhaps fr^m the Senhedrin itself, that

in resisting ana blaspheming him they are blaspheming the Holy

Ghost.

29. ITummer, Alfred. The Gospel According to 3t. Luke. The
International Critical <-ommentazy. Edinburgh: T. and T.
Clark, 1898 (second edition), p. 107.

30. Farrer, Austin. A Study in St. Mark. Westminster: Dacre
Press, 1931» P« 165. "You are not merely culminating me -
that would be foigiveable; but you are culminating the Holy
Spirit, and that is in the literal sense unpardonable."
Kawlinson, A.E.J. St. Mark. London: Methuen ani Compary Ltd.,
1925. p. 45* This is in distinction from the interpretation
of S. MaoLean Giimour. See Gilmour, S. MacLean. "Exegesis of
the Gospel According to Luke," The Interpreter's Bible.
Volume VIII. Edited by George Author Buttrick. New York:
Abingdon Press, 1952, pp. 223-224.
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The fifth passage is unique to Mark and Matthew, the

recognition that David was ins. ired by the H^ly Spirit (Mark 12:36,

Matthew 22:43). While this verse reaffirms the Old Testament

understanding (ss Psalms 110:1 and also A.ots 2:34 f.), George

Johnston is right when he observes that it tells us little ab^ut

Jesus' own views. ^ The sixth passage contains the assurance by

Jesus that under conditions of persecution the Holy Spirit will be

present to inspire the needed testimony, Mark 13:11 (Matthew 10:20,

Luice 12:i2J. There is little here that helps us to grasp the

Biblical doctrine of the Spirit, although the duican form has a

suggestive variant or parallel at duke 21:15. In 12:12 the Holy

Spirit is the source of inspiration, but in 21:15 Christ himself is

the source. Schweizer sees in t is parallel the suggestion that

Christ had come to be thought of as the donor of the Spirit and
32

that In the presence of the 3pirit Christ himself was encountered.

In turning to Matthew we discover that there are four

additional places in which pneuma is used as the Spirit of God.

None of theia, however, adds anything essentially new to the

developing position that Christ was empowered by the Spirit as the

31. Johnston, George. Loc. cit. p. 237.

32. Schweizer, Eduard. "Pneuma," TheologischeB ftorterbuch zuro
Neuen Testament. Begriindet von Gerhard Kittel (herausgegeben
von Gerhard Priedrich). Volume 6. Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer,
1959- p. 403.
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Messiah. fcutthew 1:18-20 is the conception by Kary; 12:1b is

a quotation from Isaiah ^escribing Jesus as the ileal s ervant-

king; 12:28 is a uiatthian form of the original reference to

casting out lemons by the "finger of God" (Luke 11:20); and 28:19

is generally regarded as an addition from tile close of the first

century.^

In Luke the paucity of reference to the Spirit is left
54

behind. There are thirty-seven places in which ;.>neuma occurs,

with ten being found in the first two chapters. When we take

these ten together with the other passages in which i neurna occurs

as the Spirit of ^oa, we find that there are twelve important

references. As five of them are reproductions of Markan material,

there are seven unique contributions for our consideration.

55* See Taylor, Vincent, "The Spirit in the New Testament," The
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit by Norman rf. Snaith ejt. al. London:
The Epworth Press, 1937. p» 52. dee Exodus 8:19»

54. The small number of references to the Spirit in Mark and
idatthew (particularly in the swings of Jesus where there are
only two or possibly three) has usually been accounted for
ty interpreting the endowment by the Spirit as a matter simi¬
lar to the messianic secret. See Flew, R. Newton. Jesus and
tiis Church. London: The Epworth Press, 1938, pp. 70-71; John¬
ston, George. Loc. cit. p. 238; Filson, J.JS. The Blessing of
the Holy Spirit, pp. 94, 101; Strachan, R. H. The Fourth
Gospel. London: S.C.U. Press Ltd., 1941. p. 238. Other inter¬
pretations have been suggested by Vincent Taylor,G. K.
Barrett, and Rudolph Bultmann. See Taylor Vincent. Loc. clt.
PP« 53-55; Barrett, C. K. "The Holy Spirit and the Gospel
Tradition," Expository Times, Volume 67 (1955-1956). pp.
142-145; Bultraaiifi, Rudolph. Jesus. Tubingen: J. G. B. Mohr
(Paul Siebeck), 1961 (first edition 1926). pp. 43-44.
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The multiplicity of reference in 1:15-2:27, the witness to

Jesus' return from the temptation experience "in the power of

the Spirit" at 4:14, arid the adaptation of Isaiah 61:1 in the

Nazareth synagogue scene at 4: 16 ff. are all indications of Lukb's

concern to show the messianic significance of the birth and life

of Jesus. ^ juulce 9:55 is a reference to the character of the

work of the Spirit, but its authenticity is qrestionabie. The

statement of Luke at 10:21 that Jesus rejoiced in the Holy Spirit

is a passing reference without explanation and without parallel.

At 11:15 we have an interesting substitution of pneuina for the

"good things" of Matthew 7*11. The fact that ouke makes this

addition i3 important, as it shows the oonviotion of the early

church that the mark of the New Age was the availability of the
36

Holy Spirit to those who turn to the Father. The sayings at

12:10 and 12:12 have already been mentioned, leaving as the only

additional reference one in which pneumn itself does not actually

occur. In 24:49 Jesus instructs the disciples to remain in

35» See Conzelmann, Hans. Loc. clt. p. 183- Heinrich von Baer
wrote in connection with the Nazareth scene, "Unter diesem
Leichen des Heiligen Ceistes tritt auch Jesus in der Syna¬
gogue zu Nazareth ala der von Jes. 61:1 f. geweissagte iirfuller
der messianischen Leit auf." von 3aer, Heinrich. "Ler Heilige
Geist in Den Lukasechriften," Beitrape aur Wjssenachaft vorn
AJLten und Neuen Testament. Ldited by Rudolf Kittel. Stuttgart:
Verlag von h. Aohlha.juer, 1926. p. 62.

36. The original form is seen to be "good things": Gilmour, 3.
MacLean. ooc. cit. p. 204 ana von Baer, Heinrich. Loc. cit.
p. 152.
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Jerusalem until they aire "clothed with power from on high" (see

Luke U:\U- and Acts 1:18). In summ ry, the gospel of Luke adopts

certain traditional interpretations of the Spirit's work but

goes beyond that which we have found, in Matthew ana Mark. The

concept of the Spirit in Luke is similar to the non-personal

spirit-activity of the Old Testament, but it is related uni uely

to the person of Jesus.

The fifty-eight references to pneuaa in Acts break in upon

us as the outstanding mark of the life of the early church. And,

as in the Old Testament, the reference to the Spirit is basically

a reference to something more important than ecstatic experience.

We are able to see this aepth in the meaning of the Spirit in one

of the most "ecstatic" passages, the description of I-entecost in

2:2 ff. Here Luke takes pains to say that the experience of the

Spirit was understood as the outcome of the purpose of God in the

life of Jesus and as the fulfilment of the covenant relation.

Flew writes in connection with this passage, "The new revelation of

God's working in the world is read in the light of the revelation

already given through Jesus.Lampe adds, "At Pentecost they

actually receive the power of the Spirit in which Jesus had preached,
38

healed, and exorcised."

37. Flew, R. Newton. Jesus ana His Church, p. 150

38. Lampe, G. W. H. "The Holy Spirit in the Writings of St. Luke,"
p. 193.



The most important work of the Spirit in Acts remains one

which is close to the Old Testament understanding of the Spirit
39

as making Known the will of God. The great work is the

preaching of the Gospel, and the Spirit is repeatedly said to

empower those who are so engaged (Peter 4:8, Stephen 6:t>, 7!55,

Paul 9:17, 13:9, Barnabas 11:24, and "the Disciples" 13:52).

In 10:44-5 and 11:15 it "falls" upon those hearing and responding

to the Gospel. The mission of the church is guided by the

Spirit (8:29, 10:19, 11:12, 15:2-4, 16:6-7) and coming events are

sometimes disclosed by the Spirit (11:28, 21:4, 21:11). In 15:28

the decision of the conference at Jerusalem is attributed to

the Spirit. The Spirit is also integral to baptism, although

it is not inseparably joined to the rite itself (see 19:6), and

to prayer (4*31)« People enter into the life of the Spirit bj

repentance (3:19, 19:18, 20:21, 26:20, 28:31, see i*uke 5:32, 13:3,

15:7) and by the laying on of hands (8:15, 8:17).

Thus, in both the gospel and acts the LuKan view of the

Spirit remains the view of Old Testament propheqy except that the

gift of the Spirit is seen as dependent u^on the life of Jesus and

39. "The conception of the Holy Spirit tfiich is reflected in Acts
does not differ from that which meets us in the Synoptic
gospels or the Old Testaiuent. The Spirit is still a Divine
Force, something which is 'shed forth' arid makes its presence
felt in phenomena of a psycho-ptysical character." Scott, C. A
Anderson. "The Theology of the New Testament," Christianity
in the Light of Modern Knowledge. London: Blacicie and Sons Ltd.
1929. p. 356.
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the fulfilment of the covenant. For Luke, the messianic age has

dawned in Jesus, and the Spirit of new life is available to all

1*10 repent and believe. The Spirit is no longer the temporary

force of the Cld Testament; it is the life principle of the new

40
Community.

40. Larnpe, C. W. H. "Holy Spirit," p. 6 54. For Old Testament back¬
ground on the relationship between the life of man and the
activity of Yahweh see Johnson Aubrey R. The Vitality of the
Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel, pp. 105



The Pauline epistles

Shen we turn to the writings of Paul we find t hat the New

Testament understanding of the Spirit has been greatly enriched.

Paul uses the concept of pneuma in talking about the psychology

of man, the structure of the universe, and the nature of God.

Most important for our purposes, he also uses the concept of

pneuma to describe the person of Christ and the relation of

Christ to the Christian. As a missionary, Paul had to face the

practical problems of belief, and one of the most crucial problems

for the early ohurch involved both the absence and the presence

of the risen Lord. Jesus had gone to be with the Father, yet the

new community which he left was convinced that even though he had

physically disappeared he was all the more powerfully related to

the community. This puzzling theological problem was answered

by Paul in his doctrine of the continuing relation between Jesus

and the Spirit. As this doctrine was the foundation for much of

Paul'8 thought, we will look briefly at it before moving to his

understanding of the Christian* s knowledge of his Lord.

Writing within a milieu which was increasingly affected by

Hellenism, Paul, as all apologists must do, tried to set forth a

philosophically sensible doctrine. Jesus had been the one anointed

by the Spirit, and after the crucifixion he had gone to be fully

in the realm of the spirit. This "realm of the spirit" wa3 an
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idea in contemporaxy Stoic thought which Paul had to meet and

which fits his own unaerstanding of the cosmos. Stoicism under¬

stood the pneuaa realm as a realm above the earth composed of an

"inconceivably tenuous form of matter, superior to the elements
/. 1

of earth, water, air, ana fire." The effect of this cosmology

ox. Paul's thought can be seen in a number of places, of which one

of the most important is his adaptation of the descending redeemer

motif. The Hellenistic cosmology and the descending redeemer

figure offered a plausible way of understanding the person and

work of Christ. The pneuma realm was the divine realm, and

Christ, as the Son of God, came from the pneuma realm to enable

us to share in it with him. Richard Reitzenstein, Rudolph

B.ultmann, and Wilfred Knox have supported this kind of interpreta¬

tion of Haul's thought. While others do not go as far as

Reitzenstein or 'aiox, they agree with William Manson that there

was a formal influence of these ideas in Paul's thought even though

their effect remained limited and seconlazy. (See I Corinthians

15*47, Colossians 2:13-17, i'hilippians 2:6).^

41. Dodd, C. H. The Lpistle to the Romans, London: Collins, 1959
(first eaition 1932;. pp. 13^-4.

42. Reitzenstein, Richard. Hellenistische i.'ysterienreligionen.
Leipzig: B. G. Teubner,-T92T~(!:ir8t™l!dlTiorrT9097rSuIbmann,
Rudolph. Theology of the New Testament. Translated by
Kendrick Grobel. London: 3. C. M. Press Ltd., 1952, 1955.
Volume I pp. 17^-175, Volume II p. 6; Knox, Wilfred. St. raul
ana the Church of the Gentiles. Cambridge: Can bridge
University Press, pp. 98 ff.; Manson, William. Jesus the
Messiah. London: Hoader and Stoughton, 1943. p. 190. For the
background of the gnostic figure see Creed, J. M. "The Heavenly
MMn, Journal of Theological Studies. Volume JUtVI, pp. 113-136;
BlacK, Matthew. "The Pauline Doctrine of the Second Adam," Scottish
Journal of Theolocnz Vfa1u,i>f> 7 Numher 1 (r-> H77
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Of ail the passages which describe the continuing relation

between Jesus and the Spirit, II Corinthians 3:17 is the one

which brings the crucial problem to the foreground. If Jesus

had cock from the Father and had ascended after his death to the

i.meuuia realm, is he now to be thought of as identical with this

realnf? Paul's words in II Corinthians 3:17, "How the Lord is the

Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is there is freedom,"

suggests that if they are not identical they must ontologically
43

share existence in some way. New Testament sdiolars have

known of this problem for a long time and have suggested several

solutions. Eduard Schweizer has tried to preserve both the

unity and the distinction between Christ and the Spirit by

suggesting that there is an identity between them in regard to

the church but that there is a distinction between them in that

Christ is Lord over his own power. He recognises that Paul does

not deal with the metaphysical question, believing that it was

Paul's concern t^ show the continuation of power in the life of
44

the church. C. A. Anderson Scott interprets the II Corinthians

3:17 passage as meaning "equivalence of function" rather than

43. Romans Is4, I Corinthians 15:45, II Corinthians 13:4,
Kphesians 3:16, Colossians 1:11 further suggest that the
resurrection life of Christ is somehow supported by or
identified with the Spirit.

44. Sohweizer, Lduard. "Pneuaa." p. 416.
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45 „

personal identity. P. C. Synge had a particularly unsatis¬

factory solution, distinguishing among the Spirit, the Spirit of
46

God, Christ, and the Spirit of Christ. Franz Leenhardt prefers

to describe the Spirit as the "revivifying force which broke into
47

the history of the world with Jesus Christ." A. U. Hunter

recognises that while Paul does not identify Christ and the Spirit,

it is through the Sjjirit that Christ comes to the Christian, and
48

"experientially they are one."

The problem of the sharing of ontological e xistence is one

which has been complicated by many elements and which cannot easily

be solved. We oan go a step toward the solution, however, by

recognising that we must avoid a pitfall which has been left us by

Paul himself. This pitfall is Paul's use of an impersonal idea

of pneuma to represent the personal presence of God. While Paul

does this, his real meaning is that God is present in personal,

communion rather than simply that God is present as an im^arsonal

45* Soott, C. a. toaderson. Christianity According to St. iaul.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1927- p. 258. And also
by the same author: "The Theology of the New Testament," p. 37.

46. Synge, F. 0, "The Spirit in the Pauline Lpistles," The Church
uarterly Review, Volume CAIa (19.54,), pp. 88-89.

47« neenhardt, Franz J. The Lpistle to the Romans. Translated by
Harold Knight. London: Lutterworth Press, 1961. p. 210.

48. Hunter, A. U. Interpreting xaul's Gospel. London: S. C. U.
Press Ltd., 1954. p. 39.
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49
force. If we become trapped behind his use of the impersonal

pneuma, we are kept at a uistat.ce from his real message auu inter¬

pret the pneuma as the power of God rather than as the personal

presence of God in reconciliation. Therefore, in Solving the

problem of the relation of Christ and the Spirit we must realise

that the problem cannot be solved in the terms that Paul has

used. To reach a solution we must be willing to restate the

problem in the terms of God's presence in personal communion.
the

This Would be a restatement of/problem Paul faced in light of the

larger context of the Hebraic tradition.

There is still another aspect to this problem. This is

the matter of the relation of the new being or the new humanity

which is the fruit of God's gift in Christ. (See Romans 6:1-11),

A part of the scandal of aul's message is that the post-

resurrection relationship between the Spirit and Christ cannot be

solved without reference to those who are covenant-bound to God

in Christ. This scandal is not totally new to the Hebrew, as

his theology involved at its most basic point the revolutionary

involvement of lahweh in his history. This point has been brought

out particularly well by Ronaid Gregor Smith in The hew ..ian:

49. There are maqy passages making simple identity an impossibi¬
lity. 3ee I Corinthians 6:11, 12:4-6, II Corinthians 3:6, 4:1,
12:9, 13:14, I Thessalouians 1:3, Colossians 3:4, Galatians
5:5, and Philippians 4:13.
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In the context of the Bible we find a remarkable
conjunction of belief in a t anscendent God
with significance of the actual history of Israel.
The transcendence is 1,01 acquired or possessed
by Israel as am addendum to this history, it is
not excogitated from the events in such a way as
to leave the events behindj nor is it imposed
upon the events in such a way as to exalt the
transcendence at the expense of the reality of
the events. But the two are woven together in
an inextricable v.eb which is itself the one

single reality for Israel. Their history isJtheir
relation with God; and God is their history.

But while the Hebrew knew that Yahweh had bound himself in

covenant to his people, the intimacy of this communion in the

creation of new life was beyond his horizon. Therefore, Paul's

scandal, that Yahweh had taken the additional step of maxing

available to all a new life in communion with him, was scandal to

both Jew and Greek. In the same way, it is also a scandal to

any Christian theology which tries to resolve the union of God

and Christ apart from God's communion with man in Christ. The

gift of the ruaoh Yahweh in the person of Christ is the gift of

n?w lit'# to man. It is the promise and the beginning of a new-

humanity.

Thus, the relationship of Jesus to the Holy Spirit in the

letters of Paul is a relationship which involves three factors.

The first is the basic association between the Spirit and Jesus

50. Smith, Ronald Gregor. The fiew wan. London: S.C.M. Press Ltd.,
1936. pp. 28-29.
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that Paul inherits. The second is the broad Hebraic frame of

reference to Paul's theology. The third is the Pauline scandal

of the new man. The culmination of these factors is the

testimory of Paul that in Christ God encounters us and calls us

to share in the communal life he began in Christ. The Spirit

is God's presence in Christ, not in the lofty pneuma realm but in

us. Where is Christ and where is the Spirit? They are with

us and in us, as in the new humanity God himself is present.

The risen Christ is the one who shares the new creation with us.

Wherever else he may be we cannot say. We can only say that

we know that he is with us and that in him God is present in

creation and communion.

It is no secret that laul failed to provide an explicit

statement of his episteinjlo^y. He was driven by a desire to

set forth the advantages of the new life, and he diu this Contin¬

ually. However, this uoes not mean that Paul has left us with

no clue whatsoever. He ol'ten attributes his knowledge of Christ
51

to the grace of God or to the power of the Spirit. Beyond these

attributions to the revelation of his knowledge, v.e can gain a

great deal by looking closely at Paul's description of the new

life "in the Spirit."

51. Romans 8:15, T Corinthians 2:9-12, 12:13.
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Basically, the new life "in the Spirit" is an existence

in which men find their lives determined by the life and strength

of God himself. Our existence, threatened by death (Romans 8:

9-11), immorality (Galatians 5»16—26), and failure to meet the

righteousness of God (Galatians 3*15), becomes transformed by

the new life of intimate communion inaugurated in Christ* In

contrast to life determined by one's own powers and abilities,

the new life is one filled with spiritual "gifts," chief of which

is the knowledge that Jesus is Lord and the new love of the

Christian community (II Corinthians 12:1).

The knowledge that Jesus is Led is described in Romans

8:15-16 as the knowledge of sonship. The comprehensive

description of this knowledge, however, is in the "in Christ" or

"in the Spirit" passages. This knowledge, sometimes spoken of

as "Christ aysticism," was brought to attention in 1892 by Adolph
52

Deissmann. While SteLssuiann's rhasodic experiential, interpreta¬

tion of "in Christ" cannot be discounted, the words of Paul mean

more than ecstatic oummunion. In this phrase Paul is speaking of

the new humanity in the fulfilled covenant relation. (See Romans

6:5-4, Galatians 3*27, and Colossians 2:12 vhere personal communion

is framed in the words of the baptismal birth of the new humanity,}*

52. See Deissmann, Adolph. Die neutestamentliche Pormel 'in Christo
Jesu.' Marburg, 1892. And also by Deissmann: Paul. Translated
by William E. KilBon, London: Hudder and Stoughton, 1926. pp.
135 f., 140, ani 157.



Thus, we find here the twofold element that was also present

in the Old Testament understanding of the Spirit: the Spirit as

present in both historic new creation and personal communion.

With Paul these elements are interfused in the new humanity based

on new communion. The knowledge that Jesus is Lord, the

knowledge of sonship, is part of new life in communion with God.

Therefore, the knowledge of Christ given to Paul was no

inspired and i/ifallible "message." God did not simply put into

Paul's head a new body of knowledge; he bound Paul into the new

communion with men he had begun in Christ. Prom the perspective

of this new life, xaul could then understand Christ am the

heilageschichte of Israel in a new way. hew creation, perspec¬

tive, and personal communion were welded together in . aui* s

Christian knowledge. We are often tempted to forget that for

Paul the life of divine love in the body of Christ was the basic

matter for a Christian. He realised that prophecy, vision, tongues,

wisdom, and knowledge came from Cod but that chief among these

gifts is the new love and the new life. Whether there also be

inspired doctrine or inspired vision, the focal point of the

witness of the Spirit is the love of God in Christ that is the

cornerst-ne of our lives and our theolog/.
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The Johannine literature

In the Johannine literature the use of pnetuia is not as

frequent as we might imagine. In the gospel there are nineteen

instances, eight of which refer to the Spirit *f God. »e will

look at each of these passages, then take into account the

limited use of pneuma in the epistles and in Revelation. In

1:32 John the Baptist is pictured as recounting his observation

of the descent of the Spirit on Jesus, noting that it "remained

on him." This theological statement sets Jesus apart from all

those in the history of Israel who were tem:x>rarily influenced by

the Spirit and declares him equipped for the eschatological work
53

of baptising with or distributing the Spirit. In 3s3 ff. Jesus

tells Nicodeinus that it is necessary to be born of water am the

Spirit. while this passage suggests the influence of ilellenism,

it transcends Hellenism in its oonie ction of the new birth with the

54
death and resurrection of Jesus. John 3:34, set within a frame¬

work of the gnostic redeemer myth, asserts again that Jesus is the

bearer of the Spirit to the world.

In 4:2j>-24 Jesu3 tells the 3amaritan woman that true worship¬

ers will worship the Father in spirit and in truth, and he then

declares that God is spirit and must be so worshipped. as C. K.

53. Jee btrachan, R. H. The Fourth Gospel, p. 116.

5A. Oscar Cullmann "corrects" the extreme view of Ernest F. Scott
on the extent of the Hellenistic influence. See Cullman Oscar.
Early Christian V-orship. Translated by A. Stewart Todd and
James B. Torrance. London: S.C.U. Press Ltd., 1953. p. 77. See
Scott, Ernest F. Loc. cit. p. 197.
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Barrett has observed, in these verses John is saying that Jesus

himself has become the place, in substitution for Sion and

Gerizim, where God meets us in communion. We must al?o recognise

Barrett's words as true when he describes the worship intended

as more than simply "mental" worship.

Spiritual worship is not a privilege for the
spiritually minded but is a possibility for all
who receive the Spirit from Jesus, who is
himself the true means of worship, the place
where God and men are united.

The statement that God is spirit is not to be understood meta-

pl\ysically. It ue ans that God can be worshipped only where and

in whom he gives his presence.

John 6:63 is the eucharistio saying by Jesus that he is to

give his flesh as the true manna by which the world can live.

Howard adds at this point, "His spirit liberated from the condi¬

tions of this earthly life will be a quickening power in all who
57

believe in him." The next passage, 7s39, refers to the

ceremony of water pouring at the Peast of Tabernacles. Here

55* Barrett, C. K. "The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel," The
Journal of Theological Studies. Volume I (New Series; (1950),
p. 6. See also Appletunj George. John's V»itneas to Jesus.
London: Lutterworth dress, 1955, P* 32.

56. Lightfoot, R. H, St. John's Gospel. Edited by C. P. Evans.
London; Oxford University Press, 1956. p. 134; Strachan,
R. H. Loc. cit. p. 156; Wiles, Maurice P. The Spiritual
Gospel. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, i960, p. 67.

57. Howard, W. P. "The Exegesis of the Gospel of John," The
Interpreter's Bible. Volume VIII, Edited by George Author
Buttrick. New York: Abingdon Press, 1952. p. 575.



John describes Jesus as standing and seeing that he is the one

who is able to supply "living water." John tells us that Jesus

was speaking of the Spirit and that the "Spirit had not yet been

given, because Jesus was not yet glorified." The last part of

this verse does not mean that the Spirit was either non¬

existent or unknown before the death of Jesus; this would be

historically impossible. E. M. Sidebottom suggests that the

verse means that the Spirit became available after the death and

resurrection.

In chapters fourteen through sixteen we come to the five

controversial paraclete sayings. Without parallel in the synoptic

gospels, they are additional sayings attributed to Jesus about the

"counselor" who will be sent in place of Jesus after his death

(14:17). The oounselor will be the "Spirit of truth" who is sent

to bring to remembrance all that Jesus has saiu and to teach them

ail things (14:26). The Spirit will witness to Christ (13:26) and

is dependent upon Chris tJ s leaving (16:3-11). The Spirit will also

Convince the world of sin, righteousness, and judgment. The last

saying (16:12-15) reaffirms that the Spirit will guide the

disciples into all truth and adds that the Spirit will "glorify"

Christ. Dodd recalls the parallel in 9:35-^1 in tfiich Jesus is

described as the advocate come for the judgment of the world and

58. Sidebottom, E. M. The Christ of the Fourth Gospel. London:
S.P.C.K., 1961. p. 201.
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views these chapters as giving a judicial interpretation of the
59

Spirit's work. Barrett denies the legal setting in John

(recognising it in Mark 5:11 and Romans 8:26) and interprets

paraclete by reference to the cognate associates connected with

prophetic Christian preaching (Acts 2:40, I Corinthians 14:13)

and the consolation expected in the messianic age.^^ Barrett's

view appears to be the more accurate one, as it fits the

Johannine concern for the elements of worship and the possibility

of Christian knowledge.^1

Therefore, the thrust of these five sayings is that the

Spirit will make known the truth of Christ even as he comes after

Christ, continuing Christ's work. In all of the Johannine

passages we have consiaered, the revelatory work of the Spirit is

interwoven with the "life" and the true worship the Spirit makes

possible.

The last passage, 20:22, is the "insufflation" when the risen

Christ bestows the Spirit upon his disciple s. Whether or not

this is a Johannine form of the Pentecost experience, it is an

emphasis by John that the mission of the church is the continuation

59. Dodo, C. H. The Fourth Gospel. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1960. p. 414.

60. Barrett, C. K. "The Holy Spirit in the Fourth Gospel," p. 15.

61. Cullmann, Oscar. Early Christian Worship, p. 37.
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of Christ's mission (forgiveness) made possible by the Spirit.

In summary, the knowledge of the true mission of Christ

and the new life in Christ are as closely interwoven inthe gospel

of John as they are in the writings of Paul. Both are available

for us because the reconciliation of God in Christ continues

after the death of Jesus. Christ is made the judge, for it is

in Christ that God has wrenched the he ilsgeschichtc of Israel into

the straight path, condemning the old path and all other pi ths to

reconciliation. Christ is the one revealed by the Spirit, and in

this dynamic revelation we are bound into the atonement of God

and Christ.

Pncuiaa is absent from II and III John, and its appearance in

I John can be summarised quickly. In 2:20 the author says that

all Christians are now endowed by the Spirit, and in 3:24 aru 4:13

he points to the Spirit as the grounds for confidence in Christ's

abiding presence. The criterion by which the Spirit is recognised

is the confession that Jesus is Lord (4:2), and the Spirit is the

witness because the Spirit is truth. Thus in I John the Spirit is

given to all Christiana, and the Spirit signifies Christ's own

presence.

62. It has been Barrett's distinctive position that Jesus himself
did not speak of the existence of the Spirit-filled community
because he had identified the resurrection and the parousia
in his own thought. Barrett, C. K. The Holy Spirit and the
Gospel Tradition. London: 3.P.C.K., 1947• P« 160.
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In Revelation pneuina appears fifteen times, with seven

additional references to "spirits,There is no advancement in

the doctrine here, for the Spirit is mainly the Spirit of

prophecy associated with the Old Testament and with primitive

Christianity (see 1:10, 2:7, 19s15, 17»3» 21:8-11, and 22:17J.

Other writings

Although we find several instances of pneuma in the book of

Hebrews, Swete was entirely accurate when he observed that in

Hebrews there is "no theology of the Spirit.In 2:4 the gifts
64

of the Spirit are seen as proofs of the truth of the Gospel.

At 6:4 there is an incidental mention of the Spirit as the re¬

generating power imparted to the Christian at baptism, interpreted
65

by Scott as simply an acouiescence in the prevalent belief. At

3:7, 9?8, and 10:15 the Holy Spirit is represented as speaking

through the Old Testament writers, reflecting another current view.

In 9s14 ani 10:29 we have a reference to the "eternal Spirit" on the

one hand and the "Spirit of grace" on the other. 9:14 is a

63. 3chweizer is in acoord with Swete when he interprets the seven
spirits or archangels as representing the one 3pirit of God
in its fulness (1:4, 4:5, 5:6), Schweizer, Eduard. "Pneuma."
pp. 448-449; Swete, H. B. The Holy Spirit in the New Testament,
p. 274.

64. Swete, H. B. Loc. cit. p. 248.

65. Johnston understands this as a reference to the events of the
first Pentecost, but this judgment apye ars to be quite arbitraiy.
Johnston, George. Loc. cit. p. 240. Scott, Ernest P. Loc t

pp. 222 ff. ' —*
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complicated passage in which Jesus is seen as offering himself as

a sacrifice through the eternal Spirit. ochweizer's explanation

is that there is an implied contrast here with perishable offerings

in the fleah and that Jesus' offering, as one possessing the

Spirit, promises an everlasting redemption.^ "Spirit of grace"

is a term thioh is unique in the New Testament but which is found

±n the promise regarding the messianic age in Zechariah 12s 10.

Thus, in the book of Hebrews the work of the Spirit is

subordinate in importance, and no attempt is made to deal with

either the everyday problems uf the new life or the epistemologi-

cal foundation of the new life*

Ahen we turn to I and II Peter we find a similar situation.

There is only one reference to pneuma in II Peter (1:21), and here

the author says that prophecy was given by the Holy Spirit rather

than by the will of man. In I Peter there are seven or possibly

eight references, but they are secondary in importance. Beare has

written:

This writer, it must be observed, makes little
use of the doctrine of the Spirit; the presence
of the Spirit within the believer is not a
living idea to him as it is to St. Pari, nor
does he ascribe the (charismata) to the Spirit.

66. Schweizer, Eduard. "Pneuma," p. 445. this is quite distinct
from the older interpretation represented in Westoott, Brooke
Foas. The Epistle to the Hebrews. London: Maanillan and
Company, 1689. pp. 261-262.

67. Beare, Francis Wright. The First Epistle of Peter. Oxford:
Basil Blaokwell, 1947. p. 166.



At 1:2 the author speaks of the sanctlfication (inward and

ethical transformtion) of the believer through the Spirit. At

1:11-12 the Spirit of prophecy is identified with the Spirit of

Christ and is recognised as given to us with the proclamation of

the Gospel. In 3:4 pneuma refers to a meek and quiet
68

"disposition." The three important passages are 3:18-19, 4:6,

and 4:14. In the first one it is stated that after Christ was

put to death he was "made alive in the spirit" and that he then

went to preach to the "^>irits in prison." Most commentators see

this as a reference to the resurrection, with "spirits in prison"

being variously interpreted as fallen angels, the wicked who have
69

died, or the generation of men who perished in the flood. The

writer tells us in 4:6 that the Gospel was preached to those who

are dead in order that they might "live in the spirit like God."

The meaning is that all men, even those who have died, have the

p»ssibility of the new life^ 4:14, the saying that "the spirit

of glory and of God rests upon you," can be interpreted by

reference to either the Shekinah or the hupe of further transforma¬

tion. Cranfield prefers the latter, but elements of both should

68. Ibid. See also Wand, J. W, C. The General Epistles of St.
Peter and St. Jude. London: Methuen 4 Company Ltd., 1934 p.91«

69. Selsyn, Edward Gordon. The First Epistle of St. Peter. London:
Maemillan and Company Ltd., 1946. p. 184.

70. Cranfield, C.E.B. The First Epistle of Peter. London: 3.C.U.
Press Ltd., 1950. p. 91.
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be preserved.^

Pneuma appears twice in James, with 2:26 representing the

psychological usage which we also find in Paul, and Ui5» despite

the objections of Knowling and Mqyor, representing the anthropo-
72

logical view of late Old Testament thought. The reference in

Jude is solitary, but it is a pointed call to Christians to

build their lives in prayer in the Spirit rather than in sensual

lust and boasting (Jule 19-20).

Summary

In our survey of the Biblical literature, we have followed

the use of ruach through the views of many writers. There has

been a variety of ideas expressed b, the terms ruach and pnemaa,

but there has also been a remarkable unanimity. One of the

reasons for the variety has been the changing cultural conditions

(from primitive ecstatic experience through Hellenistic cosmology)

in which the writers were living. Another reason for the variety

has been the development in the knowledge of the character and

will of God. As men became more deeply aware of the person ana

71. Ibid, p. 102.

72. Knowling, R. J. The Epistle of St. James. London: Methuen and
Compary Ltd., 1922 (first edition l90Lj. p. 100; Mayor, Joseph
B. The Epistle of dt. Jauies. London: Macmil lan and Company,
1892. p. 135.



activity of God, they changed their use of "spirit" to express

this deepened awareness.

The unanimity in the use of ruach and pneuma through the

centuries is a most impressive discovery. As the cultural forces

influencing its use were forces for variety and change, the

unanimity can be only understood as determined by the continuity

in the nature of God's dealing with his people. The environmental

comiilex of ideas changed, but the nature of God's relation with

his community remained singularly stable throughout these changes.

Prom the Old Testament to the Mew, the Spirit of God is the

designation for the presence of God. The continuing element in

the testimony is that in his presence God is active in new

creation and personal communion. The pre-exilic prophets turned

away from the use of ruach in order to make certain that their

message of historical revolution and creativity woula be understood.

The post-exilic prophets readapted ruach in order to proclaim the

hope for the new humanity in dynamic communion. The synoptic

writers, Paul, and John echo and re-echo this twofold proclamation

of creation and fellowship. In the New Testament, however, the

message is dominated ty the appearance of Jesus, for it is in

Jesus that men saw the unbelievable culmination to the prophetic

hope. Jesus was the successor to the judge and the king, for he

was the one through whom God became redemptively present with us.



In Jesus the creative, redemptive action took its fullest step, for

Jesus' life "in the Spirit" was a life made available to us all.

The inner witness of the Holy Spirit in the Bible is thus

a witness to both creation and communion. It occurs not by the

extension of a secret message (gnosticism) but by the extension

of new life. It is the Spirit which involves us in the life of

Christ. The witness is an internal one for it is the beginning

of new life. The Spirit's witness in the Bible is God's presence

with us in a oommunion which shares with us the new life of obedience

and fellowship which was begun in Christ. In the terms of Calvin,

the 'Aord of God to which the Spirit testifies is the historic

creation of the new communal existence in the pe rson of Christ.

The Spirit is God's reaemptive presence giving us this new life.

Together they make available for us the new existence of obedience

and love. Tilth this background in mind, let us now pass to the

doctrinal formulation of the witness of the Spirit which has served

as a guide for Protestant theology, that given ty John Calvin.
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The Inner Witness of the Holy Spirit
as Formulated by John Calvin

The use and authority of Scripture

It has been truthfully said that the heart of the

Reformation was rediscovery of Biblical study and of the vitality

of Biblical truth. In order to make this observation even

more accurate, one could add that along with the recovery of

Biblical study was the rediscovery of the work of the Holy Spirit.

Although Biblical Christology is significantly Concerned with

the Holy Spirit, the early Christological discussions by the

apologists and church councils faile d to deal with this siae

of Biblical thought. It remained for the Reformers to discover

it, with Calvin so developing Luther's doctrine ana formulating

it that it has become peculiarly influential in the life of

1
Protestantism. A brief looi at Calvin's formulation will

provide an introductory perspective to present aay developments

in the theology of the Holy Spirit.

1. Dewar, Linasay. The Holy Spirit and Modern Tho qht. London:
A. R. Mowbray and Co. Ltd., 1959* P» 131. In discussing the
relation of Luther's view on the authority of Scripture to
that of Calvin, J. K. S. Reid writes, "Luther's view would not
substantially differ, but he would not have found it natural
to make so explicit and formal a profession." Reid, J.K.S.
The Authority of Scripture: A Study of the Reformation and
Post-Reformation Understanding of the Bible. London: Methven
and Compary, Ltd., 1957. p. 29.



Csught between the Roman Catholic concept of authoritative

tradition and the anabaptist idea of subjective spirituality,

Calvin sought a basis for the Christian faith which was more in

keeping with the testimony of Scripture am with his own

Christian experience. He found this authority in the Bible yet

in more than the Biblical statements by themselves. The

authority was in the conjunction of the Bible and the Holy Spirit,

wto witnessed in the heart of man to the truth of the Bible.

The result of this discovery was the formulation of the doctrine

of the testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum, the inner witness

of the Holy Spirit. Calvin set forth this doctrine in the

Institutes of the Christian Religion and demonstrated the practice

of it in his exegetical commentaries and sermons. As the years

passed, the formula tion of the doctrine in the Institutes

developed into a seed bed for debate and controversy, finally

giving birth to a Frotestant scholasticism. This was one of the

tragedies of history, for, seen in relation to Calvin's other

writings, the doctrine provided the church with a spiritually

dynamic faith.

There are two particular areas in the Institutes where Calvin

speaks of the work of the Holy Spirit in a way which is pertinent

to our study. The first is concerned with the use and authority

of scripture, the second with the wortc of Christ ana the rela tion
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of this work to man. In dealing with Calvin's statement on

the importance of Scripture, it is helpful to look first at the

conditions of nan and his need for Scripture. In writing on

man's knowledge of Cod, Calvin said:

That there exists in the human mini, and indeed by
natural instinct, some sense of Deity, we hold to
be beyond dispute, since God himself, to prevent ar\y
man from pretending ignorance, has enoued all men
with some idea of his Godhead, the memory of which
he constantly renews and occasionally enlarges, that
ail to a man, being aware that there is a God, and
that he is their Maker, may be condemned by their own
conscience when they neithej worship "iin nor consecrate
their lives to his service.

Calvin points to the practice of idolatry as evidence that man

is not without some awareness of God.

He continues, however, to say that this knowleage of God

has beoome so stifled in man's eonsciousness that it is very rare

that it becomes a mature knowledge. Likewise, the knowledge of

God which is available through the testimony of nature, from the

evidences of creation and the continued government of the world,

is so disregarded or corrupted that it is of no benefit to man.

Because these awarenesses of God were both sufficient and

available, man's self-incurred ignorance is without excuse. He

has himself to blame for his situation.

2. Calvin, John. The Institutes of the Christian Religion. Trans¬
lated by Henry Beveridge. Grand Rapids, Michigan: in. B. Eerd-
man's Publishing Co. 1957. 1:3:1



Although man has brought this Ooni tion upon himself, he is

not abandoned by God. God proviues, in Calvin's wozus, "another

and better hexp"^ to make himself known to us. This help is the

light of his Aord, his action and revelation in Christ. In the

work of God which is recorded in the Old Testament, Goa revealed

himself to Adam, Noah, Abraham, and others through his Word. In

knowing the Word, albeit in a shadowy way, they knew God as Creator

and Redeemer and thus pa ssed from death unto life. Even though

the Biblical oracles of God have ceased and man cannot know God

as did Abraham, man nay now know God by turning to Scripture.

Scripture provides the leans for knowing God today as Creator and

Redeemer. It provides the needed means for distinguishing God

who is our Creator, and it teaches us of Christ who is the Mediator

between man and God. The truths which a re contained in Scripture

are safe from either neglect or corruption, for they are contained,

so to speatc, in a depository of doctrine.

The provision of this better help i3 a ste^ forward for man,

but despite this additional aid he is still unable to know God.

Scripture brings with it the difficulty of accepting as true the

knowledge of God which it proviaes. To benefit by scripture, man

must accept it as authoritative, and this is the very thing that

is impossible for man to do by his own capacities. Neither the

3. Institutes 1:6:1.



evaluative power of reason nor the voice of the Church is so

able to attest the truth of Scripture that man can receive its

testimony. The voice of the Church is insufficient because the

Church is itself founded upon Scripture. It is only able to

add a voice of assent and acknowleagment.

There is only one valid way for us to grasp the importance

of Scriptural truth, and this is by knowing that God himself is

the author of Scripture. Calvin writes,"...our faith in doctrine

is not established until we have a perfect conviction that God is

its author."^4" This knowledge comes not through the ordinary mental

steps which one would use to determine the author of a book but

by the special testimor\y of the Holy Spirit. In the inner man

the Holy Spirit moves and secretly witnesses to God's authorship

of the Bible . Once we are convinces of this we are aole to

rely upon Scripture and accept it as authoritative. We are able

to receive the knowledge of God which it provides, and this
5

knowledge is then effective for our salvation. Thus, we see that

the efficacy of the better help provided in the Word uepends, first

of all, upon accepting the divine authorship of Scripture.

4. Institutes 1:7*4.

5. Institutes 1:7*4, 1*8*13.



In ao lamenting upon this motif in Calvin's theology, Professor

George Hendry writes that "the efficacy of the fiord is contingent

on our acknowledg.uent of its divine origin and it is the divine

origin of dcripture that is certified by the witness of the

Spirit in the first instance." He continues to say that first

men "receive by the Spirit certification of the authority of

Scripture, and then they experience the power of its message."^
Calvin's interpretation of the work of the Holy Spirit is therefore

expressed in Book One of the Institutes as the valid testimony to

God's authorship of dcripture, conviction of which prepares us to

receive the efficaqy of Scripture's truths.

In pointing out the authority of Scripture, Calvin goes into

some detail in regard to the divine origin of ocripture, dealing

with the inspiration of the writers and the writing itself. It

is only necessary here to point -ut that Calvin's doctrine was not

one of verbal inerrancy and that it was not this kind of authority

which he wished to establish. This may be recognised by referr¬

ing to mapy passages in Calvin's writings^ and by reference to

6. Hendry, George. The Hjy Spirit in Christian Thcolor;/. London:
3.C.M. Press Ltd. 1957. p. 75-76.

7. Commentary: Numbers 25:9, C.R. 25:299; Lsalms 8:6, C.R. 51:92;
Isaiah 64:5, C.R. 57:409i Matt. 21:10ff., C.R. 45:597; John
5:12, C.K. 47:61; Romans 10:6, C. R. 51:195-4. Ioannis Calvini
opera quae supersunt omnia. Edited by G. Bauin, E. Cunitz, E.
Reuss. 59 volumes. (Corpus Reformatorum.) Brunsvigae,
Schwetschke, 1865-1900.
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8 9
significant Calvin scholars, H.D. McDonald withstanding, Calvin's

concern in establishing the authority of the Christian faith in

Scripture was to establish it in the place where man heard God

speak. It was not his essential concern simply to find a place

which could be depended upon because of its literal inspiration.

The work of Christ in relation to man

This leads us into the second pertinent area of Calvin's

thought, the relation of the work of Christ to man. In B^.ok

Three Calvin says that mere information about Christ is insuffi¬

cient.

To communicate to us the bJe ssings which he received ^
from the Father, he must became ours and dwell in us.

8. Brunner, Peter. Von Glauben bci Calvin. Tubingen. 1925. p- 17-
Haroutunian, Joseph. 'General Introduction," Calvin:
Commentaries. "Library of Christian Classics." Edited by J.
Baillie, J. T. McNeill, and H. 1. Van Dusen. London: 3.C.U.
Pre S3, Ltd. 1958. p. 33- fitiesei, Wilhelm. The Theology of Calvin.
Translated by Harold Knight. London: Lutterworth Press. 1956.
pp. 30-39- Wallace, R. b. Calvin's Doctrine of the Kord ana
dacra.ent. Kdihburgh: Oliver and Boyd. 1953- pp. 110-114. H.
Jackson Forstman traces the development of this view in Calvin
scholarship to Doumergue. See Porstman, H. Jackson. V.ord ana
Spirit: Calvin's Doctrine of Biblical Authority. Stanford
University Press, 1962. p. 5- See also the reference of J.K.S.
Reid in The Authority of Scripture, p. 31. For Doumergue's
position see Doumergue, K. Jean Calvin: Les homines et le 3 choses
de son temps. Tome IV. Lai sanne: Georges Bridel A Cie Editeurs,
1910. p. 73-

9. McDonald, H.D. Ideas of Revelation. London: Macmillan and Co.
Ltd. 1959. pp. 209-211.

10. Institutes 111:1:1.
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This close incorporation is not the result of our efforts to

grasp the significance of Christ or to emola te his actions. It

is done by the operation of the Holy Spirit binding us to Christ.

"The whole comes to this, that the Holy Spirit is the bond by
11

Wiich Christ effectually binds us to himself." As Calvin

frequently points out, the operation of the Spirit is closely

liniced with the person of Christ, and, thus, it is not unnatural

that the Holy Spirit uld have an important place in Christ's

work. Calvin writes, "Christ came provided with the Holy Spirit

after a ps culiar manner - namely that he might separate us in the
12

hope of an eternal inher tance." Calvin further says that

"had he not been endued with the energy of the Spirit, he had

come to us in vain."1^

It is significant that Calvin often mentions the interde-
1 h.

pendence of the Word and Spirit. Whether he is speaking of the

Word of Scripture or of the Preached Word, he holds that it is

necessary for the Holy Spirit to be present and active in order

that the human words of Scripture become the word of Christ for

11. Institutes 111:1:1.

12. Institutes 111:1:2

13. Institutes 111:1:2.

14. Commentary on Ezekiel 2:2, C.R. 40:62. Also see Torrance,
T. P. Kingdom and Church. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1956.
p. 98. Cairns, David. The Image of God in Man. London:
3.C.M. Press Ltd. 1953. p. 143.
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us to-l^y. Ronald Wallace explains Calvin's idea by pointing

out:

Preaching may thus fail to be the Word of God. The
act may remain on a merely human level throughout,
in which the preacher with all his eloquence and
skill and fervour will accomplish nothing.

T. H. L. Parker describes the positive side when he observes

that, "The Holy Spirit works through the human words of the
16

preacher, making them His own Word."

Although the saving relation of man to Christ requires the

operation of the Holy Spirit, this union is not an automatically

produced result or the result of mechanical or impersonal

processes. The union requires a personal re%>unse to the Word

which is known as faith. Calvin defines faith as "a firm and

sure knowledge of the divine favour toward us, founded on the

truth of a free promise in Christ and revealed to our minds and

sealed by the Holy Spirit."^

In describing the origin of faith, Jalvin tells us that

faith is not one of the usual activities of the mind which man

is naturally capable of but that it is also a result of the work

of the Holy Spirit.

15» Wallace, R. S. Calvin's Doctrine of the nord and Sacrament,
p. 90, also see pp. 82-11A.

16. Parker, T. H. L. The Oracles of God, .oorcion: Lutterworth
Press, 1947. p. 140.

17. Institutes 111:1:4
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••• this faith does not spring from the perspica¬
city of the human mini, or the proper movement of
the heart, but is the special work of the Holy
Spirit, whose it i^:both to enlighten the mind and
impress the heart.

In the Institutes Calvin points out that the Spirit acts through¬

out the life of faith, not only originating faith but also ir

The link between a person's faith and the work of Christ

is repentance. Repentance is for Calvin a veiy important con¬

cept. It includes both the mortification of the sinful man and

a quickening of new life. Faith and repentance are both

produced by the Holy Spirit, with repentance being contingent

upon faith and being obtained in our union with Christ. Through

the Holy Spirit, it is possible to be united with Christ in his

death and resurrection and to receive the benefits of this union,
20

even though Christ is no longer present in bodily form.

In this last area of Calvin's thought, Calvin understands

the Holy Spirit as having an important p]a ce in the relation of

18. Calvin, John. "The True Method of Giving eace to Christendom
and Reforming the Church." Calvin's Tracts and 'featises in
in Defence of the Reformed Faith, bdited by Thomas F. Torrance.
Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1958. p. 250.

19. Institutes 111:2:35

20. Commentary on Hebrews 10:29, C.R. 55:156. Institutes IV:17:10.
Also see: Van Buren, rail. Christ in Our Place. Loruon:
Oliver and Boyd, 1957. p« 97 ff« WalJace, R. S. Calvin's
Doctrine of the Christian nife. idinbirghj wliver and Boyd,
1959. pp. 66 and 79.



man to the work of Christ* We have seen that the Holy Spirit

was closely associated, with the work and person of Christ, who

is the true and eternal »ord of the 'ather. We have also seen

that the Holy Spirit must work through the words of men, if these

words are to become the Word of God for us today. We have noted

that the Holy Spirit also works on the human side of the revela¬

tory movement, moving the minis and hearts of men to faith and

repentance. We recall, in this comrction, that Calvin sp-ke

of the Holy Spirit as the bond between ourselves and Christ.

Therefore, we cannot help but Conclude that Calvin has

described two distinct and quite different Operations of the

Spirit. The first work is that of attesting that Coa is the

author of a Dook.. The second is a work which involves a personal

relation between two beings. The second is God revealing him¬

self to us, calling us, and making the new life in Christ

personally real to us. This work is of a different nature from

that of the disclosure of a fact, no matter how important the

fact might be.

Conclusion

In order that we be certain as to what Calvin did actually

believe in regard to the witness of the Holy Spirit and the Word,

we must look for a reconciliation between the two disparate works

of the Spirit, if such a reconciliation can be found. The path



toward finding this solution leads in the direction of Calvin's

usage of the expression "the Word of God." Vie have recognised

that it was the Word who mediated the restoration of man to

union with God even in the Old Testament. We have also recog¬

nised that the operation of the Holy Spirit is often linked with

the Word. If we go into the relation between the Spirit and

the Word a bit further, we find that they are joined not only in
21 22

preaching but in creation, in the structure of the iaago dei,
23

and in Christ's continued leading and governing of the church.

It now appears as though the work of the Holy Spirit is ao

closely related to the Word that the most important, if not all,

of the work of the Holy Spirit is in relation to the Word. A.s

the words of Scripture are not automatically the Word of God for

us, what shall we say of the Spirit's work in relation to them

and particularly the work of disclosing their author? The con¬

clusion to which we Come is that the words of Scripture must be

so used by the Spirit that they become the Word of God to us anu

that then we are able to know their author. The disclosure of

the divine source or the inspiration of Scripture is not the first

work of the Spirit. The first wo rtc of the Spirit is the

21. Commentary on John 1:4; Institutes 1:14s20, Is 13:7*

22. Commentary on Jeremiah 38:23» Sermon on Titus 2:3* Institutes
11:6:1. See also Torrance, Thomas P. Calvin' a Doctrine of frian.
London: Lutterworth Press, 1pp. 58, 64, 77.

23. Institutes 1:13:12. See also: Niesel, Wilhelra. The Theology
of Calvin, p. 72. Wallace, R» S, Calvin's Doctrine of the ^ord
and Sacrament, p. 237.
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disclosure of God mediating the reunion of God and man in

Christ. The recognition that Scripture has its source in the

divine will is a result of having been met by God through

Scripture. The knowledge of the "authorship" of God is a

derived knowledge; it is dependent upon our having been met by

God through Scripture,

Thus, it is possible to say that the Hoiy Spirit actually

does testify to God's authorship of Soripture. itowever, we

cannot say it exactly as Calvin expressed it. Calvin's statement

suggests that we believe in the definitive function of Scripture

because we are supernaturally convinced that God was its source.

His statement sug£ests that it is possL ble to believe that

Scripture is true, even though we may not know the factual con¬

tent. This procedure would be counter to experience of faith,

let alone the process of logical thought, and also quite at odds

with the work of the Holy Spirit as Calvin outlines it in other

places.

In trying to rest the basic authority for the faith in

Scripture, Calvin apparently made a mistaken statement in Book

One of the Institutes. His further developments and uses of

his doctrine show that his belief in Scripture's authority grew

out of a personal encounter with God through Scripture. The



description of Scripture'e authority in Book One is judged to

be an incorrect representation of Calvin's thought.

The reconciliation which we were seeking is to be found at

this point - in the recognition that Calvin' s elaboration of

the work of the Spirit in the greater p rt of his writing is

more fully representative of his position. While his statement

in Book One is true, it is only true when it is seen in the

breadth of his thought. When it is taken by itself, it either

appears to be nonsense or else it prepares the way for a very

24
legalistic use of the Bible. One could even say that taken

alone, his first statement could serve as a barrier between a

person and an authentic encounter with the Spirit and the Word.

As to Calvin's position in regard to the witness of the

Holy Spirit, we must conclude by saying that in his eyes the

Spirit and the Word are always related in their wor&. It is the

function of the Holy Spirit to witness to the One Word, preparing

the w^ in our minds and hearts for the reception of the Word

and binding us to Christ who is the Word. Withuut the gifts of

the Word and Spirit man cannot find his way to God. It is in

24. Van Dusen, H. P. Spirit, Son, and Father. London: Adau and
Charles Black, 19f>0. p. 81.
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light of this Reformation emphasis of the unity of the Word and

Spirit in the pilgrimage of faith that we begin our study on the

inner witness to the Word in contemporary Protestant theology

in the United States.



CHAPTER II

THE INNER WITNESS OP THE HOLY SPIRIT
AND THE INFALLIBLE WO®

The Theology of Edward John Carnell

Introduction

When Calvin gave t^ ua the f-rmula of the inner testimony

of the Holy Spirit to the Word, ho was having to do battle, as

we have seen, with two parties which were exclusive and extreme

in their doctrine of authority. One of these was the Church

of Rome, with its loyalty to authoritative eoclesiastical

tradition and leadership. The other party was one which challen¬

ged the Roman position as did Calvin, but which went far beyond

the classical reformers in asserting the authority of the indivi¬

dual's own experience. In developing his position in the

Inailtutea Calvin had to be wary of both of these extremes. He

placed the locus of authority in Scripture, and, by doing this,

he was able to provide room for both the heritage of the Church

and the -witness of the 3pirit in the heart of each believer.

With the passing of the first years of the Reformation and the

death of the central reform figures, the recovery of the vital

73
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nature of the faith and the discovery that the Holy Spirit deals

with each believer caine to seem less important. The

Reformation eruption had created among the theologians a need

for redefinition of doctrine, and, as this tasK. was engaged, the

concern for a living faith was replaced by a concern for a

correct faith.1 Although there was disagreement among the divines

in this controversy, there was one doctrine upon which practically

all of them agreed. This was the affirmation that Scripture

was the rule and authority for dogmatic decisions. It was with

the presupposition that Scripture was the authoritative Word of
2

God that they did their work. The Lutheran recovery of an

immediate experience of the presence of God through the witness

of Scripture was replaced by an authoritative and scholastic use

of Scripture as a measuring rod for doctrinal authenticity."^

While the pietist fellowship groups gave birth to the modern

Quaker movement, the Reformation and post-Reformation scholastics

1. Orr, James. The i/rogress of Dogma. London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1901. pp. 288, 302.

2. See Preus* discussion of the seventeenth century Lutheran
dogmatioians in Preus, Robert. The Interpretation of Scripture.
Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1957.

3. Smart, James D. The Interpretation of Scripture. London: S.C.M.
Press Ltd., 1961. p. 211; Grant, Robert M. The Bible in the
Church. New York: The vlacmillan Co., i960 (First edition I948f).
p. 115; Thomas, John Newton. "The Authority of the Bible,"
Theology Today. Volume ITT Number 2 (July 1946), pp. 170-171.
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gave birth to a conservative Protestant orthodoxy. This

orthodoxy found its way to the United States, and, in the nine¬

teenth century, became firinly established. The stronghold of

this Calvinistically oriented theology was Princeton Theological

Seminary, the Presbyterian divinity college in Princeton, New

Jersey. Its professors were among the world leaders in conser¬

vative scholarship, and, through an unbroken chain of conservative

Calvinists of great learning, it defended the Bible as the
L

infallible rule in matters of faith.

With the turn of the century, liberal voices calling for new

interpretations of Scripture and doctrine began to be heard in

the Reformed churches. The conservatives were not easily persua¬

ded, however, and in 1909 a set of theological books was published

two laymen, Lyman and Milton Stewart, defending the conservative

position. Entitled The Fundamentals, these volumes gave Biblical

expositions which set forth what many believed to be the basic

fundamentals of the Christian faith. In time, those who supported

4. Archibald Alexander, Charles Hodge, A. A. Hodge, Casper .-later
Hodge, and Benjamin 3. Warfield. For representative statements
of the traditional Princeton Seminary position with regard to
Scripture see Hodge, Casper flister. "The V. itness of the Holy
Spirit to the Bible," The Princeton Theological Review. Volume
■XI C1913)« pp. 41-84; Warfield, B. B. The Inspiration and
authority of the Bible. Edited by Samuel G. Craig, .uondon:
Marshall, .-organ, and Scott, 1957. pp. 80, 101, 151 ff.; Warfield,
B. B. Calvin and Calvinism. New Yortt: Oxford University Press,
1931. pp. 52, 69 ff.
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these doctrines became widely known as "fundamentalists."

A second occurrence was the change in mapy seminary

faculties which resulted in a more liberal atmosphere. When

this began to take place at ftrinceton, J. Gresham Machen led

a fight against it which eventuated in his resignation from

Princeton and hi3 leadership in the organisation of a new

seminary, the Westminster Theological Semirary in Ihiladelphia,

in 1929.6

The first event gave to American conservatives the name

by which they have been known ever since. The second, the

change in faculty positions in divinity schools, resulted in the

organisation of new and particularly conservative seminaries

and publishing houses. During the past few years, conservative

Protestants in the United States have been concerned to disavow

the label of "fundamentalist." They have chosen to replace it

by the more appealing but less distinctive term, "evangelical."^
In fact, many of the modern conservatives are critical theologi-

5. Packer, J. I. * Fundamentalism' and the Word of God. London:
Inter Varsity Fellowship, 1956. PP« 28 ff. Stott, John R. W.
Fundamentalism and Evangelism. Grand Rapids, Michigan: *m. b.
Eerdmans Publidiing Company, 1959. p. 12. See also Purniss, N. F.
The Fundamentalist Controversy, 1918-31. New Haven: Yale
University Prees, 1954.

6. Storehouse, Ned B. J, Gresham Machen. A Biographical Memoir.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1955.
See also Machen, J. Gresham. What is Faith? London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1925.

7. See the oomment of Neis Ferrfc in his Searchlights onGbntemporaiy
Theology. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1961T p. 200.
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cally of those who still think of themselves as fundamentalists*

In our study of the evangelicals arei their interpretation

of the inner witness of the Spirit, we will concentrate with

detailed attention on one representative figure and at the same

time recognise the Convergent positions of complementary

writers. Our central figure, Edward John Carnell, Professor

of Apologetics at Fuller Theological Seminary, will be studied

through an analysis of his six mauor books. He has been

selected for our study because his theological position is well-

balanced and, therefore, enables us to view the conservative

eplsteiaology in the context of the other important doctrines.

As we will discover this comprehensive analysis of the evange¬

lical position will enable us to evaluate the conservative

epistemology more accurately. Where Darnell's thought includes

ideas which are peculiar to his own position we will take

account of them but not dwell on them at length.

Among the other voices which we will hear will be those of

Cornelius Van Til, Bernard Ramm, Carl F, H. Henry, and Louis

8erkhof. Our study of the theology of Carnell and the evangeli¬

cal position will be divided into four sections, three of which

will be concerned to give Carnell's position. In the fourth

section we will criticise Camell's understanding of the witness

of the opirit and draw our conclusions.
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The human dilemma

Our first consideratiun in the theological system of

iidward J. Carnell is his understanding of the human dilemma.

Once we have this clearly before us we will be able to prooeed

rapidly to his interpretation of man's salvation in Christ,

and, then, in the third place, to the way in which he believes

this salvation is revealed to us. While the philosophical

framework which Carnell employes is limited in its acceptance

by others, his doctrine of sin is quite expressive of the

evangelical position.

As Rufus Jones had, Carnell has a metaphysical view which
g

is essentially Platonic. There is an empirical realm, which

8. Carnell is significantly different from Cornelius Van Til
at this point. It is Carnell's view that the true rational
order of all reality can be rationally comprehended in the
saving and revealed system of Christianity. While Van Til
repeatedly criticises neo-orthodox theologians for relying
on a Kantian separation of the realm where systsms are
applicable and the transcendent realm where systematic pro¬
positions are impossible, his view is that God gives to us
in Scripture a ^/stematic revelation which the reason of the
natural man can never appreciate. His criticism of flarth,
Brunner, Niebuhr, Tillich, and others threatens to collapse
when he tells us ttet the qystem revealed to us in Scripture
is only analogous to the "existential system" whieh is In the
mind of God» "When the Christian restates the content of
Scriptural revelation in the form of a 'qystern' such a system
is based upon and therefore analogous to the 'existential
system' that God himself possesses. Being baaed upon God*a
revelation it is, on the one hand, fully true and, on the other,
at no point identical with the content of God's mind." Van Til,
Cornelius. "Introduction," The Inspiration and Authority of the
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ia the realm of the many and the realm of death, and there is

an ideal realm which is the realm of the one and the realm of

life. 3ecause man participates in both realms, he ia in the

process of history, and yet he "transcends history at every

g
point." This dual involvement is the source of what Caroell

refers to as the "practical human predicament" and the experience

of "soul-sorrow." Professor Carnell explains this:

,ua body man is an animal while >.ua spirit he is a
celestial being. As a creature of time and space,
man is limited by death; while as a creature of
spirit man is able to live eternally. Meditation
upon these conflicting realities is a basic cause
of soul-sorrow.

The bite of this dilemma is that as a free, transcendent spirit

man longs for self-preservation and eternal life, yet as a

physical being he has no other course but to die.

Bible. Warfield, B. B. Edited by Samuel G. Craig. London:
Marshal, Morgan, and Scott, 1951. p. 33. See also Van Til,
Cornelius. Christianity and Idealism. Philadelphia: The Pres¬
byterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1955* PP» 133 ff.}
Van Til, Cornelius. The New Modernism. London: James Clarke
and Compary Ltd., 1946; Van Til, Cornelius. Christianity and
Barthianism. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publish¬
ing Company, 1962.

All conservatives, however, do not share the radical
criticism of Van Til. This is particularly evident in
Berkouwer's evaluation of Van Til*s position in The New
Modernism. Berkouwer, G. C. The Triumph of Grace in the
Theology of Karl Barth. Translated b., tfaiTy R. Boer. London:
Paternoster Press, 1956. pp. 384 ff.

9. Carnell, Edward J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetioa.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Km. 3. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1948. p. 27. A similarity to the position of Reinhold Niebuhr,
Urhorn Carnell has studied closely, is seen in this conception of
transcendence.

10. Ibid.. p. 20.
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The practice human jredicament of life in the threat of

death is seen in philosophical terms as the problem of "the one

withih the many." This is the "theoretical human predicament."^
It is the need to grasp intellectually the logical relationship

among the many apparently separated parts of the universe. This

problem is made complex by a natural proneness to err in either

of two directions. If we become too involved among the parts,

we err in the direction of empiricism and fail to find the one.

Yet, if we withdraw from the flux of the empirical realm to gain

a more telling perspective we are in danger of neglecting the
12

very world in which we live.

To this picture which is already comple x is added yet

another stroke. The ideal world is not aerely seen as the realm

of the intelligible idea and the realm of eternal life. It is

also the moral and spiritual realm. Came 11 makes it plain that

all of these characteristics, the ideal, the spiritual, the free,

and the moral, are characteristics of the same single but

multifaceted reality ihen in A Philosophy of the Christian

Religion he links the conscience to the other perceiving facul¬

ties:

Through the five senses the empirical self measures
those configurations which comprise the world of

11. Ibid.. p. 29.

12. Ibid.. p. 40.
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extension; while through an innumerable host of
internal senses (nous, conscience, intuition, etc.)
the free self is exposed to these nonsensory, non-
extended essences which formthe world of non-

extension. Whoever would truly be an epistemologist,
therefore, must reckon with the fact of this doubie
environment.

Near the end of the same chapter he adds:

A firm place must be given to the moral witness of
the heart as a source of data from which typo the sis
are formed. Man lives in a double environment.
Conscience cries out against the possibility of man's
being explained in a one - dimensional view of
reality.

In Christian Commitment Carnell gives us a final character¬

istic of this moral and spiritual realm. This sphere is not only

the realm of moral relations between man and man and man and God;
1 5

it is the common environment which is shared by both man and God.

This shared moral environment serves as the point of contact

between God and man, between time and eternity.1^ Because God

and man share the same spiritual environment, they are both held

by the same moral standards. The result of this similarity is

that in his awareness of his own moral standards man is able to

13. Caraell, Edward J. A Philosophy of the Christian Religion.
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans .;ublishing Com^ary,
1952. p. 131.

14. Ibid.. p. 175.

15« Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment. New Yor«tj The
Macmillan Compar^y, 1957, p. 137«
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anticipate something about the character of God. Carnell ia

ambiguous at this point, for he firmly declares that this

shared principle is one of environment and not e ssence, and yet

at the same time he declares that this environment is God

himself. "Man lives and moves, and is in God."^

With this philosophical understanding of man's metaptysical

environment in hand, we can see how Carnell develops the

evangelical doctrine that when Adam fell we all became involved

in sin. The root of this doctrine is in a belief that God

created Adam as an historic person and as a federal head of the

entire human race.

raul says that a sinner's relation to God is decided
by his rela tion to a federal head. A feaeral head
is an officii representative; he acts in the stead
of another.

In his book which evaluates the thsskogy of Reinhold Niebuhr,

Carnell has given us a particularly succinct statement of this

position:

The entire Biblical revelation is committed to the
doctrine that man was created upright in history,
and that he forfeited this uprightness by breaking
the commandment of God not to pi rtake of the fruit

17. Ibid.. p. 137.
/

18. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology. London:
Marshall, Morgan, and Scott, 1961. p. 71.
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of the garden. The Scriptures assume without
embarrassment that there was a real historic ..lam

and that this Adam was the literal federal head of
the race. The entire redemptive program is
structurized in reference to the one act of the one

man, Adam. Jesus Christ believed it. The
apostles believed it.1<?And the churoh universal
has always believed.

Thus, our acts of transgression today are not the events in

which we become sinre re. "Sinners do not beoume sinners when

20
they sin; they sin because they are sinners."

Historically, sin is connected with Adam's fall. Morally

and metaphysically, sin in a rupture in the relations between

man and God in the moral realm. Talcing the analogy of the

disruption in human re la tions which occurs when one person

19. Carnell, Edward J. The Theology of Heinhold Nicbuhr. Grand
JRs^ids, Michigan: Wm. B. JSerdmans ublishing Compar\y, 1951 •

p. 137. "This covenant disobedience took place in
relation to the supernatural positive revelation that God
had given with respect to the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. God chose one tree from among many and
•arbitrarily* told nan not to eat of it." Van Til,
Cornelius. "Nature and Scripture," The Infallible Word,
indited by Ned 3. Stonehouse and Paul Aoolley. Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1958 (First
edition in 1946.). p. 261.

"Adam sinned not only as the father of the human raoe,
but also as the representative head of all his descendants;
and therefore the guilt of his sin is placed to their account,
so that they are all liable to the punishment of death."
Berkhof, Louis. Systematic Theology, i^ondon: Banie r of Truth
Trust, 1941. p. 221. (American publisher: Wm. B, iSerdiaan's
Publishing Compaqy, Grand Rapids.) See also Henry, Carl
F. H. The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism. Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1947.
p. 39.

20. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, p. 67.



injures another, Carnell explains that a restoration of

relationship cannot occur between people until the one who

is guilty of offence approaches the other in humility. Until

this happens, the offended, person is not able to forgive the

offender. This condition exists because an offence to an

innocent person arouses the judicial sentiment of that person

so that he cannot offer forgiveness until certain moril condi¬

tions are met.

The pi raciox of this situation is that one cannot simply

will himself to be humble before another out of a selfish

motive. True humility is always a spontaneous fruit of the

moral environment, and it is precisely this response which is
21inhibited by the moral rupture. In traditional terms,

"our affections are under the control of pride," and our pride
22keeps this apxology from being sincerely humble.

In like manner, man's sin against God breaks the moral

relationship between man and God. The immediate result of

23this violation of fellowship is separation and death. As a

physical being, man must face physical death, and, as a spiritual

21« Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 164.
22. Ibid.. p. 199.

23. Carneil, a Philosophy of the Christian Religion, p. 376.
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24
being, man must face spiritual death. Spiritual death is

the most threatening result by far, for it is a "separation of
25

the vhole person from fellowship with God."

The hey to the restoration of fellowship in human rela¬

tions is repentance and humility, but when fellowship with

God is violated there is an additional requirement which must

be met before forgiveness is possible.

To assume that God will expunge sin as easily as
men erase misdemeanors is to commit the fallacy
of converting an analogical into a universal truth
«.•• Does a sinlesg^being require only what a sin¬
ful ereature does?

When God is offended there are, as Carnell phrases it,

"antecedent conditions of justice" vthioh must be met, and these
27

conditions extend beyond those involved in human relations.

The most formidable condition Wiich must be act before

forgiveness can be extended is the demand of the penal element

24. Ibid.

25. Ibid. Sin and spiritual separation also result in guilt and
pollution for rierkhof and others. Berkhof, Louis. Systematic
Theology. p. 259.

26. Cannell, Edward J. A Philosu phy of the Christian Religion,
pp. 374-5.

27. Ibid.. p. 386.
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28
in God. When man disobeys God he incurs the just wrath of

God which demands that man must be punished, and this punish¬

ment is the curse which God puts on nature and which includes

the despair of spiritual death. Camell writes:

The diseases of the body, the fuxy of the hurricane,
the unharnessed belching of the volcano, and even
death itself, are the results of the curse which God
put on nature^because of the sin and rebellion of
the creature.

Therefore, as a disobedient creature man faces the wrath of God,

the punishment of a cursed world, and the endless separation of

spiritual death.

The Christian redemption

Having followed Carnell*s interpretation of man's dilemma,

we will now turn our attention to the redemption which he sees

as available for us in Christ. Carnell has left us at the

point of man's fall with Adam into a state of sin, where man is

"totally depraved" and unable to resolve his offence of God.^

28. Ibid.. p. 387- Murrey conceives that "vengeance is the
reaction of the holiness of God to sin." Benchof sees the

purpose of the punishment as not vengeance but the vindica¬
tion of divine justice. Murray, John. Redemption Aoaumoli-
shed and Applied. London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1961.
p. 30. Ber^hof, Louis. Systematic Theology. p. 257.

29. Carnell, Edward J. An Introauction to Christian Apologetics.
pp. 234-5.

30. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theolopy. p. 72.
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Looking at this situation from a different perspective, we have

also seen that God is not ahle to forgive man until certain

moral conditions prevail,"^1 Thus, Carnell has told us that man's

condition is a tragic one. Man cannot save himself, and the

offended judicial sentiment in the character of God prohibits

him from helping man.

It is at this tragic point that a light breaks into the

evangelical's understanding of man. while the dilemma of man

is radically tragic, the restitution of man is radically

triumphant. The focus of the restitution is in the history

of a particular strain of people, the Hebrews, and it is due

not to the moral superiority of this people but to the shfeer

mercy of God. The individual with *hom this history of salva¬

tion begins is Abraham. Carnell quotes the conservative writer

Herman 3avinck in telling us how this beginning was an act of

grace, "The thing that stands in the foreground of that history

is this: not what Abraham knows about God ana does for God, but
32

what God gives to Abraham."

The significance of Abraham's call and the covenant God

31. Carnell, Jbdward J. Christian Com iitaent, p. 248.

32. Davinoc, Herman. Our Reasonable Pa1th. Grand Kapids, Michigan:
«m. B. Lerdmans Publishing Gonnany, 1956. p. 76. Quoted in
Carnell, Ldward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology . p. 72.
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made with Abraham ia found in their relation to the entire

history of redemptive events. The culminating event is the

fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant in the life of Jesus

Christ, but this fulfilment is reflected in other places in

this salvation history. The most important pla ce in whioh

we see the fulfilment typified or reflected is in the exodas

of the Hebrews from Egypt when they were delivered by God's

love. The Old Testament law was given in the oontext of the

redemptive history not to change the covenant that God had made

with Abraham but to disclose the true nature of the Hebrews'

oontinual disobedience to the covenant.^ Ke also find within

this conte>t the very important sacrificial principle.

Camell believes that the practice of sacrifice in the Old

Testament is not only important but crucial to the reconcilia¬

tion between God and man that occurs in the Old Testament. In

Christian Commitment he writes, "From Genesis to Revelation the

34
reconciliation of man by a substitute sacrifice is taught.

The Initiative of grace which God his undertaken in the Old

Testament is brought to fulfilment with the incarnation of

Christ. Garnell interprets the person of Christ in terms wiich

55, Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, p. 18.

34. Carneil, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 250.
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are basically Calcedonian. In An Introduction to Christian

Apologetics he describes Christ as "true God" and as "consub-
35

stantial with the Father." As a member of the Trinity,

Christ has existed as the divine Son of God from eternity.

Becoming more explicit and going beyond the Caicedonian

formulation, Caraell tells us that when the right tine had come

the Son entered into a covenant with the Father, and agreed to
36

bear the punishment of man himself. He would enter history

and assume our human nature but without giving up his divinity.

When the eternal Son became incarnate, he did not
forfeit his divine attributes. Continuing what
he was, he took on what he was not....The human nature
of Jesus was so perfectly united with the will of
the Father, that.all that Jesus did or said derived
from the Father.

When Christ became incarnate, he entered the realm of

hist-ry in relation to both the federal headship role that was

given Adam and the covenant promise that was given Abraham.

35. Carnell, Edward J. An Introduction to Christian apologetics,
p. 90. dee also Murray, John. Redemption Accomplished am
Applied: p. 169, Berkhof, Louis, a Summary of Christian
doctrine, oondon: Banner of Truth Trust, i960, p. 87; Raima,
Bernard. Special Revelation and the word of God. Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1961.
pp. 106 ff.; Warfield, B. B. The Person and Vtor< of Christ.
Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Company, 19^0. p. 70.

36. Carnell, Edward J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
p. 295. dee also Berkhof, Louis. Vicarious Atone,uent
Through Christ. Grand Rapids, Michigan: tVm. B. Eerdmans
Company, 1936. p. 73.

37. Camel 1, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, pp. 39-40.
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In relation to Adam, he cams as the second representative
38

head of the race. And in the terms of the covenant with

Abraham, he came in the fulfilment of it. Although we read

of this covenant with Abraham in the book of Genesis, the

fulfilment of the oovenant is withheld until Christ appears.

In Carnell's words, the covenant is adminiatereel in two "econ-
39

omies." The covenant which Abraham had been given and in

which the incarnation occurs is contrasted with the earlier

covenant made with Adam in that one is a covenant of grace

and the other was a covenant of works. Carnell is firm

about the difference:

The one oovenant was a failure, the other was a
success. The first Adam brought the human race
into moral ruin, while the la st Adam brought the
human race under God's offer of jardon and life.

The aspect of the life and person of Christ which is b^sic

in his accomplishment for us in his obedience. The obedience

of Christ is both the foundation stone of our redemption and

38. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 262. "Christ as
Mediator entered the federal relation in which Adam stood
in the state of integrity, in order to merit eternal life
for the sinner." Berkhof, Louis. Systematic Theolor:/. p.
381. See also Berkhof, i,ouis. A Summary of Christian Doctrine
p. 106; Warfield, B. B. The rerson and Work of Christ. p.35*v.
"Grace speaks to man of victory over sin. But the victory
this time is to came through the obedience of the second Adam."
Van Til, Cornelius. "Nature and Scripture," p. 263.

39. Carnell, Euward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, pp. 53-54.
40. Carneli, Kuward J. Christian Commitment, p. 262.
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the interpretative key which enables us to understand this

work of redemption. The discussion of Christ's obedience by

conservatives is usually separated into a consideration of the

active obedience of Christ and the passive obedience of Christ.

Following this traditional approach, Came11 expla ins that

the active obedience of Christ is his fulfilling of the

requirement of the law of love so that "he invested human
41

nature with pe rfection."

In The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Life Camel 1 writes:

Jesus is the light of the world, for in his very
person he fulfilled all righteousness. He
brought human nature to perfection by loving Cod; ^
with all his heart and his neighbor as himself.*

In Christian Commitment Car.e 11 describes this obedience in more

detail:

His active obedience consisted in a perfeot
fulfilment of righteous, for there was no gap
between what he was and what he ought to be
• ...The full claims of the moral and spiritual
environment were verified in him. lie loved
God with ail his heart and his neighbor as him¬
self. dince love is the law of life, and since
Christ met the outside terms of this law, he

41. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, p. 68.

42. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love and the irride of Life
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1^0. p. 62.
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A3
is the incarnation of rectitude.

And in A Philosophy' of the Christian Religion Carneil sqys,

V,
"In Christ's life the i# of our being has been fulfilled."

This fulfilling of the h. w of our nature, this loving of

God and man so that human nature is brought to perfection is

the role in which Christ is active as the last Adam. As Adam

was the progenitor of a race which was sinful by its disobedience,

Christ is the progenitor, the first man, of a mw race which is

holy by its perfect obedience. This restitution of obedience

is the p rtial accomplishment of the moral conditions which oust

prevail before our reconciliation with God is oomp]e te. The

other pert, the satisfaction of the judicial sentiment in the

character of God, is dependent upon the passive obedience of

Christ.

It is in Cornell's writings on the passive obedience of

Christ that we see the supreme importance in which he holds Old

Testament sacrifice. Carneil believes that Sacrifice was

A3. Carneil, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 250. "dis active
obedience consists in all that he did to observe the law in
behalf of sinners, as a condition for obtaining eternal life
...." Berkhof, Louis. A Summary of Christian Doctrine, p. 106.
Although the active is made distinct from the passive
obedience, it is never separated from it. dee Hurray, John.
Redemption Accomplished and Applied, pp. 20.

AA. Carneil, Edward J. A Philosophy of the Christian Religion,
p. 324.
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always required in the Old Testament before reconciliation

between God and man could take plaoe. Since man had offended

God, man must make a sacrifice in propitiation of God's

judicial sentiment. In The Theology of Iteinhuld Niebuhr.

Carnell writes that the Bible "regards the shedding of blood
45

as the basis for God's forgiveness of sins." This shedding

of blood is not something offered to God out of man's generosity;

rather, it is offered as the just payment for our sins. The

shed blood is the punishment which man is due to receive.

In this context, Christ's passive obedience is his taking

upon himself the punishment which man justly deserves and vhich

must be borne before we can be reconciled with God. Carnell

describes Christ's death as the "vicarious payment for the sins

of all who put their personal trust in Him...His blood was a

literal payment for sins to satisfy the wrath of God against
46

sinners." Following his distinction between the physical and

spiritual death, Carnell says that the death of Christ on the

cross was more thai his physical death. It was the complete

estrangement between God and man that our sin demanded.

Since his death would satisfy God's justice... his

45. Carnell, Edward J. The Theolop.y of Reinhold Niebuhr. p. 159*

46. Ibid., p. 198.
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suffering would be penal rather than disciplinary.
He would drink the oup of the seoond death. At
the moment of the atonement the Father would (as it
were) turn his eyes from the Son, for God cannot
have fellowAip with sin.

As the atonement depended on the restitution of the right moral

conditions and as these conditions depended upon the punishment

being borne, Christ's death is often described by the
I O

evangelicals as a "substitutionary atonement."

Since this propitiation required that we satisfy the

demands of God's Justice and since we could not do this and

live, Christ's death was God's doing for us what we could not

do for ourselves. Thus, when God acted in Christ to redeem

us he acted to propitiate himself.

riere is the mystery that is concealed from the wise
and the prudent, but is revealed to men of faiths
God propitiated his own Judicial sentiment, by send¬
ing Christ to die in the stead of sinners.

Carnell describes Christ's death as forensic as well as substitu-

47. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love and the f'ride of Life,
pp. 88-9.

48. "When we speak of the vicarious nature of the at tonement, we
mean that Christ in his atoning work took the place of the
sinner and as his vicar or substitute bore the penalty of
sin and met the requiremcnts of the covenant of works.
Berkhof, Louis. Vicarious Atonement Through Christ, p. 109.
See Henry, Carl F. H. The Drift of Western Thought. Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1951.
p. 154.

49. Carneli, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 249.
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50
tionaxy beoauae it was a "solemn juridical transaction." It

was not simply the accidental result of Christ's ministry but
51

was an event which was willed by God. Christ did not die
52

simply as a martyr. He was obedient to God in freely offering
, 53

up his life that we might be forgiven.

When we recognise what God has done for us in Christ's

death and respond in humble repentance, our pardon by God is

completed. "As soon as a Christian makes an evangelical con¬

fession, the blood of Jesus Christ cleanses him from all
54

unrighteousness." While Christ has secured the propitiation

of God's judicial wrath, this final step on our part of repen¬

tance is absolutely necessary.

50. Ibid.. p. 251. Berkhof writes of "a union rooted in a trans¬
action which makes Christ the le gal representative, not of
all men, but of all those whom the Father has given Him."
Berkhof, juouis. Vicarious Atonement Through ChriBt. p. 75.

51. Carnell, Edwara. J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
p. 295.

52. Carnell, Edward J. The i.in&dom of Love and the -Pride of Life,
p. 142. ~

55. Ibid. Compare Cornelius Van Til's statement iii "Has Karl
Barth Become Orthodox," Westminster Theological Journal. 1954,
p. 181 and Benjamin Warfield's in The Person and Work of
Christ, pp. 554 ff.

54. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Life.
p. 135.
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Christ propitiated the judicial sentiment in
God, thus making it possible for God to pardon
those who deserve condemnation; but the cycle
of pardon is not completed until sinners humble
themselves and repent.

Carnell disagrees with the proposal that regeneration by the

Spirit is a necessary precondition for repentance. Repentance
56

i3 a duty of man arid is a precondition for regeneration.

Once man repents, two changes occur in the relations

between man and God. One of these changes is "justification,"

and the other is "sar cif ication." Justif ication is the term

which describes our status before the law. When we are forgiven

by God we no longer stand before the law as guilty, for the

righteous obedience of Christ is imputed to us so that we stand

before the law as righteous.

Y<hen God the Father imputes the righteousness of
his Son unto believers, therefore, an actual
corpus of righteousness is put to the sinneA
account. The perfection was earned step by step
through the obedience of Jesus Christ, the
Messiah.

55. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Cocoiitiaent. p. 25k.

56. Ibid., p. 265.

57* Carnell, Edward. J. The Theology of Reinnold Mebuhr, p. 191.
Although Carnell explains justification as though it were
an act which was external to the personality and involved
only a change in man's status, there is an ambiguity in this
explanation. In several pJaoes he says that justification
is dependent upon nystical union with Christ. Carnell E. J.
The Case For Orthodox Theology. p. 71; Carnell, Edward J.
Christian Commitment, p. 258. Berkhof wries, "Justification
takes place outside of the sinner in the tribunal of God,
and does not change his inner life, though the repentance is
brought home to him subjectively." Bertahof, uouis. Systematic
Theology. p. 515.
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This step of justification does not effect a constitutional

change in the sinner himself. It is a declaratory step dealir®

with man's new status before the law. It is the declaratory

step which enables us to accept the fruit of Christ's propitia¬

tion even while we are still sinners. "If inherent righteous¬

ness were the passport to heaven, none but the Lord would gain
58

this estate." If we could not "rest in the imputed

righteousness of Christ," we would lose ourselves in trying to
59

perfect ourselves.

While we are redeemed from the "curse of the law" in an

instantaneous transaction, there is a further change in the life

of the one who has been forgiven. This second change is the

one which is in process throughout our life.^° It is the

process in which the Holy Spirit works within us, gradually

delivering us from sin and changing us into the likeness of

Christ himself.^1 Carnell writes:

58. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 259.

59. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Life.
p. 93.

60. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 258.

61. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology. p. 73.
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Justification takes place once; sanctification
is a lifelong process. Justification is a
change in the sinners relation to God;
saint ification is a change in the sinner himself.
Justification is objective; sanctification is
subjective. Justification is an act don^for
us; sanctification is an act done in us.

This twofold change gives rise to the doctrine of what

Caraell calls "the principle of double fulfilment." When a

person receives the imputation of the righteousness of Christ

and beaomes a new aian, he becomes conscious of a new conflict

in his soul. On the one hand the believer is loyal to a new

ideal of behaviour and Christlike righteousness, but on the other

hand he is still a sinner and feels the temptation to sin and the

continual involvement in sin. The classical example of the one

who knew this conflict is J&ul.

The Apostle i-aul conducted a normative inquiry
into this problem, and when he finished he
found that a believer is host to two conflicting
laws: the law of the mind and the law of sin...
Paul realised that his historical self did not

carry /-out the ideals set down by the devotional
self.

It is the prinoiple of double fulfilment which brings the

solution to this problem, for this prinoiple recognises that While

the Christian is loyal to a new ideal his personal growth in the

grace of God is gradual.

62. Ibid.. p. 74.
63. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love ani the Pride of Life,

pp. 127-8.
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The principle of double fulfilment was applicable in the

case of Paul because, in Carnell's words, "his dominant

affections were regenerated" even though he was still in the
6U

process of becoming more Christ-like. On the level of his

affection, attitude, and faith Paul was acceptable by God in

spite of the fact that he was not acceptable on the level of

conduct.

In other words, Paul saw that the real issue
was not the law of sin as such, out the moral
attitude that a beliover takes toward the law.
God created us as we are; we cannot undo the
creation. But there is something we can do:
we can chouse to be gjod. And one way we do
this is by 3idiag with tne lav* of zno mind
against the law of sin. In this wsy we can ■

prove that our dominant affections are holy."

By hating his failures, Paul proved that nis neart was right.^
And by having an acceptable attitude toware tne law Paul was

acceptable in God's sight.^

For all those who accept the mercy of Cod in Christ and

place their trust in Christ, the problem of death has been

solved. Altho'igh we deserve death because of our disobedience,

&f. Ibid.. p. 129.

65. Ibid., p. 128.

66. Ibid., p. 130.

67. Ibid.. pp. 130-1.
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Christ has undergone this p nalty for us. Vie are delivered
68

from"the threat of judicial suffering and death." The

resurrection of Christ was the Father's witness that this

69
sacrifice of Christ is complete and sufficient. The resurrec¬

tion was also a witness in regard to man, for it proved that ws

too will rise with him as the members of a new and holy race

of men."^° Sin, death, and evil have been overcome by the act

of God in Christ so that we are threatened by them no longer.

Adopted into the family of Cod as sons, we have been given a

sure hope of life with God after our ptysical death is passed.^

As we come to this point we have followed Carnell in his

analysis of the human predicament and in his explanation of God's

answer to our dilemma. Beginning with him at the predicament

of man as a transcendent being who must face death, we have eeen

that death is caused by man's sin but is overcome by Christ

for all who believe. The soul-sorrow of man 1b met by joy as

man becomes new in Christ. The problems of the theoretical

68. Carnell, Edward J, Christian Commitment, p. 252.

69. Carnell, Edward J. The aingdom of Love and the Pride of Life.
p. 101. "

70. Carnell, Edward J. an Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
pp. 546-8.

71. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology. pp. 77-9.
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predicament of the one and the iuar\y and the ideal and the
72

empirical are also met in Christ, for he is truth himself.

He is "the principle of the one and the author of the many" in
73

whom all thing3 are bound together. With the exposition

of the predicament of sin and death and the solution to this

predicament as offered in Christ behind us, we now turn to the

third section in the study of Cornell.

Christian knowledge

The problem of Christian knowledge is one of the leading

concerns with Cornell and with most evangelicals. In his

books, Carneil has approached the problem from several different

angles. In An Introduction to Christian Apologetics Carneil

appeals to our awareness of the contradiction between man's

longing for life and the threat of death. In A Philosophy of

the Christian Religion Carneil appeals to our consciousness of

values in the moral realm. In Christlan Commitment he begins

with the judicial sentiment in human relations, and in The

Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Life he appeals to the universal

72. Carneil, Kdward J. Christian Commitment, p. 250.

1'j. Carneil, iidward J. An Introduction to Christian apologetics,
p. 40.
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consciousness of the need for love. In The Theology of Reinhold

Mebuhr he shows that the approach of neo-orthodoxy is a

fallacious one. Our task now is to explore and examine the

doctrines of revelation and truth which Carnell has set forth

in his books. While his proclamation of the Christian message

has had a certain appeal, we must now inquire into how we are

to know that what he tells us is true.

Although Cornell discusses knowledge, truth, and faith

from maiy different viewpoints, he relies on one basic understand¬

ing as the foundation for his discussion. This understanding

is that there are three different kinds of truth and that in

correlation to these there are three different kinds of knowledge.

The first kind of truth is ontological truth, the undifferen-
74

tiated awareness of immediate existence. The second kind of

truth is propositionai truth, and in describing it Carnell

writes:

Symbols of terms represent concepts, and the
valid construing of these symbols is truth.,.
Whenever judgments conceptually house the real
they possess the quality of truth. It makes
no difference whether ideas are the real, or
whether they correspond to the real. In either
instance the proposition is the rrceptable of
truth. 75

74. Camell, Edward J. Christian Commitment. p. 14.

75. Ibid., p. 15.
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The third kind of truth is truth as personal rectitude; it is

the truth which comes into existence as one i3 morally and

spiritually transformed,^

The differences in the kinds of knowledge correspond to

the differences in the kinds of truths. While the first method

is a simple "passage of the mind to a conclusion without the

aid of a middle premise," the second method is syllogistic and

involves a middle premise before the conclusion is reached.^
The third method is different from both the first and the

second. In so far as it pertains to one's participation in the

moral and spiritual environment, it is a method which takes into

account one's transformation in the acceptance of the moral

duties of this environment. "Rather than experimentally or

speculati ely fingering mere claims to duty, one must allow him-
78

self to be transformed by the duties that hold him." This

knowledge of duty and morals cannot be fully gained by either of

the other methods. Carnsll writes:

1,either knowledge by acquaintance nor knowledge by
inference can escort the mind into the moral and

spiritual environment. Rationalism can define the

76. jlbW'#, p. 16.

77. Ibid., pp. 17-18.

78. Ibid.. p. 22.
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conditions of val idity but it is powerless to
communicate a sense of moral duty ....Duty is never
felt until one stands inside duty itself. The
content of morals is acquired by a humble parti-7p
cipation in the moral and spiritual environment.

Thus, in the knowledge of God it is the third method which is the

important one. "An inferential knowledge of God's existence is

without vaLue until fellowship is gained by an acquaintance with
SO

God's person." Although we can enjoy an intellectual love for

God, this love is surpassed by the experience of personal

acquaintance.^

While the third method of knowledge would appear to be the

most important one, it is the second method to which Carnell

devotes most of his discussion. His basic definition of truth

is that it is a judgment "which corresponds to thing3 as they
32

actually are." As God is the creator of all things, truth la

"correspondence with the mind of 0od."u The criterion by

which we judge whether or not propositions corre^sond to the mind

of God is systematic consistency. If a proposition is systema-

79. Ibid., pp. 72-73.

80. Ibid.. p. 118.

81. Ibid.. pp. 118-126.

82. Carnell, Edward J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
p. 46.

83. Ibid.
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tically oon3istent with itself and all of our experience it
84

corresponds with the truth in the mind of God. Camell

justifies the use of this criterion by the position that God

himself is consistent and that his creation materially expresses

85
this consistency.

Although Christ is the "univocal point of meeting between

God and man," the locus of God's revelation to man is really the
66

Bible. The Bible was given to men to tell us how we may be

reconciled to God. and, since it contains a system of meaning

which is systematically consistent, it is a valid reflection of

84. Ibid., pp. 56-59.

Ibid.. p. 65. Bernard Rarnm is one of the outstanding conser¬
vatives »ho has likewise been ooncerned to demonstrate

logically the truth of Christianity. "In Christian evidence
we endeavor to show the correlation of Christianity to fact.
First, Christianity is in accord with material fact;
secondly, with supernatural fact; thirdly, with experiment ad
fact." Ram.., Bernard. The Christian View of .cierice aid
Scripture. London: The Paternoster Press, 1955» pp. 29-30.
See also Ram..., Bernard. Protestant Christian Evidences.
Chicago: Moody ress, 1959. p. 14; Ramrn, Bernard. Varieties
of Christian Apologetics. Crand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book
House, 1961. p. 26. On the other hand, Cornelius Van Til
disagrees with the apologetio method of reasoned argument,
believing that man's reason is not autonomous and that man
remains dependent upon supernatural revelation through an
infallible Bible. In the Fall, reason became corrupted, as
did all other aspects of life. See Van Til, Cornelius. The
Defence of the Faith. Philadelphia: The Presbyterian ami
Reformed Publishing Company, 1963 (first edition 1955;. pp.
179# 206. See also Aushctoony, Kousas John. By V.hat Standard?
Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company,
1959. PP. 8 ff., pp. 19 ff.

86. Carrie 11, Bdward J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetics.
p. 63.
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the mind of God. It is the Word of God for us.

106.

Carnell is careful to 8ay that the system of .meaning con¬

tained in the Bible cannot be grasped by to without God's help.

Although we know that it is a reflection of the mind of God

because it is systematically consistent, we are led into this
88

discovery by the Spirit of Cod. This leading is what Carnell

refers to as the inner testimony of the Holy Spirit.

The surest proof one can have that his faith in
God's word is valid is the internal witness of
the Spirit of God in his heart. The Spirit may
convict men upon the occasion of rational debate
and diatribe, but it is the Spirit, not the
latter, which assures them of the truth. Eft01*
is no substitute for the Spirit's witness.

In ~,uke 24 we are given an exanple of the witness of the Spirit

when it is reported that the hearts of the tsc men burned within

87. Ibid.

88. Tbid., p. 64.

89. Ibid.. p. 68. Evangelicals do not ordinarily distinguish three
levels of knowledge, but they commonly hold that the Holy
Spirit works either through or with the Bible as the Word of
God in the redemption of men. See Berkhof, Louis. Systematic
Theology, p. 611, "Only the Spirit and the Word may break
through the human shell of sin and unbelief. Therefore the
witness of miracle and prophecy apart from the Spirit's action
falls upon deaf ears and dead hearts." ftemm, Bernard. "The
Evidence of Prophecy and Miracle," Revelation and the Bible.
Sdited by Carl P. H. Henry. London: The Tyndale Press, 1959*
PP. 257~8. "In salvation the Holy Spirit makes real to the
sinner the truth of the written word in its witness to the
mercy of God in Christ." Henry Carl F, H. The Protestant
Dilemma. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Ailliaui 3. Eerdmans Publish¬
ing Company, 1949, p. 82.
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90
them while Christ interpreted the Scripture to them.

The Spirit of God is also aotive in sealing truth in our

hearts in another way. This second witness to the truth concerns

not only the systematic consistency of Scripture but all truth

wherever it is found.

The Spirit of God is active in sealing God's
revelation in words and fact wherever uian sees

and appropriates the truth. Whether a man assents t
to the proposition that in the right-angled
triangles the equare on the typotenuse equals
the sum of the squares on the other sides, or to
the proposition that Victor Hugo was born in the
year 1802, that man, if these propositions be true,
is being led by the Spirit of God. He acts wisely
here, for_his mind rests in the sufficiency of the
evidence.^

90. Carnell, Edward J. An Inteoauction to Christian Apologetics,
p. 68. Bernard Kama jaas a similar statement. "The disciples
heard the words of Jesus (Luke 24) and their minis grasped
the propositions and their meanings; but at the same time a
movement started, not from their ears but from their spirits,
and as their ears heard, their hearts burned within them. It
is the Bpirit who makes the heart burn as the Word is heard."
namm, Bernard. The Witness of the Spirit. Grani Hapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Aerdmana .Publishing Compaq/, 1960. p. 33.

There is an ambiguity in (Jarnei.1* s epistemolog/ whioh is
never resolved. On the one hand he frequently implies that
the Christian system is to be evaluated., like every other
system, by the use of reason. On the other hand he tells us
that the Christian system can be recognised only by the help
of the witness of the analysis, related to his vision of the
Bible as aShe system. Van Til criticises Carnell*s position
here from his own perspective in Van Til, Cornelius.
Christianity in Modern Theology. Phillipsburg, New Jersey:
Lewis J. Grontennuis, 1955. p. 67.

91. Carre11, Edward J. An Introduction to Christian Apologetics,
p. 69.
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The witness of the Spirit on this second level is the witness

to "the truth which God has revealed through nature in general

92
revelation." The ability to see this truth is given to all

men God's common grace, while the ability to see the truth

of the Bible is given to men by God's special grace. The

criterion by which this truth is accepted, however, is the same

which applies in the case of special revelation: "If what is

being believed makes peace with the law of contradiction and the

facts of experience, it is a faith which is prompted by the Spirit

of God."9*5

In the context of understanding truth as systematic
94

consistency, faith is the "whole-soul trust in God's ward as true,"

even though it is the Holy Spirit which "seals the faith to
95

the heart." However, Cnrnell distinguishes between this faith

which "rests in the sufficiency of the evidences" and "vital

faith." The former, referred to as either general or generic

faith, is correlative to the second level of knowledge. Carnell

explains the difference between generic and vital or saving faith:

92. Ibid.

93. Ibid.. p. 70

94. Ibid., p. 66. "It was the convictionof the coherence of
dcripture'a authority which touched off the Keformation."
Ibid., p. 71.

95. Ibid., p. 70.
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The difference between general and vital faith
ought to be clear by now. *hen a person assents
to truth, or when he believes in an object, he
commits part of himself. This is general faith.
But when he trusts another person, he commits
the whole of himself. This is vital faith.
Fellowship is a union of life with life. The ^
essence of one person passes into that of another.

In The Kingdom of Love and the Pride of Li e Carnell makes

97
the distinction more acute, equating vital faith with love.

Vital faith is trust in a living person rather than in infor¬

mation about a person, and it is dependent, therefore, upon a

98
confrontation with Christ himself. This confrontation,

however, is dependent upon one's having a propositional knowledge

of God and a faith that rests on the validity of the evidences.

If generic faith is a 'resting of the mind in
the sufficiency of the evidences,' saving
faith is a cordial trust in the pe rson and work
of Christ.... But saving faith is built on the
foundation of generic faith, for we could
never yield ourselves in cordial trust unless
the whole man rested in the sufficiency of the

96. Carnell, Edward J, The Case For Orthodox Theology. p. 30.
Other evangelicals do not necessarily have parallel
versions of this distinction, although Berkhof' s "teraxjoral
faith" and "true saving faith" is a close approximation.
Berkhof, Louis, Systematic Theology, pp. 502-3. "By the
testimonium historical faith is converted into saving
faith, and historical probability into divine certainty."
Ramm, Bernard. The Witness of the Spirit, p. 95.

97. Carnell, Edward J. The Kingdom of Love and the iridc of Life,
p. 125.

98. Ibid., p. 144.
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99
evidence.

In so far as evidences are required for faith, part of Christ's

work on earth was to provide these evidences in the way of

miracles. Miracles, such as the raising of Lazarus, were part

of Christ's work in providing a foundation for faith.

Carnell is equivocal in setting forth the witness of the

Holy Spirit on the third level of faith and knowledge. In some

place8 it appears to be the mystical experience of knowing

Christ himself. "V.e are mystically joined to Christ; the

perfection of his life flows through us."1^1 In other places

the witness of the Spirit on the third level is an illumination

of the evidences but of the evidences of all our experience.

99. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 267. "Trust in
a person is a knowledge of a person; it is a matter of
assenting to certain propositions." Clark, Gordon H.
Religion. Reason, and Revelation. Philadelphia: resuyter-
ian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1961. p. 102. In
other passages Carnell reverses the order: "The Bible...
does not address the heart as the Word of God until
Christ is met in personal fellowship." The propositional
revelation occurs after the confrontation. Carnell,
Edward J. The Case for Orthodox Theology, pp. 33-34.

100.Carnell, Edward J, The Kingdom of Love and the x-ride of
Life, p. 143. Mar^y conservatives hold that the miracles
serve as evidence to verify either the divinity of the Bible
or of Christ, They fail to see that miracles can suggest
absurdity as well as divinity. See Ramm, Bernard.
Protestant Christian Evidences, pp. 12f? ff.

101. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 256.
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"Evidences may point to God, but God himself must be

encountered in the dynamic of personal fellowship. Only the
102

Holy Spirit can illuminate the evidences."

There are two implications in this approach which we must

recognise before we summarise Carnell's position on Christian

knowledge. The first is that the problem of sin and guilt,

rather than the metaptysical problem of a spaoe - time universe,

is the most basic and important problem involved in the
103

knowledge of God.

The seound implication is the position in regard to the

inspiration of Scripture. Camel! believes that as the Bible

102. Ibid., p. 302. Other evangelicals follow this general
principle that the witness of the Spirit is either to the
evidences of Scripture or to the truth of Scripture.
While few of them omit reference to personal fellowship
with Christ, they do not usually link this personal
fellowship with the witness of the Spirit. Van Til
writes, "It is therefore the Holy Spirit bearing witness
by and with the Word in our hearts that alone effects
the required Copernican revolution and makes us both
Christians and theists...And it is only when the Holy
Spirit gives man a new heart that he will accept the evi¬
dence of Scripture about itself and about nature for what
it really is." Van Til, Cornelius. "Nature and Scripture,"
pp. 272-3. "...the Spirit witnesses to the divinity of the
Scripture," Ramm, Bernard. The Pattern of Religious
Authority. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publish¬
ing Company, 1957* P» 36. "The Spirit persuades us of the
truthfulness of Scripture, but it does not replace the
objection authority of the written word." Henry, Carl F. H.
The Protestant Dilemma, p. 83.

103. Carnell, ^award J. A Philosophy of the Christian Religion,
p. 274.
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is the accurate reflection of the mind of Christ it is infallibly

inspired, and, in the original autographs at to ast, it was

inerrantly inspired. If we ask the evangelioal how he knows

this to be true, he answers that this position in regard to

Scripture is the fruit of logic but yet it is more than a logi¬

cal conclusion. It is a recognition that this is the Bible's
104

own position in regard to itself.

When orthodoxy is asked why it accepts the Old
Testament as the inspired Word of God, it
answers, because Jesus Christ, the Lord of the
church, did....The canon of the New Testament
was decided by the apostles themselves, for they
alone knew what documents were inspired, and
thus were normative for the church.

The apostles were inspired by the Spirit of God to speak with the

104. Ibid.. pp. 1^1 ff. See Berkhof, Louis. Principles of
Biblical Interpretation. Grana Hapias, Michigan: Baker Book
House, 1958. pp. 40 ff.; Henry, C^rl P. H. "Divine
Revelation and the Bible," Inspiration ana Interpretation,
'•.dited tjy John P. ¥>alvoord. Grand Rapids, Miohigan: Am. B.
Eerdmans Publishihg Company, 1957* pp« 267 ff•i Jewett,
Paul K. Emil Brunner's Concept of Revelation. London; James
Clark and Company Ltd., 195^-« PP« f*"•» Young, Edward J.
"The Canon of the old Testament," Revelation and the Bible.
Edited by Carl P. H. Henry. London: The Tyndale Press, 1959.
p. 156; Murray, John. "The Attestation of Scrix>ture," The
Infallible Word. Edited by Ned B. Ctonehouse and Paul Woolley.
Gram Rapidsj Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdman Ribl Idling Company,
1958. pp. 8 ff.; Warfield, 3. B. The Inspiration and
Authority of Scripture, p. 128.

105. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, pp. 35-45.
The influence of Kuyper and Warfield is strong among the
evangelicals at this point. See Kuyper, Abraham. Encyclo¬

pedia of Sacred Theology. Translated t>y J. H. de Vries.
London: ilodder and Stoughton, 1899. p. 471 •
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authority of prophets through the medium of inspired documents.10
They spoke authoritatively about the primary redemptive events,

"inscripturating" the revelation of God.1U^ The Holy Spirit em-

108
powered them to be infallible as teachers.

C&mell'e doctrine of Christian knowledge can be summarised

briefly. He analyses the nature of truth, dividing it into

three categories. The seoond kind, propositional truth, is the

kind given to us in the Bible, and it is recognised as valid when

it is found to be systematically consistent. The third kind

106. Carnell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, p. 44. See
Stonehouse, Ned B, "Special Revelation as Scriptural,"
Revelation and the Bible , Edited by Carl F. H, Henry,
London: The Tyndale Press, 1959. pp. 84 ff.

107- Carnell, Edward J, The Case For Orthodox Theology. p, 49.
The concept of "inscripturation" is widely used. See
Stonehouse, Ned B. "The Authority of the New Testament,"
The Infallible Word, Kdited by Ned B, Stonehouse and Paul
Wooley. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Hm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 195®. p. 90.

108, Carnell, Edward J, The Case Por Orthodox Theolopy, p. 21
For the evangelical, the Bible is no mere witness to
revelation or record of revelation. It is the written form
of revelation itself. The "inscripturation" of revelation
was an organic part of the revelation in historical events.
Revelation, therefore, becomes a "once - for - all divine
disclosure," Henry, Carl P, H, The Drift of Western Thought,
p, 114-. See also pp. 120, 1$4. "This inscripturation of
special revelation is the objective culmination, therefore,
of God'8 redemptive disclosure in special historical events
and in propositions communicated to chosen prophets and
apostles. This identification of written sentences and pro¬
positions with special divine revelation - the recognition,
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of truth, truth created in commitment, fellowship, and parti¬

cipation, is dependent upon the second kind and incorporates

it. One must have an intellectual grasp of the truth of the

Bible before he can yield himself to God in personal trust.

The art of apologetics can demonstrate the systematically con¬

sistent evidences for the gospel, but it can do no more than

this. The witness of the tioly Spirit is required before one

can recognise that the Bible's system is true and place his trust

in God.

Evaluation and conclusion

Cornell's doctrine of sin is a fascinating construction.

In two aspects, it is a doctrine which is quite representative

of the Biblical viewj it reoognises that sin is a serious

barrier to fellowship with God, and it witnesses to man's inability

that is, of the Word in the form of words - evangelical Chris¬
tianity holds to be not merely the hietorie Christian view, but
an indispensable element in a proper Biblical theology." Henry,
Carl P. H. "Divine Revelation and the Bible," p. 256. "The
interpretation of the prophets and apostles of what God lias
done in history is itself a part of the revelatory situation.
...Their testimor^y, their witness, their interpretation is it¬
self revelation." Revelation and the Bible. Edited by Carl P. H,
Henry. London: The Tyndale Press, 1956* p» 55. See also Henry,
Carl P. H. Personal Idealism and Strong's Theology. Wheaten,
Illinois: Van Rarapen frees, 1951. pp. 54-55. Van Til Speaks of
the conservative view of Scripture as "directly identical with
the Word of God." Van Til, Cornelius. Christianity and Barthia-
nism, p. 117-
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to rectify his position without God's help. In other aspects,

however, Carnell's doctrine rests on a misunderstanding of the

Bible. He has a serious misunderstanding of the Genesis

account of Adam when he interprets Adam as the federal head

of the race. The story of Adam is not a biographical sketch

of the first man but is, as A. M. Hunter has said, "the story
109

of you and me."

A second and far more serious error in Cornell's doctrine

off sin in hia view regarding the conditions which must be met

before God is free to forgive. ifehile he has joineu. his tneology

to the Bible, the Biblical understanding of forgiveness contra-

109. Hunter, A. M. 3 nterpreting riau 1' s Goapel. London: 3.C.M.
Press Ltd., 195^. p. 77. Charles A. Anleraun Scott has written
of the conre ction of sin with Adam, "It is in the post-
canonical literature that we find speculation on the
origin of human sinfbldess settling down on Adas as not
only the exemjdar but actually the source and cause of sin
in his descendants. The view becomes increasingly clear
in Enoch, Baruch, and U Ezra.... In t is matter, therefore,
3t. Paul was probably reproducing the view of his
Rabbinic teachers.... The seoond point is that tnis ques¬
tion does not enter into the substance of his teaching on
Jalvation or Redemption. He uses the universality of
sinfulness and death which is thus traced to Adan to
illustrate the universality of the need of salvation
(Ro. 5*12-17); the universality of death ejqperienced by
the race of which Adam was the head, to illustrate the
universality of the gift of life to all members of the new
Race which has Christ for its Head (I Cor. 15:22). But
his account of salvation, its necessity and its achieve¬
ment, would be true for him, though only one man had sinued,
and only ohe man had been redeemed and saved." Scott,
Charles A. Anderson. Christianity .ccording to it, Paul.
Cambridge University Press, 1927, pp. 50-51*
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dicta Caraell*8 position. H. wheeler Robinson has spoken for

many others when he said:

The prophetic idea of the forgiveness of ain
would be quite misunderstood if approached
through any elaborate •plan of salvation,1
involving conditions which must b^^atisfied
before Yahweh i3 free to forgive.'

Game11 * a theological system is also found to be alien to

the Old Testament understanding of sacrifice. While he places

much weight upon the sacrificial concepts, he uniformly mis¬

interprets them. Nowhere in the Old Testament is the sacrifi¬

cial victim thought to bear a penal suffering. The death of

the victim is not conceived as a punishment which is justly due

mankind and which is borne by the animal in a substitution.

Roland de Vaux has written in connection with the person who made

the sacrifice:

He lays his hand on the head of the victim.
This action is not a magic gesture to establish
contact between God and man, nor is it a sym¬
bolic action implying the victim is a substitute
for man, whose sins are the reby transferred to

110. Robinson, H. Wheeler. The Religious Ideas of the Old
Testament. London: Duckworth, 1913. pp. 16L-5. "In the
faith of Israel forgiveness is the cleansing from sin, not
the avoidance of punishment." Rowley, H.H. The Faith of
Israel. London: 3.C.M. Press Ltd., 1956. p. 97.
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the victim for expiation.

Moreover, the sacrifice is not an act on the part Qf the

Hebrew to propitiate or effect a change in offended

sentiment in the deity. The sacrifice was a gift from God,

and it can only be understood in the context of the initiative

taken by God. G. F. Moore haa pointed out that it was not

a propitiation which was required but repentance on the j^irt

111. de Vaux, Roland. Ancient Israel. Its I>lfe and Institutions
Translated by John MoHugh, London: Darton, Longman, and
Todd, 1961. p. L16. V/alther Eichrodt has written, "The
principal agruments against accepting a substitutionary
interpretation of the sacrificial death of the slaughtered
animal may be briefly summarised as follows: (1) If the
victim were regarded as laden with sin and guilt it would
be counted unclean; but in fact it is considered exception¬
ally holy. (2) The principal action ought to be the slay¬
ing of the victim as the execution of the death penalty,
and it ought to be performed by the priest and not by the
offerer. (3) In the case of satis factio vicaria it would
be quite impossible fbr the sacrifice to be commuted to a
meal offering. (L; The offences atoned for by the sacri¬
fice are, at any rate in the present text of the Iriestly
Code, none of them wortl\y of death." Lichrodt, Walther.
Theology of the Old Testament. Volume 1. Translated by J.
A. Baker. London: S.C.M. yxess Ltd., 1961. p. 165- dee
also Smith, Henry J-reserved. The leligion of Israel.
Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 191L, p. 221. Von Had has ob¬
served that "the one who receives expiation is not Jahweh
but Israel: Jahweh is rather the one who acts in averting
the calamitous curse which burdens the community. ••• Ex¬
piation was thus not a penalty but a saving event." Von
Had, Gerhard, old Testament Theology. Volume I. Translated
by D.».G. Stalker. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962. pp.
270-1.
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of the Hebrew.112

The breakdown of Carnell's system at these points results

in a serious difficulty in his doctrinal, theology. No longer

can man's need be seen in the context of the oetaptysical

scheme which Carnell erects, and no longer can we view the need

of man as a need to propitiate the wrath of God. While Carnell

and other conservatives have done American Protestantism a

service in their continual emphasis on the seriousness of sin,

their misunderstanding of the iiible they so often quote has
113

vitiated their contribution to no small degree.

*e are in the same situation when we turn from Came 11' s

doctrine of sin to his doctrine of salvation, for while there is

much thst is important about what he says his misunderstanding

of the New Testament cripples his theology. The fundamental

point in Caraell's Christology, the fulcrum on which his doctrine

of saLvation is balanced, is his interpretation of the passive

obedience of Christ as the sacrifice for our sins. As we have

seen, however, Carnell's urvlerstanding of sacrifice is a faulty

112. duore, G. P. Judaism. Volume I, Cambridge: darvard Univer¬
sity Press, 1927. P. 503.

113. dee the comment by Perrfe on the positive contribution of
the fundamentalist school in Ferrfe, Nels. oearchllphts on
Contemporary IheoloRy. p. 200.
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one. In his Christology, his miaunderstandiiig of sacrifice

in the Old Testament is carried over into his doctrine of

salvation. The figure to whom Carneil turns for n»st of his

support is Paul, but, upon examination, Paul fails to provide

the support which Carnell attributes to him.

In the first place, the exact meaning which Paul had in

mind when he used sacrificial imagery is very uncertain. C.A.A.

Scott acknowledged this when he said that although Paul spoke

of Jesus' death as a sacrifice, he did not elaborate the meaning

of character of this sacrifice. '^'r In writing of Paul, W. D.

Javies has added, "... we are also constrained to point out

that although in labouring to do justice to the significance of

Jesus he uses sacrificial terms, Paul does not develop these but
115

leaves them inchoate." Secondly, C. H. Dodd, followed by

Vincent ley lor, has ugued that the kind of U3e Oarnell makes of

the word "propitiation* is an incorreat one. Dodi finds that

although in classical Greek hllastcrion suggests the propitia¬

tion or placation of the deity, in the Septuagint it means "to

perform an act whereoy guilt of defilement is removed."

114. Scott, C. A. A. Christianity According to St. Paul, p. 90.

115. Davies, W, D. Paul and Rabbinic Judaism. London: S.P.C.K.,
1955, P. 242.
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The reniering propitiation is therefore mis¬
leading, for it suggests the placating of an
angry God, ani although this would be in accord
with .pagan usage, it is foreign to biblical
usage. In the present passage it is God who
puts forward the means whereby the guilt of sin
is removed, by sending Christ. The sending of
Clirist, therjr^gre, is the divine method of
forgiveness.

Other scholars have agreed with Doad's position that in the

New Testament the death of Jesus was not understood as a

sacrifice to propitiate the divine wrath. Fredrick Grant has

written:

nhen the early Christians described the death of
Jesus as 'for sin1 or 'for our sins' they meant
not that he died in order to win God's forgive¬
ness, but for the removal of sins - both the 1,
actual sinning and the consequent contamination.

D. M. Baillie has given us a similar statement:

Throughout the whole of this New Testament
material there is no trace of any Contrast between
the wrath of God and the love of Christ, or of
the idea that God's attitude to sinners had to
be changed ty the sacrifice of Christ from wrath
and justice to love and ne rqr . There is ample
use of the terminology of the Jewish sacrificial
system, but it is highly doubtful whether even
in the Old Testament period the purpose of the

116. Dodd, C<. H. The Epistle of Paul to the Romans. London; Montana
Books, i960, p. 79> For the argument in full see Dodd, C. rt.
The Bible and the Greeks. London, Hodder and Stoughton,
19^5* PP- 82-35. See Taylor, Vincent. The Atonement. London:
The Hpworth iTesa, 19A-0. p. 290. For a conservative treat¬
ment of Dodd's interpretation, see Nicole, Roger R. MC. H.
Dodd and the Doctrine of Propitiation," The Westminster
Theological Journal, Volume XVII Number 2 (Mav 1» pp. 117-
157.

117. Grant, Frederick C. Basic Christian Beliefs. Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd, i960. p. 53.
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sin-offerings to change God's attitude
in that sense.

It is also significant that Came 11 ia mistaken in viewing

Christ's death as a penal suffering. Christ is never inter¬

preted in the New Testament as bearing our punishment, a con¬

cept which we have found in contradiction with Old Testament
119

sacrificial theology. As in the Old Testament, the forgive¬

ness of Cod in the New Testament is dependent not on a oultic

act but on repentance and obedience.1^

A final objection to Carnell's sacrificial Christology

can be found in the sezai-exclusive use he makes of the sacrificial

figure. It is true that he relies upon the Pauline doctrine

of Christ as the second Adam, but it is his use of the sacrifi¬

cial theory which serves as the foundation for his Christology.

This categorical ezclusiveness is an unwarranted simplification

of the plurality of sacrificial concepts which is found in the

New Testament. Moreover, the worth of the sacrificial concept

in the development of Christology is as yet undetermined. At

the end of his study of the Pauline sacrificial imagery, Davies

118. Baillie, D. id. God Was In Christ. New York: Charles
icribner's Sons, 1948. p. 166.

119. Taylor, Vincent. Forgiveness and Reconciliation. London:
Macinlllsn and Company Ltd., 1948. pp. 3» 205.

120. Ibid.. p. 7.
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■writes, "Our discussion so far has led to the consideration

that for our understanding of Paul's interpretation of the

Death of Jeaua sacrificial categories are only of minor ia-

.121
portance.

With the breakdown of Darnell's theologicax system in its

doctrines of sin and salvation, the epistomological justifica¬

tion for the system is also thrown into jeopardy. Thi3 is

particularly true in the case of Garueil, as the acceptance and

verification -I his system rested on its being systematically

consistent. Thus, by it3 own criteria Cornell*s theological

system has proven to be inacceptabie. It fails to meet its own

standard* ;»lthough the theological content of Caraell's system

is set aside at this point, our task is not yet completed.

There is still the possibility that the epistemological approach

which Cornell uses is valid even though the material content of

his system is invalid. This possibility remains a live option

because in the theology of Carnell there is a separation between

the material content of his system and the epiateaological

principles with tfiich it is to be accepted. The episteaological

principles are related to the astern not because of any particu¬

lar content of the system but simply because it is a system.

121. Davies, V.. D. Paul art! Rabbinic Judaism, p. 259.
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This will be seen more clearly as we tarce a oloser look at these

principles.

The first principle upon which Cornell develops his

epistemology is the supposition that the theology of the Bible

is given to us in the form of a consistent system of truth.

There is without a doubt aoine truth in Cornell's statement that

the "Bible is a 3ysteo of propositions which addresses the
122

reason as decisively as any other faculty in man." There is,

however, & cause for question in his belief that the revelation

given to us in Ccriptore is largely a saving knowledge of a

saving system and that this system is accepted or rejected on

the basis of its systematic consistency.

Cornell has told U3 that the witness of the bible is the

normative interpretation of redemptive events and that these
124

events are primary in importance. This statement is in keep¬

ing with the best of oiblicai theology, and if Garnell had main¬

tained this emphasis on the historic in his epistemology the rift

between his episteuulogy and the material content of his system

wo-ild not have developed. The rift develops, however, when

122. Carnell, Edward J. A Ihiloso pry/ of the Christian Religion,
p. 29.

123. Carnell, Edward J. Christian Commitment, p. 284.

124. Cornell, Edward J. The Case For Orthodox Theology, p. 49.
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Carnell turns from his soteriology to explain how one <cnows the

Christian faith to be true. In tie course of his explanation

he adopts the line of argument which requires that the Biblical

message be seen as verifiable system in itself. He shifts the

locus, v.e might say, from authoritative redemptive events to an

125
authoritative system of saving knowledge. While the Bible

seeB itself as a witness to and interpretation of particularly

important events, the evangelical is more inclined to see the

Bible as a system of consistent ideas. The evangelical does

not deny the historic root3 of the Biblical testimony, but he

rests his case for truth of Christianity in the inspiration and

consistency of the Bible.

125. Georges Plorovsky writes. "Revelation is not a system of
divine oracles only. It is primarily the system of divine
deeds; one might say, revelation was the path of Goa in
history." Plorovsky, Georges. "Revelation and Interpreta¬
tion," Biblical Authority for Today. Baited by alan
Richardson and W. Schweitzer. London: S.C. Press jutd.,
1951* pp. 167-

Gabriel rlebert sees a connection between the develop¬
ment of scientific modes of thought and the fundamentalist
view of the truth of the Bible. Heoert, Gabriel. "The
Bible and Modern Religions: VI Fundamentalism," Interpreta¬
tion, Volume XI Number 2 (April 1957], p. 200. See also
uebert, a. G. The Authority of the Old. Testament, .oondoni
Faber and Paoer Ltd., 1947. PP* 95 ff. Khile this connection
of fundamentalism with scientific modes of thought is
provocative, the more basic influence on fundamentalism in
this respect is an idealism which had its roots in the
Hellenism but which was preserved in philosophical history
into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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The line between the Biblical and the evangelical position

is a fine one but it is a very important one. The one recog¬

nises both the soterioiogical and epistemological loci in the

events; the other recognises the soterioiogical locus in the

events but the episteaulogioal locus in the witness to the
126

events. ~ The difference here is that while one recognises

that these events are authoritative for uo because we becou*

aware of the power of God at wortc through them, the other recog¬

nises that these event3 are authoritative for us because the

127
witness to these events is inspired and Consistent. While

the Biblical writers were content to rest their case in the con

tinuing authority of the events, the evangelicals have tried to

strengthen the position of the writers and the significance of

the events by a doctrine of the inerrant inspiration of the

Biblical writers and by seeing the Bible as the most logically

126. This separation of soteriolgy and euistemology is found in
Raon^s Special Revelation and the Word of God, where he
affirms that redemption and event are prior in importance
to inspiration and witness* Rataa anchors salvation
securely in history, yet he lifts our knowledge of this
salvation a?«y from the historic locus and allwC&tes it to
the "truth" of an inspired Scripture. This disruption of
the authority to the inspiration of a document rests on
his dogmatic assumption that "the worn of God eventually
beco.es a gr&phfe." p. 165. oee also pp. 70 ff.

127* "The old Testament is not bearing witness to certain truths
about God, but to a history in which it believes God to
have revealed himself." Guthrie, ilarvey ri. Jr. God ana history
in the Old Testaaient. Greenwich, Connecticut: deabury tress,
1>60. p. 159.
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126.

It is not merely the systematisatlon that is alien to the

witness of the Bible. In our introductory stuly of the Biblical

conoept of the Holy Spirit we found that idea of Christian know¬

ledge had no place in it for inerrancy, infallibility, or even

a revealed system of truth. These concepts simply are not there,

and to force them on to the Biblical .nessage ia to misrepresent

Biblical theology and. to interpret it in the tradition of Hellen¬

istic idealism. Sigmund UowinCicel, James Soart, and other

respectaule Biblical theologians have repeatedly shown this to

oe the case. rhroi'essor Smart provides the background for this

by pointing out that the attitude of the prophets toward their

own authoritative trauition gave them a unity with and a freedom

from this tradition which transcends the evangelical doctrine
126

of an inerrant word. The belief that scripture was divinely

inspired in every part was alien to the prophetic tradition but

came to be a part of Judaista when it was adopted by the post-

exilic Rabbinical schools. It was a new development theologically,

having been caused by the influence of the Greek understanding

of inspiration. When the Jews were exposed to Greek influence

from the fourth century B.C. on, they adopted a theory of

128. Smart, James. The Interpretation of scripture, pp. 176 ff.
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inspiration which would not cause their own dcri^turea to

appear inferior to the Greek literature. Smart writes:

In defence of the honor ana prestige of their
own Scriptures, what was more liicely to happen
than that the Jews would claim for them an

inspiration and God-givcnness s imilar but
superior to that of the Greeks?

Mowinckel tells us, as does Smart, that the use of the Old

Testament by Jesus and Paul was far closer to that of the
130

prophets than it was to the ue tnod of the raobis. He also

shows that the doctrine of vcroal inspiration as held by the

rabbis is not to be found in the hew Testament.

The doctrine of verbau. inspiration is not in
the Bible in reality. ...It is often written that
God said such find such, yes, even that an angel

129. Ibid.. p. 173-

130. Mowinokel, Sigmund. The Old Testament as Vtord of Cod.
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1960. pp. 28-29- Tilden haa ob¬
served that it i3 possible to misunderstand Jesus' use of
the Old Testament because he U3ed the rabbinical vocabulary,
even though he employed it in a radically different
exegetical approach. He shows that Jesus read the Old
Testament with an historic view rather than a "literary
or biblical" view. Tilden, Klwyn K. Jr. "The Jtuiy of
Jesus' Interpretive Methods," Interpretation. Volume VII
Number I (January 195J,l» pp. 51-61. Hubert '1. Grant des¬
cribes Paul's methodology in a simile r light, showing that
while Paul used certain Rabbinic interpretive principles
he transcended the Rabbinic attitude. Grant, Robert M.
The Bible in the Church. New i'orn; The .<iacmillan Cuapar^y,
i960, pp. 21 ff. See ul3u the account of the interpretive
methous of Jeaia and Paul in hood, Jam; a D. The Interpreta¬
tion of the Bible. i*ondon: Gerald Duckworth and Company,
A.td., 1 956. pp. 7*7-50.
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or the Spirit dictated this or that. But
nowhere is it said that this pertains to the
whole mass of writings, word for word and
letter for letter. ( uite the contrary! Luke
says that he will write his Gospel because
none of the previous ones was satisfactory.
Ailing these, however, was the Gospel according
to lark. 3ut aside from this, even if the
Bible said that bcripturea in tbsir totality
and their several parts, as bou«cs, were inspi¬
red by God... the t aching of literal infalli¬
bility is not contained in the doctrine of
inspiration. It is an arbitrary conclusion
drawn by over-odevcr theologians, first Jews
and Ja ter Christians, from biblical thought
about the inspired words anu writings. It is
twisted theological deduction, a.. impermissible
use of foraal logic, nothing more.

Thus, our conclusion here is similar to the point made by

Professor Charles Augustus Briggs of Union Seminary in 1889.

In hie book entitled Whither*? he criticised Karfield and Hodge

for their perversion of the doctrine of Scripture which was

found in the tiestainster standards. In attempting to bind

their position in a logically tight system they went beyond the
132

standards they intended to support. te have seen that in

131. Mowincttel, Sigmund. The Old Testament as Word of God, p. 23
The evangelical usually l^s great stre33 on the authority
of the "ftord" of God as found in the Old Testament and dedu¬
ces from this that the word had to be verbully inspired and
inerrant. Most old Testament scholars, however, interpret
the " ..or^" dabar, as signifying primarily an action or event,
jee Jacoo, xLnund. Theology of the Old Testament.
Translated by .-.rthur fc. rfeathcote and Philip J. -.ilouctt.
London: Hoduer and btoughton, 1958. pp. 126 ff.; oindblom,
J• frophfcuy in ancient Israel. Oxford) Basil Blaoxwell, 1^62.
p. 51.

132. Briggs, Charles Augustus. V.hither? Iklinburgh: T. ana T.
Clarx, 1669. pp. 66 ff., 81 ff.
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their doctrine of Scripture several evangelicals have fallotted

Warfield in this error. Attempting to set forth the logical

implication of the knowledge of the Word of God in and through

Scripture, they have turned Scripture into something Scripture

has never known itself to be.1^

The second principle upon which Carneii develops hie

epiatemology is the supposition that the holy Spirit witnesses

to the truth, the systematic consistency, of the Bible, This

sup>>osition is as mistaken in its interpretation of Scripture as

is the first, for nowhere in the New Testament do we find that a

knowledge of the person and wore of Christ is contingent upon

seeiug the systematic consistency of a scheme of salvation.

Purthermore, there is no suggestion in the New Testament that the

■ioly Spirit witnesses to either a gyeteia of ideas or the inspira¬

tion and divinity of a document. In the New Testament the

witness of the Spirit is always concerned with Christ himself
13A

rather than the testimonials about Christ. Neill

133. T. P. Torrance Makes this criticism of Van Til in his "Review
of The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible by B. B.
Warfield," Scottish Journal of Theology. Volume 7 Number 1
(March I9b^)» PP« 10A-108.

1>4. The writings of Bernard Ramm reflect the tension in the
evangelical position. He repeatedly affirms that the witness
of the Spirit is Christocentric, yet, in setting forth the
theological implications of the testimony of the Spirit, he
asserts that the Holy Spirit witnesses to the divinity of
Scripture and to the objective truth of Scripture. He
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ilamiltou has aaio. in connection with his study of Paul;

For the moment it suffices to note the Christo-
csentric foundation for all action of the Spirit
which . .ail here lays. The Spirit not only trans¬
mits the benefits of Christ and so makes Christ
present to faith, but also promotes that
recognition of the Lordship of Jeuus which is
the birth of faith.

Professor C. K» Barrett has made a similar statement about the

work of the iloly Spirit in the gospel of John:

The Spirit's work it to bear witness (15:26) to
Christ, to make operative wh.it Christ had
already effected. The Spirit is thus the
eschatologioal Continuum in which the work of
Christ, initiated in his ministry and awaiting^
its termination at his r-.-turn, is wrought out.

attempts to bridge this gap by seeing salvation ana
revelation n3 a "oontinuma," but he fails to explain wh,
tiiis bridge is effective, dee Ha.u..., Bernara. Trie .ritness
of the Spirit, pp. L5, 'j\, 61, 91; Kanini, Bernini. Hie
Pattern of heliglous Authority, pp. 3o, j>8.

135. 'iamilton, I«eiil ... The doxy Spirit and Lsohatoi.ui;y in raul.
ndinbuingh: Oliver and Buyduod., 1957- P« 9- Luuaru
ochweiaer's article, "ineumn," includes a similar statemtnt.
ocnweizer, Lduard. "Pneurna," Theulogieches worterbuch aum
Ifeucn Testament. Lulled b, Gerhu.ru Eittei and Gerh.ru
Friedrioh. Volume VI. Stuttgart: W. iCohlhammer, 1935 - •

P. U23.

136. Barrett, C. K. The Gospel According to St. John, London:
S.P.C.K., I96C. p. ?6. "Thus the action of the Spirit is
literally Christocentric, inasmuch as it is always centered
on Christ, whether it Comes from before or after the
incarnation. There is a difference of distribution and
degree, but none of locus. The Lew Testament kiuws no work
of the Spirit except in relation to the historic manifesta¬
tion of Christ." Hendry. George. The rfoly Spirit in Christian
Theology. London: S.C.it, Press Ltd., 1957. P» 29.
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While there is no foundation for the statement that the

Holy .Spirit witnesses to either a system of ideas or the divinity

of a document in the Bible , there is, as we have seen, some

support for it in Calvin* s Institutes of the Christian Religion.

Conservative scholars generally see themselves as the rightful

heirs of the Reformation position, and if the statement by Calvin

in the Institutes represented his basic position we would have to

agree with them in their claim. However, the statement in the

Institutes is not representative of Calvin's basic view, and, in

the context of his commentaries and sermons, it even misrepresents

his view. For Calvin, as for the writers of the hew Testament,

the Holy Spirit is the presence of God in his act of redemption

in Christ. The witness of the Spirit is the presence of Holy

Spirit in our lives joining us with Christ. Insofar as the

Spirit is a witness, it is a witness to Christ and to our new

life in him, not to the truth of a boo*.

Finally, the evangelical understanding of the inner witness

of the Holy Spirit is unacceptable because it is in radical contra¬

diction to the experience of faith. The first step in Knowing

the God who has revealed himself in Christ is not a step baseu

on logical consistency or supernatural evidences. The first step

is the act of personal trust Which is maue possible b, the grace

of God. The first apprehension comes in various forms, but when
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it occurs one trusts in God even though one is not yet certain

of ai\y systematic configuration of doctrine. Indeed, one

is conscious of a terrible uncertainty even as he is conscious

of the presence and love of God. lAhile the ire is rational

consistency in Christian doctrine, the vision of this order

is usually an a posteriori vision. as the relation of personal

trust grows, one finds that the variojs aspects of his faith

are Knit together in logical relation.

Thus, with this examination of the secona of Carneli's

epistemologioal principles, we find that neither his theologi¬

cal system as a whole nor his epistemology in particular can

provide a satisfactory interpretation of the inner witness of the

Spirit. Kis theological system as a whole is disqualified both

by its own standard and by Biblical comparison. The epistemolo-

gical principles are disqualified because they fail to represent

both the position of the writers of the Bible and the testiuioqy of

Christian experience.

We would be both thankful and critical in regard to the

evangelical tradition. . e would praise the evangelical for his

loyalty to the kerygmatic statements of the hew Testament that

tell us that in Christ God has accomplished something of incompar¬

able significance for the world and for the sc-riwusnesa with

which he views the human dilemma. V>e would criticise him, however,
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fbr his misrepresentation of both salvation and revelation.

Severing the epistemological from the soteriological, the

evangelical locates the significance and the authority of this

salvation in the infallibility of a document and a theological

system. In changing the object of the Spirit*a witness from

Christ to the status and authority of a document, the evange¬

lical obscures the true nature of the witness of the

Spirit and the place of the Spirit in redemption itself. The

Spirit in the system of Carnell is primarily a witness to a

scheme which is unbiblical in itself. In reality, the Spirit

is a witness but also more than a witness. In the view of

the writers of the New Testament, the Spirit has a vital part

in the event of salvation itself. Therefore, the evangelical

has helped us very little in understanding the witness of the

Spirit. He speaks of the Holy Spirit and sis signs the Holy

Spirit a task, but in doing this he misrepresents both the

Spirit and the work of the Spirit.



CHAPTER III

THE INNER WITNESS OP THE HOLY SPIRIT AND
THE INNER LIGHT

The Theology of Rufus Jones

Introduction

While the conservative, orthodox tradition has been one

of the most influential strains in the theological development

of American church life, it has never been completely free to

shape theological expression for America. Prom the time of

the Puritan experiment in Massachusetts in 1656, when Ann

Austin and Mary Fisher appeared in Boston to spread the word

of a new faith, until the present, the conservative enphasis in

American Protestantism has been balanced hy the qystical

emphasis on individual freedom and subjectivity.1 The Quakers

1. That this balance has always been present in the life of the
church can be seen by reference to such volumes as Jones,
Hufu8 it. studies in Mystical Religion. London: Macudllan and
Company -td., 1919. Davidson, Kilen Scott. Forerunners of
o+. Francis. London: Jonathan Cape, 1928; Butler, Outhbert.
Western Mysticism. London: Constable and Com^aqy, Ltd., 1927*
Coutts, Alfred. Hans Denok. Edinburgh: Macniven and AalJace,
1927; Smithson, R. J. The Anabaptists, -ond-n: James Clarke
and Company Ltd., 1935* and xinowies, David. The English
:iv3ticai Tradition. nondun: Burns and Gates, 1^61.
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were not the first to teach that doctrinal rigidity can quench

the light of true piety, for Anne Hutchinson and Roger

Williams had taught this and suffered for it before the Quakers

had arrived. Nevertheless, it is to the Quakers that American

church life owes a considerable debt of gratitude.

Coming over from England cautiously, the uakers found

that the fears of Puritan Calvinism would allow no place for a

Christianity which spone of the divine light within the Soul

of every man. ilowever, the ^dakera believed that there was

both a place and a need for their message in the Colonies, ana

they boldly faced ridicule and persecution until in 1750 there
2

were uure . uakers in America than there were in Great Britain.

With the securing of the Pennsylvania and Delaware territories

for settlement, the advent of other descenting sects such as the

Mennonites and the Dunkers, and the absorbing concern of many

for national independence the (.uakers gradually won a recognised

place in the fabric of early American society.

For a long period following the Revolutionary S.ar, the

influence of Huaker thought in the United States waned. As

Andrew Drummond has pointed out:

2. Sweet, William Warren. The Story of ucligiun in America. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1 ^>9. P» 26.
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Industry and frugality in farming and business
had made maqy of them prosperous, and some of
them rich. A cuiet wordliness gradually over¬
laid the old feivour. A spirit-born movement
declined into a family tradition... .'Birthright
membership' reduced the Society from a fellowship
of believers to a corporation organised on a
fanily basis, irrespective of .the 'change of
heart' once deemed essential.

In his history of the ( uaker movement in America, Rufus Jones

agrees with this estimate:

They did not, during the period we have been
studying, produce many great interpreters of
the fundamental tuaker ilea, they added very
little to the prophetic literature of the move¬
ment, and they have, therefore, ]e ft scant
material for the formation of an estimate of
their inward power.

The causes of this decline are complex and cannot be easily

explained by reference to the new prosperity or to ary single

Swurce. One result of it, however, was that while the stronger

Protestant movements were educating their leaders at ilarvard and

fade, the uaxer movement was without educated interpreters.

The riioKsite schism, which divided the ..uatcers into conserva¬

tives and extreme liberals in 1827, adued to the theological

uncertainty of the oociety of Friends, anu, until the turn of the

twentieth century, the aystical aspect of American Christianity

3. Drummond, Andrew Landale. S»ory of American Protestantism,
Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 19A9. p. 31.

A. Jones, Rufus tf. The uakers in the American Colonies. London:
Macmillan and Company Ltd., 1923. p. 327.
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received little support from the one denomination who was

ideally its greatest advocate.

With the appearance of Kufus Jones, american ay stical

piety became intellectually responsible for the first time.

Rufus Jones was born near the small farming community of bouth

China, Maine and had the benefit of an early exposure to one of

the great ^uakers of the period, his uncle, dli Jones. A mark

of the influence of iili Jones can be found in the description

by John Bright, the hngiish reformer and orator, of one of JSli
5Jones' sermons as the greatest sermon he had ever heard.

Rufus Jones studied at the Friends Boarding School (now Moses

Brown School) in Providence, Rhode Island, riaverford College,

and Heidelberg, Oxford, and Harvard Universities, returning to

Haverford to teach philosophy. He remained at Haverford as

professor of philosophy until 1934, and then as professor emeri¬

tus until his death in 194&. In his years as editor and

teacher he wrote a vast number of articles and over sixty bjoks.

Inheriting an interest in philosophy and psychology from

his early years at ilaverford under Pliiy Barle Chase,^ Jones was

5. Fosdick, Harry hmerson. Rufua Jouea ->peaks to our i'ime. hew
York: The M&cmillan Com^^any, 1951. p. vii.

6. dee Joiks, Rufus M. The Trail of olfe in College, oondun:
dacmilian and Compaiy Ltd., 1929. pp. ff.
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concerned to represent to contemporary life the essential

nature and values in the Western mystical heritage and to

reinterpret this heritage to be consistent with contemporary

science. In the ae ievement of this venture he was so

successful that he became the most widely read spokesman for

the American uaker movement. Today he is increasingly

described in the words of J. Floyd Moore, as "the leading

American interpreter of Christian mysticism."^

Although ftux'us Jones was a uaker and wrote as a . initer,

he t^ok a step in his apologetics which was qiite distinct

from the historic Quaker pattern. Whereas, l.uaker literature

haa been heretofore represented largely by personal testimonies

in the form of journals, Jones tried to develop a world vie* in

which the faith could be understood psychologically and meta¬

physically. In accord with this, he outlined in his writings

certain epistemological views. rfe was not content simply to

say that men had ejperienced the presence of God; he desired

to tell us that this ejperience was available for us auu to show

us how we ourselves could approach Cod. He desired to give us

7. Moore, J. Floyd. "Rufus Jones; > uaker Prophet," Christian
Century. Volume LXAX humber 4 (January 25, 1965), p. 107.
See also: Brintun, doward, friends for 500 years. Lonion;
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1955, pp. ix, xv; Wieiaan, ti.
N. and B. Jfi. Meland. American Philosophies of Religion.
Chicago: Wiilett, Clark and Company, 1956. pp. 127 ff.
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pathways to the reality of God*

Jones oade an incredible contribution to American

Christianity. Although die bulk of his writing occurred prior

to the American period of Paul Tillich, lie in many ways antici¬

pates some of Tillich'a most interesting suggestions. To

mention one, the concept of salvation as healing, as spiritual

health. He anticipated the recent reemphasis of Old

Test&xent sacramental imagery which interprets the blood of

the victim as the present life rather than as a death paid in

penal transaction. tie anticipated the emphasis on "process"

rather than substance in doctrinary formula tioris and gave men a

concept of Christianity which fits an expanding, open-uiindea

universe.

although Hufus Jones died several years ago, his influence

reaches into the present through many of his students and

associates. Three of these men who are making notable contri¬

butions to Quaker apologetics are Howard Brinton, D. Elton

Trueblood, and Douglas V. Steere. Prom time to time we will

8. Thomas Kelly*s A Testament of Devotion shows his promise as
one who would continue the work of Kufba Jones.
Unfortunately his ultimely aeath prevented this. cf.
Kelly, Thomas, a Testament of Devotion. Mew fork.; harper A
Brothers, 19A1. Charles A. Bermet was an American scholar who
showed great promise of developing the aystical approach of
Hocking. Unfortunately, he was able to write only two books
before his early death, cf. Uennet, Charles a. A Ptailoso-
ohical otuiy of Mysticism. Kew Haven: Yale University Press,
1928 and The Dilemma of Religious Knuwledkfe. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1931.
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mention these writers in our c onsideration of Jones, but we will

Ooncentrate our attention upon the theological formulation of

our central figure. It is Jones alone who has given us a posi¬

tive construction of theological doctrine and experience. iiis

successors have concentrated mainly on the devotional,
9

evangelical, and historical aspects of mysticism.'

Hufus Jones wrote no set of volumes which he called his

systematic theology. Perhaps taking his inspiration from the

subjective accounts in uaker Journals, he developed his

doctrine of God in an eclectic manner, expanding it as he turned

to the problem with which he was immediately concerned. As

his writing is surveyed, however, certain propositions and doo-

9. Among the devotional or inspirational books of Douglas Steers
are V.ork and Contemplation. New York: Harper 4 Brothers, 1957;
Prayer and ftorahip. Kingswood, Surray: The V.orld* s V.ork, 1958;
On Beginning from Viithin. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943; and
On Listening to Another. New York: Harper 4 Brothers, 1955-
Elton Trueblood's books have often taken the approach of cul¬
tural analysis fSigns of Hope in a Jentury of Despair. New York:
Harper 4 Brothers, 1950; The Predicament of Muaern Man. New
Yont: Harper 4 Brothers, 1944-./ or the call to social respons¬
ibility (The Com,ju.ij of the Committed. New York: Harper 4
Brothers, 1 ?61. His i hilosophy of Religion (London; Rockiiff,
1957) summarises his early epistemological enquiries into a
demonstration of the logical possibility of religious faith.
Although Howard Brinton has followed this general approach, he
has also given us an historic consideration of Quaker doctrine,
Friends for 300 Years and an early study of Jacob Boehme, The
Mystic nil! (London: George alien 4 Unwin, 1931) to which Kufus
Jones wrote an introuuetion.
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trine a come to light which can be regarded as fundamental to

his theology. Generally these indole the view that God

is a conscious, personal deity, that he is better understood as

a loving Father than as a vengeful, wrathful God axil that al¬

though he is transcendent, he is also immanent in creation. 4

corollary to these beliefs is that we are able to know this

God deeply and personally. Although Jones relies upon a

metaphysical conception, he repeatedly affirms that in the

modern age we must leave metaphysics behind and rely upon the

natural, inner access to God which lies in man's heart.^

In our evaluation of the contribution of iiufus Jones to a

restatement of Calvin's doctrine of the inner testimony of the

Holy dpirit, we will consider the three main pathways to the

kingdom of God which Jones suggests. These are the implications

of present experience, the inner immediacy of nysticai

experience, and the revelation ihioh is given to us in the

historic figure of Jesus Christ. Jones' doctrines of God, of

10. Jones writes, "The famous logical proofs of the existence
of God which were formulated in the period from St. Augustine
to Descartes need not Concern us vexy much. They are
effective only for those who need no convincing." Jones,
Rufus. "How Shall Ifce Think of God?" in Religious Foundations.
Edited by Rufus M. Jones. New York: The Macmillan Company,
1923. p. !>• See also Jones, iiufus M. The Later Periods of
Quakerism (Volume 2). London: Macmillan art! Compary, 1921,
p. 994.
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Christ and of salvation come to our attention at the ends of

these jaths rather than at the beginning. Jones* point for

beginning is man and his present experience rather than a

fully developed theology. His procedure ia openly antithetical

to that of Karl Barth, and he makes no apology for beginning

where he does.11 Indeed, he frankly says that to know Cod we

have no choice but to begin with man. Since Ihis approach is

both episteraology and apology for Jones, let us follow his own

directions in the study of his theology and see where he will

lead us. Let us begin as he does, with man and the implications

of man's common experience.

The implications of present experience

Being firmly rooted in the aystic-^uakcr tradition, Jones

takes as the basis for his anthropology the recognition that

there is within every man a divine "seed" or "light". This

light is the image of God in man, "that of Gou" in man which

remains in man no matter how deeply he imy become involved in sin.

11. See Jones, Rufus M. Pathways to the Reality of God. New York.
The Maomillan Compai{y7~l9jl7Hp7-48ritee-lidso~iHeere,
Douglas. On Beginning From Within.

12. See Jones, Rufus M. Social Law in the Spiritual Uprid. London:
deadly Brothers, 1904. pp. 149 ff•, 157. See also Jones,
Rufu3 M. The ?ait'n and p ractice of the yuakera. London:
Methuen find Company Ltd., 1949 (First edition 1927)• p.41.
In his description of the inner light, Thomas Kelly portrays
the ambiguity found in the writings of most contemporary
Quakers as to whether the inner light is a part of man or
whether it is the presence of another being, the living
Christ. Most uakers simply leave us with the Hystericus im¬
plication that is both. See Kelly, Thomas R. t Testament of
Devotion, p. 29.
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Jones never tires of saying that this is a correction of the

harsh Calvinistic view which regarded man as totally

corrupted aa in Adam's historic fall. He writes that "each

newborn child is a new Adam fresh from the creative haiid of Cod

and bears within him the mark of a divine origin and a divine

destixv." The ramification of this view in the metaptysical

realm is that man is more than man vhen he is truly man. In

The Nature and authority of Conscience Jones speaks of .nan as

14
having an "inner juncture with the infinite and eternal."

Because of this inner juncture, man's soul is "amphibious."

It lives in two worlds at once. It lives outwardly
and has its world sense; but it always remains in
undivided contact with Spirit, and so transceuos and
passes beyond aj.1 the facts and things and happenings
in this,.thin fragment of reality that is tangible to
sense. J

13. J-nes, Rufus U. "How Shall »e Think of ilan?" in Religious
Foundations edited by Rufus M. Jones. New York: The
Uacmillan Go., 1923- p. 38. Jones is fully aware of George
Fox's belief in man's fall in ^daa. See: Jones, R. M.
"George Pox - Prophet and Reformer" p. 35# ?or a uaker
interpretation of the Fall, 3ee Brinton, Howard. Pivine-
Human Society. Philadelphia: The Religious Society of
friends of Philadelphia and Vicinity, 1938. pp. 12 ff.

14. Jones, Rufus M. The Nature and Authority of Conscience
London: The Swarthmore Press Ltd., 1920 (1820 Swarthmore
Lecture) p. 14. See also pp. 36 ff. Jones iees this as the
basic belief of George Pox. "The all-important fact which
Pox believed that he had discovered was that man is never

•mere man* never just 'natural man*. He is always man plus.
Something of God is added; some of that divine Nature which
was incarnate in Christ is iniissolubly joined and allied
with man'8 inner being." Jones, Rufus M. "George Pox -

PrujJhet and Reformer" The Hibbert Journal, VoL XXIII (Oct.
1924; p. 36.

15. Jones, Rufus M. The Nature and Authority of Conscience, p.15.
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The basis Junes uses for suggesting this concept of the

inner lintc between man and God is the psychological discovery
t

that men are con unot. He sees human life as essentially

"group life." Prom the recognition that it is not possible

for a p« rson to be a genuine self in isolation from others he

infers that it is likewise impossible for God to have full

existence in separation from man. He writes:

The older views of God regarded Him as being in
another world, of totally other nature from our own,
and as being so absolute in Himself as to need noth¬
ing from us. These views did not fit our New
Testament, but had been formed on the basis of a
now dead philosophy and had become fixed and tradi¬
tional. The doctrine of the conjunct and social
nature of the yt rsonality has made them impossible
for thjse who think.

Thus, from the personality theory of man as essentially social,

Jones infers the conjunct and social nature of God, and uses

this inference to support his vision of man as having an inner

light.

Jones recognises that to say simply that we all have an

inner access to God is insufficient, even though it is a logical

implication of the social view of personality. He therefore

sets forth to show how our consciousness of values, our apprecia-

16, Jones, Hufus H. aocial ^aw in the opirltual world, p. 16. dee
also Chapter I "Where is God?" in Kufus Jones dpeatcs to Our
Time, edited by Harry jimerson Fosdic*.
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tion of beauty, our ability to juaderstand truth, and. our

understanding of the conscious and subconscious aspect of the

mini are all means fur discovering and affirming this link with

God.

In a way that reminds us of Keinhuld Mebuhr, Jones sees

as one of man's most distinctive characteristics his self-

transcendence. This self-transcendence, however, results not

in a concern with man's freedom and sin but in a concern with

man's freedom and pe rfectability. Because man transcends

himself he has the capacity to look before him and behind him

and to see ideals which are relevant and even obligatory for

him. ^

Through an interpretation of the "real meaning" of Ha to* a

doctrine of the Ideas, Jones is confident that llato intended

that his Ideas have some participation in the realm of temporal
18

existence. Because Ideas or Ideals participate in both the

temporal and spiritual realm man is able to transcend himself ana

to grasp these ideals. Ideals are not simply spun from man's

17« Jones, Rufus M. Pathways to the Reality of God. pp. 71, 171.

18. dee Jones, Rufus fundamental -*nd3 of ^ifc. dondon:
Macmillan and Company, 1924* pp. 24 ff.j Jones, Rufbs M.
The flew .aueat. London: Racmillan and Company ~td., 1928. p. 164.
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imagination but are rooted in "the eternal nature of things"

and demonstrate man'a own participation in the spiritual

realm. 1 ^

Junes is particularly careful to say that we can no longer

have a "chasm theory" of the universe. He means by this that

Plato's cosmology of an Ideal realm and Kant's conception of a

noumenai realm are outdated. As Cod is conjunct with man ana

the world ttere can be no gulf between the spiritual realm ana

21
the natural realm. tiowever, Jones continues to spea* of these

as if they were two essentially disparate areas. nhen he des¬

cribes the Ideals as ja rticipiting in life yet as before us,

beckoning to us as lights in the dark, he inadvertently betrays

a metaphysical structure which has its roots in Ha to. This

is seen even when Jones disclaims tixe Platonic cosmology:

19. Compare Jones' theory of the identity of conscience and the
inner light (The Nature and Authority of Conscience pp. 25 ff.)
with the more orthodox Quaker view of Robert Barclay in An
Apology for the True Christian Divinity (Fourteenth edition).
Glasgow: R. Barclay Murdock, 1 886, pp. 102 ff.

20. Jones, Rufus M. Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 61. See
also Jones, Rufus M. The Faith and Practice of the uakers.p.

21. Jones understands God to be distinct from the world even though
he is present in the world. Therefore, Pantheism, which
would interpret the relation of God to the world as one of
identity, is an insufficient explanation. The designation
which he prefers is one which takes into account both the trans -
endence and immanence of God, ''transceriiance in immanence."
dee Jones, Rufus U. Pathw^/a to the Reality of God, p. 62;
Jones, Rufus M. The New uest. p. 187.
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Whatever one nay think of it as a c osmic
philosophy, as an explanation of the world which
we hive on our hands, it at le ast admirably fits
our ethical and spiritual life. In that sphere
the Idea of the Good - the thing set before the
mind as an end - is That makes good conduct.
The cause is not something a tergo. it is a
fronte or attractive energy. The real things
which fashion the 9oul, or as we should say, build
the character, sure the things which^£he soul loves
and pursues and desires to realise.'

Jones' argument at this point takes as its basis man's per¬

ception of certain ideals which are valuable as ends in themselves,

lie implies from this experience that ideals must be rootea in

personal life but also in the nature of the universe. They

must have objective reference. This objeotive reference is

possible because the universe is botu spiritual and material:

the spiritual and a. teriai is everywhere conjunct. Thus, our

experience of knowing values implies the objective existence of

22. Jones, Rufus M. Fundamental Knds of Life, p. 42. Jones con¬
cludes his chapter on i#nt, "This realm of ends is then a
spiritual world in which finite minds unite and coo^e rate
with the supreme Vviil of Goodness. Through the vision and
call of 'what ought to be,' we rise above the natural, the
given, the world that has been made, and we become creative
bu lders of the city of God, the spiritual universe." p.84.
This Platonic orientation was also important to Jones*
English contemporary, bean Inge. See Inge, ». R. "Gonfessio
?idei" in Outspoken Essays (oecurd series). London: Longmans,
Green, and Company, 1923. p* 35.

A. E. Tsylorhas observed, "We might fairly say that
Plato and Augustine have been the intelle ctual sources of
Anglican theology at its best, from Hooker to ifceetcott, and
Platonic Conceptions the foundation of the etnics of the
greatest men of the classical period of British moral philo-
sopty, Cuuworth, Butler, Richard Price, John Grote." Taylor,
A. E. Platonlsm and Its Influence. London: George G. Harrap
and Company Ltd., 1923. p. 26.
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these values, which is oa.de .possible through the conjunction of

the spiritual in the universe. Therefore the experience „f

values witnesses to the reality of God.

The argument from the progress of history is related to the

inference from the experience of values as ends in themselves.

Jones believes that as certainly as we can apprehend the exis¬

tence of ideal values we can see progress taking place in history.
23

The first and most obvious evidence for this "upward Sweep"

is the evolutionary progress of the physical universe. Jones

writes:

To think of this age-long, upward trend as an
accidental movement is excessively absurd. It
has come from somewhere, it means something, and
it acts as though it were going somewhere.

The conclusive evidence of this upward sweep is the emergence of

ideals and values. As the spiritual is conjunct with the natural

in the universe, the progress of the natural can be the foundation

for the birth of the spiritual. Gut of natural evolution has

come the evolving progress of history, and out of the progress of

history has Coiue the emergence of values and spiritual ideals:

What has happened is that we have passed over from a
biological being acting from the push of inherited
structural instinct to a being that can see and feel

23. Jones, Rufus M. The Mew ucst, p. 179.

24. Ibid.
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the intrinsic worth of a deed for its own sake
••••It can be taken, I think, without further
debate, that ethical ideals have introduced some¬
thing new and creative into the stream of history
as certainly as new species have done in the
stream of biological progress. We must, I believe,
further concluie either that they are purely
human contrivances, artificial and conventional
schemes for the promotion of desired results; or
that they have their gruund am justification in
the eternal nature of things, that is^J-n the
fundamentai structure of the universe.

Jones thus sees the universe as one which is "most concerned to

26
achieve moral and spiritual results.

This evolution of ideals has occurred through an historic

selection which is as natural a part of the development of the

world as is the natural selection of the species, hew and

25. Jones, Hufds M. Pathways to the Reality of God, pp. 110-111.
dee also Jones, Rufus M. ,uaK.eriem: A tteligion of nife (1908
Swarthaore Lecture) London: rieadley Brothers, 1908. p. 10.

26. Jones, Rufus M. Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 95- Jones
relies on the post-larwin evolutionary theorists such as Lloyd
Morgan, Henri Ber^rson, and General Smuts for his view of
evolution, therefore adopting much which represents bad
science and questionable philosophy. See Pathways to the
Reality of God, pp. 85-91 •

Jones sees two kinds of evolution at work: an a tergo
evolution in operation until the emergence of man and _a
fronte evolution after man and involving aan. As man is able
to transcend himself and to direct his life consciously toward
chosen ends, the final evwlution takes place as man is guided
toward the ideal by his own choices.

The dependence of Jones on the Berkelian divine <cnower for
his evolutionary scheme is found in the typothetioal existence
of the a fronte iueal in the mind of Gou. bee rathway8 to the
Reality of God, pp. 69 ff. oee also Jones, Rufua M. The Trail
of Life in College, p. <A.
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valuable ideals emerge, and oonflicting or unfit ideals are

27
weeded out and discarded. ?rom this unquestioned basis,

Jones infers that the progressive development of ideals witnesses

to the presence of God as an immanent force. He writes:

... everywhere we find evidence of an Gver-
mind working through human minds and revealing
Itself in the sifting ana selecting processes
that make certain ideals victorious and that
winnow out as chaff the aims and ^gposes that
are futile, outgrown and overpast.

The appreciation of beauty ana its inferred argument for the

existence of God is not as complicated as the arguments in regard

to values and history. It rests on the foundation of Plato's

■.Symposium and an erroneous identification of Plato's Idea of the

Good with x la to's concept of God. The form which Jones' state¬

ment usually ta&es is that in the experience of beauty there is a

"yet more" which comes to us, a Communion between man and the

over-mind. In "rfuw Shall te Think of God?" Jones writes:

Beauty is another revelation of a spiritual
reality in the universe whioh lino us up with
something beyond ourselves. ...Beauty is an
experience in which we find ourselves joyously
absorbed into something beyond ourselves, in
such a way that the outer and inner, the beyond
and the within seem fused into a unity that
transcends the division ... It is as though a
Spirit like ours, only infinite in scope and
range, were breaking through the world to mart

27. Jones, Rufus M. Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 115.

20. Jones, Rufus 11. Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 119.
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ua at our best and to raise us into union and
to thrill ua with joy.

In Fundamental ,.naa of ^ife he aous "The beholuer lives in the

object beheld, and feels that externality has given place to

•real presence.30

A corollary to the experience of God through beauty is that

this experience has been recorded in the gre^t works of art ana

that aesthetic perception is a kind of inspiration. Indeed,

Jones regards aesthetic and spiritual inspiration as essentially

similar and the Bible as one of the great, if not the greatest,

portraits of the experience of God. One of his continual

interests at this point is his fascination with the talent of

the aesthetic or moral genius. It is the genius w jo is the

medium for the disclosure of the spiritual realm. This will

be seen more closely in our discussion of Jones anl the uncun-

29* Jones, Rufua M. "How Bhall <-e Thintc of God?" p. 8. It is
significant that in a book written ten years la ter Jones
concludes by suggesting that although the experience of God
is similar to the experience of beauty, it is also different.
The experience of God is represented as distinct because it
"brings with it the longing not to escape into a calm refuge,
but to come buc* to the normal life and to bring into the
every-day tasks of it at the foot of the hill, the freshness
and power and new-born ldve that have surged into the soul on
the heights." The Trail of Life in the Middle Years. New
York: The Macmillan Go., 1934. p. 249.

30. Jones, Rufus M. fundamental hnds of Life, p. 137.
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scious mind.''

The argument from the ability of man to grasp abstract truth

is simple but frequently repeated. It rests on a uuasi-iaeai

foundation, disclosing again the influenoe of Berkeley in Jones*

thought. Jones sees truth as belonging to the spiritual realm.

"It rises above time and place and seizes an eternal aspect of
52

things. Because truth exists in this spiritual manner it

testi.ies to a divine mind:

51. The traditional Quaker understanding of revelation as contin¬
uous is an important factor in the doctrine of Biblical
authority held by all Quakers. Howard Brinton describes
this, "For the Quakers the Light Within or the Spirit was
primary and the Scriptures a word of God, that is, secondary,
confirming and clarifying the revelations of the highest
Within....If, as all Christians agree, the Bible was pro¬
duced by the Spirit of God, could not the same Spirit be
trusted as a source of Truth today." Brinton, Howard, ^riends
?or 300 Years, p. 32. See also Trueblood, Elton. The Essence
of Spiritual Religion. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1936,
pp. 102 ff., 115-116.

Jones goes beyond this statement of the traditional
Quaker view. He criticises the fundamentalist belief in
plenary inspiration, attributing it to Philo, and describes
inspiration in terms of the aesthetic perception of the
artist. Inspiration is received as a heightening of the
capacities of the personality or as a reception of "flashes
of truth and insights into the meaning of life and the
nature of God." Jones, Rufus M. .Pathways to the Reality of
God, p. 149.

52. Jonea, Rufus H. Punuamental Laos of Life, p. 140.
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The fact is contingent; the truth is something
universal, permanent, unalterable, irreversible,
eternal and absolute. The partioular items of
experience - each one finite and contingent -
have been organised and interpreted through a
universal rational principle , \ih ich has its ground
in the nature of the mind...

The implication which Jones draws from the subconscious

show the influence of the psychological conceptions of William

James. Rui'us Jones himself observed this influence and made note

of it. Following James, he sees a distinction between the

conscious mind and the uhoonscious. The deeper level is the

source of many of our thoughts and perhaps the root of our con¬

junction with God and man. "There may be vast subterranean

connections which bind us together in vaya scarcely dreamed of
35

...," Jones wrote in 1904. The genius cooes into his own

at this point, for he is the high priest of the subconscious area

and hence of the social conjunction with God. Jones says that

the genius is one who is more aware of his subconscious life

than is the average person. "In his highest creative moments

there are, too, uprushes from below, invasions from regions beyond

33. Ibid.

34. "William James was so fascinating and captivating that one was
always in danger of being carried off his feet by that re¬
markable man's enthusiasms. I went too far in my early period
toward the adoption of his theories of the religious signifi¬
cance of the subconscious.• Jones, Rufus M. The Trail of x.ifc
in the mjaale Years, p. 8.

35. Jones, Rufus. Social Law in the Spiritual World, p. 119
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15k,

The inference from the presence of the subconscious mind

is that we are imbedded in a matrix of consciousness who is Cod.

Our consciousness partakes of this larger consciousness, which

we hear speaK. to us through the voice of the unconscious mind.

Junes does not attribute everything which emerges from the con¬

scious to the voice of Cod. He speaks of the primitive,

instinctual urges discovered by the psychologist but adds:

What they have not discovered, but what is
there to be discovered, is a wholly different
kind of submerged energy. Here in the inner
deeps of man, down below his luminous peaks and
underlying all his thinking, are upward and
forward urges which link him up with the eternal
Spirit and which point beyond his imperfect
present self to a nobler man who is to be, in the
ripe times which lie before us. We are at least,
as much allied with God as we are with the beast;
and there is just as good interior evidence for
bursts of divine life within us as there is for

36. Ibid. 111. In this interpretation of the subconscious mind
and the use of the concept of the genius, Jones unwittingly
corroborates Keinhold Niebuhr's observation that the doctrine
of the inner light is a reliance upon man's own capooaties
and is a development of the Renaissance. See Niebuhr, Keinhold.
The Nature and Destiny of i an II. New York: Charles Scrihner's
Sons, 19k1. p. 176. Niebuhr's statement is a sound criticism
of Jones but it does not really ueal with the use George Pox
or Robert Barclay intended for the doctrine or the Biblical
reality which it represents. For a brief reply to Niebuhr see
Douglas Steere's article "The Meaning of Mysticism Within
Christianity" Religion in Life. Volume AXII Number 4 (Autumn
1953;, p. 519.
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primitive explosive passions.

Thus in this first part of Jones' apologetic we see that

he has adopted the Quaker-iqystic doctrine of the inner light and

developed it to fit the philosophical concept of emergent

evolution and the psychological concept of the unconscious mind.

It is important to remember that Jones is not trying to limit

the nature of God to his conceptions but to show how man's

natural experiences of value, of progress, of beauty, of truth,

and of the unconscious implies the existence of God.

The immediacy of mystical experience

Although "ones describes each of these experiences as

revelatory and to some extent oystical, his real emphasis on

mysticism stands alone. In describing this path to the know¬

ledge of God he is content to leave the others and to describe
38

this approach as a unique one. Although he does not probe

37, Jones, Rufus M. The New Quest, p. 31. Here and in other
places Jones develops this conception of the matrix of
consciousness in ways that suggest the influence of Josiah
Royce. See also, Jones, Rufus It. Social Law in the Spiritual
World, pp. 57, 120, 125, 151, 205.

38. In describing the uystical experience Jones writes, "Every¬
body admits that this happens in some degree when we
expertsnee beauty, for then there is surely something present
beyond what the senses report. The cystic merely pushes his
claim still farther and insists that his experience reveals
the fact that the inner self has a spiritual environment in
which it lives and moves and has its being." Jones, Rufus M.
hew Studies in iflystioal Religion. London: Hacmillan & Co.,
1927. p. 25.
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deeply into the exact movement within the personality which

he designates as aystic, he is in continual celebration of

this experience. Mysticism is for Jones the experience par

excellence for humanity and the pinnacle of vital religion.

In his rather full introduction to Studies in Statical

Religion, he defines mysticism:

I shall use the word mysticism to express the
type of religion which puts the emphasis on
immediate awareness of relation with God, on
direct and intimate consciousness of the
divine Presence. It is religion in its
most acute, intense, and living stage.

Yet we err if we think that this is an exceptional bizarre

experience in Jones' eyes. Jones sees the mystical experience
40

as the natural sensitivity of man to God's presence. The

practice of this sensitivity is the characteristic mark of the

dooiety of Friends and is considered a normal part of their
41

religious experience. Along with his continual reference to

39» Jones, Rufus M. Studies in Mystical Rehfion. p. AV.

40. See Jones, Rufus M. "Prayer and the Mystic Vision" in
Concerning Prayer. Edited by B. H, Streeter. London:
Wacmillan & Co., 1916. p. 129. See also, Jones, Rufus M.
New Studies in Mystical Religion pp. 29 ff.

41. See Jones, Rufus M. The Faith and Practice of the Quakers,
p. 54. See also, Howard H. Brinton. Prophetic Ministry.
Wallingford, Pa.: Pendle Hill, 1950. Also, Jones, Rufus M.
The Qjakers in the American Colonies, pp. 242-243.
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the Calvinistio error concerning the depravity of man, Jones

calls Reformed theology to task repeatedly for relying on an

"external transaction" and a theological system. Jones says

that aysticism calls us away from over-reliance on theological

systems "to the fresh and living water to be found in a personal
42

experience of God." The nystic, then, is one who has "felt
43

the joy of direct discovery of what God means."

This direct experience of God is the cornerstone fbr Jones*

doctrines of the knowledge of God and of salvation. We know

God because we experience his immediacy. We know hia savingly

beoause this experience is so intimately related to the core of

our personality and selfhood that we are transformed in it.

Rarely does Jones speak, of this knowledge ajxi transformation in

the forensic terms of forgiveness or mercy; instead he speaks

of the experience as enrichment and unification of the personal¬

ity* The presence of God results in an infusion of "unwonted

42. dee Jones, Rufus M. The Later Periods of Quakerism Vol. I.
p. xv.

43* Ibid. It is significant that Jones failed to see the develop¬
ing emphasis on the internal nature of doctrinal experience
within the Reformed tradition. For an outstanding example of
this development, see John McLeod Campbell's The Nature of the
Atonement. London: Ja es Clarke and Company Ltd., 1959* PP*
6 ff.

44. Two places where these terms are used: Jones, Rufus M. The
Hew yuest. p. 200; Jones, Rufus H. Social Law in the
Spiritual World, p. 151.
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45 46

vital energy", the formulation of a new moral nature, the
47

"increased enrichment of all the powers of our personality,"
JO

the unification of life and character, ' a "positive
49

realisation of spiritual goodness," the development of
50

"indomitable spirit," and the fusion of a group of worship-
51

pers together to form a heightened, embraced, unified body.

The final result is the noetic vision, when:

The skirts of aystery are pushed back,
the veil is lifted, the flash of insight
is granted, the line of direction is
found, truth is widened, the conviction
of underlying goodness is raised to a new
power and love is brought to its full
height of meaning.

With such an experience taking place in man's consciousness,

salvation becomes interpreted as a vital process rather than the

result of a forensic transaction. Jones writes:

45. Jones, Rufus M. Later Periods of Quakerism Vol. I, p. xxxiii.

46. Ibid, p. xxxiii.

47. Jones, Rufus M. docial Law in the Spiritual orid. p. 1.J7.

46. Ibid, p. 147.

49. Ibid, p. 200.

50. Jones, Rufus M. Fundamental Lnds of .uife. p. 112,

51. Jone.<, Rufus li. New dtudies in Mystical Religion, p. 171.

52. Jones, Rufus M. Fundamental Knds of nife. p. 11£.
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We have spiritually outgrown forensic and
legalistic conceptions and s cheraes of salva¬
tion. We cannot respond with faith and
conviction to a plan of salvation which is
expressed in the language of an external
transaction after the manner either of an

autocratic sovereign or a judge in a law
court. There is not a glimmer of such an
idea in Christ's teaching.^

Taking Clement of Ale xanuria as his historic precedent, Jones

interprets salvation as "complete, spiritual health." The

transformation of man to a condition of spiritual health occurs

when "the entire human self has undergone a new creation and

has been reorganised and transformed through the vital work of

Christ..." In The Trail of uife in the Middle Years. Jones

speaks of salvation as "the normal health of the soul," when

one is "living and breathing in correspondence with the environ-
CC

sent of the soul which is God."

Although J„nes relied heavily upon the Platonic vision for

53. Jones, Rufus M. The New Quest, p. 196. "one of the tragedies
of formal Prote3tant services is their wordiness, their
forensic character." Douglas Steere, Where Words Come Prom.
London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1955 (Swarthmore"""
Lectures 1955). p. 46. "Our salvation is meaningless if it
takes place a:\ywhere except in our own spirits, for it is
our spirits that need to be saved. A merely heavenly trans¬
action will not sdffice." D. £lton Trueblood The Essence of
Spiritual Religion, hew York: Harper & Bros., 1936. p. 69.
See, Howard H. Brinton Friends for 300 Years, p. 42.

54. Jones, Rufus h. The hew ..uest p. 196.

55. Jones, Rufu8 M. The Trail of Life in the diddle Years p. 186.
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the development of his value theory, he pointedly turns awsy

from the Pla tonic-neoPlatonic vision in his description of

Christian iqysticism. In describing the fourteenth century

brotherhood groups, Jones decries the conception of God as

absolute:

The fatal weakness of this entire njystical
movement, all the way back from its popular
form in the fourteenth cm tuiy to its lofty
formulation in Flotinus and Plato, is the
negative and abstract feature of it. God,
the Divine Reality, is reached by a process
of negation. He is everything that finite
things are not. He is Absolute - but without
any qualities or characteristics by which we ^
can know Him. He is an indeterminate Absolute.

This tension in Jones* theology between his metaptyaicaL value

structure and his theology of mystical experience provides us

with a due to a major error in his position. It also helps us

to see that Jones believes that there is a uniquely Christian
57

mysticism even though he is confused in the development of it.

56. Jones, Rufus al. studies in Mystical religion p. 211. "The
Light within is no abstract phrase. It is an e^>erience of
God revealed in the soul of man." Jones, RufUs M. The Later
Periods of Quakerism Vol. 2. p. 994.

57* Jones* description of the mystical experience of God can be
repognised as a distinctively Christian experience for several
reasons: (1) It involves a "self-revealing Spirit who explains
all finite particulars" in contrast to the abstract universal
in which "all finite particulars are swallowed up"; (2) The
Spirit experienced is one who heals and who enhances conscious¬
ness rather than one in whom consciousness is dissolved. (3)
The movement of negation involved in this experience is incid¬
ental to the positive reception. (4) The God who is experienced
is recognisable as the one of whom the New Testament speaks.
(5) The result of the experience of God is increased moral
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Thus, the experience of aysticism is a pathway for modern man

to the knowledge of God aa loving Father. It is the pathway of

existential immediacy wherein we sense God's healing presence

transforming oar lives. It is the experience of the love of the

God whom Jesas called Father. But Jones would be the first

to tell us that we have not yet arrived at the final revelation

of God. Although Jones designates several pathways to God's

reality, he tells us that them is only one path to the full

revelation and that this path is through God's self-reyelation

in Jesus Christ. V.'e are able to leam much about God flrom look¬

ing at our own experience and from our sensitivity to God's

presence, but the fhll revelation of God can oooe only through a

personal life."^

57 communion, However, Jones* confusion in regard to the doctrine
of the atonement allows him to make such statements as, "It
may be said once for all that the fundamental fact of first¬
hand nystical experience, the direct encounter with the
living revealing God in the depths of the soul, is pretty
much of the same type in all ages, in all lands, and in all
religions, fthat varies is the interpretation of the experience
through the attempt to communicate it and to make others see
the significance of the inward event." Jones, Kufus M. "Jewish
itysticism," The Harvard Theological Review, Vol. aaaVI, Ruaiber
2 (April 1945), p. 156.

58. Jones, Hal'us M. Pathways to the Reality of God p. 144. See
also Jones, Rufus M. The New ,uest p. 164.
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Jeaua Christ

As the starting poiht for the knowledge of God is man, so

the starting point for an understanding of Jesus Christ is not

doctrines about Christ but an acquaintance with him as he lived
59

in Palestine. In seeing his life in the context of the

times and in seeing the beauty of his personality and the depth

of his own experience of God we are led into a new understanding

and experience of God ourselves. We discover that in the life

of Jesus the universe has resulted in a qualitatively new kind

of existence. Jwnes develops his Christology in twu ways: he

considers Christ as the revelation of new knowledge auu as the

ideal man, and he considers hiia as the means for a deeper personal

experience of God.

Although Jones tells us that to know the significance of

Christ we should begin with his historic existence in Galilee,

he begins his chapter on the historic Christ in The Double Search

by describing the way in which the historic Christ "fits into

a cosmic scheme of evolution." Since the universe has been

engaged in a "spiritual adventure" and sinoe this adventure pro¬

ceeds by an evolutionary movement which is at least partly

59* Jones, Rufus M. rathways to the Reality of God p. 121.

60. Jones, Rufus M. The Double Search p. 18.
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teleological, it is no surprise fur Junes to see in Christ the

ideal which is the teleological drawing point of the process.

Christ is "the a fronte force which has drawn the individual

61
and the race steadily up to their highest destiny." Jesus

Christ was thus present in a sense erven in the years prior to

his birth. "There was a Christ ideal centuries before Christ

actually came in the flesh, though this ideal was always deeply
62

tinged and coloured by the age which gave it birth."

As the ideal man, the norm and pattern of true humanity,

Jesus revealed to us the essential truth about man - that he is

conjunct with God, In his essay, "how Shall i.e Think of

Christ?", Jones writes of Christ: "The revelation which comes

through Him shows that the higher can ue in every sense united
-63

with the lower and be revealed through it. Jesus was the

means of this revelation because "the Conviction of connection

64
with God reached in him its highest certainty." We find in

him "a radiant and Illuminating personality who made God mean

more than i(e had ever meant before and who exhibited a new

quality of life altogether."^"' In The New ^uest Jones designates

61. Jones, Rufus U. The Double Search, p. 29.

62. Jones, Rufus M. The Double Search. p. 28.

63. Jones, Hufus A, "riow Shall >',e Think of Christ?" Religious
Foundations, edited by Rufus M. JoneB. New York: The
Uacmillan Co. 1923. p. 21.

64. Jones, Rufus M. The Later Periods of 'Quakerism Vol. 1. p. xxxiv.
65. Jones, Rufus U. "How Shall l« Think of Christ?" p. 22.
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this new life as "eternal life" and writes of Jesus, "rie exhibited

a life which embodied a revealed eternal life here in the midst

66
of time."

This reveJa tion of a deep relationship with God came through

Jesus' personality and through his daily exhibition of this

relationship, but it also came through his teachings. The teach¬

ings of Jesus which are really significant deal not with a new

ethic or with a fresh teaching about the Kingdom but with the new

and rich experience of God of which he himself was conscious.

This experience was essentially the experience of God a s Father.

Jones writes, "The unique feature everywhere in evidence in the

ejqperience of Christ is the marvellous comprehension, in fact the

actual experience of the love and tenderness of God as Father.^

rlis consciousness of God as Father and dis inter¬

pretation of God's deepest and most essential nature
underlie everything else which he taught or did,
and therefore His teaching about God forms the
background and foundation in everything in riis gos¬
pel, or "good news."

Jones Is very careful to say that we are not simply left with

the disclosure of the re w pattern of manhood and the disclosure of

66. Jones, Rufua M. The hew ^ueat, p. 166.

67. Jones, Rufus M. ■ athways to the ueality of God, p. 141.

68. Jones, Rufua M. "rlow Shall We Think of Christ?" p. 23.
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the deeper teaching about Gol. Through the life and death of

Jesus men are "drawn into" a personal experience of God which

is like Jesus' experience of God. Jones tells us that

Christianity is a mystical religion because its members exper¬

ience what Christ experienced.^ Drawing from inul'a inter¬

pretation of the Christian experience, Jones speaxs of reliving

Christ's life by haying him "formed within* as the source and

power of the new life. Christ becomes the resident life within

us and the soul ana governing head of the body of Christ, the

church.

In The Double Search, published three years before the

Studies in Mystical Religion. Jones tells us that Christ's

revelation produced such an effect on men that it enabled them
71

to find God within. The mediation of the historical

revelation trains our spirits to know God. Jones speatcs of

the effect of Jesus as the "supreme education of the soul."

Because > aul and John le amed that God is spirit through Jeaes

and because they became conscious of a Spirit in their souls
72

through him, they connected this Spiritual presence with Jesus.

69. Jones, Rufus M. >tudies in Jqya ileal Religion, p. 4.

70. Ibid, p. 9* dee also Jones, Rufus M, New otudies in .{/stical
Religion, pp. 160-161.

71. Jones, Rufus M. The Double Siaroh. p. 55.

72. Ibid. Douglas Steere se<a the historical act of God in Christ
as the focus through which the soul is "borne into the
transforming being of God" more adequately than through any
other focus. Steere, Douglas V, "The leaning of Mysticism
Vtithin Christianity," p. 521.
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Jesus thus became for them the prophet "of a new humanity - a

humanity penetrated with the life and power of God, and this

continual personal manifestation of God through men, in Christ

inwardly and spiritually revealed."^

In relating this discussion to the Cross and Resurrection,

Jones says that the death on the Cross was something which a

person such as Jesus could not help but meet in our world.^
He says further, however, that in the Cross the unselfish,

suffering love of God was revealed to us. God is willing to

bear the suffering involved in Coming to us. "Toaay the most

significant aspect which we find fur our time in the Cross of

Christ is its identification with and its revelation of the

75
suffering love of God as Father..." Christ, therefore,

suffered not instead of us or in our place but for us, in order

that the love of God could be revealed to us.

Jones' most representative statement on the Resurrection is

found in his rathwa.s to the Reality of God:

73. Ibid, p. 37.

74. Jones, Kufus U. Pathways to the Reality of God, p. 139.

75. Ibid, p. 140.

76. Jones, Rufus M. The Double Search, p. 68.
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The resurrection will always remain a mystery
and it is best to Je ave it so . There can be
little question that something occurred which
convinced the circle of believers that the

person whom they had loved and followed was
alive again after ilia crucifixion and was a
vital presence and power in their7midst at
first visibly and then inwardly.

In The Faith ana. Practice of the Quakers Jones adus that "The

Christ who wau a visible presence in Galilee and Judea is just

as certainly alive and present now."

Thus, Christ has been the aeans of a great revelation for

us. Through his personality and the image he presents we see

the possibility of a new relationship with God and a new kind

of life for man. But more is given to us than simply new

77. Jones, Rufus M. athwaya to the Reality of God, p. 141.
Jones is not concerned to develop the doctrine of the
Incarnation. He believed that this is a natter which is to
be understood in regard to the divine aspect of all of the
universe, the "spiritual adventure" of the revealing pro¬
cess of the universe. See Pathways to the Reality of God.
p. 145.

78. Jones, Rufus M. The Faith and Practice of the Quakers, p. 15.
In several places Jones sees the living Christ and the Sglrit
of God as identical in reality. See Jones, Rufus M. The
Double Search, p. 39 and. Jones, Rufus M. Studies in Hystical
Religion, p. 9. D. Llton Trueblood takes a different posi¬
tion in The Essence of Spiritual Religion: "Leading exponents
of spiritual religion have made much of the inneij or living
Christ. By tnis they have referred to the birth in each lov¬
ing heart of the very same reality that was manifested in
Jesus»" Thus, "there have been saved persons in all genera¬
tions who have had no knowledge uf the Carpenter of Ra&areth«"
pp. 71 "72. This same position is expressed in I'hiloao [ixy of
Religion, p. 226.
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information. The life and personality, death and resurrection,

were the means thereby we enter through the image into a new

experience of God. We are drawn into an experience of God

similar to Jesus' own experience. Paul described this as the

formulation of Christ within, ana this was indeed proper because

the Spirit of God is identical for us with the risen Christ.

It was a natural ioentific&tion because this new experience of the

presence of God was mediated through and associated with Jesus.

With his development of the revelation vAioh has been given

to us in Christ, Jones comes to the conclusion of his apologe¬

tics. He has begun with the consciousness which we have of

ourselves and of our common experience and has helped us to see

that God is not far from us in the events of day to day experien¬

ces. He has riiown us that in our sensitivity to values, our

recognition of the progressive development of history, our appre¬

ciation of beauty, our ability to grasp abstract truth, and our

awareness of the unconscious mind we are relying upon the

existence and presence of God. Then, developing further the

Quaker doctrine of the inner light, Jones explains to us the

recreating and healing work of God's presence through aystical

experience. Although most of us have had little experience of

the more thrilling aspects of mysticism, we are led to see it as

another path to the reality of God. Finally, we are led to the
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last path ihioh all must follow if we are to know God in his

fullness, the path which Jb ads through the revelation of the

suffering love of God in Jesus Christ.

Evaluation and conclusion

Rufus Jones has given us an interpretation of the

Christian faith which ejqpresses vividly the New Testament

teaching that God is love and that he is near to each of us.

He has spoken of God's willingness to bear suffering that he

might Cowe to us ana of the new creation of man through the

Spirit of God in Christ. He saw the limitations of a forensi-

cally bound theology and foresaw the development of New Testament

theology- along the lines of the lamanuei, God with us, concept.

He has spoken phenomenologically of the transforming worst of

the Holy Spirit and the person of Christ. After seeing the

development of his apologetic and the enthusiasm with which he

writes, we are glad to join those who have expressed their

appreciation of his work.

Even with this rich contribution before us, we find that we

must go beyond the thaiogy of Rufus Jones if we are to arrive

at the solution of our problem. In order to see clearly why

his development of the inner witness of the Spirit is not suffi¬

cient, we will examine his apologetic more closely and recognise
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several faults which in the end keep it frum succeeding. The

first place in which we find, a serious error is in Jones'

reliance upon the permanence of ideals and values. tthile the

reliance upon values as self-existent has a certain appeal to

most of us and is an indisputable part of the je rsonal moti¬

vation for maqy, it is not a possibility for the je rson who is

conscious of his alienation from God and of the ensuing broken-

ness of life. For the estranged man there is no sure founda¬

tion anywhere, and to instruct him to recognise the ontologi-

cal status of values is to tell hiin to do something liiich he

is not prepared to do. This approach fails evangelistically

and epistemologically and is also at variance with the Biblical

testimony as t^ the existence of values.

For the estranged man much has taken place in this century

to add to his Confusion and to make even more impossible his

reliance upon the permanence of his values. The work of such

researchers as Sir James Fraxer, Iironislaw idalinows&i, and

iidw&rd Tylor has show that from the viewpoint of anthropology

there is an incredible variety of human ideals, ana it has raised

again the dilemma of tfiich Socrates was so conscious. The

emergence of two such totalitarian figures as Hitler and Stalin,

the assumption of great power by them, and the great carnage

resulting from them has caused us to question both the jerma-

nence of value a anl the progressive development of ideals in
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histoxy. The existential movement led by Sartre witnesses

to the disappearance of the heretofore ontologically oonsidereu

attributes and values of man's existence. The analytical

orientation and the unpopularity of metaphysics in contemporary

philosophy also point toward this insecurity. In looking

for God the man of the twentieth century can no longer- look

at his vdues, for his vaL ues have fallen apart for him in his

own hands.

Ahile beauty, especially the beauty of nature, provides

an experience bordering on holiness and bringing joy for many

Christians, we must realise that beauty is not a medium for

the presence of God for everyone. Beauty is not a semi-automatic

link between man and God and to consider it such is to ignore

both the jersonal freedom of God and the sin of man. The

Christian should also remember that the experience of beauty can

be a source of despair rather than a source of comfort. ?or

the one who, consciously or unconsciously, senses his alienation

from God, the experience of beauty and the uystery and

promise locked within it can be the final note of desperation.

Jones has forgotten that beauty itself can be terribly frightening.

The fact is that the inferences which are natural for

Jones are the inferences which are natural, to a nan >ti o already
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knows the love of God. For one who knows God, many aspects

of life can, as Tillich would say, be taken into the revelatoxy

Complex and become mediums of revelation. Jones' inferences

are thus drawn from esjperienoes which are taken into a prior

knowledge of God' a love. He can then make the step of infer¬

ence from these experiences because he knows the object of

his inference - the existence of God - even before taking the

logical step. The revelatory presence of God in many places

leads Jones to matte inferences which he would not have made

without first knowing God as love. In one of his early books

John flai. Hie observed that we meet God in nature only after we

79
have met him slsewhere. The neglect of this truth is the

79. "Gur claim wauld accordingly be that it is only in so far as
our appreciation of beauty is brought int- the most intimate
relationship with our general consciousness of the Good that
it is likely to awaken within us euoy kind of religious
insight ... And consequently it is doubtful whether we are
at all right in speaking of art, taken by itself, as a
source of religious insight or a osans of reaching God;
seeing that, when taken quite by itself it is more likely
to lead us away from Him, and that only when fused most in¬
timately together with something greater than itself can it
lead us towards Him. The truth is that we are not likely
to find God in art un]e S3 we have already found Him in life
as a whole. And this is but another aspect and application
of the truth which became dear to us at a much earlier stage
of our inquiry, namely, that we are not likely to find God in
Nature unless we have already found Him in that which is
greater than Nature." John Baillie, The Interpretation of
Religion; Edinburgh: T. A T. Clark, 1929. p. 306.
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phenomenological error which Jones ma Ice 8. Resting on a

Platonic metaphysics, Jones assumes tha permanence of values

as ends in themselves which are questionable to us until they

are disclosed to us as rooted in the covenant faithfulness of

God. We cannot put confidence in or rest our case for the

existence of God upon abstract goodness, for we know goodness

only as we know the one who is good. Jones apparently did

not realise the rent in his inferential argument, although be

realised the insufficiency of an abstract, unreachable God.

The eeoond serious fault in Jones' description of the way

in wnich we can know God is the very optimistic presupposition

upon which he operates in his discussion of aysticiain. In all

of Jones' description of the oystical experience there is the

assumption that either the seeker knows this experience or that

he approves of it. This is a serious error for it is precisely

this healing experience from which the seeker is estranged.

When Jones describes the light that floods through "the soul's

east window", the non-Christian reader can neither affirm the

experience nor deny it. All he can do is to regard it as

irrelevant. The one who feels his alienation from God is in

a difficult position precisely beoause he does not know how or

where he can meet God. To speak of the wonders of opening our¬

selves to God, is to tell us nothing about how this opening occurs.
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Jones makes another serious error at this point when he

chooses to describe the nyatical experience by an analysis of

the evolutionary-psychological struoture and by a oompiling of

the positive emotional effects. The evolutionary structure is

scientifically and theologically questionable in the light of
80

the Biblical presentation of a God who reveals himself personally.

The description of the emotional results as its distinctive

characteristic results in the mystical experience nwt being dis¬

tinct but in fact being indistinguishable frwm other experiences

of psychological integration. This is the error inherited from

Schleiermacher of describing oar religious feelings instead of
81

describing God.

80. although Jones is fLilly aware of the danger of binding the
Gospel into a temporarily acceptable intelJe ctual form, he
falls into this very trap. In The .^ater .Periods of Quakerism
(Vol. II), he observes that early Friends involved the faith
in "an inadequate and passing system of thought, and they tied
it to a bad psychology." p. 994. dee also, Jones, Rufua M.
"Prayer and the Cystic Vision" pp. 114-115*

81. It is worth noting that at this poi..t Jones does not r<ally
represent Biblical mysticism, Biblical m, sticism is dis¬
tinguished not by its philosophical integration with cultural
presuppositions nor by its emotional effects. It is distingu¬
ished from all other data. Although Biblical descriptions of
theistic experience include the internal results of this
experience, the experience of God himself is primary and the
experience of the results is secondary. That Jones is aware
of this is seen in many places in his writings. Jones writes
of the mystic, "He is not trying to find God in order to use
Him, and when he finds Him he does not think of Him as a handy
utility." Jones, Rufus M. Mew Studies in Mystical Religion, p.
55. See also, pp. 125, 1J56. In writing on the "primary datura
of religion" Trueblood has spoken of it as the experience for
millions "of God as the spiritual companion of their souls."
Trueblood, D. Flton. The Trustworthiness of Religious experience.
London: George Allen <& Unwin Ltd., 1959 (1939 Swart'nmore
Lectures) p. 12. See also, Charles A. Bennet. A Philosophical
Study of Mysticism.
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Although Jones distinguishes between negative mysticism

and positive mysticism, his distinction is far from precise and
B2

his whole expression of the Christian's mystic experience

is clouded with ambiguities. In the old Testament the tension

in religious experience was between the nature religions of

peoples such as the Canaanites ani the Yahwestic experience of

the Hebrews. In the hew Testament the Christian experience

was the continuation of this experience of Yahweh, for, as W. C.

Van Unnik has pointed out, Jesus was accorded the designation of
83

Messiah because he was seen as the spirit - annointed one.

Thus Jones* distinction between positive and negative mystics

is a valuable one, but it is not a sufficient one. In the final

analysis, the Christian experience becomes possible and distinc¬

tive today because we too experience Christ not as the a fronte

end of evolution but as the one in whom we are met by the

82. See Jones, RufUs M. Fundamental Ends of Life pp. 102-106,
Jones, Rufus M. The Mew suest pp. 127-129.

83. See Van Unnik, ••• C. "Jesus the Christ" hew Testament
Studies Vol. 8 Wo. 2 (January 1962) pp. 101-116. For a
fuller disaussion of the distinctive characteristics of
Christian mysticism, see Tinsley, E. J. "Mysticism-
Weoplatonic and Christian" The dibbcrt Journal Volume LIII
(October 195k) pp. 43-50.
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distinctive Spirit of Yahweh.
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As we will find in our study of the theology of other men,

notably Paul Tillich and H. N. Wieman, an ambiguity at the

epistemological level is often related to an ambiguity or error

in the way in which the atonement is ounceived. This is also

true in the case of the theology of Rufus Jones. Jones has

84. The influence of nineteenth century Mew England thought on
Rufus Jones should not be ignored. Jones was very sympathe¬
tic with the work of the Quaker poet John Greenleaf Whittier
and was influenced by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Indeed Jones
recalls that it was ^meraon who introduced him to The Journal
of George Pox. See Jones, Rufhs M. The Trail of Life in
College. pp. 84 ffj Jones, Rufus M. "Why I Enroll with the
My sties" in Contemporary American Theology Vol. I. Edited hy
Vergilius Perm, Mew York: Round Table Press, Inc., 1932, p.
194. There has been a significant amount of recent research
in American letters which has deepened our awareness of the
relation of Ralph waido Emerson to George Pox ana to the Quatier
movement of his time. See Tolj.es, Frederick B, "Emerson and
Quakerism" in American literature Vol. 10 (1938) pp. 143-165.
This recovery of the relation of New England transcendentalism
to American Quakerism leaus us to a dual source for the pre¬
sent nysticai thought in American culture. While the Society
of Friends was responsible for one strain, another strain
was developed through such writers as Henry David Thoreau,
'«alt Whitman and Ralph Waldo Emerson. The confusion of these
sources in certain aspects of Jones* thought is expressed in
his final Confusioncf natural and Yahwestic experience. Note
Lionel Braham*s statement? "Emerson secularised salvation,
substituting sahration through reason for that of the sujer-
natural. In his Divinity School Address he put nature in the
place of revelation as a source of belief. In his hands faith
became reason, and grace, nature," See Lionel Braham "Emerson
and Boehme: A Comparative Study in Mystical Ideas" Modern
Language Quarterly Vol. XX (1959) p. 35» Elton Trueblood has
written "It may be doubted if Emerson ever ... saw the
difference between a nature mysticism and the worship of the
Heavenly Father to which Christian experience bears testimony."
D. Elton Trueblood. "The Influence of Emerson's Divinity
Jchool Address," The Harvard Theological Review. Vol. XXXII,
Number 1 (Jan. 1939), p. 5k.
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told us that we are united with Cod through his unselfish love

whioh is nade known to us in the personality of Jesus Christ.

While this in itself is not at variance with the hew Testament

account of the atonement, it is an incoap3e te representation of

that account.

The New Testament testimony is that an event of ultimate

significance was effected in the historic ministry of Je3ua.

The metaphors used )sy the New Testament writers vary, but they

all point toward the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus as a

determinative event rather than simply as a portrait of a

relationship and a personality. In recognising the abuse of the

forensic element by post-Reformation writers, Jones has gone

further than the abuse warranted. dis attempt to see more in

the atonement than an external transaction is admirable, but his

rejection of external event is based more on the Cartesian bi¬

furcation of the subjective and the objective than on Biblical

scholarship. What Jones fails to see is that the New Testament,

and indeed the Old, tells us of a God whose actions in nistoiy

have internal significance for us. This emphasis is continually

made in the covenant and sacrifice motifs, and the New Testament

kerygmatic structure is based on this apprehension. When Jones

describes the event of the Christ as a portrait he is closer to

gnosticism than to Christianity, Jones tells us of God's love,
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but he take8 away the kerygma in which this love is enacted and

revealed.

Our study of the theology of Rufus Jones has shorn us that

he has not really dealt with the Calvicistic doctrine of the

inner testimony of the Spirit. Neither his general apologetic

nor his Christology has a place for the formulation of Calvin.

Yet we should not ssy that Jones has not helped us in our search.

Although Jones has not dealt satisfactorily with the basic

issue he has given us many helpful contributions. One of the

most important of these is his observation that the place to

start is the historic life of Christ as it is represented in

the gospel8. Jones tells us that if we begin with the historic

life of Christ we will come to know the reality of God's

present love. In doing this Jones gives the nonbeliever a

starting point. He does not tell him that he must first assent

to doctrine in a sacrlficimn intelleotus. He points to a

person and to the ones who witness to him.

This is a wonderful thing which Jones tells us here, even

though the relation of the historic Jesus, the risen Christ and

the Holy Spirit remain entangled in his thought. Jones has

given us one suggestion of the one place where we can look for

God and for the aeaning of Christianity. He has shown us the
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path that can be followed. To find the final answer to the

question of the dpirit's witness we must go beyoni Jones, but

in going beyond him we will be following the path whioh he has

helped us to see more clearly.



CHAPTER IV

THE INNER WITNESS OP THE HOLY SPIRIT AND
THE MEANING OP ittSTQRY

The Theology of Reinhold Niebuhr

Introduction

In turning to the theology of Reinhold Niebuhr, we leave

behind ua the peculiar limitations inherent in the polemitical

traditions of orthodoxy and mysticism, Reinhold Niebuhr has

an element of the toy3tic in the development of his thought, but

he is cslearly not a representative of the rustical tradition.

In the same manner he is vigorously loyal to the basic oootrine

of that which he calls "Biblical religiou," but he is certainly

not to be characterised as a conservative. Niebuhr, along with

the other theologians vhoiu we will now oo u.aider, has identified

himself with no particular tradition in doctrinal history but

has attempted to reforoula te the Christian message itself for the

twentieth century. to he re Came 11 and Rufus Jones conserve and

represent, Niebuhr, Perrfc, Wieman, and Tillich have shown a

radical willingness to find a new truth in the Christian heritage.

Each his in some way reached into the past for a new interpretive

key, and each has reinterpreted the Christian message from this

180
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new insight. while ail six of our writers have been trying

to present the Gospel to the man of the twentieth century, the

four we a re now to consider have tried to reconstruct the

message itself in the attmpt. Kaoh of these last four has

felt the failure of the nineteenth century message, and in

place of trying to represent it they have entered into the task

of rethinking it. For Carnell and Jones the particular

message of their traditions was sufficient and needed only

fresh presentation and new philosophical references. For

Niebuhr. Ferrfc, Wieman, and Tillioh, the old message was seen to

be an inaccurate representation of the basic Christian truths.

Therefore, in this chapter and in the succeeding ones, we

will find that we have become involved in more independent and

creative apologetic attempts. We will also find that, interest^

ingly enough, each of theae thinkers has recovered an element of

the "Biblical religion" which bad been neglected by proponents

of the traditional streams. With Miebuhr this element in

history. others mention history, and Tillich* s third volume

will be particularly concerned with history, but it is Niebuhr

who has seen a unique vision of the pla ce of history in the

Gospel message and who has brought its relevance into his under¬

standing of Christian knowledge. For Nels Ferrfe and Henry

Nelson Wieman this element is one which is not spoken of in the

Bible but one which is presupposed in the Biblical affirmation of
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the unity of human experience under the sovereignty of God.

This is the kind of comprehensive understanding which we now

designate try the term metaphysics. For Tillich this recovered

element is the existentialist triumph over the threat of non-

being, or, in Biblical terminology, ever the threat of death.

Niebuhr comes into the American theological scene with an

interesting background. Battered by a theology which proved to

be too optimistic and an experience in a Detroit pastorate which

broke the grip of this theology on him, Niebuhr turned to

reestablish the authentic Christian message. He drew from

Luther, 1*88081, Kierkegaard, Brunner, and, perhaps basically,

St. Paul to hammer out a new understanding of the way a

Christian man must live in an industrial society. He began to

write of a faith «hich takes p]a oe not in the midst of the

forces of progress but in the midst of anxiety. He wrote of a

faith whioh was not born from confidence but fxum pain. The

professional basis from whioh he has done most of his writing

is the professorial chair of Applied Christianity at Union

Theological 'eminaiy in New York, The landmark in the develop¬

ment of his thought and the place where we find the main structure

of his theological system is his 1939 Gifford Lectures delivered

in Edinburgh, The Nature and Destiny of -'an. We will refer to
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this work and to his other books in our development of his

position.

An understanding of Mebuhr' a thought in light of the

Reformation doctrine of the inner witness of the rioly Spirit

requires the analysis of three areas of his thought. It

requires a study of his doctrine of man, his theory of history,

and his description of revelation. Let us first turn to

his doctrine of man.

Doctrines of man, history, and revahtion

The source of Niebuhr's doctrine of man is twofold. On

the one hand it lies in an analysis of the human situation; on
i

the other it lies in the truths of Christian revelation. With

Niebuhr these channels come together euid so mingle that there are

three contributing streams to Niebuhr's anthropology. The

first one is that man possesses a capacity for an infinite

self-transcendence, a transcendence which even supersedes that

of reason.1 The second is the view that man participates in

1 * "Furthermore a mind which transcends itself cannot legiti¬
mately make itself the ultimate principle of interpretation
by which it explains the relation of mind to the world."
Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of &an. New York;
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1941. I. p. 165.
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2
aad belongs to both mature and spirit. <ie is sot bound

essentially more to one than to the other. The third is that

the ambiguity of man*a essential nature makes it possible and

even inevitable that man choose to sin. He sins because he

does not acknowledge the dependency of his state and rely in

faith upon God."*

The self-transcendence of man. which is distinct from both

nature aad reason, is not to be Construed as the third part of

man18 being. Transcenienoe is nut. strictly peaking, a part

of human nature. It is a quality or characteristic of man yet

not wholly contained within man. It is man's ability to stand

outside of himself by memoxy or will, but it is also the inoom-

2. Ibid. I. p. 17. The view that man is "spirit" in Niebuhr's
thought is dependent upon the belief that man is transcendent.
"Spirit" here means that man "has the ability to make himself
his own object." Ibid. I. p. V. "The other less obvious fact
is that man is a spirit who stands outside of nature, life,
himself, his reason, and the world." Ibid. I. p. 3.

3. Ibid. I. p. 150. "Sin can be understood neither in terms of
the freedom of human reason alone, aur yet in terms of the
circumscribed harmonies in which the human body is bound.
Sin lies at the juncture of spirit aad nature, in the sense
that the peculiar and unique characteristics of human
spirituality, in both its good and evil tendencies, can be
unlerstood only by analysing the paradoxical relation of
freedom and necessity, of finiteness and the yearning for the
eternal in human life." Wiebuhr, Keinhold. An Interpretation
of Christian .Ethics. New York* M ridian Books, 1958 (first
edition 1935). pp.74-75.
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pleteness of man at "the juncture of nature and spirit."

This unique incomple teness means that man requires something

for his completion Which is found neither in nature nor in

spirit. As mail is marked by transcendence, that which meets

man's need m^st also be transcendent. Being transcendent of

reason, man cannot find Completion in a rational principle or an

object of rational knowledge. He oannot be completed by the

development of some aspect of himself or by the absorption of

some vitality of nature. And when his Comple tion is effected,

it cannot be known by a rational epistemology. It can only be

known by an epistemology of revelation.

As man has this need for completion which goes to his very

core, the authenticity of man' a life depends upon the way in

which this need is met. If the incom^letion is filled by any

means except the revelation of God, man surrenders his selfhood

and his individuality to abortive fulfilment. In natural istic

A. Ibid, p. 81. See also Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature aad
Destiny of jtan. I. p. 17. " ' -an'8 life on earth is an incon¬
gruity in the context of both nature and mind," Niebuhr,
Reinhold. The Godly and the Ungodly. London: P'aber and Faber,
1958. p. 13A. "Though the individual is organically related
to the community, there is a point in human freedom where the
individual transcends both his own community and the total
historical process," Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Children of Light
and the Children of Darkness. London: Nisbet and Company Ltd.,
19A5. p. 58.
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approaches, transeendence over nature is denied, and nan

5
surrenders hLas elf to nature. In absolute idealism, trans¬

cendence over nature is preserved, but the abortive fulfilment

is by reason.'" In romanticism, a finite dynamic of feeling is

all that can determine man.^ In the end man finds that it

is only God the transceaient who is able to meet the need of

man the transcendent, so that the transcendence and the indi¬

viduality of man are both preserved and fulfilled.

The situation of man* a oompfe tion can be more clearly seen

when we realise that the ambiguous position, at the hinge of

nature and spirit, gives man the opportunity of creativity and

choice. Man is free to choose a principle of determination
ft

either in the will of God or in some aspect of nature. * The

decision is not one which man either makes or does without. Man

5. Niebuhr, Reinhold, The Mature and bestiny of Man. I. p. 68.

6. Ibid. I. pp. 74 ff.

7. Ibid. I. pp. 81 ff.

8. "His essence is free self-determination. ills sin is the
wrong use of his freedom and its consequent destruction."
Ibid. I. 16. ".ill and conscience are two levels of the trans¬
cendence of the self over itself. More accurately, the will
is the result of the self-transcendence over the aooplex of
its impulses ana desires. The will is in fact the self
organised for the attainment of either a short-range or long-
range purpose." Riebuhr, Reinhold. The 3aif and the Dramas of
History. London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1936. p. 24.
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is driven into the choice because he experiences the situation

of ambiguity as pain. Niebuhr writes, "Man may, in the same

moment, be anxious because he has not beoome what he ought to
9be; and anxious lest he cease to be at all." The anxiety

of this situation is the experience of temptation. Mem is

tempted to "deny the contingent charaoter of his existence (in

pride and self love, or to escape from his freedom (in

sensuality;."10 Either of these ohoioes is sin, for in eaoh

man is failing to rest upon God.

Ideally, anxiety may be overcome ty faith in God. Actually,

man sins in every aot ty his own free will. The fall of man

was not an historic act in some archaic, innocent state. Man's

fall is this present ohoice of sin in every act.

The belief that man is involved in the temporal process yet

transcendent over it influences Niebuhr* s concept of history.

History is regarded as contributing to the meaning of life, but

it is not taken as the only contributor, In his book of

sermonic essays, Beyond Tragedy. Niebuhr affirms the significance

of history but points out that the centre of history lies beyond

9. Niebuhr, ReinholdL. The Nature aai Destiny of dan. I. p. 184.

10. Ibid. I. p. 183. Oee Niebuhr'e discussion of the bondage of
the will in The Self and the Dramas of History, pp. 30 ff.
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history.11 There Is a distinction between time and eternity#

and the meaning of time is given only by the word from eternity.

Farley writes of Miebuhr's conception:

In addition to having a minimal unity and
coherence, and a minimal goodness and meaning
history is also a precarious and insecure
realm. It is morally ambiguous because it
does not providentially separate the innocent
from the guilty in its catastrophes. Goodness 12
attl evil increase dialectically to the very end.

In Kiebuhr's words, there must be a "disclosure of the divine

purpose governing history within history."1"^ There must be a

Christ.

Men have expected a Christ in many different ways. Pre-

Christian thought held that the source of meaning lay either in
14

national victory or in a triumph of those who were righteous.

Hebrew prophecy expected a Christ, but it recognised tfcit the
15

final problem was not the suffering of the righteous. The

11. Niebuhr, Reinhold. deyond Tragedy. London: Nisbet and Company
Ltd., 1938. pp. 192 ff., 297 ff» See al3o Niebuhr, Reinhold.
The Children of wight ani the Children of Partcness. pp. 127 ff.

12. Farley, Edward, The Transcendence of God. Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1958. p. 61.

13. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of Man. II. p. 5.

14. Ibid. II. pp. 16 ff.

15. Ibid. II pp. 16 ff.
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final problem was that in trie eyes of God there were none who

were righteous.'^ Jesus inherited the ub ssiaaic expectation,

accepted it, and transformed it. Hie brought together the

motifs of the Suffering Servant and the Son of Man and demonstra¬

ted that the triumph of God's purposes strangely lay in

suffering love.^

Moreover, Jesus reinterpreted the prophetic hope of the

Kingdom of God to mean that the Kingdom of God had both come

and was yet to coioe.

On the one hand, history had reached its
culmination in the disclosure of the hidden

sovereignty of God and the revelation of the
meaning of life and history. On the other
hand history is still waiting for its culmina¬
tion in the seond coming of the triumphant
Messiah. In combining the concepts of the
'suffering servant* and the 'Son of man' Jesus,
in effect, attributed the qualities of the
suffering servant to his first coming and the
qualities of the triumphant Son of man to^g
second coming, either his own or another.

16. "For the real problem of prophetism is not the finite character
of ail historical achievement, that remains one of the subor¬
dinate problems. The real problem is presented by the pro¬
phetic recognition that all history is involved in a perennial
defiance of the law of God." Ibid. II. pp. 28-29.

17. Ibid. II. pp. 44 ff. "...a suffering divine love is the final
coherence of life. This love bears within itself the contra¬
dictions and croas-purposes made possible by human freedom."
Niebuhr, Reinhold. Christian Realism and Political Problems.
London: Faber and Faber, 195^» P« 173.

18. Niebuhr, Reinhold, The Mature and Destiny of Man. II. pp.
47-48. See also Niebuhr, Keinhold. Beyond Tragedy, pp.
175 ff.
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History, therefore, has the position of an interim between the

first and second comings. The righteous will not be given the

prise of victory during this period; indeed, even suffering

love will be unable to achieve vindication and triumph. In the

interim of history suffering love will c-ntimue in suffering.

The true meaning of history is hidden from history itself and was

disclosed only in the first coming of Christ. The Christian is

one who recognises the meaning of history in that disclosure and

who lives in the light of that disclosure. Amid the contra¬

dictory aspects of historic experience, the Christian lives in
19

the hope that this disclosure givea him.

The third area of Niebuhr*s thought is concerned with the

doctrias of revelation. Although his anthropology and his theory

of history are well developed, his epistemolofy receives less

attention. One can see that this is not his central concern.

As Tillich aptly puts it, "The difficulty of writing about

Niebuhr's epistemology lies in the fact that there is no such

19. "To understand life and history according to the meaning given
it by Christ is to be able to survey the chaos of any present
or the peril of any future, without sinking into despair.
It is to have a vantage point from which one may realise
that momentary securities are perennially destroyed both by
the visaitudes of history ana by the fact of death which stands
over all history." Ibid. II. pp. 52-53* Thus, in the limits
of history the Christian is cd. Jb d to an obeuience can lead
to "the destruction of the self as well as to its higher ful¬
filment." Niebuhr, Reinhold. An Interpretation of Christian
nthica. p. 57.
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epistemology. Niebuhr dues not ask, * now can 1 know?' he

starts knowing."^

The basic conception with which Niebuhr builds the

epistemology he has is the view that the self disclosure of God

is always twofold. There is that which Niebuhr calls a personal-

individual revelation and that which he describes as a revelation

in the Context of socio-historical experience. While each of

these is distinct it is related to ana contributes toward the

other. The public-historioal revelation acts to define and

interpret the private revelation. on the other hanu, the

private revelation So contributes that it gives credence to the
21

historical revelation. Ahiie Nieouhr mattes a phenomenolo¬

gical distinction between these revelations, the essential nature

of this distinction remains ambiguous. Are these revelations

really twu aspects of one central revelation or are they utterly

distinct in both design and effect? Niebuhr never answers this

question. In the sauie manner, he fails to deal with the problem

20. Tillich, iaui. "Reinhold Mebohr's Doctrine of Knowledge,"
Reinhold Niebuhr. His Religious, ooc.al, and roliticai Thought.
Edited by C. »^. Kegley and R. ■ . Bretall. New i'^rk: The «ac
millan Company, 1956. p. "... he has nevv.-r had a systematic
methodology at ail." Bennett, John C. in discussion follow ng
his paper, "Reinhold Miebuhr's Contribution to Christian Social
_t lies," ,einhwj-d i.iebuhr: A irrophotic Voice in Our Time.
Raited by Harold R. Nandon. Greenwich, Connecticut: The Seabuiy
l-ress, 1962. p. d4.

21. Niebuhr, neinhoid. The Nature and uestiny of ton. I. p. 127.
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of the temporal priority or coincidence of these revelations.

i f

Niebuhr describes private revelation as "the testimony in

the consciousness of every person that his life touches •

reality beyond himself, a reality deepe r and higher than the
22

system of nature in which he stands." Niebuhr is willing

to equate private revelation with that which is described by the
25

more widely used expression, general revelation. This

revelation contains three experiential elements: (1) the sense

of reverence for and dependence upon an ultimate source of

being; (2) the sense of moral unworthineas, coupled with the

feeling of moral obligation laid upon oneself from beyond oneself;

(5) the longing for forgiveness. Thi3 exx*rience is "not so

much a separate expe rience as an overtone implied in all exper¬

ience. The soul which reached the outermost rims of its own

consciousness must also come in contact with God for lie impinges
pi

upon that consciousness." Niebuhr holds that when these

experiential elements are "defined" by the comple mentary histori-

22. Ibid.

25. Ibid.

24. Ibid.
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oal revelation God is known as Creator, Judge, and Redeemer.

God is not know as Creator through the cosmological argument

critioised by Kant; rather, the whole creation "is contemplated
26

as pointing to a Creator already known in man*s moral experience."

As another person is not essentially disclosed to us until

he speaks to us, God is not disclosed to us that we understand

iho he is until the private revelation is augmented by specific

revelations of his character. hiebuhr understands historical

revelation to be the record of certain events in which men may by
27

faith see these specific revelations. These revelations give

to us our knowledge of God as a God of judgment and mercy. The

historical revelation thus furnishes us the key for interpreting

and understanding our experience. In hiebuhr's eyes, histoiy

remains unintelligible without this principle of interpretation.

25« Ibid. I. p. 133. "••• men do seem to possess, among other moral
resources, a sense of obligation towards the good, however
they may define it." Niebuhr, Keinhold. Moral Man and Immoral
Society. hew York: Charles Gcribner's dons, 1934. p. 38. In
The Godly and the Ungodly. Niebuhr describes the Christian
revelation as giving the clue to the aystery of creation already
apprehended, hiebuhr, Reinhold. The Godly and the Ungodly, p.
13'+.

26. Niebuhr, Reinhuld. The Nature aixl oeatiny of Man, I. p. 133.
For an interpretation of the development of experiential
theology out of the older rationalistic theology see Webb, C.
C. J. Religion and the Thought of Today. London: oxford
University Press, 1929. Chapter Three. See also Niebuhr,
keinhold. Reflections On the And of An Era. New York: "Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1934. p. 284; Kant, Immanuel. Critique of
litre Reason. II, ii. 4.

27. hiebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of Man. I. p. 130.
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Niebuhr writes:

The significance of the Biblical interpretation
of conscience lies precisely in this, that a
universal human experience, the sense of being
commanded, placed under obligation and judged is
interpreted as a relation between (rod and man
in v&ich it is God who makes demands and judgments
upon man. buch an interpretation of a common
experience is not possible without the presupposi¬
tions of the Biblical faith. But once accepted
the assumption proves to be the only basis of a
correct analysis of ail the factors involved in the
experience; for it is a fact that -an is judged aid
yet there is no vantage point in his own life,
sufficiently transcendent, fruia vdiich the judgment
can tuKe place.*"

It is important for Niebuhr that we be aware that this

experience of judgment oy God is very real. Historically, the

counterpart of this sense of moral obligation is the covenant

between Gwd and the Israelites. Sin occurs, not as a consequence

of finitude, but as the consequence of Israel's failure to humbly

28. Ibid. I. p. 129. The principle here is that Biblical history
furnishes us with an interpretive key or idea for understanding
our personal ej$>erience. The validity of this particular key
rests on its capacity to give order to experience, to "make
3ense." "The final question about our existence is whether it
makes sense." Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Godly and the Ungodly, p.
123. Niebuhr cautions, however, that this basically rational
validation can only be a "limited one" within ths ambiguities
of human existence. Niebuhr, Reinhold. Faith and History.
London: Nisbet and Compapy Ltd., 1949* pp. 171-2. Gn the rela¬
tion between general ani historic revelation see also »^ebb,
C. C. J". Religious hxperlence. London: oxford University Press,
1945. PP. 32-33.
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29
obey God, Evil lies in the pretence of virtue axil knowledge

beyond the capacity of creatureliness and the grasping for a

security and a power beyond max.* s created potential, lau's sin

is his attempt, to be God,

Biblical faith takes such a serious view of sin that judg¬

ment beoomes the first category of interpretation. History

itself becomes the "revelation of the wrath of God upon the sinful
30

pride of man." To atop here, however, would be to leave the

revelation of Biblical faith inoomple te. History mould be

regarded as essentially tragic and mankind as essentially lost.

There is a further revelation, and this revelation is of the

mercy and forgiveness of God which was manifest in the life and

death of Christ.

In the life and death of Christ mercy and forgiveness are

so related to judgment and wrath that neither focus is obscured.

The distinction between good and evil is preserved; the sin of

29, "Prophetic relgidn attributes moral evil to an evil will
rather than to the limitations of natural man. The justifica¬
tion for such an emphasis lies in the fact that human reason
is actually able to envisage moral possibilities, more inclu¬
sive loyalties, and more adequate harmonies of impulse and
life in every instance of moral choice than these which are
actually chosen." Niebuhr, 1 einhold. An Interpretation of
Christian Ethics, p. £5.

30. Niebuhr, Reinhdd. The Nature and Destiny of Man. I. p. 14-1,
See the essay "As Deceivers Yet True," in Niebuhr's Beyond
Tragedy.
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man is not simply pushed out of sight and forgotten. This

revelation is that in Christ God has dealt with man's sin ty taking

it into himself and by overcoming in himself what can not be
31

overcame in human life. The augmentation of the revelation is

thus the reconciliation between God and man in spite of the fact

that man has been unable to break out of his circle of self-

glorification.

As this revelation comes through specific historic events,

it could never have been known if there were nothing more than

general revelation. The revelation of the mercy of Cod is the

distinctive and defining content of historic, special revelation.

This, then, is the foundation for Niebuhr* s understanding of

revelation. In the light of his view that man is transcendent

31. Xbid. I. 142. "It is God who suffers for man's iniquity, He
takes the sins of the world upon and into Himself. This is
to say that the contradictions of history are not resolved in
historyj but they are only ultimately resolved on the level
of the eternal and the divine." Ibid.II. p. 46. "First of all,
just what is the revelatory event fbr Niebuhr? Is it a whole
series of events in history; is it a complex of events
gathered around one person; or is there some one event which
is focal in the life of that person?,., the evidence is over¬
whelming that Niebuhr's principle preoccupation is with the
Crucifixion and that, while he discusses the Incarnation and
Resurrection and the Pentecost and the rarousia, his treatment
of these themes is negligible compared to his concern with the
cross of Chri3t." Fitch, Robert E. "Reinhold Niebuhr as
Prophet and As Philosopher of history," The Journal of Religion
Volume .vaaII Number 1 (January 1352), pp. .>1-52. dee also
the oomment of Hard and, Gordon. The Thought of Reinhold Niebuhr.
New Tors: Oxford University press, 1360. p. 19.
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and. requires a transcendent a> mole tion and in light of his theory

of history as requiring a centre of meaning beyond itself, we

have seen that for Niebuhr revelation is basically twofold.

Personal revelation is the presupposition of historical revelation

(although it also certifies the validity of historical revelation),

and historical revelation furnishes the key to personal revelation

and to huinan experience as a whole. *ith these principles in

mini we are now prepared to look with more detail into two sides of

his theology of revelation. Ae will loo<c first at the patterns

of revelatory experience, uyth, drama, dialogue, and faith, and

then at the result and meaning of revelatory experience.

Patterns of revelatory experience

• e have seen that Keinhoid niebuhr gives an important place

to the non-rational or supra-rationai in his understanding of his¬

tory. One of tne concepts whicn he uses for dealing with the

spura-rationai is the oonoept of the religious uyth, As Hans

Hofmann points out:

Myth provides him with a ley to the understanding
of history and society at precisely the point
where pure rationality loses its pertinence ani,
if it still persists, becomes absurd."'

52, tiofmann, Hans. The Theology of Reinhold Niebuhr. Translated
by Louise Fettibone Smith. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1556. p. 75.
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In An Interpretation of Christian Lthica Mebuhr explains

that the religious %th has the capacity to ueal v.ith the non-

rati^nai because it represents the "vertical" aspects of reality.

The classical iqyth refers to the transcendent source and end of

existence without abstracting it from existence."^ It "points

to the timeless in time, to the ideal in the actual, but does not

lift the temporal to the category of the eternal (as pantheism

does) nor dex\y the significant glimpses of the eternal and the

ideal in the temporal (as dualism does;."

Referring to the vertical, ayrth is a unique form of expres¬

sion *hich does not oome into conflict with the structure of

35
reason or the findings of science. In fact, it is myth alone

which is able to picture existence as meaningful when rational

categories of interpretation are discovered to be insufficient.

As myth cannot be reduced to the categories of reason, it,

likewise, cannot be reduced from supra-history to actual history.

This is not to s^ that myth is entirely disjoined from actual

history. Myth is the thought form which can hold the key for

the interpretation of history, and this has particularly been true

33. Niebuhr, Kienhold. *n Interpretation of Christian Ethics, p.32

34. Ibid, p. 80.

35. Ibid, pp. 20 ff.
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in Christianity. Hofmann speaks of the rela tion of the myth

and history in Christianity:

The Cross at the centre between creation and final
judgment is the place at which from either side
the purely mythological, supra-historical language
of the Bible is so immediately related to the
historical event - so clearly and intimately rela¬
ted that without the mythological expression the
historical event can no more be understood than
can its factual historical results.

It is at the Cross that myth and history are actually inseparable.

Mebuhr develops this relation of event and uyth further.

He says, "fte are deceivers, yet true when we affirm that Cod be-
38

came man to redeem the world from sin." Thus myth can be true

even though it is logically deceptive. This apparent paradox is

resolved when we realise that God uses a myth to reveal himself

even though the ayth itself cannot be thought of as logical truth.

In writing of the appropriateness of myth Niebuhr says:

The idea of grace can be stated adequately only
in mythical terms. In the mythos of Jesus the
holy God reveals his holiness in terms of mergy and
this merqy redeems the sinner. This redemption

36. "In Jesus' religio-poetic conceptions of life and the world
the impartiality of nature...is regarded as a revelation of
divine mercy.... The conception here is of a God who, in spite
of his transcendence, does not negate the forces of nature
but reveals himself in them." Niebuhr, Reinhwld. Refiections
on the and of An Nra. p. 282.

37. ifofaann, Hans. Op. cit. p. 74.

38. Niebuhr, Reinhuld. Beyond Tragedy. p. 13.
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means that the sinner knows himself to be in the
embrace of divine love in spite of h:s sin....
V.hen put in rational terms this experience means
that the man who is involved in the relativities
of the natural and historical process finds him¬
self nevertheless in contact with the final and
absolute life which is above the process.

Ifyth is thus the thought form in which God's word comes

to us. It is a language through which God speaks to us. The

truth which he gives ua is not the truth of objective proposition

but the truth of a living relationship between himself and man.

It is therefore legitimate that the revelatory significance of

the Cross be couched in iqythological expression.

The second thought form, or pattern of experience, used by

Niebuhr in this contest is a combination of dialogue and drama.

Niebuhr tells us that the self is engaged in a threefold dialogue,
40

the dialogue with oneself, with others, and with God. This

dialogue is basically possible, of course, because man is self-

transcendent. This existence in dialogue is no occasional natter

for us. Niebuhr describes it, "The self is engaged in perpetual

39« Niebuhr, keinhold. Reflections on the 2nd of An Era, p. 290.
See also Niebuhr, Reinhold. An Interpretation of Christian
Ethics, pp. 32 ff.; Niebuhr, Reinh old. Beyond Tragedy, pp.
7 ff. The question here which Niebuhr never satisfactorily
answers is the nature of mythological truth. It seems that
the iqyth concept is used to represent elements which are in
paradoxical relation, but it also seems that Niebuhr's
met.*physical view demanus the use of iqyth. The basic question,
perhaps, is whether his metaphysics actually represents
Biblical thought.

40. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Self and the Dramas of riistory, pp. 23 ff.,
42 ff., 73 ff.
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dialogue with other wives in which its dependence upon others

beoomes apparent but which also proves its independence over all

41
rela tionships. "

It is in the pe rpetual combination of rela tedness and inde¬

pendence that Hie self finds the necessary conditions of self-

fulfilment. The self faces the other selves as an impenetrable

aysteiy, yet the life of the self can never be fulfilled until

one is drawn out of himself and into the life of another. In

this kind of relatedness there are nu spatial or temporal limits.

Niebuhr declares that "Some of the significant dialogues are

carried out with heroes of the past or with a ueceased parent ot
42

absent lover." Memories are somehow able to furnish the

material for this sort of historical exchange.

However, the relation between man and God can be conceived

as a dialogue only in an historical religion. The reason for

this limitation lies in the nature of dialogue ana its relation

to arama. In a very reveaLing sentence Miebuhr says, "The

dialogues, in which the self is involved, are transmuted into
43

dramas whenever they precipitate action." It is only in

41. Ibid, p. 42.

42. Ibid, p.45.

43. Ibid, p. 56.
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Christianity or Judaism that fhith sees a dialogue taking place

between God and man in historical events. In Faith and History

Niebuhr says:

History is conceived meaningfully as a drama and
not as a pattern of necessary relationships which
oould be charted scientifically. The clue to the
meaning of the drama is in the whole series of
revelatory events, God's 'mighty acts,* culminating
in the climax of revelation in the life, death,
and resurrection of Christ. In these might/acts
the Hystericus design of the sovereignty ^frtich
controls historical destiny is clarified.

The result of this dialogue through history between God and

man is the conviction of man for claiming more than is rightfully

his as creature. This is only the first result of the dialogue,

however. There is also the discovery that in the drama of

Christ*s life God both Judges man and takes his Justice upon him¬

self. This, then, the culminating result of the Biblical drama,

l*U, Niebuhr, Reinhuld. Faith and History, p. 30. There is a
degree of vagueness in Niebuhr's use of and distinction between
oyth and drama. Paul Lehmann has written, "It is not always
clear from the use of this method whether qyth is restricted
to a method of interpretation merely or whether it is also a
category of interpretation; whether •myth' and 'symbol' are
interchangeable or differentiable terms; and perhaps most
important, whether 'myth' expresses a precise or a loose re¬
lation between *idea' and 'occunKnce,* 'meaning( arai 'fact/
'knowledge' and 'reality.' Lehmann, Paul. "The Christology of
Reinhold Niebuhr," Reinhold Niebuhr. His Religious, Social.
and Political Thought. Edited by *"• Kegley and R. W.
Bretall. New York: The Uacmillan Company, 1936* P* 267.
"Niebuhr refers to the Cross both as an event and as a 'symbol.'
The word symbol and the word ayth are sometimes used by him
together and sometimes interchangeably." Bingham, June.
Courage to Change. New York: Charles bcribner's Sons, 1961.
p. 40.
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45
is that "God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself."

Therefore the dialogue and the drama are seen by Niebuhr as

related forms through which we know God revealing himself and

reconciling the world to himself.

The cognisance by modern man of the appropriate thought

forms of revelation is not in itself the path to God. A

peculiar response to the revelation is required which Niebuhr has

described the Biblioal word "faith." Heveiation, as God's

self disclosure, is not completed until man responds to God in

faith. as Niebuhr writes, "The correlate of revelation is faith.

The mutual relation between the two is so close that revelation

cannot be completed without faith.

There are two elements here which are important to Niebuhr.

First, faith is never simply a confident attitude or a trust in

fate. Faith is a response which is reiated to specific historic

events, even though this relation is somewhat hazy. Niebuhr

gives the impression that the relation is tfcit of faith apprehend¬

ing something in these events. In The Nature and Destiny of &an

he writes:

45. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Self ani the bramag of History, p. 77.
3e« also Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of Man.
II. p. U6.

46. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of Man. II. p. 52.
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It is by the contemplation of the whole of this
history in terms of expectation and fulfilment
that Christian faith arrives at the confession,
•Surely this was the Son of God.'

In Christian Realism and i-Qlitical Problems he says:

These historic events come to the believer as

given. They can be appropriated only by faith,
that is, existentially rather than speculatively,
because the recognition of their truth requires
a repentant attitude towards faisg completions of
life from the human standpoint.

And in Faith and riiatory we have:

In this double facet of the agape of Christ is
the point where a story in history becomes some¬
thing more. It is recognised by the eyes of faith
as the point vfcere the heavens are opened and the
divine mystery is disclosed and the love of God
towards man shines down upon him; and man is no
longer afraid, even though teqknows himself to be
involved In the crucifixion.

3o far the dynamic of faith appears to be a relation of man to

God through these events of history.

The ambiguity occurs vhere Niebuhr writes of the second

element, the miraculous nature of faith. In discussing the

phenomenology or subjective aspect of faith, he puts the histori-

47. Ibid. II. p. 53.

48. Mebuhr, Keinhoid. Christian Realism and Political Problems,
pp. 188-189.

49. Niebuhr, Heinhold. Faith and History, p. 162.
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cai aside and discusses the dynamic in terms of an existential

dialectic. The direct apprehension in historic events dis¬

appears, and, in place of it, faith is related to the events

only as they offer a symbolic description of the existential

experience.

The real miracle of the Gospel is not to be found in such

occurrences as the virgin birth but in this response of faith.

"It is the miracle of recognising the triumph of God's
50

sovereignty in what seem to be very ambiguous facts of history."

The description of this recognition, however, is the description

of an independent (although parallel,; experience.

The climax of the crucifixion and resurrection thus
becomes not merely the culmination of the whole
series of revelations but the pattern of all ai b-
sequent confrontations between God and man. They
must contain the crucifixion of seif-abandoument
and the resurrection of self-recovery . «ien must
die to sin with Christ and arise with him to newness

of life.5

50. Ibid, p. 167.

51. Ibid, pp. 167-6. "It is neoessazy therefore to qpply the
3iblical doctrine to the facts of experience in order to
establish its relevance. This can be done most conveniently
in terms of the application of a very comprehensive and pro¬
found xauline text to the moral and spiritual experience of
men: *1 am crucified with ChriBt: nevertheless I live; yet
not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now live
in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God who loved me,
and gave himself for me.* ' Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Mature and
PeBtiny of Man. II. p. 107. (See the outline of the experience
following Galatians 2:2 at pp. 108 ff.).
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In these quotations we oan see the direction of Niebuhr's

thought and the ambiguity he 3e aves with us. Faith is related

to the historic events and is concerned with the apprehension

of (rod's purposes in them. Subjectively, however, one is re¬

lated to the events only as they provide the pattern of an

existential confrontation. The question of the apprehension ^nd

"the miracle of recognising the triumph of God's sovereignty*

remains unanswered.

Thus, when the actual relation of faith to history is

spelled out, it appears as though the miracle is the following

of a pattern of existential experience. One has the experience

of encounter and then finds that the Biblical symbolism provides

the key for interpreting the encounter. How is it that one

turns to the Biblical qymbolism and accepts it? The only answer

is that the application of this symbolism "makes sense" of the

experience. At rook bottom, then, the apprehension of God's pur¬

poses in the historic events is the fruit of the rational

application of the Biblical symbolism. It is through reason

that we apprehend the meaningful connection of Biblical symbolism

and existential experience. At this point one begins to ask

what has happened to Niebuhr's requireaunt of an epiatemology

of revelation.
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The results of revelation

Jven though Niebuhr's discussion of the relation of

revelation and faith is incomplete, his discussion of the results

of revelation is worked out quite extensively. In fact, most

of Niebuhr's theology of revelation is concerned with the impli¬

cation and meaning of revelation. Niebuhr is at his best when

he is describing life as it is illumined by the Christian faith.

In one telling passage Niebuhr indicates the transformation of

knowledge whioh results from revelation: it completes incomplete

knowledge; it clarifies obscurities and contradictions in

history; and it corrects false interpretations of the meaning of
52

life. oociai life is understood in a new way, with a new

norm, a new ethic, and a new framework of compre(tension.

The soteriological results of revelation are unierstood as

the fulfilment of life try love of God and neighbour. Niebuhr

writes:

The assertion of Christian faith is that the

knowledge of God through the crucified Christ
is both 'widdom' and 'power,' both 'grace'
and 'truth;' which is to say that not only
are life and history now fully known by having
found their true end and meaning beyond them¬
selves but they are also completed and ful¬
filled. W

52. Niebuhr, Beinhold. The Nature and Destiny of Man, U. p. 67.

53. Ibid. II. p. 56.
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In developing his description of the existential dialectic
54

Niebuhr has three steps The first is characterised by "I am

crucified with Christ," the assertion that the sinful, self-

centered self is shattered and destroyed. The second is charac¬

terised by "nevertheless I live." This is where the Christian

experiences new selfhood and a new life. The new self comes

to life when the old self is invaded and reconstructed by the

Holy Spirit. The third step is characterised by "yet not I;

but Christ liveth in me." This phase includes the double exper¬

ience of graces grace as the miraculous infusion of releasing,

transforming power and grace as the forgiveness of sins. This

duality is necessary because the new life given in Christ is not

given as an achieved reality. Even in the nighest reaches of

the new life some contradiction still remains between human self-

will and the divine purpose.

Thus the results of revelation centre around the transforma-

54. Ibid. II. 108 ff. This should not be understood in terms of
"statical union." Niebuhr emphasis that Biblical religion is
different from mysticism in that it is concerned with the
unveiling of God's purpose and will. Ibid. I. p. 126. See
also Niebuhr, Reinhold. beyond Tragedy, p. 189 *ad Niebuhr,
Keinhold. The Children of Light and tne Children of Caricneas.
p. 107. However, Niebuhr does not r*an to deny the
experiential side to the Christian faith which he has descri¬
bed in this section. See Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and
Pestiny of Man. II. pp. 115 ff. and Kiebuhr, Reinhold. The
Godly and the Ungodly, p. 145.
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tion of the life of man even aa he lives within history. Man

knows himself to be new and sees all reality from the new per¬

spective given in the revelation of the divine purpose in Christ.

At the same time man must always be repentant, for his final
55

transformation is always incomplete within history.

With our summary of Niebuhr's understanding of the results

of revelation we are prepared to turn now to our evaluation of

his thought. Before doing this, however, it may be helpful to

recall the path we have followed. We have examined Niebuhr's

views that man requires a transcenient completion and that history

requires a centre of meaning beyond itself. With this foundation

we looked at the twofold nature of revelation, personal and

historical, and. then at the patterns or language of revelation,

myth, drama, dialogue, and faith. We concluded with the thought

that although revelation results in the transformation of man,

this transformation is never complete within history.

55. Niebuhr sees repentance as both the entrance point into the
kingdom of God and aa a result of the encounter with the grace
of God. dsoognising that this is logically ambiguous, he
observes that because the old self is shattered "it is not

possible to give a fully logical or exactly chronological
account of the relation of faith to repentance, or the appre¬
hension of truth which is beyond our comprehension to the
shattering of the self by a power from beyond ourself."
Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and bestiny of Man. II. p. 100
See also I, pp. 255 ff.
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Evaluation and panelus ion

We find much for which we are thankful in Niebuhr's theology.

Among a people who were inclined either to take the Biblical

language as literally true or to dismiss it as meaningless,

Niebuhr read it as aythopoetio. tie turned to contemporary

thought forms to express the Biblical message. anotner impor¬

tant contribution lies in Nieouhr's emphasis on t-.*e obeaience

demanded by the Gospel and the repentance required of those who

consider themselves to be Christian. In this Niebuhr emphasised

the existential aspect of the Christian life and reopened doors

which had become closed in religious experience. Further,

Niebuhr recovered the prophetic awareness of the holiness and

authority of God, interpreting in his own way this motif of

Continental neo-orthodoxy.

In. his epistemology Niebuhr emphasised another aspect of

Biblical thought whioh had been neglected. This is the

essentially transforming nature of revelation which idealism had

obscured. Aiy theology which seeks to preserve the Biblical

understanding of the work of the Holy Spirit will have to wa.ee

room for the transforming results of revelation. In spite of

these enlightening contributions, the question which remains is:

how far diu. Niebuhr actually escape from the idealism he deplored

ana how indebted is his epistautology to this iaealisurf There
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are several factors »hich lead us to think that Niebuhr did

not escape far enough.

In our analysis let us begin with Niebuhr's discussion of

the nature of man. Niebuhr believes that man is "spirit,"

meaning that he is able to make himself his own object of know¬

ledge and that he possesses the ability for "free self-

determination." Man is spirit because he is transcendent of

himself and of nature. Therefore, "spirit" is basically the

term representing man's ability to know and to choose. Niebuhr

carries this further, however, and turns this into a character¬

istic of man's metapfysical status. Because man is transcendent

he is different from all other creatures and requires a unique

completion by God, who is transcendent. Transcendence is thus

the metaptyaical characteristic held in common by God and man and

the basis on nhich man is able to be "compie ted" by God. Although

Niebuhr recognises that man is unable to secure this completion

without the initiative of God, the outcome of his thought is that

man needs God and is able to know God because he is essentially

like God (transcendent).^ On the other hand, the thrust of

the Biblical position is that although man may have unique capa-

56. ''or a recent development on a very similar principle, see
Come, Arnold B. duman Spirit and Holy Spirit. Philadelphia:
.Yeetrainster Press, 1959*
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cities for knowledge. These capacities are not the most

important factors in his relationship with God. Fellowship with

God is recognised in the Bible as a priviledge, but it is not

a privilege based on aetaptysisal ooiaoJe tion.

Another point at which we find an idealistic element

colouring Niebuhr's thought is his understanding of history and

of historic revelation. Niebuhr has told us that Christianity

and Judaism are unique in that they understand revelation as

occurring through history. When he explains what this means,

however, we see that history only provides us with certain

ideas. History is the medium for the communication of certain

eternal truths. The historic events provide counterparts to

general experience, and their significance is that they give us

interpretive knowledge. nven the event of Christ is paralleled

by some other reality in experience:

While Christians rightly believe that all truth
necessary for such a spiritual experience is
mediated through the revelation in Christ, they
must guard against the assumption that only those
who know Christ 'after the flesh,' that is, in
the actual historical revelation, .'ire capable of
such a conversion. A 'hidden Christf operates in
history*"'

57. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and destiny of »ian, II. p. 109.
Niebuhr is not without historical precedent here. It should be
recognised that Justin Martyr held a similar view in the
second century. See Justin's II ApoloQ' C. 10. (Otto, loann,
Carol. Theod. b. Justini i-hilosophi et Martyris Opera. Tonii I.
Ienae: f*ostat Apud Frider. Mauke, 18R7, pp. 192 ff.)
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This is a strangely idealistic interpretation of historical

revelation. Revelation is the disclosure of ideas, albeit

through the medium of a particularly small segment of history.

J. M. Locliman writes:

Wuite obviously Niebuhr'a Jesus is 'the idea of
a divine ideal' and a symbol of a general anth¬
ropological and even oosrnic situation, not a real
revelation, a concrete, unique revelation andr...
restoration of the nature and destizy of aan.

We have already noticed that there is an ambiguity in Niebuhr'a

description of the miracle of l'aith, and that the miracle, if it

still remains, is in a general experience rather than the reasoned

apprehension. The apprehension in faith is the logical acceptance

of certain ideas as containing the most cogent account of a

59
iiysterious experience. ' In Niebuhr's use of myth and drama

56. Lochman, J. M. "The Problem of Realism in Niebuhr's
OhristologyScottish Journal of Theology, Volume XI (1958),
p. 255.

59. Robert i£. Pitch's discussion of Niebuhr's epistcmology suggests
that Niebuhr may have more empiricism in his methodology than
he has realised. See Pitch, Robert. "Reinhold Niebuhr As
Prophet and Philosopher," pp. 37 ff. "He has always been
critical of rationalistic schemes of meaning, but this has been
in the interests of a broad empiricism by which he kept
himself open to the realities neglected by such schemes,"
Bennett, John C. "Reinhold Niebuhr's Contribution to Christian
Social Ethics." In his commentary Harland fails to take
account of Niebuhr's basic dependence upon logical coherence.
See Harland, Gordon. The Thought of Relnhold Niebuhr. pp. i23
f. He does sfy, however, "It must be acknowledged that
discerning and sympathetic critics seem to agree that the most
obvio'iS and serious defect in Niebuhr's apologetic lies right
at this point, in am inadequate understanding of the Church
or, what is intimately related, in his defective doctrine of
the Holy Spirit." Ibid, p. 150. oee also Gill's analysis of the
ambiguity in Niebuhr*s use of reason. Gill, Jerry H. "Reinhold
Niebuhr and Apologetics," Theology Today, Volume XVII Number 2
(July 1960), pp. 201 ff.
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there is another hint of his idealistic tent.

In Niebuhr's structure, revelation is the provision of in¬

terpreting information from a source beyond history. Since reason

is peculiar to the realm of history, the information 'riiicd ouobs

from beyond a^st be in a form which transcends reason. Therefore

the ayth and the drama are appropriate forms. The key here is

that even though it is in the form of oyth, this is the kind of

information which is verified by logical coherence. It is

information representing "a complete order of necessary truth

ana reality#"^' even though it is expressed in uyth for the sake

of man.

Relying upon revelation in the form of ayth and drama, Niebuhr

should have to deal with the problem of the interpretation of the

ay th-knowledge. If reVelation is in the form of myth-knowledge

from bey-nd, how are we to put it into rational form? And how
61

do we choose a ong the various interpretations? This unsolved

60. Thomas English Hill in a description of ?• ii. Bradley,
Bosenquet, and Royce. See Hill, Thomas English. Contemporary
Theories of Knowledge. New Vor.:J The Ronald Press Company,
1961, p. 8.

61. See Hepburn's criticism of Niebuhr for his failure to meet
this problem, riepbum, Ronald. Christianity and .aradox.
Condon: v-.atts, 1936. p. 102. See also the similar criticism
of Torrance's position in Torrance, T. F. "Faith and
Philosophy," The Hib >ert Journal. Volume aLVII (1949) by
Frederic.* Ferrfe in his uanruage, Logic and God. New Yorki
Harper and Brothers, 1961. pp. 91 ff. Although Niebuhr takes a
step toward the extreme position of Torrance his basic reliance
on coherence does not permit him to go as far.
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problem is related to Niebuhr*s tendency to dissolve doctrinal

problems by substituting descriptions of reia ted subjective

experience. In dealing with the Incarnation, Niebuhr says that

its content is the Atonement, and the ntoneoent is expressed
62

ty the existential dynamic.

The relation of q/th and drama to history is the most un¬

satisfactory of all. The alleged purpose of myth is to express

the meaning of certain historic events. The source of meaning

in this use of %th, however, becomes separated from the historic

events and is found to reside in the supra-rationai. myth content.

In Faith and History Niebuhr observes that the Gospel writers were

influenced in their telling of the narratives by the revelatory

dimensions of the drama, and, therefore, it is likely that the

factual details were altered to exhibit the revelatory aepth.

The story of the empty tomb might have been developed to augment

the description of the sense of communion with the risen Christ.

"The story of t>iis triumph over death is thus shrouded in a mystery

which places it in a different order of history than that of the

crucifixion."^ Our concern here is for what kind of history is

actually being described.

62. Niebuhr, Reinhold. The Nature and Destiny of ten. II. p. 55.

6.3. Niebuhr, Reinhold. Faith and History. p. 166.
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The suspicion develops in the reader's mind that in

exchange for actual history we are offered no history at all.

It appears as though Niebuhr has tried to avoid the liberal

error of worshipping history and has avoided history as well.

In an attempt to avoid "the 'historic Jesus' who 'incarnates

values worthy of our highest devotion,"' history is passed by,

and in place of significant events we are offered the signifi-
64

cant experiences of the early church. In place of a history

of events we are given a history of existential experience,

described in uythical form.^ It is as if Niebuhr has depended

upon myth and drama to give the neaning which orthodoxy mistook

to be immanent in doctrine and liberalism mistook to be immanent

in history.

In the preceding gages we have traced an idealistic

influence in Mebuhr's thought. It reaches from his metaptysi-

cal view of man to his interpretation of iqyth. <te have also

seen that this understanding is at variance with the Hebraic con¬

cept of historical revelation. In place of revelation through

the action of God in transforming historic circumstance% we are

64. Niebuhr, Keinhold. The Nature anu destiny of Man. I. p. 145.

65. Carnell criticises Niebuhr for a precarious reliance upon a
"feeling" epistemology. Caraeil, ndward John. The Theology of
Aeinhoid niebuhr. Grand Rapids, Michigan; Eerdman's rubliahing
Company, 1951. p. 195.
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given revelation as a communication of eternally valid truth.

And, in the last analysis, this "truth" is accepted because it

is empirically recognised as Hatching our experience.

The dilemma Niebuhr Is aves us in is that while we now know

of the possibility of an experience of new life, we are not to

ask why or how this experience is possible. The only answer

to such questions is that God has provided this experience and

that he has done something inJesua to explain it. But, then

we must not ask too maqy questions about how it is explained

either. The only answer to these questions is that we have a

onthological parallel in the events of Jesus* life. At this

point we are approaching an interpretation as prone to specula¬

tion as were the allegorical accounts of the early centuries; the

historical events providing symbols for subjective experience.

Niebukr takes us into this dilemma because he is attempting

to bridge the gap between the perceptive power of man and what

he conceives as the truth of the Christian Gospel. With his

idealistic, "thing in itself" understanding of ultimate truth, he

realises that in the limits of history man cannot grasp this

truth in rational form. The way out of this "paradox" is through

the supra-rational forms of iqyth and drama, which can be adapted

t* give us the eternal truth within the boundaries of the historic
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process. Thus qpth, drama, and dialogue become the a ana for

delivering the eternal truth to the mind of man.

Niebuhr has provided the f rotestant world with a very pro¬

found recovery of many of the basic elements of Biblical thought,

tie has even taken us a step toward the recovery of the trans¬

forming work of the Spirit in revelation. Ae cannot help but

think that Miebuhr would have taken us further if he had not been

so loyal to an idealistic understanding of truth and to a basic¬

ally Kantian division between the eternal and the realm of

reason. The Reformed principle of the witness of the Holy Spirit

is neither adopted nor transformed. It is, rather, ignored.

Tillich was right when he said that Niebuhr does not really deal

with epistemology and that he begins knowing. However, we do

not mean t*> chastise him for that "division of labour." He has

given us much, and there is a great deal in his thought for

which we are grateful. It would not do to dwell too long on the

short comings of this area which is not his central concern.



CHAPTER V

TiiE INNER WITNESS OP THE HOLY SPIRIT AND
THE METAPHYSICS OP PROCESS

General Background

In the ]ast one hundred years there has gradually been

introduced into modern thought a way of seeing the world which

is as revolutionary as was the Copernican revolution in the

sixteenth century. This revolution has been caused by the

breakdown of the Newtonian oosaological structure of related

but unchanged particles. In place of the Newtonian construction,

we have seen the development of the field theory in plysics and

of convergent views in psychology, biology , philos>ply, and art.

In the breakdown of the Newtonian plysics James Clark. Maxwell

(1831-1879) was the instrumental figure, but he was soon followed

by Max Planck, Einstein, and others.1

1. Emile Caillet writes of Maxwell, "Por the Newtonian view of
widely separated events in terms of mass or aibstance, distance,
time, and spaoe, he substituted the notions of a field where
electric and magnetic phenomena could be described in accordance
with the laws of conservation of energy." Csillet, Emile.
The Christian approach to Culture, New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press, 1953. p. 173. See Kddington, a.5. The Nature of the
hysical ftorld. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1928:

Jeans, James. The New Backpro rncL of Science. Cambridge. Cambridge
University Press, 1933.

219
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Occurring at the same time as the revolution in ptysios

was the appearance of the Gestalt school and the psychoanalytic

school in psychology, the new understanding of the influence of

the environment in biology, and the oonfusion of subject and

object in art and literature. In philosophy reality became

identical with the world of experience, and the scientific,

analytic method became the tool. In describing this situation

Wieman and Meland have written:

These revolutionary developments in physics have
led to radical changes in our concept of funda¬
mental reality. The static concepts of the
mechanistic outlook have been displaced by opera¬
tional concepts. Matter, once thought to consist
of infinitely small, solid particles has come to
be described by the new physics in terms of wave
particles. The atom is a merry-go-round of
electrons, moving within a field distinctive to
their level of activity. Accordingly the physical
world described by Eddington, Jeans, and Millikan
is a world of process, a vast complex of related
behaviour. This concept of activities within a
field has had development also in modern psychology
in the concept of the gestalt or the pattern and to
a less extent in modern biology in the new concep¬
tion of environment.

Meland has added to this that out of "this convergence of organis-

mic thinking has developed a concept that has become the key¬

word of the new idealism, emergence."''

2. y.ieman, H. N, and Meland, B. E. American Philosophies of rtelig-
ion. Chicago: hillett, Clar*., and Co., 1936. p. 212.

3. Ibid, p. 49.
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There have been many attempts in the United States to re-

la te this new knowledge to the more traditional views of man's

relation to God. In this study we will consider two of these

attempts and refer to a third, the metaphysical reconstruction of

Charles ilartshorne. The two theologians which we have chosen
i

for our study are Nels P. 3. Perre and Henry Kelson iieman. We

have ohosen them because each has net three conditions which we

felt to be important: each has tried to reconstruct theology in

the light of the philosophy of prooess; each has dealt with the

problem of revelation and the Holy Spirit ana each has been widely

influential. Ferrfc has been influential through his wide con¬

tact with laymen and parish ministers and through his prolific

writings. Ferrfe is one of the most widely known American theolo¬

gians. Wieiuan has been influential through his academic position

at the University of Chicago and also through his boo&s and

articles. Along with Bernard Meland, he represents the liberal,

neo-naturalist movement in America. Wieman's influence is

particula. rly strong among university teachers of philosopty and

religion and among those generally who have become dissatisfied

with the post-Reformation proteatant scholasticism.

Hartshorne has followed Whitehead and C. 3, Pierce in the

development of a metaphysical scheme which is inclusive of all

reality. While his position is significant in the development of
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a theism based, on the concept of process, it is largely devoted

to a problem which is different from ours. Rather than deal

with the theology of revelation, Hartshorne proceeds to his

raetaptysical position by a reconstruction of the ontological
5

argument. It could well be argued that he ha3 an implicit

doctrine of revelation but this would be to treat his position

unfairly, as he is not really concerned with this problem.

Hartshorne* s direct relevance for our study is in conjunction

with the position of Nels Perrft. Perrfc refers to Hartshorne

often and has been significantly influenced by him. One is

frequently able to see the influence of both Whitehead and Hart¬

shorne lyir^ beneath Perry's doctrinal positions.^

4. On the Continent the man who has been recognised for a similar
interest in science is Karl Heim. See Heim, Karl. The
Transformation of the scientific World View. Translated by
W. A. Whitehouse. Lo. don: S.C.:<S. Press Ltd., 1953.

5. See Williams, Daniel Day. Interpreting, Theology 1918-1952.
London: S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1953. p. 52.

6. Ferrfc, Hartshorne, and Aieman have ail been profoundly in¬
fluenced by Whitehead. Daniel Day Williams' essay "Deity,
iionarcty, and Metaptysics: Whitehead's Critique of the Theo¬
logical Tradition" found in The Relevance of Whitehead edited
by Ivor Leclerc. .uondon: George .vllen and Unwin otd., 1961.
provides an explanation of Whitehead's conception of the
theological problem, and this in turn shows the concern of
Ferrfe and Kieuan for a reinterpretation of the doctrine of
God. another source in which one can see this same concern

developing is found in the writings by Shailer Matthews. See
particularly The «.ton&..ent and the Social Process. Rew loTh.:
The Macmiluan Co., 1930. pp. 187 ff»
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Introduction

In examining the theology of Nels Perrfc, we turn to one of

the most lively and interesting developments of the twentieth

century. With Perrfc we see neither an undue influence by a

predecessor or teacher nor an outstanding mar* of membership

in one theological school. Instead, we see the extraordinary

effort of one man to ta*e all current thought into account and

to integrate the contributions of pi rtioular worth into his

unuerstanding of "da ssical Christianity."^ Thus, we find con¬

tributions from the Christology of Karl Barth, the metaphysics

of Hartshorne and Whitehead, and the studies in agajje by Anders

Ifygren.

Perrt's very effort of bringing these ideas together is

amazing. What is even more amazing is the theological system

which he develops frum them when he combines his own penetrating

insights with them. Although Perrfc's system is very unique it

offers a quite interesting parallel not only to the theology of

Wieman but to the theology of Paul Tillioh. Tillich accepts

7. Por Ferrfe's use of this phrase see Perrfc, Nels. Searchlights
on Contemporary Theology. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1961.
pp. 79 ff.
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being as the cfynamic, ultimate reality arai develops a metaptysics

and an epistemology frwin that basis* Ferrfc accepts Agape as

the dynamic, ultimate reality and develops his metaptysica and

episteaology out of the basis of Agape.

Tn certain respects, Ferrft reminds us of the lite John

Baillie. One of these is his proficienqy in both the popular

and the more scholarly interpretations of theological doctrine.

Perhaps more than any other American theologian, Perrft has main¬

tained contact with laymen and pastors. Out of his many appear¬

ances at pastors' institutes and lay conferences has come a
ft

large body of popplarly presented material. In our effort to

evaluate Perrfe's own theological position much of this popular

material will be without direct value. It adds little additional

information to the doctrinal discussion, and the points that are

made in it are quite heavily dependent upon the more scholarly

material for doctrinal substantiation. Therefore, in our approach

to Ferrt we will limit ourselves to the larger works which he

himself regards as definitive.

Our study of Perry's theology is divided into three parts.

First, we will examine Ferrfe's doctrine of God, with special

8. A list of these is found in Appendix A.
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consideration of his Christology and his doctrine of the Holy

Spirit. Second, we will examine the epistemological position

which Perrfe suggests and the reJa tion between his doctrine of

God and his epistemology• Our third part will be the conclusion

drawn f rorn Perrfe' a contribution to the problem of the inner

witness of the Holy Spirit.

Doctrine of God

In a recent essay on Whitehead, Charles Hartshorne acknow¬

ledges that Whitehead clarified certain ideas for him which he
9

had already conceived. Included within these are the basic

ooncepts of reality as process rather than substance and of

reality as creative becoming rather than being. He also inclu¬

des within this group the idea of a supreme all-inclusive mind

which grows itself and which includes that which we describe as

creation.10

As a corollary to these doa trine a clarified by Whitehead,

Hartshorne also believes that this all-inclusive process is God

9. Hartshome, Charles. "Whitehead and Contem^oraiy Philosophy"
in The Relevance of Whitehead, edited by Ivor ^eclerc. uondon:
George Allen and UnwLn, Ltd., 1961.

10. riartshorne has disagreed with Whitehead on the question of
the identity of the all-inclusive process, dee Hartehome,
Charles. "Whitehead on Process: A Reply to Professor Esliok"
in irhilosojjhy and Phcnomcnolo&ical Researca. Vol. XVlll. p. 520.
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and that God therefore includes within himself what evil there

is. Thus Gyd can even include within himself that which may be

in contradiction with process. To the question as to whether

God is best defined as the absolute rather than the relative,

xiartshorne declares that God is best defined a9 both.He is

absolute in so me respects but relative in others. riartsh-rne

has said that it is particularly important that God be relative,

for if he y/ere not relative in some sense, that which we are

and do would make no difference to him and have no effect on

him. Whether we lived or died or suffered would make no

difference to God. On the other hand, if the conditions of man

do matter to God he is not impassible and must be relative in

some respects. A final note to our observations on Hartshome

is that with him there is no dualism separating man and God.
12

There is no onto logical discontinuity.

It is within the ideological framework of Whitehead and,

11. See Harts borne, Charles, The Divine Kelativity. New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1948. Also Hartdiorne, Charles.
Reality As bocial Process, pp. 601 ff. Glencw, Illinois:
The Free Press, 1953. and 'iartshorne, Charles. "The Formal
Validity and Real Significance of the Onto logical Argument"
in The Philosophical Review. Vol. AUl (Way 1944)

12. ii&rtehome defines this position as panentheism. dee Phil¬
osophers opeau of God, edited by Charles n&rtahome and
Viilliam L. Reese. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1953. p. 505. See also liartahorne, Charles. Man's Vision of
God. Chicago: Willett, Clark, & Compare, 1941, pp. 348 ff.
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particularly, of Hartshorns that we must see Ferrfc's construc¬

tion of the doctrine of God. Ferrfe is quite concerned to

understand Christianity in the light of this new philosophical

perspective, and he accepts the concent of process as basic.

The implicit step in this procedure is the adoption of scienti¬

fic terminology for the theological enterprise.1-^ Unlike

Hartshorne, Ferrb distinguishes between the process of which man

is a part and the process who is God. Ferrfc holds that the

divine is process but a distinctive process. It is tha nature

of the divine that he cannot be defined by any c oncept other

than the New Testament concept of unselfish, self-giving love,

Agape. Because Agape is self-directed, concerned energy and

wishes to share himself, he creates the world and all the crea¬

tures in it.

The creation of the world is not what we might call an

expansion of the divine becoming, for when the world is created

it is given a measure of self-existence. It is created so

13. In The Christian Approach to Culture. Emile Caillet speaks
of the adoption of this new world view; "Hartshorne may very
well prove to have provided for theological thought in our
time the equivalent of the Flanok - Einsteinian revolution in
physics." p. 246. FerrA denies that he begins with abstract,
mathematical categories, but I think that we can assume that
he would not have developed a process theology without their
influence, bee Ferrfe, Nels. "Review of The divine relativity
by Charles Uartshorne" in The Journal of Religion. Vol.
No. 4., pp. >04-305.
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that it has a certain independence of being. This discontin¬

uity between God and man does not mean that God is absent from

the world; it simply means that God is essentially distinct

from the world even when he is present in it.

Xven though there is a distinction between God and his

creation, Perrft maintains that when God "externalises" his energy

in creation he is actually growing. He is becoming. Ferrfe

draws a thin line here by saying that God does not became in his

essential nature but in his relationships. PerrA develops this

try saying that the essential nature of God does not become but

that it is in fact the reason fur God's becoming. God becomes

because he is love and it is the nature of love to become.

Ferrfc puts this, "To love is to be by becoming."1^" The essence

of Perrfc's point here is that he agrees with rtart£\orae that God

is changeable and resolves the paradox of God's changeability

and his self-identity by saying that throughout all of the change

certain essential aspects of God's nature remain unchanged.

These aspects are God's eternal passivity and purpose. These

aspects remain unchanged while the "content of God's personality"

changes with and is dependent upon his "shifting and selective
15

consciousness." Ferrft writes:

14. ?err4, Nels. The Christian Understanding Of God. London: S.C.M.
press, 195*. p. 26.

15. Ibid, pp. 49-50.
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God can change tlia mini in the sense that as
historic choices divert 11is planned routes,
God can taxe new paths to reach His eventual
goal, hhile His character is Constant, His **

consciousness is Highly selective and flexible.

"Ultimate passivity" is God's capacity to create man while

both granting him a real freedom and sustaining a relationship

with him. It is this peculiar ability which enables God

both to grow and to remain the same. As God creates and re¬

creates he grows through his changing relations with the distinct

creation, though he remains essentially the same, Agape.

The logical result of this position is that God both has and has

not self-existence. In so far as God is dependent upon the

existence and free ahoice of man for the content of his person¬

ality he is not self-existent. In so far as God's essential

nature does not change, he is self-existent.

In a manner which is somewhat similar tw man's existence

within the all-containing Agape. evil exists not as a dualistic

power independent of God' a purposes but as a pedagogical function¬

ary within the purposes of God. Its existence is neither

eternal nor independent. It was created by God for the purpose

16. Ibid. p. 50.

17. Ibid, p. 52. To see how Hartshorne's position forms background
for this see Hartshorne, Charles. "Theological Values in
Contemporary Metaphysics" in The Journal of debgion. Vol.XXXVI
(July 191*6) p. 163.
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of serving the relation between man and God, and it is one of

God'8 ways of dealing with man which has as its final end Agape.

It, as all creation, exists within the distinct yet inoompassing

divine Agape.

Ferrfe completes his definition of God as Agape by saying

that God cannot be adequately described in the terminology of

science and philosopty because he is personal. He supports this

concept of the nature of God by logical argument and definition

rather than ty existential relationship. The logic is that since

God is ..gape he is Spirit, and since God is Spirit he is personal,

for the personal categories are the only ones suited for Spirit.

He concludes by saying that it is within the context of the

personal Spirit who is Agape that the philosophic categories of
19

being and becoming can be seen.

ChriBtology

In turning to the Christological part of Ferrfc's doctrine

of God, we seem to leave behind the area where Ferrfc's concern

for process terminology is so apparent. Here, it is mainly

limited to his disaassion of the Incarnation. Ferrt's Christo-

18. See Ferrft, hels. Ivil and the Christian Faith. New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1947* PP* 49 ff.

19. Ferrft, Nels. The Christian Understanding of Cod, pp. 29-31.
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logy can be divided into four parts, each of which is in accord

with a motif that he develops and discusses at length. There¬

fore we will follow Ferrfc's analysis, considering first Jesus

Christ as fully human, second, Jesus Christ as fully God, third,

the Incarnation as the union of God and man, and, fourth, the

meaning of the Atonement. Perrfe has included his Christology

predominantly in two books. The Christian Understanding of God
20

and Christ ani the Christian.

Among conservative Protestants Perrt has raised a storm of

protest over his remarks on the humanity of Jesus. PerrA's

position on Jesus* humanity is not what one would call extreme,

however. Perrfc' s position is simply that Jesus was both fully

God and fully man, a position in line with the classical Chris¬

tian decisions. What makes Perrft so outstanding is that he is

not satisfied with an abstract paradox and thus tries to work out

the logical implications of his basic position.

Ferrfc tells us that if Jesus were fully human there would

have to have been a certain amount of anxiety and of je rhaps even

sin on his part. It is Perrfe's conviction that the belief that

Jesus was sinless can obscure the meaning of the Incarnation:

20. Perrt, Nels. Christ and the Christian. London: Collins, 1958.
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Jeaua knew sin, in some sense, as a minimal but
real experience within his own life; and as a
maxima] experience outside himself because of
his supreme concern for men.•••Jesus was •made
sin,' however, not in the sense that God could
ever sin,' certainly not in human form, but that
the human nature of Jesus shared our whole his¬
tory of alienation from God and accepted the
anxiety connected with it which is the root reality
of sin. To remove Jesus from our sin categor¬
ically is to deny the ^carnation and to destroy
its reality and power.

The heart of FerrA's belief about the humanity of Jesus is

that Jesus existed as a human being parlor to And independent from

his existence as the union of God and man. The precondition of

Jesus* ability to accept the divine and to become the Godman, the

union of the "two natures," was his existenoe first as a human

apart from the Godman he became. Although FerrA does not

explicitly argue from this basis, the presupposed idea in his

discussion of the divinity of Jesus is his concept of the trinity.

FerrA in fact rests his explanation of the divinity of Jesus ~n

the explanation he makes of the trinitarian structure of the God¬

head. For FerrA, the trinity is not merely a relational

distinction hut is integral to the nature of God and exists from

all eternity. The trinity is itself the eternal divine fellowrfiip

which makes it possible for God to create fellowship among men and

21. Ibid, pp. 113-114.
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liith the adoption of the trinitarian structure of the God¬

head, Ferrd makes a distinction between the Son who has eternally

been a member of the Godhead and Jesus* who came into existence

as an ordinaxy man at a certain stage in history. When we

speak of Christ, we properly refer not to the man who lived in

Palestine 2000 years ago but to the eternal Son who is a member

of the trinity. Perrd puts this:

When we talk of Christ, moreover of God's work
in Christ, we mean nothing less than the second
person of the Trinity, namely God's eternally
outgoing consciousness whereby He creates and
gives of Himself.

Therefore, prior to the time of the Incarnation, Christ existed

but Jesus did not. Perrfe says, "Before the Incarnation the re¬

lation of the Trinity t^ Jesus was one of potentiality. Jesus
2U-

as Jesus did not exist."

V.e can now urderstand why the Incarnation is such an

important matter for Ferrft. At the Incarnation the divine Son

22. Ferrft, Wels. The Christian Understanding of God, p. 64* Ferrb
is unclear as to the exact relation of the three persons, say¬
ing on one jage both that the three consciousnesses are func¬
tionally united and that they are functionally distinct.
Whatever the relation is, it includes a pervasive unity of
being, creation, fellowdiip, and ultimate love. See The Chris¬
tian Understanding of God, p. 66.

23. Ibid, p. 184.

24. Ferrfc, Nels. Christ and the Christian, p. 193#
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and the human Jesus came together and interpenetrated one another

so that there was literally the oreation of a new species of

humanity. One of the remarkable ways in which Ferri works out

the logical implications of the historic existence of Jesus is

through his description of the occurrence of this union. In

the fullness of time, the man Jesus appeared and was prepared by

the Spirit of God so that he fully reapoMed to the -igape of God

which had broken into hiatory with him and which was given by God

to him. Ferrfe explains:

It was during the struggle, intense and increasing
for a fulfilment of self and altruism, that God
Could fill him increasingly and intensely with
Agape. Thus because Jesus put himself increas¬
ingly and constantly into God's hands, God was
able to effect through his freedom and willingness
a new level of being and seeing for history.
The fullness of time is a conditional category
dependent upon Jesus' freedom and response.

We see that in this section of his writing Ferrfe oomes extremely

close to resting the Incarnation, and the contingent revelation

and salvation which follows from it, upon the human response of

Jesus. There are other passages, however, in which Ferrfe

balances this by putting acre emphasis on the initiative and
26

providence of God. The concluding effect is to leave the

position in a state of tension: Jesus responded freely, yet God

prepared him to make this response.

25. Ferrft, Nels. The Christian Unaeratandin>, of God, p. 201.

26. Ferrfc, Meis. Christ and the Christian, p. 85.
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When we inquire into the divine element whioh was incarnate,

Perrft tells us that in one sense it was the fullness of God

and in one sense it was not*

(In Jesus) neither the Father nor the Trinity
as such were present, though they were not qual¬
itatively apart nor separated in the sense that
there was any laok of real and free communica¬
tion in the Spirit* The Son, however, was present
in Jesus as the Y-ord. God Himself was the acti-
viser and energiser of the Incarnation, but by the
Son through the Spirit.

In his attempt to make a distinction as to what aspect of God

was present in the Incarnation, Perrt leads us only into an

ambiguity. This ambiguity is increased when Perrb attests to

be more precise about the indwelling and to say that Christ him¬

self was not oompls tely present in Jesus Christ. Ferrfe writes

that "while the Christ was present in Jesus He was also uphold-
28

ing the world and perhaps creating new worlds beyond our kenl"

Although he does not say how Christ was present in Jesus, his

conclusion to the matter is that Christ was present "at least in a

29
conclusive sense" and that this union took place within one

personality.^0

With the Incarnation of the eternal Christ there was created

27. Perrfc, hols. The Christian Understanding of God, p. 189*

28. Ibid.. p. 189.

29. Ibid.. p. 189.

30. Ibid.. p. 203.
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the Godman, the new species of humanity. This new being was

created because in Jesus Christ God and uan coinhered. With

this coinherenee the condition for full human existence was met.

?errft defines this true nature of human life as the organic
31

union between God and man. In this union man is characterised

by a free openness to God*s ^uoe.

Incarnational cx>inherence is a concept which is very diffi¬

cult for us to understand today. ?erri considers the categories

of substance, organism, and personality, and declares that they
32

are all insufficient to represent this mystery. The categories

of substance (ou3la etc.) are appealing to visual imagery, but

they are theologically inadequate because they are not sufficien¬

tly relational. They suggest the existence of the thing-in-

itself, but they fail to convey the relatedness of thingB. The

categories of organism are a step closer to theological adequacy,

but they fail because the distinctive relation between God and

man cannot be expressed by the biological. Personalistio cate¬

gories lie beyond both the mechanistic Ooncepts of substance and

the Concepts of organism because they express free rational and

moral deliberation. The drawback to the use of personaiistic

31. Perrfc, Nels. Cnrist and the Christian, p. 74.

32. Ibid, pp. 119-126.
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ooncepts is that they too fail to be relational. In Ferrfe's

words, "What makes a person himself, however, is his stark

individuality, his aloneness, his self-being.""^

The only oategories sufficient to express the event of the

incarnation are the categories of the spiritual level. On this

level (Kerrfe does not explain his metaphor) the doctrine of

Jesus and Christ as oo-aubjects can be formulated with allowan¬

ces made for both their distinctiveness and their union. Perrfe

says in reguru. to the category of the Spirit:

Spirit is the capacity to be oneself and yet to
create vfoat is other than self; Spirit is the
ability to be oneself and yet to communicate
with what is not self; Spirit is the power thus
to transcend self by creative society and commu¬
nication, ..the very nature of Spirit is to co-
inhere.

Thus, Perrfe has said that it is in the uystery of the Incar¬

nation that the solution to the two natures of Jesus Christ is

found and that our salvation is based. In the Incarnation, the

first of the new humanity appeared; and it is only through the

distinctive categories of spirit that the truth of the Incarnation

is captured and understood.

33. Ibid, p. 125.

34. Ibid, pp. 129 ff.
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In both Christ and the Christian and The Christian Under¬

standing of God the atonement is seen within the conteit of

Cod's reconciling love through history. The atonement has its

centre in Christ, but this centre is in the midst of the eternal

purposes of God. Ferrfe puts this particularly well in The

Christian Understanding of God:

The particularity of the historic event is
precisely right, but only within the full con¬
text of God's eternal purpose and work wherein
a new righteousness is produced by Christ *-hich
restores the past, fulfills the present, and
constrains the future toward the heavenly King¬
dom. .. .God's wort in the atonement is thus pre¬
pared for throughout all history; it came to an
actual historic and symbolic climax in the death
of Jesus and the interpretation which this re¬
ceived within the Christian fellowship; and it
must be oontinued throughout all history until
the fellowship, having been made effectual, can
say from within the crown of God's achievement what
Jesus said on the Cross: It is finished.

Until the death of Jesus there existed within both man and

God an irremoveable tension. In God the tension was between his

holiness and his love. The tension in man is related to this

tension in God, for man is aware that God is both holiness and

love, and while he longs for the love of God he flees from his

35» Ferre, Hels. The whirlstian 'understanding of God, pp. 209-210.
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holiness. It is im.-ossible for him to grasp only God's love.
36

for the love of God is itself holy love.

In the death of Christ both of these contradict ions are

removed, for in Christ* s death the culmination of God's suffering

with and for man is reached. This suffering of God in and with

man is the way in which the contradiction is resolved. This

suffering is concretely realised in Christ, but it is as old as

the creative love of God and has been prefigured by the pascal

lamb.^ On the other hand, the Cross is postfigured in the

sufferings and death of men who have followed Christ through

history and also in the euoharist of the Churoh, The suffering

is not simply that done by the followers of Christ or that done

sacramentally. God the don continues to suffer until the reoon-
TO

oiliation of man is oomplete.

The meaning of Calvary is threefold, with each meaning ful¬

filling the other meanings. In the first pj&ce, Jesus dies as

the example of obedience, faith, humility, arid love. lu this,

albeit the lowest level of meaning, Jesus is our teacher.

36. Peri*, Nels. Christ and the Christian, p. 168.

37. Ibid, pp. 171.

38. Ibid, p. 172.
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In the second pkce Jesus lived ani died to give us the power

in which our salvation is effected. This power has been at

work since humanity's beginning, but it has become fully

available for us only since the death of Christ. The third mean¬

ing of the death of Jesus is that he died as the perfect sacri¬

fice. If we try to understand the death of Jesus as a sacrifice

of man for the purpose of mitigating the wrath of Cod we err.

for the death of Jesus was a sacrifice provided by God for the

sake of man. In the death of Jesus God suffers for man from

within man and thereby conquers death. The only act that man

is required to make is his willing participation and acceptance

of God's sacrifice.

The iioly Spirit

Another place in which we see Herri's attempt to work out

the logical implications of doctrine is in his understanding of

the third person of the trinity, the holy Spirit. As we have

seen. Spirit is the all-incompassing nature of the divine Agape

and is the kqy to the understanding of the Incarnation. Ferrfe

thus uses the aoncept of the Spirit in several way a and we cannot

limit that which he means by Spirit or spirit to the iioly Spirit.

The spirit may refer to the -..gape or even to the spiritual

presence of Christ.
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Ferrfc also views this spiritual nature of God from another

perspective. He acknowledges that Spirit is Aga ;e. but he says

that the Spirit is sometimes self-liaiiting in his activity.

Sometimes God as Spirit limits himself and operates beneath the

agape level. *hen he does this, God is present as the Spirit

of God; when he operates as .^gape he is present a3 the Holy
39

Spirit. Fcrrfc therefore tries to a-lve the dilemma in which

the Bible leaves us when it says that the Holy Spirit was given

after Christ and, at the same ti ae, st^ys that God was active as

Spirit before Christ. Ferrft carefully says that the distinction

between the Spirit of God and the Holy Spirit is not a metaphysi¬

cal distinction but a functional limitation of the one Spirit
, . 40wno is agape.

It is difficult to say which activities are peculiar to

each form of the Spirit, for both are always present even though

one form is usually dominant. In general, however, we can say

t'nat the Spirit of God is the presence of God acting on a lower

39. Ferrfc, Nels. The Christian Understanding of God, p, 44.

40. Professor tleulry observes that it is difficult to see how
Ferre' is able to ma Intain the metapl\y sical unity of the
Spirit, since lie excludes the one ground on which it might
be based, the Christological. See Hendry, George. The
ilojy Spirit in Christian ideology. London; S. C. M. Press,
mtd. 1957. It is a bit ambiguous, however, as to whether
Ferrfc actually excludes a Christological basis for both of
them, as both spirits are functional distinctions within the
one l&ape.
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level in order to prepare ua for a higher level. The Spirit

of God is active in creation and in preparing creation for the

revelation of God as Agape. Perrfc writes:

The Spirit of God, ther* is the ualerlying reality
which activates the preparatory work for the
Christian fellowship in both creation ard his¬
tory. The preparatory work is not merely chron¬
ological in the sense of B.C.. It is also the
constant background of historic Christian exper¬
ience and operates all too strongly in all
actual Christian churches and most probably in
all Christian individuals.

As Holy Spirit, God was present with man even during the

time wh en man was predominantly guided by the Spirit of God.

God as agape has been, as Perrfe puts it "sublimin&lly present
42

lighting every man that comes into the world." God as Christ,

the second person of the trinity, has always been present even

though man was not able to recognise him. Until the Incarnation,

man could not be related to God through the Holy 3pirit, who would

have related him to God the eternal Son. Man, at that point,
43

could only be related to God through the Spirit of God.

In our examination of Perrft's theology we have thus far sur¬

veyed his doctrinal conception of the nature of God from the view-

41. ?err6, Nels. Christianity and Society. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1950. p. 99»

42. Ibid, p. 92.

43. j£bid« p. 92*
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point of the threefold division of the Godhhad. We have

found that Ferrfe's basic thought is of God as dynamic Agape

in process. In his Christology he makes a distinction between

the eternal outgoing consciousness of God and the human Jesus

who, in his receptivity to the eternal Son, became the Godman,

the union of God and man. In an effort to understand the

unique Agape character of the Holy Spirit, Ferrfc has effected

a functional division between the Spirit of God and the Holy

Spirit. It will be our task now to turn to the epistemology

which Ferri suggests, hoping to find in it the way in which

Ferrfc knows the Agape to be the essential nature of God.

Faith and reason

Ferr& develops his epis tebiology by two approaches, each of

which is pursued indepeniently of the other. one of these

is an analysis of the reia tion of x"aith ani reason; the other

is a complementary but distinctly separate analysis of the work

of the Spirit in the initiation and growth of faith.

The criteria by which an epistebiological method should be

guided is, in Ferrfe's eyes, the distinctive nature of the object
Al¬

to be investigated. Thus in religious knowledge the criteria

43. Ibid, p. 98.

A4. Ferrfe, Nels. ?alth and Reason. New York: Harper and Brothers,
1946. p. 3.
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for an epistemologicai method is the nature of God. dince the

essential nature of God is dynamic ke.ape. truth in regard to

God involves mre than a boify of fact, and reaao u alone is sua

insufficient tool* This insufficiency of reason is seen in

another way when PerrA says that reason cannot fund God by

examining itself. Reason is on the receptive side of the in-
45

quiiy, and the object to be examined is on the other side.

FerrA's main point here is that in religious inquiry we cannot

use our reason in isolation from the needs of the whole man.

As religious inquiry deals with that which is most true and

dynamically true we must be receptive in it with the whole of

our being. This receptivity of the whole man is what FerrA

calls "whole-response."<MJ

Within the unity of whole-response, reason has the function
47

of interpreting and of rationally expla ining what tak.es place.

By contrasting the proper use of reason in science, philosophy*

and theology FerrA shows us that rea® n always functions for
47

interpretation and relation. In theology, however, it func¬

tions within a context which is broader than the ^resent stage

of temporal experience.

45. Ibid. p. 10.

46. In regard to the oriterion of whole-re%>onde, Fcrrfc speaks
of that which "most fully satisfies our deepest needs." dee
.'aith and reason, p. 51.
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There is a presupposition which is necessary for this

analysis of theological reason, and this presupposition is that

there is given to us within the context of temporal process a

high instance of process when the decisive purpose and end of

process is made known. In Ferrk's words, "The centre of the

context of theological interpretation is the finished process

(not the flniah of process) as indicated by the highest instance

within it."k®

Let us look closer at this presupposition* The problem

with which Ferrk is concerned here is the question of how M can

know reality when that which is real is in a continual process

of change. what is actual tody may no longer be actual tomorrow,

and what we ourselves are tody is not what we will necessarily

be tomorrow. How do we know reality when not only reality in

the sense of appearances but the essential nature of reality is
49

in transition?

Perrk has dealt with part of this question in his domtrine

of God, saying that we should understand God himself as process,

although as a process distinct from ourselves. The other part

of this question, how we should understani ourselves, is dealt

48. Ibid, p. 12*.

49. Although the contemporary form of this problem is new, the
problem itself is ageless. Its antiquity is reflected in
the dictum of Heraolitus that we cannot step twice into the
same river.
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with within Ferrfc's epistemology. Perrt observes that there

are three explanatory possibilities but that two of them fail

to account for change in either the world or God. First, there

is the possibility of explaining ourselves from the viewpoint

of the first actual whioh appeared. The result of this approach

would be the reduction of everything to its most primitive cause,

and this, in effect, would be a denial that any novel emergence

or new creation has emerged. Similarly, we cannot follow

Hartshorae in explaining the process from the perspective of

what is presently actual- This too would be a denial that real

change is taking place. It would even deny that God can change
50

and that he can do anything about the existence of evil.

The conclusion of this second possibility would be that creation

is permanently imperfect and that, because the creation is a

part of God, God himself is permanently imperfect.

With these two alternative explanations discounted, Ferrft

concludes that the only real explanation is from the perspective

of one peculiarly illuminating moment within the process. This

moment would have the distinction of being the most real, for in

it would appear the presence of the divine process, the Agape.

At this unique moment the divine process would intersect the

50. Ferrt, Nels. Faith and Reason, p. 190.
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created. It would thus be "the most significant novel erner-

51
gence within history." Therefore, the Christian answer to

existence can only begin with the recognition that the most

real, the divine, has appeared within the process. The aeif-
52

verifying appearance of the divine— explains the process not

by telling all that there is to know about it but by showing us

53
the direction in which it is moving.

The sweep of Perrfe's epistemological position thus far can

be seen best by beginning precisely at this point of the

emergence of the superaotual. Following Ferrt* s principle

that the nature of the object dictates the epistemological

method, the response required for the appearance of dynamic,

living truth is whole-re^onse. Reason is the means by which

we understand this emergence and interpret our existence in

light of it* Reason is thus part of the whole-response. As

reason can never make the leap of recognising the end to which

the novel emergence points, there always remains a certain con¬

tent of the whole-response, which is faith, which reason cannot

validate. Although faith ana reason are partners in the re$>onse

51. Ibid, p. 198.

52. Ibid. p. 153.

53. Ibid, p. 153.
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to revelation, there always remains an existential pap between

them.^
The witness of the ordrit

By his discuesion of the relation between faith and reason,

Ferri has taken us to the point of the novel emergence within

the historic process. The complementary epistemological

approach does not begin at this point of emergence but it pre¬

supposes that it has occurred and that it is necessary to look

at this point. In effect, Ferrfc's discussion of faith and

reason supplies the theoretical foundation for his discussion

of the Holy Spirit. At times it is difficult to see that

because Ferrfe does not explicitly relate his discussion of the

witness of the Spirit to his analysis of the novel emergence.

Rather, the discussions remain separate as if Ferrfc were dealing

with separate problems.

Ferrfc makes tne assertion in many places that we are not

able to receive God's revelation or understand it until we yield

our3elve3 to the power of the Holy Spirit. Sometimes this

yielding and the ensuing transformation is spoken of in the

traditional terminology of the new birth:

The natural man as such is by nature incapable
of receiving the fullness of revelation. The
special revelation is always through the
miracle of rebirth which is primarily God's

54. Ibid, p. 225.
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55
own work, by the Son, through the Holy Spirit.

Ferrfe tells us that God must prepare man for this step and that

this preparation is carried out through the preparatory work of

the Spirit of God.

God prepares us in many ways for the full disclosure of

himself as personal Agape. One of these nays is man's creation

as imago dei. The imago dei is the altruism which is given to

man, and this altruism prepares us to receive the final reve¬

lation of Agape. Ferrfe believes that Barth is unbiblical in

defying general revelation, but he himself never makes explicit
56

how this revelation occurs.

Both the preparatory work and the actual witnessing of

the Spirit are developed in more detail through Ferrft's meta¬

phor of the permeable membrane. Ferrfc pictures this membrane

as lying between the two realms of history. In one realm the

Holy Spirit appears as himself and is known by the "faithful"

In the other the lioly Spirit appears not fully as himself but

in his self-limitation as the Spirit of God. Between the realm

55. Ferrfc, Kels. The Christian Understanding of God, p. 164.
See also Ferrfe, Hels. Christianity and Society, pp. 8-9,
and The Christian Understanding of God, p. 172.

«

56. Ferre, Hels. The Christian Understanding of God, p. 166.
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where the Holy Spirit is known as himself and the realm where

he appears as the Spirit of God there is a continual transmission

of thoughts and words. In the oourse of this transmission, the

oontent flowing from one realm to the other undergoes a continual

change:

Between these two realms, however, there is a
permeable membrane, if we uay use that figure.
The Holy Spirit is on both sides, in one capa¬
city or another, arei therefore content can flow
from one realm to the other and back again, but
in so doing the context of the content and usually
the content itself are ohanged.

This "permeable membrane of the Spirit" functions in four

ways: translating, transforming, transmitting, and transpower-
58

ing. Each of these we might call an activity of the Spirit

in his witnessing and revelatory work. These tasks are neoessary

because the natural uan is neither able to understand nor re¬

spond to the word which c^mes from the realm of the Holy Spirit,

Vihen the message comes men either distort it or rejeot it out¬

right. In regard to the first function, the translating work,

Ferrft writes:

The voice of the Holy Spirit comes in fey one
voice up to the membrane between the spiritual
and the seoular realms, then speaxs in another
voice that is understandable to the natural man,
perhaps more in terms of power andqouiiviction
than in terms of explicit meaning.

57. Ferre, Wels. Christianity and Society, p. 15V.
58. Ibid, pp. 15V-157•

5 9. Ibid, p. 155.
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The second function of the Spirit at the permeable membrane

is to transform the worua or ideas so that they beouiae part of

the existential experience of the natural man. In this capacity

the Spirit makes the existential leap of faith possible by pro¬

viding the necessary continuity between Cod and man. The third

function is the transmitting work of the Spirit. When the

natural man resists the incursion and erects psychological blocks

to the message, the Holy Spirit acts to deliver the message in

spite of the interference. In this work the Holy Spirit maices

use of Christian individuals and groups. The trans powering of

the Spirit is the Spirit's gift of the power of salvation. In

this action the natural man is given the power to live within the

new context, the realm of the holy Spirit.

Perrfc is quite interested in the matter of the referent of

the Spirit's witness, but in dealing with the matter he leaves

us with more than one ambiguity. This is particularly notice¬

able in his handling of the traditional question of the authority

of the Bible. Ferrfe sees in Protestant orthodoxy the tendency

to hold that the Spirit's witness is to the authority of the Bible,

and he declares that this is quite wrong. The question of the

inner witness of the Holy Spirit to the Aord is seen in the right

perspective only when we understand that the Word, is Jesus Christ

himself, God's self-incarnation.^J

60. Ibid, pp. 102-104.
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This is clear so far, but it beoomes ambiguous when Perrfc

adds that it is the Spirit who is the principle of authority

and the content of revelation.^1 The ambiguity lies in Perrfc's

double analysis of the content of the Spirit's witness. He

says at one point that the Holy Spirit witnesses to himself and

at another point that the Holy Spirit witnesses to the Word.

If Ferrfc intends that there be a double referent, the problem

is still not solved but is made more difficult by the question

of the internal relation between the double aspects* Ferrfe's

conclusion to the matter fails to solve anything;

The relation between the Spirit and the Word
is that the Lord is the Spirit whose Word is
'quick and powerful, sharper than any two-edged
aword and piercing even to the dividing assunier
of soul and spirit...and is a disoegijer of the
thoughts and intents of the heart.*

The problem becomes compounded Iyy three additional faotdrs,

including the question of the place of the Bible. The Bible

is not to be understood as the content of the Spirit's witness,

but what pla ce does it have? Perrfc replies that the Bible func¬

tions as "the definitive blueprint giving structure to the Spirit."

It gives structure to the Spirit "through its witness to the

61. Ibid, p. 105.

62. Ibid, p. 106.
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Chriat-deed and the Christian community."^ It does not need

to be said that it is difficult to understand how the Bible, or

acy other written document, can give structure to the Spirit,

The only possible way in which this might work is for the Bible

itself to be the authority, and with this we would be le d the
64

rest of the way around the circle to the problem we face now.

The second compounding factor is an ambiguity as to the

relation between the Holy Spirit and the Spirit of Christ. It

is tempting to think that a way out of this dilemma might be

found by spying that the two Spirits are simply two ways of

looking at one Spirit. This possible solution is discounted,

however, for two reasons: one of these is the basic fact that

FerrA never explicitly identifies the Spirits with one another;

the other is that if the Spirits were so identified it would only

lead us into the question of how we know about this one Spirit

63. Ibid. p. 105.

64. Robert McAfee Brown has recently popularised David F. Strauss*
description of the problem of authority as the Achilles heel
of Protestantism. See Brown, Robert McAfee. The Spirit of
pTOtegtanti3m. New York: Oxford University Press, 1961, See
also Robinson, H. Wheeler. The Christiyi Experience of the
Holy Spirit. Glasgow: William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd., 1962.
pp. 148-159. and Reid, J.K.^. The Authority of Scripture.
London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1957. pp. 234 ff.
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and how we know that he is the Spirit of Christ.^®

The third faotor is the natter of the Christ-deed. FerrA

has told us that the Holy Spirit witnesses to Jesus Christ him¬

self . The additional question is concerned with what place the

Christ-deed has in the Spirit*s witness. If the Spirit witnesses

to the Christ-deed, is not this a return to the traditional

formulation of the witness of the Spirit to the truth of the

Bible?

In Christ and the Christian. Ferrfc offers what first appears

as a way out of these difficulties, an analysis of the necessary

starting point for a definitive Christology. Ferrfc explores

these approaches and disqualifies two of them. Rsrsjnal or

corporate experience is a possible starting point, but if we start

at this point we are never able to get beyond it. Because the

self distorts what is given to it in experience, it cannot pro¬

vide either the truth or the criteria of truth.^ Neither can

we start with the Bible or with ecclesiastical history. We cannot

start with the Bible because we must necessarily read it through 1

65. Ferrfe speaks of the possibility of seeing God through the
experience of ecstasy, but he fails to relate this experience
to either Christ or dynamic Agape in process, and it remains
too nebulous a concept to be of use. dee FerrA, Nela. The
Christian Understanding of God, pp. 177-178«

66. Ferrft, Nels. Christ and the Christian, p. 26.
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centuries of theological interpretation, and this obscures the

Biblical message fbr us. Another reason we cannot start with

the Bible is that the Bible contains a plurality of faiths and
67

is hence Christologically ambiguous. The early ecclesiastical

councils are helpful in pointing the way throu^i this ambiguity,
68

but they too fail in supplying the main content of the Gospel.

With all of these possibilities discarded, Ferrfe tells

us that the only proper starting point is with Christ as Agape:

We start with Jesus Christ himself as Agape. the
Event-Meaning that most fully explains our
experience and our world, most severely reveals
and judges our sins and our failures, and moat
fully offers final salvation. Such a start can¬
not be made in our experience as such or in the
Bible or history as euch. Even so, we oommence
at this point because Jesus Christ as Agape both
illumines experience as no reality does and also
most fully enables us to understand what is Bib¬
lical. We begin, furthermore, with Jesus Christ
as Agape because by so doing we are employing
the distinctive and determinative motif of the
Christian faith, and therefore, the key to the
understanding of the Church and the history of its
theology.

Je8us Christ as Event-Meaning enables us to understand our

experience because we enoounter him as an Agape pattern. This

pattern is the organisational and explanatory framework for our

67. Ibid, pp. 35-36
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world.

If we put this thought in logical form we find that we are

no closer to finding a solution than we were before, and perhaps

we are even a bit further away. Perrfc says that we start not

with experience of history (whether within or without the Bible)

but with Jesus Christ himself who is an historic pattern. Thus

we immediately find ourselves involved in a oircula r argument

regarding history as the starting point. Perrft, however, is not

content to let us rest wdth the rather simple perplexity of this

one circle. He gives another loop to the argument and then,

with his conclusion, casts all that he has said into utter con¬

fusion. The additional loop to the argument is in Perrft's

reason for starting with Jesus as the Event-Meaning. He says

that we start with this historic pattern because it is in accord

with experience and with the Bible (history). The whole position

is aonfused when Perrft makes a concluding stateinent about the

Agape pattern arid defines it as Spirit.^0 The way in which an

organisational pattern can be equated with a je rson, an event,

and, finally, a transcendent Spirit defies the imagination.

70. Ibid, p. 64. bdwin E. Aubrey in "Review of The Christian
Understanding of God by Nels P. S. Perrft" in The Journal of
l.elIgion. Vol. XXXIII Wo. 3 (July 1952) observes this circu¬
larity in Perrft logic and speaks of Perrft's tendency to rely
on unsubstantiated presupposition and definition.
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The advantages Perrfe sees in his approach lie in the way

in whioh it delivers us from bondage to dootrine which only

points to Christ but is not Christ himself and from bondage to

the detailed problems of the historic Jesus. The main

principle for his approach is that it is Jesus Christ himself who

is the criterion for the Christian faith. While we would not

disagree with this principle, we would say that Ferrfe has not yet

led us to this Christ.

Therefore, in answer to this question which sent us on this

quest for Ferrfe's starting point, the question of the referent

of the Holy Spirit's witness, we can only say that we really

have no answer. In one sentence, Ferrfe has told us that the

Holy Spirit apparently witnesses to Christ himself, who is an

Agape pattern, who is the Spirit. Thus in answer to the still

prior question regarding the work of the Holy Spirit in the

initiation and growth of faith we have even les3 to say . The

Holy Spirit functions on the "farther side" of the permeable

membrane in translating, transforming, transmitting, and trans-

powering, but what the Spirit translates and transmits we cannot

be sure.

Evaluation

Our consideration of Ferrfe'o epistemological position liiowed
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us that there is much in Ferrfc's doctrine which is ambiguous.

Not only does Ferrfc* s epistemology fail to help us, but it fails

even to lead us to Ferrfc's dodtrine of God. If we follow his

analysis of faith and reason we come to an enu in the assertion

that we must lo^k at the novel eu-'Vgor;oe of the superactual.

He doe8 nut tell us viiere this emergence is found nor how we

should proceed to look at it. If we follow the analysis of the

Holy Spirit's work we find again that we do not reach the God

who is personal -'■ga^e. We reach an ^gape pattern but what this

pattern ueans we do not know.

If it seems difficult to pass from Perrfe* s epistemology to

his doctrine of God as personal -i-gape in process, it is even

more difficult to pass to his Christology. Ferrfc does not tell

us, for instance, how he corues to know that the eternal Son was

incarnate in Jesus. Neither does he tell U3 how he knows that

Jesus Christ was the first member of the new humanity and how in

this creation of the Godman we have all been recreated. He

does not tell us how he arrives at the doctrine of the trinity

nor how he arrives at his understanding of the two-fold nature of

the Spirit. While none of these matters is easily explained we

would feel more secure of his message of God as ..ga-e in process

if he could tell us how he himself came to that knowledge, even if

he is not able to help us oume to it ourselves.
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In our conclusion from Perrfe's theological position we do

not find that Perri has answered ai\y questions for us. V»e

do find, however, that we can make certain observations about

his thought which will help us in our search for the answers.

Our first observation is that aqy answer to the question of the

witness of the rtoly Spirit will have to deal with the historical

problem. As Mac<c Stokes has pointed out in his review of

Christ and the Christian. Perrft is uncertain as to what use we

can make of the historic witness.^1 At one point he says that

we cannot start with it, and at another point he starts with it.

In this uncertainty Perrb shares the problem ih the theology of

Aarl Darth and Rudolph Bultuiann, the problem of the relation

between the Jesus of history and the jcerypma proclaimed by the

church. Thus, ar\y solution to our problem of the testimony

of the Spirit will have to recognise that one of the first problems

in the discussion is the place of the historic Jesus and the

witness of the Scripture about him. The answer given by Perrfe

is no real answer and it throws his theology into confusion.

71. Stokes, Mack B. "Review of Christ and the Christian by Nels
Ferrfc," in Interpretation, Vol. XII, No. 4 (October 1958),
p. 447.
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uur second observation is that Perrfc's Ohristology is

uncertain because it Jacks an adequate soteriology. Ferrfe

uses the oonoept of recreation and the concept of ^ga.c as if

they were self-explanatory. Biblical presuppositions uhderlie

these ideas in many ways, but Perrfe operates as if these two

concepts were the ones for interpreting the Biblioal basis.

He has really reversed the problem of understanding abstract

ideas by reference to their referent and uses the ideas to ex¬

plain the referent. Both recreation and Agape refer to God's

saving action in history, and these ideas cannot be explained

without reference to this action. When the abstractions are

taken as the point of reference and interpretation they explain

nothing. As a result of Perrfc's reliance on the abstractions

we have little insight into the root experiences out of which

the abstractions came. We have useful symbolism, but we do not

know what soteriological action it represents.

Our third observation is that one reason why Ferrfc'a

soteriology is vague is that he has an inadequate analysis of

evil. In his email volume Evil and the Christian Faith Ferrb

says that evil is a pedagogical creation of God designed to con¬

vince us of our need to live in dependence upon the love of God.

We cannot help but see in this the unreality of evil arkL the
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questionable reality of earthly existence as a whole. This

unreality of evil affects FerrA's soteriology and through it

his Christology because it makes our need for salvation slight.

With the reality of evil diminished, the need for salvation
72

diminishes, and the achievement of God in Christ weakened.

These related problems have not been satisfactorily answered

by FerrA, and, as a result, his description of the Spirit's

action is vague and his description of the Word or the referent

of the Spirit's witness is confusing. A final conclusion

which is gathered fTum our observations is that the doctrine

of the witnes ' of the Spirit will have to be a doctrine which

is rooted in the more basic doctrine of Christ. We will not

be able to know how the Spirit witnesses to the Word ntil we

know who or what this Word is.

While FerrA does not give us the solution to the problem,

he has helped us to discover the way in which we must go for

72. FerrA, Kels, Evil and the Christian Faith, pp. 49-56.
In seeing this note of unreality in Ferry's interpretation
of evil, Daniel D. Williams compares FerrA's position with
that of hocking and Royoe. See Williams, Da iel bey . "Re¬
view of Evil and the Christian Faith tjy Nels FerrA" in The
Journal of Religion. Vol. aAIX. No. 1 (Janary 1949), p. 74.

Writing on FerrA's Conception of evil, David Soper has said,
"Sentimentality, however disguised, seems to be, and is peering
over FerrA's shoulder." Soper, David Wesley. Major Voices in
American Theology, ihiladelphia: The Westminster Frees, 1955,
p. 33.
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finding the solution. We are grateful to hie for this and also

for the way in which he has attempted a solution which takes

account of contemporary metaphysics. For this noble attempt

he deserves the admiration of us all.
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The Theology of Henry Nelson Wieman

Introduction

We began our study of the theology of Nela Ferrft by recog¬

nising the metaphysical framework of his concept of Agape and

how this framework had been conditioned by Whitehead and

rtartshorne. If we were to begin the study of the theology of

H. N. Wieman in a similar vein, we would have to mention the

contributions of four of the men who have influenced him.

Interwoven in Wieman*a value theory is the emergence of Bergson,

the effective oontinuum of Whitehead, the oontextualism of

Stephen repper, and the naturalistic pragmatism of John Dewey.

Wieman, however, so develops his thought that an introductory

framework is unnecessa^ . tiis frame work is basically his own

simple yet p rceptive recognition that modern man is separated

from the source of the good. With this concern in mind, he

then describes for us the way in which man nay again relate him¬

self to God, the source of human good.

Wieman formulated the most nature and thorough expression of

his theology in 1946 in The Source of Human Good.^ Therefore,

in our evaluation of his theology we will depend most heavily upon

73. Wiemann, Henry Nelson. The Source of Human Good. Chioago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1946.
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this work, and the books he has written since then. ne will,

from time to time, also have recourse to earlier books and
74

articles in order to make certain points more clear.

In the introductory pages of The douroe of Human Good.

Wieraan sets forth the purpose he is attempting in that book!

We shall try to demonstrate that there is a
creative process working in our midst which
transforms the human mind and the world relative
to the human inind.

This is the purpose to whioh wieman is dedicated not only in

this particular book but in the general course of his writings.

Therefore, in our analysis of his theology we will follow the

way in which this purpose ha8 guided his thought, and in our

evaluation of his contribution we will consider his success in

74. Three articles in The Journal of Religion which provide an
exoellent introduction to Wieman's theological orientation
are: "Christian Paith and Irocess I-hilosjpity" by Bernard M.
.boomer, Vol. XXIX No. } (July 1949), pp. 181-205; "Interpre¬
ting the Christian Faith flithin a Philosophical Framework"
by Bernard £. Meland, Vol. XXXIII No. 2 (April 1953), pp.
87-102; "The Operational View of God: A Study in the Impact
of Uet££>tysics on Religious Thought" by Bus tun Smith, Vol.
XXXI No. 2 (April 1951), PP- 94-113.

75« Wieman, H. N. The liouroe of Human Good, p. 19. "This order
and process of inter-action between maty factors, some of
whioh we knew and some of which we do not, is the unmistakable
presence of God in our midst. The supreme intellectual
problem of our existence is to get more aocurate knowledge
of the preoise nature of this interaction; and the supreme
practical problem is to conduct human life in conformity to
its requirements." Sieman, H. N. The Issues of Life. New York:
The Abingdon Fress, 1930. p. 178.
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reinterpreting the witness of the Holy Spirit. Cur study will

have three steps, which are similar to those in our study of

Perrft: a description of the source of human good (God), a con¬

sideration of the way in which Pieman substantiates the existence

of the creative g^od and the episteaiology he has for knowing

the oreative gjod, a summary aid. conclusion in regard to our find¬

ings.

The source of human good

In his description of the creative good, Wieman quickly

makes a distinction between that which he calls the created

good and that which he calls the creative good. The created good

is that good which is now in existence. The oreative good is

the fountain of all good, the s> urce from which the created good

is actualised.^ Created good, whether it be instrumental or

intrinsio, is composed of events which are meaningfully oonneoted.

These events are not doomed to eternal existence in one parti¬

cularly connective form, for the source of the good is oontinu-

ally transforming the present good and bringing new meaning into

76. "We must recover our apprehension of that something going-on-
in-our-midst that is the directive of history, of society and
of human life generally." Wieman, H. N. The Directive in
History. Boston: The Beacon Press, 1949. p. 4. A succinct
statement ty Wieman of his own position is found in his brief
discussion entitled "Naturalism" in A Handbook of Christian
Theology. edited by Martin rialversa n and Arthur Cohen. A-ondon:
Fontana Books, i960.
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existence. A» this transformation, which Wieoan oalls the

"creative event," occurs, the existing systems of meanii^ are re¬

organised so that the qualities of disparate systems are brought

into mutual contribution. A'ieman writes:

By means of this creative gjod, systems of meaning
having intrinsic value, previously d isconnected
so that the qualities of the one could not get
across to the other, are so unified that eachyis
enriched by qualities derived from the other.

In human e;q>erience, the creative event oocurs as a new structure

of interrelatednnas. It is continually happening, even when

we are not aware of it, so that the total process of life is one

of creative events in the process of occurring.

It is easy for us to realise that for Wieman the creative

good is the only good of absolute worth. The creative good is

the only thing which is aomptetely good within any circumstance.

No matter how perplexing and frustrating the situation may be,

the creative good yields the best that is possible for that sit¬

uation. As the fountain of the best possible of good, the creative

good lies beneath values, Ideals, truth, and knowledge. Because

man is made so that he can never find fulfilment in ary final

77. fi'ieman, d. N. The iource of .iuatan Good, p. 56. A summary of
this metaptysical theory in regard to quality and event is
found in Wienan, ri. N. The directive in History pp. 6-36.
Pepper*s emphasis on events, their qualities, .and their relations
is seen as influential at this point. Jee fe.per, Stephen
C. World Hypotheses. Berkeley; University of California Press,
1942. pp. 236-239.

78. ftieman, H. N. The ""ounce of Human Good, p. 79*
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state of development or static condition, he is dependent upon

the continual creativity of the creative good. This ia not a

condition of man which is caused by a primordal sin or fall.

Man ia ade to be continually dependent upon the creative good,

and there is no way in which he ao uld or should avoid it.

When man is harmoniously related to the creative good, his

horizons are continually expanded in four ways. There is the

ejqpansion of what he knows, the expansion of the range of things

he can control, the expansion of the appreciation of good, and

the expansion "in depth and scope of one's appreciative under¬

standing of hioBelf and of the unique individuality of other
79

persons and peoples." This last area of expansion is the most

important one and is regarded by Wieman as the ultimate basis

for personal integration and for creative social relations.

Although all fbur of these expansions must uccur, the fourth ia

the one whioh enaoie s the others to ta*e place. Wieman

writes:

One can e xpand the range of what he can know, Con¬
trol, appreciate as good and distinguish as evil
only by learning from others, when le arbing means
not only acquiring information but also undergoing
reorganisation of p rajnality so that one interna¬
lises the appreciations and discriminations of
others, adding these t» what he had previously

79« Wieman, H. N. Intellectual Foundation of faith. Ixindon:
Vision Press Ltd., 1961. p. 7.
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acquired. This internalising is not a mere
reproduction. Rather one acquires the perspec¬
tive of another jc rsan or people by intergrating
it into the perspective which distinguishes his
own unique individuality. V.hen this integration
does not occur, the acquisition from others
disintegrates the je rsonality or produoes wh^
has been called the 'other directed person.'

Wieman develops the way in which this re]a tion of apprecia¬

tive understanding is the basis for the expansion of all horizons

ly telling us that it is through this special kind of personal

relationship that the creative good is effective. This special

kind of communication creates the appreciative understanding and

the transmission of insights in values. Indeed, this communica¬

tion, which ttieman calls 'creative interchange' is the very

Gospel itself:

What then is God as revealed in Jesus Christ?
God as revealed in Jesus Christ is the trans¬

forming, saving power of this kind of communica¬
tion which creates appreciative understanding of
one another and transmits the values of one to
the o^er, •• the gospel is a kind of communica¬
tion.

Wieman relates this creativity to Christianity in another way

through his reinterpretation of the 'Aord of God. The Word of

God is not a book written two thousand years ago but the crea-

80. Ibid, pp. 7-8.

81, Ibid, p. 35» "Compounding of perspectives is mutual interpre¬
tation to one andther of the diverse appreoiations of differ¬
ent individuals and groups. This we call creative interaction.
It is basic to the creation and development of human personal¬
ity and to ail hu.~an good." Wieman, H. N. how We Must Choose,
hew York: The ^acmilian Compare, 1941. p. 110.
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tive interchange generating insights of appreciative under¬

standing. Wieman is somewhat circular in his description of

these "innovating insights," saying on the one hand that they

are generated from creative interchange and saying on the other
2

hand that they command us to engage in creative interchange.

A final characteristic of the divine creativity is its

transcendence. Viieman rejects the idea of transcendence as on¬

to logical distinction, believing this to mean that the divine

would then be removed from the heart of life and that man's

situation would be hopeless. As he sees it, the divine creati¬

vity is transcendent in four w^s: It is transcendent in the

sense that it is not a product of the human mind but is prior to

and causes the development of the mind. It is transcendent in

the sense that it is at wort on the subhuman animal level as

well as on the human level. It is transcendent of all that man

can imagine. It is transcendent of all of the icuowable struc¬

tures of order and theory and brings new orders themselves into

82. Wieman, H. N. Intellectual Foundation of Faith, p. 25.
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existence.

While the creative event ia the matrix of life and is con¬

tinually occurring, it cannot fill the needs of men until they

commit themselves to it ultimateLy. This ultimate alignment

of man with creativity is what Wieman refers t6 as the religi¬

ous problem. Religion is man's attempt to transform life by

providing the conditions most suitable for the emergence of in¬

sight and creative trans formation. In this respect it differs

radically from morality, for morality is man's attempt to trans¬

form his existence but with only the vision and good which is

presently in existence. Morality does not provide for the emer-

83. Ibid, p. 23. lee also Farley, Edward. The Transcendence of
God. Philadelphia: .estminster Press, 1958. pp. 162 ff.
In Is There a God? Wieman gave five reasons for his belief
that this creative good is God. "What right have I for
saving that what I have described is God? First, because
it generates, sustains, promotes and constitutes the greatest
good that ever was, is or can be. Second, becauee it func¬
tions with human intent. Third, because it is that which men
can love and adore above all else and is along wortty of our
supreme devotion. Fourth, because it re^onds to prayer and
is precisely what answers prayer, when prayer is answered.
Fifth, because in God so conceived, suffering love finds its
sovereignity, its beatitude and its saving power." Wieman,
Henry Nelson, Douglas Clyde Macintosh, and Max Carl Otto, Is
There a God? Chicago: Willett, Clart and Company, 1932. p. 15.
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The concern of the religious problem with the source of

the gpod is the cause of a dilemma for man, for it is precisely

this source of the g^od with which man cannot align himself.

Man's inner attitude of fear, mistrust, injustice, refusal to

communicate deep meanings, indifference, sadism, etc., pro¬

hibits him from entering into the creative interchange which
85

would open his life to the souroe of the good. v It is the

resistance of man himself which hampers the work of the creative

event.

Wieman goes deeper in his analysis of man's disjunction

from the creative good, which he calls sin. Although there is

no inherited fall behind our inability to receive transformation.

84. Wieman, H. N. Intellectual Foundation of yaith. pp. 18-19.
"Morals shape aonduot according to some type of formulation
of standards which society has developed and set up.•• Moral
•goodness' means conscientious goodness springing from
observance of duty. Moral conduct is respectful conduct.
It is a discipline of the self by standards." Wieman, Henry
Nelson and Kegina Westoott-Wieman. Normative raychology of
Religion. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1935* p.34.
See also Wieman, ilenry Nelson, and ftalter .arshall livrton.
The Srowth of Aehgion. Chicago: Willett, Clark and Company,
1938. pp. 287 Wieman, H. N. The Issues of i.ife. p. 140j
Wieman, H. N. Now V>e Must Choose, p. 117-

85. Wieman, ri. N. The Source of Human Good, pp. 69-85.
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there 1a behind it a childhood conditioning which we receive

from those who nurture us. Having been nurtured by those who

are internally divided, we likewise become divided selves, and

we consequently choose that gjod which s atisfies a part of the
86

self rather than the whole self. J We turn away from the

source of creativity and accept some created good as if it were

the creative good. We commit ourselves to that which cannot

satisfy our need of continual transformation. This separation

from the source of human good becomes "demonry" when we commit
A7

ourselves to some created structure. ' "Death" serves as the

symbol of the limitation which is laid upon our existenoe when

we do this.

vWith the modern development of a technological culture,

this severance of man from the source of good becomes even more

critical. The reason for this is that technology and science

deal with the structures of created good, and in our allegiance

to technical ways of thinking we alienate ourselves from the

creative good. Wieman lists characteristics of the way in whieh

86. Wieman, H. N. Dan's Ultimate Commitment. Carbondale, Illinois:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1956. p. 133.

87. Wieman, rf. N. The Source of Human Good, p. 128.

88. Wietaan, H. N. Man's Ultimate Commitment, pp. 63-64. for a
fuller statement in regard to Wieman*s view of death see
Wieman, H. N. and Waltan Marshall Horton. The Growth of
Religion, pp. 318 ff.
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89
we apprehend reality toaay which maintain this separation

and describes the dilemma of man in a technical civilisation

90
and the insatiable drives and demands developed toy him.

Wieraan is opposed to ar\y description of evil which does not

recognise its full reality. This is one of the difficulties
91

he finds in the theology of Karl Barth. Wieman believes

that if we say that evil has already been conquered we are in

effect denying its reality.

For Wieman, there are no general principles which charac¬

terise evil except the general negative principle of opposition
92

to good. There are two forms of this opposition: there is

opposition to created good, destructive evil, and opposition to

creative good, obstructive evil. Although Wisman is somewhat

self-contradictory as to whether evil could finally destroy the
93

creative g^od, he says that we have a strong basis for hope.

89. Wie man, H. N. The Source of Human Good, pp. 27-29.

90. Wieman, H. h. Intellectual Foundation of Faith, pp. 16—17-

91. Ibid, p. 132.

92. Wieman, H. N. The Source of Human Good, p. 84.

93. Ibid, pp. 86 and 93.
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One aspect of this basis is that there has been an increase of

good during the centuries. The other aspect is that we know
94

of no evil that aould destroy creativity.

In Intellectual Foundation of Paitn. Wiewan says that even

though the suppression of unfulfilled potentialities is greater

todsjy than ever before, there are also vejy favourable conditions
95

for "grappling anew with the religious problem." One of these

conditions is that we have more concrete knowledge about

suppressed potentialities than ever before; the other is that

there is more power available today for the reconstructing of

human life.

In conclusion, Pieman has given us a thorough and often

fascinating description of the so urce of human gjod. He has

based his description primarily on his distinction between crea¬

tive and created good. We saw that man cannot live without

dependence upon the creative good and that he needs it for an

expansion of his horizons in four vays. We also saw that the

creative good is effective through the personal relations luuiwn

as "creative interchange" and that it appears to us in the form

94. Ibid, p. 90,

95. Wieman, H. h. Intellectual foundation of i?aith. p. 27.
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of "innovating insights," Wieman himself does not say exactly

how creativity is actualised both in creative interchange and

in innovating insights, and the relation between these appear¬

ances remains a little ambiguous. Finally, we saw that man's

inner attitude is a barrier to the creative event and that for

Wieman evil is a reality over which creativity must triumph.

Substantiation and epiatemology

Although an ambiguity has already appeared in Wieman's

theology, the larger uncertainties do not appear until we are

able to fbous our attention upon his epistemolojy. One of

these, the reliance upon presuppositions which a re never brought

into the discussion, offers such an obstacle that our best

insight into Wieman's method has to ojwe as the result of an

indirect approach. Instead of considering the epistemology

which Pieman follows, we will examine the means of access to

creativity which he recommends and his understanding of the

threefold structure of revelation, truth, and knowledge. By

this study Pieman's own methodology will be illuminated. The

three approaches recommended by Wieman are the approach through

the Christian tradition, the approach through mysticism, and the

approach through the aesthetic. A fourth possibility which

Wieman never develops is made the opportunity for our discussion

of revelation, truth, and knowledge.
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One of the ways in which Wieman both substantiates and

offers epistemological access to his doctrine of creativity is

through his analysis of the events through which creativity

becomes available to us. These events were those which took

place in association with Jesus and his followers. If we

examine the Biblical records we discover that creativity appea¬

red in the group of disciples about Jesus as a result of the

kind of intercommunication which took place. Wieman describes

this:

Jesus engaged in intercommunication with a
little group of disciples with such depth and
potency that the organisation of their
several personalities was broken down and they
were remade. They became new men and the
thought and feeling of each got across to the
others. It was not merely the thought and
feeling of Jesus that got across. That was
not the mce t important thing. The important
thing was that the thought and feeling of the
least and lowliest gotqacross to the others
and the others to him.

There were four results of this communication. The first was

that a creative power appeared among the discipJe s. This power

came as a result of Jesus* being there, as if he were "a catalytic

agent," but not as a result of anything in particular that he

96. Wieman, H. N, The Source of Human Pood, pp. 39-40. aiaQ

Nieman, H. N. The Issues of Life, p. 221.
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did.'^ The seoond result was that the thoughts and feelings

of the disciples were integrated so that each was trans formed.

Third, the scope of appreciation was expanded fa* eaoh disciple,

as each was enabled to see through the eyes of the others.

Fourth, there was an increase in what Wieman calls breadth and

depth of community. There was an overall result of the appear¬

ance of this power, and this was that for the first time in

history creativity had appeared in such a way that men were able

to commit themselves totally to it.

The appearance of this creativity so that we oould wholly

commit ourselves to it is at le ast jartially dependent upon what

happened at the death of JesuB. Jesus* death effected two

changes. It released the creative power l^rora the national and
98cultural limits of Judaism, This occurred largely through the

resurrection, which is the counterpart to Jesus* death. When

Jesus died the disciples were thrown into despair over the pos¬

sible loss of the transforming power. On the third day after

the crucifixion they discovered to their amazement, however,

that oreativity was again taxing place. As the experience of

this power had been associated with Jesus* presence, they assumed

that this new appearance of power was Jesus risen from the dead.

9?. Ibid, p. 40,

98. Ibid, pp. 41-42.
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Wieman that they were mistaken in this assumption:

But what rose from the dead was not the man

Jesus; it was creative power. It was the
living God that works in time. It was the
second person of the Trinity. It was Christ
the God, not Jesus the man.

When this power rose, it rose not to be limited to the Hebrew

perspective but to become effective in producing good in all
100

cultures.

The second change was the formation of a fellowship which

was able to perpetuate the presence of this power. It did

this ty the development of certain religious customs and docu¬

ments through which it is possible to have access to the crea¬

tive good. As a reaiIt of these changes, the Christian religion

99* Ibid, p. A3. Although Ferrfc and Kieaan differ in their under¬
standing as to Wio or what rose in the resurrection, there
is a note of agreement in regard to the distinction between
Jesus the man and Christ as eternal God. ferrfe differs
from Wieman in his belief that the divine and the human coin-
hereu in one consciousness.

100. Wieman elaborates this: "The Cross remaredsin in the lives
of the disciples, first by wiping out the created good
(Hebrew perspective of value) rtiich had been dominant over
their lives prior to the Crucifixion. This wiping out
left only despair, but it opened the way for the next step.

This was the Resurrection." Wieman, H. N. The Source of
Human Good, p. 276. See V'ieman, H. N. and Waltar Marshall
Morton. The Growth of Reljgion, p. A42.
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and tradition is a pathway to the creative matrix*101

Wieman realistically recognises that it is not religious

symbolism in itself which offers us access to the power that

was present with Jesus. Symbolism may become hollow for us

102
and fail to transmit creative power. The value in symbol¬

ism and the use made of it is contingent upon the way in which

the creative event is related to it. It is in this relation

of the oreative event to religious ymbolism that R'ieman develops

what we might call in traditional terms a doctrine of the

witness of the Holy Spirit.

There are two factors which we should notice in Wieraan's

statements about the Holy Spirit. One i3 that the Holy Spirit

101. Wieman strictly disqualifies any adherence to "other
worldly" or aiperhistorical deities as an access to the
creative good. Jee Wieman, H. N. The source of Human
Good, pp. 36-i?.

102. Even when the symbolism becomes hollow, Vieiaan regarus it
as "the most precious heritage of man," for it can be taken
up and used again by the creative event. Wieman, H. h.
The Source of human Good, p. 41. Wieman writes of the
Bible in this connection: "The Bible is a necessary part
of revelation, for without a record of the initiating
events, men could not have continued to be primarily con¬
cerned with the creative power issuing from the fellowship
about Jesus and his followers, perpetuated. But, vi thout
the perpetuation, there can be no revelation. Hence, by a
kind of metonymy, the Bible ia the Word of God." Wieman,
H. N. The .Source of Human Good, pp. 215-215«
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is operative through the oontinuing fellowship which we call

the Church. Sometimes V-ieman goes so far as to sqy that the

Holy Spirit is the Church's transmission of the creative power.

The second, factor is that Pieman has a very dynamic conception

of the Holy Spirit. Yor him, it is only through the presence

of the creative power that we are able to know God. tieman

is quite free with his use of the Christian symbols and uses

the major ones in a very general way In "Knowledge, Religious

and Otherwise" he writes, "All Christian symbols can apply to

this creativity, such as the living Christ, God, Holy Spirit, the
104

power of salvation ty faith, and others."

103. Wieman, H. N. Intellectual Foundation of Faith, p. 54. There
is a certain ambiguity in regard to the precondition of
creative interchange viiich is required if revela tion is to
occur. In some places creative interchange is a necessary
precondition, man's Ultimate Commitment, p. 178. In other
places, as we shall see, revelation is spoken of as occur¬
ring inde.endently.

104. Wieoan, H. N. "Knowledge, Religious and Otherwise" in The
Journal of .<elikion. Vol. K/JLVTII, No. 1 (January 1958) PP«
12-28. "What, then, seems to be the nature of this reality?
Religious people are fond of calling it a Spirit, and I am
quite willing to do so providing it is clearly understood
that by "Spirit' we do not ue an ae rely the conscious states of
mind and attitudes of personality which human being may dis¬
play. This .spirit is a uniting Spirit. It makes us one. It
transforms our personalities and social relations so that each
individual and group, out of its uniqueness, can make the
richest possible contribution to a totality of good shared
in common by all. But what is a Spirit that unites and oper¬
ates in such a way? The best word I cai find to designate it
with accuracy is interaction. Not all interaction, but one
kind. Vie might oall it integrative interaction." ftieman, H.
N. Is There a God?
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Although the source and original disclosure of this creati¬

vity lies in the Christian tradition, Wiernan suggests that it is

also available in other way a If we knit his remarks along

this line into those on the origin of the faith, we arrive at

the conclusion that it is because of what took place in the life

of Jesus that we are able to reach the creative event through

other means. Wieman himself does not take this step. He only

touches upon it when he says that in the death and resurrection

the creative event was freed from bondage to a Hebrew perspective..

We, therefore, will refrain from pressing the connection, and

we will leave the relation between the approaches as ambiguous

as Wieman does.

The second access to the creative good is through uysti-

cism. Wieman distinguishes between intuition and qysticism,

although he believes that mystic experience is an instance of

intuition. Intuition is the creative integration of ae anings

to form new meanings whioh is a characteristic of all forms of
105

knowledge. In qystic experience this integration reaches a

105* Wieuian says that this experience is what Whitehead calls
"ooncresence," when lifted to the level of conscious aware¬
ness. Wieman, H. N. The Source of Human Good, p. 185. S®®
Whitehead, Alfred North. Process and Reality. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1929. p. 30. In his chapter on
"Mystical Experience" in Normative -y chulogy of Religion.
W'ieman wrote that "Mystical experience is that *hich the in¬
dividual undergoes when the established organisation of the
personality is so dissolved that hiB activities no longer
funotion in those connections which enable him to experience
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radical degree. The upstic suffers a breakdown of the mind's

structure so that he experiences God as the creative event

directly. This direct experience of God may not be interpreted

as such by the person going through it unless he is familiar

with religious symbolism. He still has this experience, how¬

ever, even if he Ja cks sufficient knowledge to interpret it.

In conjunction with the experience of God through mysti¬

cism, Wieman observes that this experience is available through

the traditions of many religious faiths. In an early source

he says that for the vision to shine through to us an individual

is needed as an intermediary. He compares Jesus, Buddha, and
106

Mohammed as individuals through whom this light has shone.

In another early suurce he describes the datdm of all reli-
107

gious experience as the same. In The Source of Human Good

this tentative step toward seeing the same revelation in

various traditions is more hesitant, and it is suggested only as

....... 108a possibility.

the aeaningB and values which he finds in ordinary life."
p. 174. Thus it is "organisation of the personality" which
cuts us off from the "wholeness of God" and needs to be
dissolved, p. 182.

106. v.ieman, H. N. The Wrestle of Religion *ith Truth. New York:
Maomillan Go., 1927, p. 127.

107. Wieman, H. N. Relipious Experience and Scientific Method.
New York: The Maomillan Co., 1926. pp. 241 ff.

108. ieman, H. N. The Source of Human Good, p. 286.
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Wieman bases his analysis of the aesthetic access to
109

creativity on the function of the cultural iqyth. In cul¬

tures which are sufficiently distinctive, a myth develops which

functions to unite the creative events of the life of the

people. This myth represents structure whioh subrationally

effects the people and shapes their personalities. Great

art functions in the same way as does the myth* Art is the

exjression of creative processes which are at work; upon the

aibrational structures. It expresses the way in which structure

is transformed and lifted to levels whioh were previously un¬

imaginable.

This function of art is particularly true in regard to

tragedy. '.Vieman describes the way in which tragic art can

effect us:

In great art we stand at the brink where the
struggle goes on forever between creativity,
generating nan hour by hour, and the destructive
conditions which threaten his continued exis¬
tence. Except by way of tragedy we do not be¬
come conscious of the titanic struggle and the
ever recurring triumph of creativity over the
destroyers of value and the life of nan...Hence
tragedy opens the way for to find the mean¬
ings roost rich in quality.

Thus in great tragic art we see the creativity whioh is at work

in the world as it defies the destructive powers which threaten us.

109. Ibid, pp. 133-150.

110. Ibid, p. 155.
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Tragic art, however, is more than a disclosure of the

mysterious forces at work. It is also a means whereby we can

enter into the process of creativity. Wieraan explains this by

recognising first that although the tragedy of the breaking of

order is the means for reconstruction, we can not usually

undergo this process with sufficient discernment. The praot-

oal necessities of life do not allow it.. However, throujja

artistic or symbolic representation we are able to undergo these

experiences which we ordinarily are not able to endure. Thus

in tragic art there is a way in which we may participate in this

breaking and remaking. Wieman has said this}

Through symbolic representation in tragic art the
human animal can walk through devastation and
the remaking of the order of life and, in the
midst of breakdown, be sufficiently free of ob¬
session and compulsion to undergo the transfora¬
tion producing a world more rich with at aning.

Because many people have been transformed this w^ , a con¬

tinuing community of those who share the experience has developed

through the centuries. Wieman describes the experience of this

community in the same way in which he describes the creative inter-
112

action associated with Jesus. This leads us to conclude that
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for Wieman this group is as much the Church as those who reach

the creative event through the Ch±istian tradition. The iden¬

tity of these two groups is assured when we see that Wieman

regards the story of the Cross of Christ as a leading example
11 3

of the tragic art through «hich we may experience creativity.

In discussing the transcendence of the creative event,

Wieman tells us that creativity can be discovered in the world
114

toy proper analysis. He does not go on to tell us how this

analysis is conducted, however, and if we search for the analy¬

tical procedure throughout his writings it cannot be fbund.

Basically, this is due to the refe tion of reason and religious

experience which Wieman was formulating even in his early works.

Essentially, Wieman has a concept of the relation of reason

1t3. Ibid, p. 156. See also Wieman, H. N. "Can God Be eroeived?"
in The Journal of Religion. Vol. XXII No. I (January 1943),
p. 30. Wieman* s interpretation of the cross of Christ becomes
associated here with the uystery religions of crucified and
rising saviours and with symbolic psychology such as that of
Carl Jung. This is due to his interpretation of the Cross
story as repeatable symbol rather than as a kerygmatio victory,
centered in particular, unrepeatable historic events. Wieman
tries to hold to both kinds of interpretation but the sym¬
bolic interpretation is predominant. Even in his symbolic
interpretation Wieman is ambiguous not saying how the exis¬
tential parallel is related to the historic events* See also
Wieman, H. N. "Power and Goodness of God" in The Journal of
Religion, Vol. XXIII No. 4 (October 19^3), pp. 274-275 for
illustration of this point. See also Jung, Carl. Psycho¬
logy and Religion. New Haven: Yale Univera ty Press, 1938.

114. Wieman, H. N. The Source of Human Good, p. 77.
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and religious experience which involves three layers. The

bottom layer is experience of value, the second layer is truth,

and the third layer is knowledge. Truth involves not the

authenticity of the experience of felt q'^lity but that which

we say about this experience. In other words, truth is the

system of propositions which is descriptive of and derived from

the experience of quality. Truth, as a structural conception,

becones knowledge when it is related to the events which determine

it. This relation is through observation and experimentation.

In Pieman's words, truth beaumes knowledge when it is "speci-

This same formula for the analysis of knowledge refers to

religious knowledge. Whether, as in Wieoan's earlier books,

our religious experience is of undistinguished reality, or,

as in his later ones, it is of the creative good, religious ex¬

perience becomes neither truth nor knowledge until rational

115. Ibid, p. 164. bee Pepper's operational theory of truth in
Vorld Kypotheses by Stephen Pepper, pp. 266 ff. Wieoan points
out the general way in which his theory of truth and know¬
ledge differs from that of Whitehead, Bergson, and Dewey,
bee Wieman, hi. W. The source of .iuman Uwod. pp. 189-196. aee
also Wieman, H. N. and Waltar Marshall Horton. The Growth
of Rellfion, p. 405. This structure is apparent but not ex¬
plicit in Wieman's early description of the "experiential
method" or the "method of reason." See Wieman, H. N. The
Issues of ^ife. pp. 187 f. A fruitful study at this point
could be mde in regard to the comparison of Wieaan'a three
layers with Aguinas* vision, faith, and reason and opinosa's
intuition, reason, and opinion.
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interpretation ia brought to bear upon it. In time, knowledge

is gained by the scientific aethod of rational interpretation
116

from the basis of religious experience. Thus the creative

event developed in an historic strand and the experience cap¬

tured in ayth are precursors to knowledge but are not knowledge.

With this understanding in mind we are able to see how the route

of rational analysis cannot be a direct path to knowledge of
117

the creative event.

116. In Religious Experience and dcientifio Method. Wieman affirms
that scientific thought applied to Christianity would save
it from sentimentality and bondage to tradition. See pp.48
ff. "Observation combined with reason. This is the only valid
test of ary belief." Wieman, H. N. Normative psychology of
Religion, p. 122. The formal disregard of empirical reason
as an element in the interpretation of the faith by Barth is
of course the source of much of Wieman's criticism of neo-

orthodo^. See Wieman, H. N. The Growth of ■ Religion, p. 256 f.
For two brief essays which deal with the application of the
scientific method of research to the Christian faith and
nhioh contradict Wieman's approach, see Farrer, Austin. "Rev¬
elation" in Faith and -oogio. edited ty Basil Mitchell, ^ondon:
George alien and Unwin Ltd., 1957. pp. 89-102. and Mitchell,
Basil. "The Grace of God" in Faith and Logic, edited by Basil
Mitchell. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1957* pp« 159-
160 particularly.

117. In "Knowledge, Religious and Otherwise," Wieman has described
four steps in obtaining religious knowledge. These four
steps can essentially be reduced to the three steps implied
in the three layer analysis of knowledge. See Wieman, H, N.
"Knowledge, Religious and Otherwise," pp. 19-23. See also
"Right Ways to Justify Religion" in The Christian Century.
Vol. XLVTI (1930), p. 140.
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It remains to be said that in Wieman' s conception of truth

his oriterion of the good is veiy close to that of Ferrfc. Ferrfc

has described the good as that which most comple tely satisfied
118

the need of the whole man. Wieman writes:

By good I shall mean the experience of being
satisfied...The greatest possible good for any
individual is satisfaction of the self in the
wholeness of its being and not x rely satisfac¬
tion at one level which frustrates other levels
of the total individuality.

Bvaluation

Each of the epistemological approaches which Wieman gives

us deserves evaluation. However, in criticising Wieman's

epistemology in the light of the doctrine of the inner witness

of the Holy Spirit, we have to turn, as we did with Ferrfc and will with

Tillich, to the basic questions concerning the content of the

118. Ferrfc, Nels. Faith ana Reason, p. 31.

119» Wieinan, H. N. "Knowledge, Religious and Otherwise," p. 24.
See also Wieman, H. N. Man's Ultimate Commitment. p. 98*
Interestingly enough, it is seen in this section on revela¬
tion, truth and knowledge that although Vtieman speaks of an
empirical, scientific approach to religion, his empiricism
amounts in the end to no more than an effort for consistency
in the structural statements which represent the rqystioal
experience. Wieman is thus basically a ays tic. bee Dubs(
reference to Wieman as a religious oystic in Dubs, Homer, H.
"Religious Naturalism - An Evaluation" in The Journal of
Religion. Vol. XXIII No. 4 (October 1943), pp. 258-265. See
Wieiaan's statement in his essay "What's the World to Me" for
the limitation he pices on science. Wieman, H. N. "Ahat's
the World to Me," Ventures in Belief. Edited by Henry P. Van
Dusen. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1930. p. 80.
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Spirit's witness. The question we must ask in conjunction

with the witness of the Spirit is the question concerning

Christology or the Word to which the Spirit witnesses. Therefore,

in our criticism of Wieman's epistemology we will evaluate first

his Christology. Next, we will briefly consider the revela-

tional approaches which he recommends to us, and, finally, we

will draw together the results of our study.

In our search for Wieman*s Christolwgy we soon realise that

we are involved not in the search for the Biblical understanding

of Christ but for the interpretation of Christ in the light of

the presupposed principle of the creative event. Nowhere in

Wieman* s theology is there an exegetical concern for the New

Testament Christology. Rather, Wieman attempts to bridge ail

audi effort by a leap of reconstruction of the gospel

mes sage.

Here Wieman is in no small difficulty, for he in effect de¬

nies the New Testament witness to Christ yet accepts the importance

of the person about whom the New Testament speaks. This is a

strange approaoh, for vhat Mernan is in fact saying \yy it is that

he has discovered a unique way for determining the meaning of

Jesus. He is saying that he has found a way of reaching the Jesus

of history which enables him to ignore the grammatico-hi&fc6z±oal
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method of research, the lop.la of Jesua. and even the kerygma.

His claim ia to have fbund the key to the profoundest exegetioal

riddle without bothering with the use of exegesis.

Jn light of his Christological method, it is no wonder

that the Jesus of whom Wienan speaks has little resemblance to

the one of whom the New Testament speaks. Reinterpreting the

kerygma by the principle of creativity, Wieiuan defies the New

Testament understanding of the particular importance of the per¬

son of Christ. For Wieman, Jesus was incidental to the creati¬

vity which arose in the midst of the disciples. For the New

Testament it is the person Jesus who is supremely important in
120

God's reconciliation of man. Perrb is oonrect in emphasising

in his doctrine of the resurrection that it was the person Jesus,
121

man and God, who rose from the dead. Wietaan's doctrine of

the resurrection is that it was not Jesus but creativity whioh

rose from the dead.

120. This can be certified from both the classical interpreta¬
tions of Ohristology and the current studies in New Testament.
See: Kelly, J. N. iarly Christian Loctrlnfcs. London:
r*dam and Charles Black, 1958. and Kelly, J. N. L, harly
Christian Creeds. London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1950.
See also: Teylor, V. The Cross of Christ, ^ondon: Macmillan
and Co. Ltd., 1956. Puller, Reginald H. The Mission and
Achievement of Jesua. London: S. C. M. Press, 195^.
Schweizer, Lduard. lordship and Disoipleship. London:
3. C. M. Press, 1960.

121. Ferr%, Nels. Christ and the Christian, p. 216 ff.
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Wieman'e interpretation of both Christ and God as the

creative event is the basic error in his system. It is erron¬

eous for reasons which are both logical and experiential. The

logical or rational reasons are as follows. First, in order

to reach an understanding of the meaning of Christ ana who he

is it is necessary that we enter into the New Testament witness

by the route of the kerygma. As the moat primitive elements of

the New Testament are leerygmat leal ly structured we cannot arrive

122
at the meaning of Jesus by any other route. Second, if one

wishes to see the relation between the New Testament witness

to Christ and an interpretive principle such as creativity, he

must bring the two together, giving carefUl attention to the

souroes of the various motifs involved. Wieuan does not do this,

rie simply cancels the New Testament motifs and substitutes an

interpretive principle, the origin of which is not conclusively

shown.

The third logical reason is that Wiernan reconstructs the

Biblical pioture without showing the critical process involved.

The fourth is that Wieman establishes a doctrine of the atonement

122. Lee Bold, C. H. The Apostolic a. reaching ana ltd Bevelooments.
London: Hodder and dtoughton otd. (second edition), 19V*.
deasley-Murray, G. R. i'reaching the Gospel From the dos^ela.
London: Lutterworth Press. 195?. Robinson. James M. A. New"""
vuest i£ the historical Jeeua. noncLn; L. C. U. Press, 1959*
p. 80 ff.
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and then he ignores it and relies on competitive atonement

theories. For instance, we are told that the reyelation is

through the continuity of the resurrection fellowship and the

work of the Holy Spirit in this fellowship. Then we a re also

told that revelation is through nysticism and tragic art in

general. Wieaan does not relate these various accesses to the

creative gjod, even after he sets forth the unique importance

of the continuing fellowship. The fifth reason is that

Wieman's epistemology involves a ciroula r argument. The prin¬

ciple of creative interaction is supposedly derived from Jesus

and his group, but at the same time it is the means by which

Wieman leaps the exegetical barrier and interprets the meaning

of Jesus. The sixth reason is that there is a disjunction between

the ^yixibolism of the fellowship and the life of Jesus. This

disjunction is disguised in the existential parallel of our

symbolic pa rticipation and the life history of Jesus. In this

123
case, a parallel is a surreptitious disjunction.

The reasons famm experience are mary, but they can be divi-

123. Other logical inconsistencies and contradictions in Wienan's
theism can be found in Hartshorne, Charles and Reese,
William L. Philosophers 3peak of God. 404-407# and in Martin,
James A. JrT Empirical Philosophies of Religion. New York:
Aing* s Crown "Teas, 1945.
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ded into two general olaaaifioations. One is that the exper¬

ience of the revelation of God in Christ unavoidably has an

historic centre. That which we grasp in Christian retrelation

is not simply a message given by Christ nor an existential move¬

ment through which we feel our personalities pass. It is

more nearly the divine binding of ourselves into an historical

event which God has effected. The event in history remains

central, and we discover in revelation that God has changed us

and, indeed, all creation in this event. P. T. Forsyth has

written, "We find our charter in history, and not in human nature;

in the V-ord, and not the world. This is what Ferrfe is

saying in his criticism of naturalism as a ihole:

Within naturalism, by whatever name, there is no
real God as Creator, no sovereign Rule r, no
ultimately inscrutable personal Providence, no
Cross as the identification in redemptive suffer¬
ing of the Infinite God with man, and no actual
Resurrection from the2dead on the part of Christ
or man, now or ever.

The second classification of reasons is that the God who

acts in an historic event is reconciling the entire reality of

creation to himself, and in this he is transcendent of all created

124. Forsyth, P. T. The person and irlace of Jesus Christ. London:
Independent Press, (ninth impression) 1961. pp. 192-193.

125. Ferrfc, Nels. "Natural Theology and the Christian Faith" in
Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol. XI (1958), p. 367.
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reality,

Joseph Haroutunian writes:

God in Christ cannot be contingent being; he
cannot be a caused cause, a second cause, finite
and temporal as things in the world. He cannot
be uncreatife process or not the source of human
good. On the other hand, he cannot be being or
process comprehended through metaphysical analysis;
for nature, which is the object of such analysis,
is the j^grld* as the object of reconciliation in
Christ.

Professor H. H. Farmer has criticised Wieman for his failure tot

only to represent Christian experience but also adequately to

represent the general dilemmas of religious concern. He parti¬

cularly notices Wieman's failure along the two lines which our

tho ught is following:

I would ayself regard as indispensable to any
world view rightly entitled to the name of
Christian two things at least which Pieman rejects.
The first is the notion of transcendence as

applied to God - though I must add at once it
must be a biblical notion of transcendence, i.e.,
one which does not exclude the activity of God
within the time procese. The second is the
notion of the je rsonal as applied to God - though
I oust add again, that it must be in harmony with
the biblical view that God is apprehended as
personal through his own self-disclosing encounter
with the will of men in the events of history.

126. Haroutunian, Joseph. "Christian Faith and Metaphysics" in
The Journal of Religion. Vol. XXXIII No. 2 (April 1953), p.
104. See also Vrieaen, Th. C. An Outline of Old Testament
Theology. translated by S. Neuijen. Oxford: Basil Blokwell,
1958. pp. 149 ff.

127. Parmer, H. H. "Some Reflections on Professor Pieman's New
Book" in The Journal of Religion, Vol. XXVII No. 2 (April
1947), p. 115.
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Thus the basis of our criticism of Wieman is similar to

the basis of our criticism of Ferrft, even though their theolo¬

gical positions are some distance apart. This fundamental

error in both systems is the laok of a sufficient Chrlstology.

Wieman's confusion at this point permeates his entire doctrinal

position and consequently distorts his theology of revelation.

Without a sufficient doctrine of Christ, there can be no under¬

standing of the witness of the Holy Spirit to the Word who is

Christ.

When we evaluate Wieman,s three accesses to the creative

good we are able to see how his dootrinal position invalidates

what value they might have. although Wieman is very construc¬

tive in respect to his emphasis on the place of the fellowship

of the Church, his discussion breaks down because it relates the

revelation which occurs not to Christ but to an aspect of the

created world. Essentially, revelation is the relation of the

transcendent God to creation.

Our criticism of Pieman's use of oysticisia is in this same

vein. Wieman is right in ttat the ayatic experience is often

the place where we meet Christ. We might even go further than

this and ssy that in all of our encounters with Christ there is

an element of iqystic experience. The error of Wieman is that he
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does not realise that there is a distinction between meeting

Christ in mystic-type experience and neeting the undifferentiated

presence of the created world or the creative, growing power

which is in the heart of the natural world. What is not often

realised here is that the mystic may experience either one or

both of two separate daturns. The mystic can meet the growing,

healing power in the heart of nature in a Bergsonian or Words-

worthian sense or he oan meet the Holy Spirit reconciling him to
128

God in a different sense. Wieman seems to have known the

naturalistic experience and to have identified it with the Chris¬

tian experience.

In the experience of /tragic art there is again the phenomenon

of the variable datum. One can experience the tragic break and

restructure on a plurality of levels. Wieman has experienced

it on a naturalistic level but not on the ultimate level of recon¬

ciliation between man and God.

Wieiuan's understanding of the interpretative structure of

truth offers a valuable insight, but it is based on the assumption
A

128. See Bergson on the ideal genesis of natter in Creative
uvolution by Henri Bergson, translated by Arthur Mitchell.
London: Maomillan and Co., 1911* PP« 251 ff. See also:
Bergson, Henri. The Two Sources of Morality and Religion.
translated by R. Ashley Audra and Cloudesley Brereton.
London: MaomilLan and Co., 1935; Abercrombie, Lascelles.
The -irt of '''ord8worth. London: Oxford University Press, 1952.
pp. 52 ff. Cowling, G. H. Wordsworth and Coleridge. Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 19L3. pp. 1«2.
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that there is a primary experience of undefined sense of value

in all knowledge. This is a questionable assumption for there

are instances in which the value experience is contingent upon

a certain interpretive structure. Thus, in Christian exper¬

ience we sometimes have first a strange and undefined experience

which we must later interpret, but we also have experiences

which arise frjm the combination of primary experience and inter¬

pretation. It is sometimes the interpretation which prepares

us tor perception.

In the conclusion to our study of Wieman, we find that

there are two predominating faults in his epistemology. In

the first place, none of the accesses to creativity which

Wieman offers us are really helpful. They describe the ways

in which others have experienced renewal, but they are too vague

to be of concrete help to us. Ws may tell the religious seeker

that men have found value in aysticism, but this is a different

thing from telling him how he can go about securing this value.

Wieman tells us what has happened to others but we do nut yet

know where we are to go or what we are to do to obtain the

creative good. Thus, even if it were the creative good which
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we were seeking, we would le ave Wieman empty handed.

The second fault is that the knowledge of creativity which

Wieman holds out to us is not the knowledge which we really

need. We accept what he offers us, but we must move on in our

search for the knowledge of the reconciling love of God in

Christ. Wieman speaks of creativity, but creativity is not

enough. In Wieman's theological system there is a peculiarly

repetitive note whioh makes us think that Wiernan himself was

not absolutely content with the doctrine of the creative good,

lime and again Wieinan attempts to substantiate his faith not

through mysticism or the empirical method but through an equa¬

tion of his domtrine with that of the historic Christian faith.

It is as if he has a prior loyality to Biblical Christianity.

This is evident in his terminology, in his discussion of Jesus,

of the Bible, and of the *ord of God, and most convincingly in

the liBts of reasons whioh he draws up equating his doctrine
1 $C

of creativity with the traditional Christian faith.

129. Vie must recognise that Wieman is not alone in this fault
and that indeed he often attempts to involve us in a person¬
al awareness of the creative good. See Wieman, H. N. and
Waltar Marshall itorton, The Growth of Religion, pp. 376 ff.
on preyer. See also his earlier statement, \'ieuan, ii, N.
Methods of rivate Religious Living. New York: The Maomillan
Company, 1929. pp. 22 ff., 146 ff., 192 ff.

130. See Wieman, H. N. "Knowledge, ualigious, and Otherwise,"
pp. 26-28; Wieman, il. N. Intellectual Foundation of Faith,
pp. 52 ff.; Wieman, H. N. The source of auuian Good, pp. 264
ff.; Wieman, H. N. Man's Ultimate Commitment, pp. 29-33.
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Conclusion

Thus in our study of two men who have attempted to set

forth the true nature of Christian revelation within the context
of

of a metaplvysios, process we have little help that is of parti¬

cular worth. This is not to sqy that they have not been help¬

ful at all. There are at least three ways in which our under¬

standing of ourselves and our world has been changed by these

men for the better. Each of these new understandings provides

fbr us part of the framework in which we will have to see the

action of the Holy Spirit.

In the first place, both FerrA and Pieman have given us

an understanding of the world in the process of change. By

their analysis of the place of change in the heart of ultimate

reality (in Agape for ^errfc and in creativity for Y.ieman) and by

their analysis of the created world as open to change, we sure

given the conceptual presuppositions for the solution to the

problem which we need in this century. ho longer can we speak

of the Spirit's witness to an unchanged humanity in an unchang¬

eable world. With being itself in the state of change, the

problem of the presence of the Holy Spirit becomes more difficult.

To whom does the Spirit witness? Is the Spirit present to us

as we were yesterday but not as we are today? Another contribu¬

tion made by both Ferrft and Wieman at this point is also due to
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their description of the change taking place at the heart of

reality. With both Ferrfe and Wiecaan we have seen the applica¬

tion^ characteristics of created reality their definition

of the nature of God. Nature changes therefore God changes.

The correlative question concerning ths change in man is the

qjeatlon of the change in God. Does the Word to which the

Spirit witnesses change? A final contribution at this point

lies in the adoption of new terminology for the solution to the

problem of revelation. The substance categories of classical

Christianity and the Newtonian categories of unchanged order

will not do in this century. Ferrfe and Wieman had to do without

them in their systems ana so will we.

In the second pla ce, Ferrft and Wieman have given us two

possible world views in which we any see the Spirit's work.

Ferri adopts the process terminology toy describing two proaedse3,

the divine and the created. The divine prooess is transcen¬

dent of the created and appears in it only toy divine grace.

Wiem&n adopts the process point of view by seeing all reality

as one process of ahange. Although he uses the word "trans¬

cendence, " he uses it to refer to that whioh is transcendent of

man rather than of creation as a whole. Keality is one. and it
in

is/this one reality that God is to be found. A modern doctrine

of the inner testimony of the Holy Spirit thus stands at a
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metaphysical crossroads: in the light of what we now know of

both Cod and man, is the witness of the Spirit a gift from "a

world beyoni" or a gift from within the one reality which is

inclusive of both God and man?

In the third place, Ferrfc and Pieman have given us

theologies of revelation which require actual changes to occur.

Revelation is a correspondent to a change or an event which

actually occurs. This is perhaps the outstanding contribution

of both men, for antecedent Protestant orthodoxy often implied

that revelation was the disclosure of a body of knowledge. This

is a constructive change which replaces a gnostic tendency with

an understanding of the »vord of God.Perrft writes of the

Work of the iioly Spirit at the permeable membrane and of the new

creation, the new humanity, in the Incarnation. Wieman speaks

of knowledge as a result of felt quality. Both of these des¬

criptions remind us that in ary kind of knowledge a reality must

be present and that in Christian knowledge a change must occur.

There are other contributions made by both ?errt and Wieman

which are related to the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit.

131. See Jacob, Pdodnd. Theology of the Old Testament, translated
ty Arthur W. ieathcote and fhilip J. .ulloock. London: Hodder
and Stoughton, 1958. p>p. 127 ff. See also: Vrieaen, Th. C.
•>.n Outline of old Testament Theology, p. 238.
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For both Fernfc and Wientan the content of the Spirit's witness

is more than the words of Scripture. As to what more it is,

however, there is general uncertainty. For both Ferrfc and Wieman

the witness of the Spirit is related to Christ, but the aysteiy

of who Christ is cancels the good contributed. Thus the know¬

ledge we get from Ferrfc and Wieman helps us to set our sights and

to understand more about the solution which we need, but it does

not lead us to the place where the solution is found.



CHAPTER VI

TUB INNiK WITNESS OP T»iK HOLT SPIRIT AUD LXISTLNTIALIST
EXPKRILKGE

The Theology of Raul Tillich

Introduction

The theology of Paul Tillich is one of the outstanding

developments of the twentieth century. While Reinhold Niebuhr

has been described as a theologian of Christian ethics, Tillich

is frequently described a9 an existentialist theologian. By

adopting a phenomenological procedure, Tillich intends to relate

the various aspects of our spiritual am mental life and so to

describe Christian experience that it becomes a valid alternative

for modem man. In respect to this ooncem, Tillich can be

described as a missionary to those who have lost their faith and

to those have found the Christian faith to be metaptysically

absurd.

Because Tillich has made such a ]a rge co ntribution to our

understanding of revelation, we will explore his theology in

rather oIcb e detail. In his Systematic Theology. Tillich is

definitively drawing his wealth of ideas into an architectonic

303
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structure. fte will follow the outline of the oystcinatio

Theology ami make additional references to previous and related

sources. Tiilich begins his theological structure by disoussing

reason and revelation. He follows this section with being and

God and then existence and the Christ.

The structure and function of reason

In his analysis of man's rational powers, Tiilich makes

a distinction between two qualitatively different operations of

the mind. This distinction is integral to his theology of

revelation. Each of these operations, at one time or another,

has been mistakenly understood as the essential operation of the

powers of reason. In the classical tradition reason appeared

as logos or ontological reason. In our technically oriented

culture, reason is essentially thought of as technical reason.

Tiilich defines logos reaso n as the structure of the mind which

enables it to grasp and to transform reality. In the classioal

tradition frem iarmenides to ilegel, the cognitive, technical

element was included as a part of logos reason, only it was not

the dominant part. Balanced in its operations, reasa n was

"cognitive and aesthetio, theoretical and practical, detached and
•j

passionate, subjective and objective."

1. Tillioh, Paul, systematic Theology. Vol. I. Chicago: The Uni¬
versity of Chicago Press. 1951# p* 72.
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In its balanced wholeness, the logos reason is the means

by which man grasps the ends or purposes to life and the means

ty which he pursues these purposes. The logos operation

receives the ends or becomes grasped by an ultimate concern.

The technical operation accepts the ends which are ecstatically

grasped by the logos and determines the means or technique for

achieving the enda

With the breakdown of German classical idealism and the

advent of British empiricism, the technical element in reason

oame to the forefront of attention. The development of an

industrial, soientifio world view completed the step by which

the balanced reason was reduced to the capacity for determining

means, the capacity fbr reasoning. The capacity for grasping

the meaning and end of life was ignored. It became dominated

by the reasoning function, and this domination result ed in what

might well be called a dehumanisation of man.

The result of this development is that when the relation of

reason to revelation is discussed today, it is discussed with

technical reason in mind. This result is a serious error, for it

is the whole of ontologioal reason which is the organ for receiv¬

ing revelation. The technical operation cannot be ignored in

regard to revelation, and. it is necessary for the reception of the

contents of revelation. Essentially, only the logos function
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would be necessary for revelation, since the essence of logos

reason is identioal with the contents of revelation. The

technical reason is needed because under the conditions of

existence reason is fallen from its essential state. The

essential perfection of ontological reason is not possible under

the conditions of existence.

Tillioh says that ontological reason is the structure of

the mini which enables it to "grasp and shape reality." This

operation presupposes that there is a relation between the

structure of the mind and the structure of reality. Tillich

writes, "from the time of iannenides it has been a common assum¬

ption of all philosophers that the logos, the word which grasps

and shapes reality, cai do so only because reality itself has a

2
logos character." The inference from this is that there is a

subjective rational structure and an objective rational structure

in correspondence. SubJ> cti ve reason and the objective rational

structure are related ty reception and reaction, by a grasping of

the world and a shaping of the world.

•Grasping* in this context has the connotation of
penetratihg into the depth, into the essential
nature of a thing or an event, of understanding
and expressing it. Shaping in this contort has
the connotation of transforming a given material

2. Systematic Theology I, p. 75*
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into a Gestalt, a living structure which has
the .power of being....In every act of reasonable
reaction an act of grasping is involved.

In setting forth Tillich's conception of the structure of

reason, there is one more aspect which must be mentioned. This

is the "depth of reason." actually, the depth of reason is

not reason but that which precedes reason and is manifest through

reason. Tillich writes:

Season in both its objective and subjective
structures points to something which appears in
these structures but which transcends them in
power and meaning. This is not another field of
reason which oould be progressively discovered
and expressed but is that which is expressed
through every rational expression. It oould be
called the ' ai bstance* which appears in the
rational structure, or 'being-itself* which is
manifest in the logos of being, or the 'ground*
which is creative in every rational expression,
or the 'abyss' which cannot be exhausted by any
creation or by any totality of them, or the
'infinite potentiality of being and meaning'
which pours into the rational structures of min£
and reality, actualising and transforming them.

Although the depth of reason is manifest, it is at the same time

hidden, and these terms can only be used metaphoricaL ly. Essen¬

tially, reason is transparent to this prior depth, and in each

3. Systematic Theology I, p. 76.

4. Systematic Theology I, p. 79. It is significant that Tillich
also refers to the depth of love as "love in relation to the
ground of life#" See Love. Power, and Justice. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1954. p. 33.
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of the acta or processes of reason this prior depth is dearly
5

present. Urxler the conditions of existence, reason is

separated from its depth so that the depth of reason is manifest

opaquely through myth and oult.^

By leading us to this point, Till ich has shown that the

structure of reason is not in conflict with the process of

revels tion. It is the depth of reason or being-itself which

is apparent in revelation. When reason is mistakenly understood

as merely cognitive reason, there is an apparent conflict with

revelation. Essentially, reason is united with its depth, even

though it is separated or fallen from this depth in existence.

It is one of Tillich' a major points that reason and revelation

are not in oonflict and that, indeed, reason, by its logos struc¬

ture and depth, raises the question of revelation.

Tillioh enables us to understand further the way in which

reason raises the question of revelation by presenting an

5* Dorothy Emmet can say that there is in Tillich a "kind of
bottomlessness about reason." "Epistemology and the Idea of
Revelation" in The Theology of Paul Tillich. edited by
Charles Kegley and Robert Qretail. New fork; The Uacmillan 3o.,
1952. p. 205.

6. Tillich is fond of using another term for the depth of
reason, the "Unconditioned;" he emphasises that the Uncondi¬
tioned can be apprehended not only through "religious" symbols
but through aty aspect of culture. See Tillich, Paul. The
nellgjous Situation. Translated by H. Richard Niebuhr. New
York; demy Holt and Co., 1932. p.ix. and Tillich, Paul,
Theology of Culture. New York; Oxford University Press, 1959*
p. 26 ff.
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analysis of actual reason, reasj n under the conditions of

existence. riia analysis is of the structure of actual reason

and the way in which the structural elements are re]» ted.

Under the conditions of existence, conflicts develop among the

structural elements, and theee conflicts drive reason to the

quest for revela tion.

The first of the conflicts within actual reason is the

conflict of autonomy with heteronony. This conflict concerns

the authority to which reason must he obedient. Autoroay is

not the freedom to adhere to an ambiguous behaviour but rather

obedience to the la w of reason one finds within oneself.

Autonomous reason is reason actualising and obeying its own

structure, without regard for the depth of reason or for the

existent world.^ iieteronony is the imposition of a law which

is strange to the internal structure of reason and which directs

the relation of reason to the world. Tillioh writes:

The problem of heteronony is the problem of an
authority which claims to represent reason,
namely the depth of reason, against its autono-

7. Systematic Theology I, p. 84. Tillich also observes that auton¬
omous knowledge repudiates or misinterprets religious know¬
ledge. The result of the latter is that God is thought of as
an object among objects and that there is no reference to
the depth. See Tillich, Paul. "The World Situation" in The
Christian Answer. Edited by H.P. Van Dusen. London: Nisbet
and Co., 1946. pp. 60-61.
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aous actualisation.•• it is... the claim to

apeak in the name of the groum of being and
therefore in an unconditioned and ultimate
way.u

This conflict drives reason toward the quest for theonoay and

the union of the autonomous and heterunuinous elements. iheonauy

is not the acquiescence in a higher, divine la w but the union

of the structure and the grouni in God. Under existence, com¬

plete theonooy does not exist, and, thus, the conflict withih

reason drives reason to the quest for revelation.

The second conflict is that of relativism against absolu¬

tism. This conflict is between the static element in reason,

which preserves the identity of reason, and the dynamic element,

which is the power of reason to actualise itself. Under the

conditions of existence, these elements appear a3 the conflict

between absolutism and relativism. Relativism denies a 3tatic

element in the structure of reasjn or emphasises the dynamic

element to such an extent that no definite place is left for
g

reason. This conflict drives reason to seek that which is both

completely absolute and completely concrete. It drives reason

to the search for revelation.

8. Systematic Theology I, p. &!►.

9. Systematic Theology I, p. 87.
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The third disruption is that between formalism and

emotionalism. Formalism is an uniue emphasis on the form of

the rational process, Tillich illustrates this by pointing

out, "In the aesthetic realm formalism is an attitude expressed

in the phrase 'art for art's sake,' which disregards the content

and ije aning of artistic creations for the sake of their form."1^
The result of this over emphasis is the destruction of inborn

vitality. The emotional element reacts to the oonfliot by

becoming emotionalism; it is freed from rational guidance and

becomes irrational and frantic. As do the other conflicts within

the structure of actual reason, this conflict drives men to the

quest for the reunion of the disrupted elements, the quest for

revelation. ^rom this analysis of the structure of reason,

Tillich tells ua that "reason does not resist revelation. It

asks for revelation, for revelation means the integration of

reason."

It is not only the structure of reason which shows the

need for revelation; the cognitive function shows it also.

Tillich prepares us for this point by telling us that knowledge

is a form of union between the subject and the object. In

10. Ibid, p. 90.

11. Ibid, p. 94.
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this union the distance "between subject and object is overcome

but not coap]e tely overcome. It is "union through separation."1
In some kinds of knowLedge, the element of detachment is the

more predominate, and this kind of knowledge is called "dontrol¬

ling knowledge."1^ *hen the element of union is the more

predominant, the term "receiving knowledge" is used.

When controlling knowledge claims dominion over all levels

of reality, there is usually a protest in the name of receiving

knowledge. Often, however, the protest is unable to correct

the situation. Xillich illustrates this by pointing to the

popularity and the dilemma of the existentialist movement.

Existentialism is the most desperate attempt to
escape the power of controlling knowledge and
of the objectified world which technical reason
has produced. It says 'Iio* to this world, but
in order to say 'Yes' to something else, it has
either to use Cwntrolling knowledge or to turn
to revelation. Existentialism, like romanticism
and philoso phy of life, must either surrender to
technical reason or ask the question of revela¬
tion. 5

In revelation, the claims of both kinds of knawledge are met.

Tillich demonstrates this by showing how revelation resolves the

conflict in the verification methods, the method of experiment

12. Ibid. p. 9^-*
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and the method of life experience. He writes that the

verification situation -

mirrors a basic conflict in cognitive reason.
Knowledge stands in a dilemma; controlling
knowledge is sate but not ultimately significant,
while receiving knowledge can be ult imately
significant, but it cannot give certainty. The
threatening character of this dilemma is rarely
recognised and understood. But if it is real¬
ised and not covered up by preliminary and incom¬
plete verifications, it must lead either to a
desperate resignation of truth or t« the quest
for revelation for revelation claims to give a
truth which is both certain ana of ultimate
concern - a truth which includes and accepts the
risk and uncertainty of every significant ^
cognitive act, yet transcends it in accepting it.

Thus we see that in the firut section of the first part of

his theological system, Tillioh has given us two things. He

has given us a most interesting analysis of the structure of

reason and an equally interesting analysis of the conflict within

reason. The conclusion he draws is that these conflicts point

to the quest for revelation. briefly, he tells us four things

about the structure of reason: he cakes. a distinction between

logos reason and technical reason; he makes a distinction between

our essential reason and reason under the conditions of existence;

he establishes the logos structure of reality and shows the re¬

lation between subjective and objective reason; he points to the

depth of reason with which reason 3s essentially united and which

16. Ibid, p. 105.
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become# apparent to reason in revelation. The three conflict#

within the structure of reason aire the oonflict between autonomy

and heteronoqy, the oonflict between relativism and absolutism,

the conflict between formalism and emotionalism. These con¬

flicts, with the conflict in the verification of the cognitive

act, point to the need for revelation, the need for theonoiqy.

Revelation

After establishing that the question of revelation is raised

by the structure and cognitive function of reason, Tillich pro¬

ceeds directly to his discussion of revelation. His approach

is the method of "critical phenomenology," the method by which

he hopes to enable the readers to see the same revelatory reality

which he sees. The critical element enters in the selection of

a revelatory event. The event to be chosen is the one which is

considered the final revelatory event and the standard by whioh

others are judged. For Tillich, thi# is the event of Jesus as

the Christ.

Tillich defines revelation as "a special and extraordinary

manifestation which removes the veil from something which is

hidden in a special and extraordinary In r eve la t ion.

17. Systematic Theology, p. 108.
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that which id disclosed transcends the bounds of ordinary

experience, though it is disclosed within the oontest of ordi¬

nary experience. Subjectively, two experiences take place.

We experience the reality of the oysteiy, without the mystery

being disclosed, and we experience our personal relation to the

aystery.

The mystery wiioh is revealed has a negative and a positive

aspect, both of which appear to men's reason. The negative

side is the first to appear, and it comes to light when reason

is driven beyond itself to the original fact of being. This side

of the aysteiy appears &a the abyss and is experienced as the

threat of nonbeing. The abyss is manifest in ail the functions

of reason and even in objective reason. Including the negative

side in its manifestation, the positive side appears as the
18

power of being which Conquers nonbeing. It appears as the

ground of being and is expressed in our consciousness by symbol

and ayth. As the ground of our being, the aysteiy which is

manifest in revelation is of ultimate concern to us. It is the

depth of reason which was previously mentioned, the ground of

existence to which we are united even though separated.

The abyss and the ground are manifest only in a concrete

18. Ibid, p. 110.
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situation. This means two things. It means that there is

no such thing as revelation in general, and it means that in

the revelatory situation there is both a subjective and an

objective event in interdependence. The objective side to the

reveh tion has been traditionally known as miracle. The

subjective side to the revelation is kn-wn as eostasy. In

the b tate of ecstasy, reason transcends its ordinary subject -

object structure without deq/ing this structure. Ecstasy is

not the state of the mind grasped by the irrational but the

state of the mini grasped by the ground of being and meaning.

The grasping of the mind by the irrational would be the destru¬

ction of the rational structure, not the transcendence. It would

be the presence of the demonic. In the state of eostasy, the

positive and the negative aspects of revelation are united.

Tiilich puts it, "Ecstay unites the experience of the abyss to

which reason in all its functions is driven with the experience

of the ground in which reason is grasped by the uysteiy of its
19

own depth and the depth of being generally."

The miraculous side is the objective occurence which is pre¬

supposed in revelation. It is no more irrational than the

ecstatic experience but is composed of a special constellation of

19. Ibid, p. 113.
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the elements of reality. The miraculous event is not only a

presupposition of revelation, it is miraculous only as it is

received in revelation. Tillich writes, "Miracles are given

only to those for whom they are sign-events, to those who receive
"20

them in faith. As the subjective revelatory experience

presupposes the tlreat of nohbeing, the objective side presupposes

21
the "stigma of nonbeing" in reality. In the revelatory

situation, the ground of being is manifest in both aspects of

the ej£>erience. Neither aspect is liable for criticism or

validation by the scientific method, for science deals with a

different dimension of reality. At the most, scientific or

historic criticism can do no more than protect revelation by the

eaqposure of false interpretations of revelation.

As all things participate in the ground of being, all things

are eligible to enter into the revelatory situation as mediums

and bearers of the mystery. Nature, history, individuals,

groups, and even words can, as Tillich puts it, enter into a

"revelatory constellation." The basis fbr this eligibility does

not lie in a special quality of the things used but in the use

made of them by being-itself. "In all these oases it is not the

thing or the event as such which has revelatory character;

20. Ibid, p. 117.

21. Ibid, p. 116.
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they reveal that which uses them as a medium and a bearer of
22

revelation" The distinctive characteristics of the use dium

of revelation do have an influence. They are instrumental in

determining both the expression of the ground of being and the

relation which we have to the ground of being through them.

As the distinctive characteristics of the medium are influential,

the characteristics of some mediums enable them t*> manifest the

ground in a more significant way. Thus, a person is able to
23

become a medium in a more significant way than can a stone.

If the term "natoral revelation" is to be used, it must be

used to refer to a revelation which aomes through nature,

rather than to une which cunes from nature. The common use of

the term is with reference to this supposed revelation or know¬

ledge of God which we can get from nature itself. Tillich says

that in this Common usage the term is self-contradictory.

Natural knowledge can lead to the quest for revelation but it

always remains knowledge and never becomes revelation. The

common employment of the term is really a misnomer for the abyss

22. Ibid, p. 119.

23. Tillich observes that although anything can become a bearer
of the holy, *hen it does so it receives a "personal face."
See Tillich, Paul. Biblical Religion and the Search fbr
Ultimate Reality. London: Janes Nisbet and Co., Ltd. 1955,
pp. 2}-2U.
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24
side of the mystery, the threat of nonbeing.

Worda can serve as mediums of revelation, and, as with ail

things, their particular qualities disting.dsh them for a

particular service. Tillich expresses this:

The word aommunicates the self-related and in¬

approachable experience of an ego-self to another
ego-self in two ways: by expression and by
denotation...• The denotive power of language
is its ability to grasp and communicate general
meaniqgs. The eipressive power of language is
its ability to disclose and to communicate perso¬
nal states.... In the situation of revelation,
language has a denotive power which points through
the ordinary meanings of the words to their
relation to us... an expressive power which points
through the ordinary expressive possibilities of
language to the inexpressible ani its relation to
us.

Thus the word participates in the revelatory constellation not

because it expresses information which would otherwise remain

hidden but because it is grasped by the ground of being. When

a word is so grasped it becomes transparent to the ground, and

the ground of being shines through it. because the word as a

word of revelation is dependent upon that which shires through it,

it is never a word of revelation apart from the reveh tory situa-

24. John Baillie calls attention to the similarity of Tillich's
position in regard to nature and revelation with that of H. rl.
Parmer in The *orld and God. See Baillie, John. The Idea of
Revelation in Recent Thought. New York: Columbia University
Press, 195^. pp. 76-77.

25. Systematic Theology I, pp. 123-124.
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tion. Yet, as Tillioh says, the word of revelation does not

have a unique revelatory sitaation; it functions as "a necessaxy

26
element in all forms of revelation."

Although all revelation takes place within history, revela¬

tion can make use of historic events and thus take p&ce through

history. This happens when the events point beyond themselves

or beoome transparent. When this happens, the ground of being

is manifest through the events, and the events are experienced

ecstatically or as being miraculous.^

When we apprehend such a revelation, we ourselves enter

into the revelatory situation. We participate in the situation

and become eligible to serve as mediums of the revelation to

26. Ibid, p. 12k. Also see Tillich, Paul. Theology of Culture.
New York: Oxford Universi ty Press, 1959. pp. 55 ff»

27. Tillich describes the epistemological attitude which this
experience requires as "self-transcending realism." This
outlook avoids the errors of both a realism without self-
tranacenience (naturalism) and a self-transcenience which is
not realistic (idealism). Thus, he defines faith as "an
ecstatic transcending of reality in the power of that which
cannot be derived from the whole of reality and cannot be
approached by ways which belong to the whole of reality."
fillich, Paul. The Protestant Era. Translated by James

Luther Adams. London: Nisbet and 60., 1951. pp. 75-76. This
outlook is also expressed by the complimentary term "belief-ful
realism," which is in contrast to "belief-fid realism." See
Niebuhr, H. Richard. "Preface" of The Religious Situation.
Also see Tillioh, Paul. The Interpretation of History. Trans¬
lated by N. A. Rasetzki and 2£. L. Talmey. New York: Charles
Soribner's Sons, 1936. pp. 234 ff.
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28
others. fly this analysis of the experience of revelation,

Tillich distinguishes between an original and a secondary or

dependent revelation. An original revelation takes place when

there is a new combination of a miraculous event and an ecstatic

experience. When a dependent revela tion occurs, it is based

upon the earlier constellation and receives both the original

miracle and the original response as the miracle element. In

this secondaiy situation, the earlier constellation thus beooines

the event which is received in a new ecstatic experience.

Jesus as the Christ in revela tion

This distinction between the original and the dependent re¬

velation is important in helping us to understand the dynamics

of the Christian revelation which occurs today. Tillich uses

Peter'8 confession as an example of origins., revelation, calling
29

his experience "an original revel atory ecstasy." In this

occurrence there was the element of miraole, Jesus as the one

who could become the Christ for men, and the element of ecstasy,

Peter's reception of Jesus as the Christ. Both elements were

necessary if revelation were to occur or if Jesus were to be

received as the Christ. The revelation which takes ph oe in the

28. Systematic Theology I, p. 121.

29. Ibid, p. 126.
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church today is the secondary revelation. Whan Jesus is re¬

ceived as the Christ, the event side of the experience includes

both Jesus' mission to be the Christ and the original reception

of Jesus as the Christ. Both sides of the first constella tion

make up the event side of the constellation teasy.

Jeais as the Christ is the decisive and fulfilling revela¬

tion because as the Christ he is the only medium of revelation

1*10 has become Completely transparent to being-itself. rie be¬

came completely transparent by completely sacrificing his finite

nature. This sacrifice was possible and eventuated in his being

the final tedium because he was in full union with the ground of

being, even in the sacrifice. Thus, we can say that it is

only as he sacrificed himself and was crucified that Jesus became

30
the one in whom the New Being is fully seen. As the final

revelation, he is the eostatic moment of human history and the

centre of history. rie is the Kairos, the meaningful disclosure

30. This is elaborated in seraonic form in Tillich, Paul.
The New Being. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955*
pp. 98 ff. and in Tillich, Paul. The Shaking of the Foun¬
dations. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1948. pp.
141 ff."
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of history, for those who receive him as the Christ.''1

Interpreted in the light of the final revelation, history

is divided into a period of preparation and a period of recep¬

tion. The pe riod of preparation is present wherever the final

revelation has not been received, and it is narked by the pre¬

sence of universal revelation. Universal revelation is not

an abstracted law nor a "natural revelation," nor a revelation

#1 ich occurs continually and in every place. It occurs only

in ecstatic moments when the ground of being is manifest. It

is preparatory in providing the symbols and experiences which

enable men to receive revela tion.

There is still another preparatory revelation, and this is

the revelation which took pL ce through the prophets of Israel.

It was the direct preparation for the final revelation. In this

preparatory revelation, the final revelation was actually preaen t,

31. Tillich writes,'"Kairos,' the 'fulness of time,' according to
the New Testament use of the word, describes the moment in
which the eternal breaks into the temporal, and the temporal
is prepared to receive it. What happened in the one unicpe
centre of history, may happen in a derived form again and
again in the process of time, creating centres of less impor¬
tance on vhich the periodisation of history is dependent."
Tillich, Rsul. The Protestant ara. p. xxxiv. This concept was
especially prominent in Tillich's earlier writings, See "The
Kingdom of God and History," in The Kingdom of God and History.
by H. G. Wood and others. London: George Allen and Unwln Ltd.
1938. p. 119# Also see The Interpretation of History, p. 175.
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although it was present only in a fragmentary, anticipatory way.

The period of receiving revelation began with the advent of

the Christian church, which now bears the final revelation ooth

to itself and to the world. The final revelation takes place

in the church not by the church's natural power but by the pre¬

sence of the Holy Spirit. Tillich writes:

The presence of the divine Spirit in the church
is revelatory. But it is a dependent revelation
possessing all the marks of dependent revelations.
...Receiving revelation, is always revelation,
although the Spirit throu^a whom the revelation
occurs is always the Spirit of Jesus as the
Christ.

?or Tillich, the history of revelation is alweys the history of

salvation. This is because they a re correlative experiences

and make up the presence of the same reality.

The question of revelation, which Tillich sees raised by

the structural conflicts within reason, is answered by final

revelation. The complete transparency and the comple te a elf-

sacrifice of the medium meet the conflict of a utonony and heter-

onoay and bring about their reunion. The complete transparency

of Jesus as the Christ preserves the presence of the depth in

autonouy. The self-sacrifice of Jesus as the Christ keeps heter-

32. Systematic Theolotar I, p. 144.
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onomous reason from falsely exercising authority in the atuae of

the depth. The conflict between absolutism and relativism

is solved the appearance of final revelation in the form of

a "concrete absolute."

In the New Being which is manifest in Jesus as
the Christ the moe t concrete of all possible forms
of concreteness, a prsonal life, is the bearer of
that which,is absolute without condition and re¬
striction.

Because the whole of a person's life participates then being-

itself appears in a revelatory experience, the oonfiict between
55

formalism and emotionalism is overcome in revelation.

One of Til lien's most interesting contributions to contem¬

porary theology is his analysis and explanation of theological

terms. In closing the section of reason and revelation, Tiilich

offers two explanations which are important to our discussion.

The first is o oncerned with his use of the term "ground" in the

expression, "the ground of revelation." The second is concerned

with the designation "the Word of God" and the various oe anings

which it has.

In writing on "the ground," Tiliich says:

33. Ibid, p. 147.

P* 150*

55. Ibid, p. 1§3.
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It oscillate a between cause and substance aril
transcends them both. It indicates that the
ground of revelation is neither a cause which
keeps itself at a distance from the revelatory
effect nor a substance which effuses itself into
the effect, but rather the ayste^ which appears
in revelation and which remains a oyatery in its
appearance.

In writiig on "the word of God,* Tiilich gives us six meanings.

The first leaning is "the principle of the divine self-manifesta¬

tion in the ground of being."^ By this he eana the aspect of

God which is inherently active in God's self-revelation. The

second is that which is active as the medium of creation.

Tillioh describes the third as the "manifestation of the divine

life in the history of revelation." Here ks is referring to

the word which we receive in a revelatory constellation, even when

the constellation makes use of a subpersonal medium. The fourth

is the "manifestation of the divine life in the final revelation."

The fifth meaning refers to the Bible as "the document of the

final revelation." The last meaning of "the >'.ord of God" is the

objective message of the churoh.

Tiilich does not believe that the objective message, the

information, can became the Word of God ty s^rne automatic or magic

36. Ibid, p. 156.

37* The elaboration of these six oe anings is found in Systematic
Theology I, pp. 158-159.
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process. Whether or not the message becomes the Word depends

on the ok anings of the words used, the power with which they

are spoken, the understanding of the listener, and the exis¬

tential reception of the contents of the message. Befbre the

divine manifestation occurs through preaching, these four factors

must be locked together in a revelatory constellation. Tillich

concludes by say ing;

The uiar\y different at anings of the term 'Word'
are all united in one oe aning, namely, 'God
manifest*•••the mystery of the divine abyss
expressing itself through the divine i*ogos.

The six different me anings of the "Word of God" bring to a

dose the first pi rt of Tillich's theological system. In the

first section of this part, Tillich analysed the structure of

reason and showed that under the tension of existence the struc¬

tural elements are in conflict. As these conflicts cannot be

solved on the basis of reassn, they demonstrate the need for

revelation. In the second section, Tillioh turns to the aib^ect

of revelation and shows how final revelation is able to solve the

conflict within the structure of reason.

In this last section Tillich defines revelation, discusses

the different aspect of revelation, expla ire how Jesus as the

Christ became the final revelation, and shows how fiial revela¬

tion meets the conflicts within the structure of reason.

38. oyatematic Theology 1, p. 159*
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Being and God

In the seoond part of his Lystciiiatic Theology. Tillioh

deals with the structure of beii^ and its relation to the

qiestion of God. Although the matter of being and God is

logically prior to the first part, reason and revelation are

prior in the epistemological sense. This movement from the

epis topological question to the ontological question is governed

ty Tillich's epistemological concern and is in keeping with his

effort to describe theology from the phenomenological point of

view. ^

As being is the most basic concept, thought is based on

being and is not able to go beyond being. Thought can, however,

go beyond being by the use of the imagination. We are able to

imagine the negation of all being. This conception of the nega¬

tion of being becomes more than a theoretical question because

it cen be ej^erienced as a state of existence; In this experience

we are so threatenea by nonbeing that we fear that we may cease

to exist. The reach of this anxiety can be understood if we

look at the four conceptual levels which Tillich sees in the onto¬

logical structure of being.

39« For a background statement of the phenomenological viewpoint,
see Husserl, Edmund. Ideas: General Introduction to Pure
I-henomenology. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1931.
especially pp. 41 ff. and 101 ff.
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The first conceptual level is the basic subject-object

structure: as a self, man is distinct and separated from the

environment to irtiich he belongs. The second conceptual le vel

is composed of the three polarities within the bject-objeot

structure: individualisation and participation, dynamics and

form, and freedom and destiny. While the anxiety on the first

level is the fear of either the loss of self or less of the

10 rid, the anxiety on the s eoond level is that of losing one of
40

the polar elements and of not being what we essentially are.

The third conceptual level deals with the characteristics

of being ioh condition our existence. Tillich's concern here

is to show that nonbeing is not a separate entity but that it

is dialeotically related to being, to God. Tillich writes:

If God is called the living God, if he is the
ground of the creative processes of life, if
history has significance for him, if there is
no negative principle in addition to him which
could account for evil and sin, how could o£|
avoid positing a negativity in God himself?"*

This understanding of dialectically related nonbeing helps us to

understand the nature of finitude.

40. Systematic Theology, p. 196-201.

41. Ibid, pp. 188-189.
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As nonbeing is a characteristic of being, that which

exists and participates in being is conditioned by nonbeing.

Tillich puts it, "Being, limited by nonbeing, is finitude.

Man is able to experience his finitude because he is able to

look at himself from the viewpoint of potential infinity. He

sees himself and realises that he is finite, that he partici¬

pates in nonbeing. Man's ability to so view himself is a result

of his participation in being-itself, which transcends the

distinction between finitude and infinity. This vision is a

mixed blessing, for it is itself anxiety.

The final level expresses the threat of nonbeing which is

present in the categories of knowing and being. There are four

of these categories. The first category, time, expresses the

anxiety of transitoriness; the second, space, expresses the

anxiety of having no ultimate space as one's own; the third,

causality, expresses the anxiety of being contingent; the fourth

category, substance, expresses the anxiety that one's essential
A3

substance will be los t or changed.

A2. Ibid.. p. 189. Also see Tillich, Pail. Biblical Religion
and the Search for Ultimate Reality, pp. 11 and 13.

A3. Systematic Theology I, pp. 192-198.
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As limited and threatened by nonbeing, man is driven to

the quest for being whioh overcomes nonbeing and to the quest

for courage which can overcome the anxiety of finitude. The

classical ont©logical arguments for the existence of God are

impotent in this quest. At the most, they can only express
i.

the question whioh is a result of our finitude. It is im¬

possible to argue for the existence of God, for in doing this

we are, in effect, denying God. God is beyond essence and

existence, and to argue for his existence places him on the level

of all created things.

In describing the reality of God, Tillich continues the

phenomenological approach and says that gods are always expres¬

sions of man's ultimate concern, a concern which transcends
45

"the cleavage between subjectivity and objectivity." This

concern is not that of the detached observer but that of the

passionately involved participant. The object of ultimate

concern is the ultimate ground of being, being -Itself. Although

Tillich fails to resolve a certain ambiguity that is here, the

logic of his argument seems to be that the experience of our

46
concern for the ground of being participates in the ground,

44. See Baillie, John. Our igaowledgc of God. Oxford University
Press, 1939. P. 177.

45. Systematic Theology I, p. 214.
46. For a popular development of faith as ultimate concern and

as participation, see Tillich, Paul. The dynamics of Faith.
New York; Harper and Brothers, 1957.
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and we experience the ground as holiness. By this fashion.

Tillich links man's ultimate concern with the experience of

hwliness:

The holy is the quality of that which concerns
man ultimately. Only that which is holy can
give man ultimate concern, and only that which
gives man.ultimate concern has the quality of
hiliness. f'

In all that has preceded, Tillioh has made implicit reference

to a presupposed doctrine of God. This presupposed doctrine,

God as being-itself, is now made more explicit. To say that

God 1b being-itself, means that God is the power of being in and

beyond all things. God is beyond the categories and concepts

of finitude and cannot be described as a superior object

among object3 or related to existing objects by concepts of
48

causality or substance.

As a result of this understanding of God, Tillich is able

to make only one statement about God which is nonqymbolic.

This one statement is that God is being-itself. To say anything

47. Systematic Theology I, p. 215. J.V. Langmcad Casserley points
to the confusion which may result from the term "ultimate
concern" in Graceful Reason. London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1955. pp. 151-2.

48. Systematic Theology, p. 239
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uiore about God than this is to use a category or segment

of finite existence, and this statement would necessarily be

symbolic. Tillich sets the criterion for the truth of a

symbolic statement about God; "A religious symbol is true if

it adequately expresses the correlation of same person with
49

final revelation."

Having prepared us for his use of symbols, Tillich now

reinterprets several of the traditional descriptive terms

which are used in reference to God. He speaks of God as living,

personal. Spirit, creative, and as related to man. To say

that God lives is to express an aspect of what we ordinarily

think of as his creative work. God's life ia the process of

created being proceeding from potential being.

Life is the process in which potential being
becomes actual being. It is the actual isation
of the structural elements of being in their
unity and in their tens ion. • .But in God as God
there is no distinction between potentiality and
actuality. Therefore we cannot speak of God as
living in the^proper or nonqyaibolic sense of the
word 'life*.

Tillich speaks of G#d as personal but makes it clear that

49. Ibid.. p. 240.

50. Ibid.. pp. 241-242
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he does not mean God to be t hougfat of as a je rson. God is

the ground of everything personal and therefore not less than
51

a person.

In speaking of God as Spirit, Tillich signifies the dynamic

unity of the .principles within the divine life. The first prin¬

ciple is the power of being: the second is the structure of

being as the logos. As the third principle, the Spirit is the

unity aotualisation of the other two. The concept of the

trinity oan represent these three principles within the inclusive

divine life.

Tillich speaks of God as creating rather than as the Crea¬

tor:

The divine life is creative, actualizing itself
in inexteustible abundance. The divine life and
the divine creativity are not different. God is
creative because he is God.

The creativity of God is the answer to man*s finitude and is

understood in a threefold saise: originating, sustaining, and

directing. The root of the distinction between the essential

and the existential natures of man is found in Tillioh'a doctrine

of originating creation. As man first appears in God's creative

51. In Biblical Religion and the Search for ultimate kcality.
Tillich speaks of God as both a person and a negation of
himself as a person, p. 83.

52. Systematic Theology I, p. 252.
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vision, he Is present in his essential nature. At man' a first

free step, he leaves his union with the divine ground and

actualises himself in finite freedom. This finite freedom

is a step away from the creative ground and represents the

fall of man. Thus, in his existence man is separated from

union with the divine ground and is different from what he is

in essence.

God's sustaining creativity maintains the given structure

of reality* This maintenance, however, is not due sin^y to

God's activity; it is due to his immanent presence: "God is

immanent in the world as its permanent creative ground and is
53

transcendent to the world through freedom." The purpose of

creation and God's providential activity within creation

represent God's directing creativity. Tillich describes the

purpose of creation as "'the telos of creativity* - the inner

aim of fulfilling in actuality what is beyond potentiality and
54

actuality in the divine life." The traditional name for this

activity, which taUces pJaoe through the freedom of man and the

created structures, is providence.

In referring to the relation between God and man, we often

53. Ibid., p. 263.

5k. Ibid., p. 264.
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use the terms "holiness," "power," and "love." "Holiness"

points to the extraordinary nature of the relation. In

speaking of God's power, we recognise that he has the power of

overcoming the anxieties of finitude. "Love" is not simply

an emotional expression hut is an ontological a> ncept expressing

the unity of the trends toward separation and reunion in the

life-proceas. Having the oharacter of agape, the divine love,

God "works toward the fulfilment of evey creature and toward

the bringing together into the unity of his life all who are

55
separated and disrupted."

Tillioh sees the concepts of justice, judgment, and graoe

as expressing aspects of God's love. Justice is the element

which preserves the freedom and uniqueness of the beloved.

Judgment is the surrendering of that which resists love to dis¬

traction. Grace is God's inauguration and maintenance of the
56

relation between God and man.

Tillioh thus comes to the end of the second part of his

Systematic Iheolog/. In the first part he dealt with the struc¬

tures of reason and revelation and the way in which thqy are

functionally interdependent. In the second part he dealt, in

55. Ibid., p. 281.

56. The interrelation of these conoepts 1b developed in Tillich,
Paul. Love. Power, and Justice.
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an almost parallel fashion, with the structure of being and

its relation to the question of God. In the first section of

this part we saw Tillioh' 3 understanding of being as the

prior ooncept beyond which thought cannot go but the negation

of which thought can imagine, Man*a experience of the threat

of noribeing is the experience of anxiety. 3y looking at the

four conceptual levels, the basic subject-object structure, the

polarities within the subject-object structure, the character¬

istics of being which condition our existence, and the categories

of knowing and being, we saw the extent and meaning of the

experience of anxiety. In the last section, Tillich disoussed

the reality of God. nis first step was that of giving a

description from the phenomenu logical viewpoint: man's experience

of ultimate concern. His seaond step made explicit the doctrine

of God as being-itself. Tillich's last step was a x"einterpre¬

tation of five traditional ways of thinking about God.

Actualiaation in existence

In the preceding parts of Tillioh's Systematic Theology,

we have seen how the structure of reason and the structure of

being raise the questions of revelation and God. We come now

to the part which is the most exciting so far, the presentation of

the new creation of reason and being. In this part Tillioh
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describes Christ as the one who brings the new state of things

and vho la himself the New Being. Tllliah prepares us for

his discussion of the New Bdng ty first making ejqplicit his

understanding of the condition of existence.

Tillich has pointed out that man falls from his essential

nature by actualising himself in existence. Although this

fall has been regarded as an historic event, it is actually

suprahistorical :

... the state of essential being is not an actual
stage of human development which can be known
directly or indirectly. The essential nature of
man is present in all stages of his,-developinent,
although in existential distortion.

In this actual isat ion, man estrange3 himself from God, from his

true nature, and from the world. Tillich believes in retaining

the traditional term "sin" because it expresses man*a

responsibility and guilt in his estrangement. Individual aots

Wiich have been known as "sins" are expressions of the state of

estrangement.

Existential estrangement is expressed by three concepts:

unbelief, concupiscence, and hubris. Unbelief is not simply the

denial of God but is the disruption of our participation in God.

Hubris is the attempt by man to elevate himself into the sphere

57. Tillich, Raul. Systematic Theology, Vol. II. Chicago: The
University of Chicago r-ress, 1957. p. 33.
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of tbs divine and the attempt to establish one's self as the

controlling centre of the self and the world* Concupiscence

is the desire to overcome estrangement by incorporating all of
58

reality into one's self*

because estrangement is the contradiction of one's essential

nature, the result of estrangement is self-destruction. This

destruction comes as the consequence of estrangement, but it

does not come as an external punishment sent by a personal God*

The destruction is the loss of one's centre as a self and the

fragmentation of s«i f and world. The basic ontological structure

59of self - world becomes the basic "structure of destruction."

The oonflicts between individualisation and participation,

dynamics and form, and freedom and destiny express this structure,

Sxiled from the ultimate power of being, man is determined by his

finitude. "He is under the domination of death, is driven by the

anxiety of having to die."^ Man's despair is the realisation

that although he is responsible for his state he cannot extricate

himself from it. There is no escape, no exit.

58. Ibid., p. 47 ff.

59. Ibid.. p. 60.

60. Ibid.. p. 60.
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Christ and the new being

Tillich's concern in the last section is to show the

significance of the Christ in light of his appraisal of man's

self-destruction. He describes the event of Jesus as the

Christ, the nature of the - ew Being in Jeaus as the Christ, and,

finally, the universal significance of Jesus as the Christ.

Theologians have long been concerned with the attempt to

arrive at the basic foundation of the Christian faith. Cne of

the most important inquiries has been the search for the empiri¬

cal truth about Jeaus of ftazareth. partially as a result of

this search, it was found that the gospel sources about Jesus

were not written to be read as eapirioal history. Tillioh notes

this when he 3ay 9:

The situation is not a matter of a preliminary
shortcoming of historical research whioh will some
day be overcome. It is answered by the nature of
the sources it self • The reports about Jesus
of Nazareth are those of Jesus as the Christ,
given bw.persons who had received him as the
Christ.

61. Ibid.. p. 105* Tillich acknowledges his indebtedness to Albert
Schweitzer's statement of the problem in The Quest of the
Historical Jc3ua, cystematio Theology II, p. 102. See The
Quest of the Historical Jesus. Translated by W. Montgomery.
London: Adam and Charles 3j.ao&, 1910. R. Allen KiJLen in
The Ontological Theology of Paul Tillioh. J. A. Xok N. V.
Xampen, 1956. p. 151. points to Tillich'a reliance at this
point on :iartin Kaihler. See K&hler, Martin. Per aogenannte
hiatorisohe Jeaua una dcr gesohichiliche bibllsche Christus.
Muhchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1953. p. 41.
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We do not have the oonnrete, particular elements of the

pioture of Jesus of Nazareth, but we do have two things. We

have the general New Testament picture of Jesus as the Christ

and the transformation of people through this pioture. At this

point, Tillich brings the element of faith to the discussion.

Paith cannot take the place of empirical fact, nor can it guaran¬

tee a fact to be historically valid. Faith is able to guarantee

one thing, however. It can guarantee the reality of that

which has caused faith to come into existence. We can say that

faith is the supporting evidence for the existence of the New

being which conquers estrangement. Tillich argues:

... one must say that participation, not
historical argument, guarantees the reality of
the event upon which Christianity is based.
It guarantees a personal life in which the
New Being has conquered the old being. But
it does ngt guarantee his name to be Jesus ofNazareth.°

because the New Being transforms men through this pioture,

it can be implied that the pioture is a valid analogy, at the

very least, of the personal life in which it is rooted.. By this

procedure, we can say that the picture of the Christ is an ex¬

pression of the power of the New Being in the lives of the first

witnesses. The e^erience of the New Being, which can result

62. Systematic Theology II, p. 114
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from this picture and the power of the New Being, leads Tillioh

to say that we can know the one who was the bearer of the New

Being. In spite of the historical uncertainty, we can know
63

no one as well as we can know Jesus.

Tillioh concludes by observing that the risk of historical

certainty is different from the risk of faith:

The risk of faith is existential; it concerns
the totality of our being, while the risk of
historical judgments is theoretical and open to
permanent scientific correction.

The event of Jesus as the Christ rests secure even though a

scientific description of Jesus cannot be found. The basic event

is that "essential God-Manhood has appeared within existence and

subjected itself to the conditions of existence without being
65

conquered by them."

Tillich begins his discussion of the nature of the New

Being in Jesus as the Christ by pointing out that Jesus failed

63. Systematic Theology II, p. 116. Karl Heiin has pointed out
the uniqueness of Christ in this respect. "If Christ is in
our midst as a spiritual power providing inspiration and
motive then the testimony concerning Him has a special
character, which is distinguished from the portrayal of other
historical personalities. The final aim of the Christian
message is not to impart the teaohing of Jesus or His
ethical principles, but to bring men into contact with ilim-
self..." Heim, Karl. The New Divine order. Translated by
£. P. Dickie. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1930. p. 114.

64. Systematic Theology II, p. 117.
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to bring in the new son in the expected way. The crucifixion

of Jesus was a disappointment to his followers, and it neces¬

sitated a reinterpretation of the mission of the Christ. A#

it was developed, the new interpretation included a distinction

between the first and second comings. In the first coming,

the New Being was inaugurated and realised in principle, although

it remained present with him who was the Christ. Christ

remains the New Being, and we participate in the New Being by

participating in him. Because the New Being is conquering the

gap between essence and existence, we who participate in the

New Being become new creatures.

Inasmuoh as Jesus as the Christ is a creation of
the divine 3pirit, according to synoptic theology,
so is he who participates in the Christ made
into a new creature by the Spirit. The estrange¬
ment of his existential from his essential
being is conquered in^^rinciple, i.e., in power
and as a beginning.

Tillich's emphasis on participation in his Christology

can be further seen by reference to two points. Tillich be¬

lieves it was necessary fbr the New Being to appear in a person

because it is only a person who is comple tely individualised and

thus completely able to participate in the world.

• ••what happens to man happens to all realms of

66. Ibid., p. 119.
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life, for in awn all Is vela of being are present...
What happens in him happens, therefore, by mutual
universal participation.

The seoond point is with Tillich'a understanding of Christ's

death. It was not by his words, deeds, suffering, obedience,

or death that Jesus became the Christ. He became the Christ

because the being which he brought into existence was the New

Being. The determinative factor was the quality of his being,

a being beyond the split of eeaeitial and existential being.

His being was the power of being-itself.

Thus the death of Christ was not significant because it

represented complete obedience or because it was the penalty

paid for man's sin. The death of Christ was important because

it was by his death that Christ fully participated in existence.

This full participation enabled him to conquer every fbrce of

destruction and estrangement which threatens men. He parti¬

cipated completely in the forces of existence, yet his complete

unity with Cod was maintained, and by this paradox he took the

negativities of existence into unity with Cod. When we experi¬

ence the New Beii^ in Jesus as the Christ, we experience "the

power in him which has conquered existential estrangement in him-

67. Ibid.. p. 121.

68. Ibid., p. 123.
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self and in everyone who participates in him."^

The universal significance of the event of Jesus as the

Christ is affirmed by the mythical and symbolic elements in the

New Testament. Of these elements, there are two which serve

as focal polnt9. One of these is the subjection of Christ to

existence, eaqpressed in the Cjross of the Christ, and the other

is the conquest of existence ty Christ, expressed in the

Resurrection of the Christ. These central symbols represent

the two basic relations of Jesus the Christ to existential

estrangement. The meaning of each symbol is contingent not

simply on the event which it symbolises but on the event repres¬

ented by the other symbol. As Tillich puts it, "...the

Resurrection of the Christ is the Resurrection of the one who, as

the Christ, subjected himself to the death of existential
-70

estrangement."

Although the resurrection was a familiar mythological symbol

in the mystery cults and ethnic religions, the application of

the symbol in regard to Christ differs from the use in the mys¬

tery cults. Tillioh says that when it was applied to Christ,

69. Ibid.. p. 125.

70. Ibid.. p. 153.
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it "transcended the onthological symbolism of the nystery cults.

He explains this by saying that the disciples had a concrete

experience that made it possible for them to use this symbol in
72

regard to Jesus. The event they experienced was called the

"Resurrection of the Christ," thus giving them an event which

was the combination of event and symbol.

This combination of event and symbol is related oy Tillioh

to the reinterpretation of the faith which followed the death

of Christ. In speatcing of the tension which the disappointment

brought, Tiilioh writes:

In this tension something unique happened. In
an ecstatic experience the ooncrete picture of
Jesus of Nazareth became indissolubly united with
the reality of the New Being. He is present
wherever the New Being is present He * is the
Spirit' and we 'know him now' only because he is
the Spirit. In this way the concrete individual
life of the man Jesus of Nazareth is raised above
transitoriness into the eternal presence of God
as Spirit -

Tillich calls this theory the "ecstatic confirmation of the in¬

destructible unity of the New Being and its bearer, Jesus of

Nazareth."^

71. Ibid.. p. 154.

72. Contrast the position of Rudolph Bultmann in Kerygma. and Myth
edited by Hans Werner Bartsch, translated by Reginald H.
Puller. New Yorte: The Macmillan Co., 1954.

73. Systematic Theology II, p. 157
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We are able to put our confidence in the historicity of

the symbol-event because of the existence of the symbol and

because of our experience of Christ's victory. The existenoe

of the symbol and the experience of the hew Being imply the

historicity.

While the significance of the Christ is represented by the

symbolic elements of the New Testament, it i3 al30 represented

by the term "salvation." Thus the significance of the Christ

is the salvation which he brings, and in seeing the negativity

from which Christ saves us, we see the character of this salva¬

tion.

Salvation is basically defined as sahr ation from the

ultimate negativity, from death, estrangement, and self-

destruction. In keeping with the analysis of existence as

estrangement, salvation is interpreted by Tillioh as "healing."

Salvation as healing is the reuniting of God and man, man and

the world, and man and himself. In the process of healing, the

splintered self is reunited, and the structure of destruction

is restored to the balanced ontological structure.^

75. Ibid.. p. 160. There are two other concepts which should be
referred to here. One of these is "love" and its place in

healing. Love and the power of being are related. In Love,
Power, and Justice. Tilliohseys that love is the process
whereby the power of being is actual ised in existence and
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Basic to Tillich's doctrine of salvation is the coinci¬

dence between his doctrine of salvation and his doctrine of

revelation. Salvation and revelation are not separate processes;

they take place together, and where one is present the other is

also present. This coincidence presupposes a broad doctrine

of revelation. Tillich writes:

Revelation is not information about divine
things; it is the ecstatic manifestation of the
ground of being in events, persons, and things.
Such manifestations have shaking, transforming
and healing power. They are saving events in^
which the power of the New Being is present.

If a broad doctrine of revelation is required, a broad doc¬

trine of salvation is also required. Salvation is characterised

an apparent paradox: it occurs throughout history, yet it

does not occur apart from the appearance of Jesus as the Christ.

The resolution to this paradox is that the revelation of Jesus

hence the process of healing or reunion of the separated.
"The process in which the separated is reunited is love."
p. 48. For elaboration of this point see Leibrecht, Walter.
"The i>ife and Mind of Paul Tillich," in Essays in Honour of
Paul Tillioh. edited by Walter Leibrecht. London: d.c.M.
Press Ltd., 1959. PP« 24-25. The second concept is "courage."
Tillich stresses the "courage of despair" which is the
acceptance of the power of being under the conditions of
finitude. The courage to be is the state of being grasped by
the power of the New Being so that one exists in the midst
of the destructive forces of existence, taxing these forces
upon one's self. See The Courage To Be. London; Nisbet and
Co. Ltd., 1952. pp. 167 and 171•

76. Systematic Theology II, p. 167.
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as the Christ has taken place in all periods of history, only in

some periods it has occurred in a preparatory way. The

corollary of this is that salvation has occurred in all periods

and in a preparatory way in some periods. The New Being is

"present in a preparatory way, fragmentarily. and open to

demonic distortion. But it is present and heeds where it is

seriously accepted."^

It is Tillioh*s belief that the life of man is always depen¬

dent upon the saving power of the New Being to preserve it from

entirely succumbing to the destructive structures of existence.

Thus to have being at all, men must participate in the power of

the New Being to soma extent. As the definitive manifestation

of the New Being is the New Being in Jesus as the Christ, Christ

is the ultimate criterion for every healing process. Both

revelation and the heading power of the New Being are complete in

him.

The universal significance of Jesus aB the Christ is expressed

by New Testament mythology and by the term "salvation." This

significance has been theologically developed in the doctrine of

the atonement, which Tillich has described as "the description of

77. Ibid., p. 167.
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the effect of the New Being in Jesus as the Christ on those who
7R

are grasped by it in their state of estrangement."

The historic problem in regard to the doctrine of the

atonement is the difficulty of so formulating the doctrine that

the objective and subjective sides are balanced. Tillich finds

that a step toward the solution came with Aquinas' idea of the

participation of the believer in the work of Christ. It is

this concept of participation which offers a solution to the pro¬

blem of balancing the objective with the subjective side, and

Tillich formulates this concept in his six principles of the atone

ment.

The first principle is that the atoning processes are

mediated ty Christ but they are totally dependent upon God. The

second is that there is no conflict between the love ana the

justice of God. The third is that God's removal of guilt and

punishment does not overlook the reality and depth of existential

estrangement. The fourth is that the atonement oust be under¬

stood as God's participation in existential estrangement and its

consequences and his taking the consequences upon himself and

transforming them "for those who participate in his participation.

78. Ibid.. p. 170.

79- Ibid., pp. 174-175.
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The fifth is that the divine participation in estrangement

becomes decisively manifest (actualisedj in the Cross of the

Christ. The sixth principle is that through participation in

the being of Jesus as the Christ, we participate in the atoning
80

act of God."

Thus, we see that the significance of Jesus as the Christ

is that in Christ God actualises his pi rticipation in the

estrangement of nan, taking this estrangement into himself and

overcoming it. Man participates in the new oreation by parti¬

cipating in the sufferings of Christ. The suffering of God is

not a substitute for our -wn suffering, and the term "substitu¬

tional suffering" should be avoided. God participates in our

suffering, and by our participation in his, our estrangement is

overcome.

Tillioh'8 six principle s of the atonement imply a threefold

character of salvation, participation, acceptance, andtransfor¬

mation. Participation, traditionally known as "regeneration,"

is our entering into the state of the new creation. Tillich

writes:

The message of conversion is, firsts the message
of the new reality to ihich one is asxed to turn;
in the light of it, one is asked to move away

80. These six principles are found in Systematic Theology II,
pp. 173-176.
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froa the old reality, the state of existential
estrangement in which one has lived....
Regeneration is the state of having been drawn
into tha.nsw reality manifest in Jesus as the
Christ.

Acceptance, traditionally known as "justification," is God's

taking those who are estranged into unity with him. Subjec¬

tively, it is our accepting that we are accepted ly God. It is

the state of being so grasped by the power of the Hew Being in

Christ that guilt is overcome and that faith is created. This

creation of faith and acceptance is not the result of our own

82
work but the work of the Spirit. Transformation, traditionally

known as "sanctification," is the process whereby a person or

community is transformed by the power of the New Being. This

process is at work both inside and outside the church.

Thus, in thiB second wlurne of his Systematic Theology

Tillich has presented two things, the explanation of his concept

81. Ibid.. p. 177. See also Tillich, Paul. "The Person in a Tech¬
nical Society" in Christian Faith and. Social Action, edited

John A. Hutchison. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953.
p. 147.

82. Tillich makes this point more clear in The Courage To 3c. p.
156. "Decisive fbr this self-affirmation is its being
independent of any moral, intellectual, or religious precondi¬
tion: it is not the good or the wise or the pious who are
entitled to the courage to accept acceptance but those who
are lacking in all these qualities and are aware of being un¬
acceptable. This, however, does not mean acceptance by one¬
self as oneself... It is in the experience of the Refbrmers
the aooeptanoe of the unacceptable sinner into judging and
transforming oommunion with God.
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of existence as estrange sent and the significance of Jesus as

the Christ in the overcoming of estrangement. In the last section

he infers the historicity of the event of Jesus as the Christ

by the existence of symbol and faith. He describes the nature

of the Hew Being in Christ, making explicit his use of the

term "participation." FinaLly, he shows the uni/ersal signifi¬

cance of the Christ as expressed in elements of anthology and in

the term "salvation" and as developed in the doctrine of the

atonement.

Review of "being." revelation, and salvation

The reminder of our study of Tillich's theology contains

three section, with the first two sections being divided into

three parts each. In the first section we will briefly

ai uuaarise three aspects of Tilich*s theology: his use of the term

"being," his doctrine of revelation, and his doctrine of salva¬

tion. In the seoond section we will analyse each aspect and

look for its particular virtues or weaknesses. In the third

section we will measure our findings by the Reformation doctrine

of the inner witness of the Holy Spirit.

By the term "being," Tillich has meant the "rfiole of human
O 1

reality, the structure, the meaning, and the aim of existence."'

Being is the reality which is. God is related to this realily

83. Systematic Theology I, p. 14.
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ty being the source, the ground, and the power of being. He

is the depth of being, being-itaelf. Tillich distinguishes

between being and being-itself beoause being under the condi¬

tions of existence is limited being. It is limited by nonbeing

and known as finitude. Nonbeing is logically dependent on the

priority of being and also dependent on the special qualities of

being which it negates. Thus, nonbeing has a dependent exis¬

tence and is dialectioally related to being-itself or to God.

It is not absolute nonexistence whatsoever, ouk on. but, as rae on.

it is nonbeing which has "the potentiality of being...which
8V

can oecome being if it is united with essences or ideas."

Strangely enough, being-itself moving against this dialec¬

tical nonbeing is the movement by which God is dynamic ar*i

creative. Whether Tillich describes it as the demonic or as

nonbeing, this negativity is not a dualistic power but a part of
35

the monistic being. Tillich retains the term "demonic" in

the Systematic Theology to speak of an aspect of finitude tafcen

as the absolute and of that possession of the mind which is con-

86
trary to its ontological structure and is destructive. Tillich

writes of evil:

8V. Ibid.. p. 179.

85. In Daa H&aoniaohe, Tubingen: J. G. B. Mohr, 1926, Tillioh
speaks of the demonic in the abysmal aspect of God.

86. Systematic Theology I, p. 113-11V.
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Destruction under the conditions of existential
estrangement is not caused by some external force.
It is not the woric of special divine or demonic
interference, but it is the consequence of the
structure of estrangeasnt itself.

The word "evil" refers either to all which is negative - estrange¬

ment as well as destruction - or to the consequences of estrange¬

ment.

The term "New Being" presupposes the interpretation of exis¬

tence as estrangement. Han exists, participates in nonbeing,

and is thus estranged from God. The New Being is first relevant

to man as the quest for reunion with God and recreation of him¬

self. The new being of one's self or the recreation of one's

self would be the reunion of the self with that from which it is

estranged. This reunion must occur under the conditions of

existence in order to bring reunion to man who lives in existence.

New being appears in existence in God's participation in and

transformation of the destructive forces of existence. In the

life, death, and resurrection of Jesus vho was the Christ, new

beii.g appeared in a distinctive way. In this appearance Christ

himself became the New Being. He is the New Being and the means

of the New Being because his comple te unity with God was maintained,

even though he completely toolc upon himself the conditions of

existence. Between the first and second coming of Christ we

87. uystematic Theology II, p. 60.
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partake of the New Being in a fragmentary way, as we partici¬

pate in him who is the New Being.

Salvation and revelation occur together, for both character¬

ise the state of participation in the New Being. Revelation

deals with man's awareness of his participation and therefore

must be discussed separately. Tillich begins his theology of

revelation by describing the depth of reason. Although we are

essentially in union with and aware of this depth, we are

existentially separated from it and aware of it only through

symbolic forms. One is aware of the ground when one is grasped

by it in a combination of miracle and ecstasy. Any aspect of

creation can be drawn into a revelatory constellation and serve

as a medium for the disclosure of the divine. An original

revelation is a new combination of miraculous event and ecstatic

experience. A secondary revelation is a combination in which

both aspects of the original oonstellation make up the miracu¬

lous event. Seoondary revelations are thus dependent on both

the first event and the first response.

When Jesus was received as the Christ by his disciples it

was an original revelation. We now enter into the revelatory

situation with both the original event and the first response as

the point of reference. The Biblical record of Jesus as the

Christ is not 3trictly a record of empirical event but is the re-
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oord of the first reception of Jesus as the Christ. Therefore

we are never able to reach a factually accurate minimum of

history about the life of Jesus. What we have is a picture,

an analogy, which we know is valid to some extent because the

power of the New Being reaches us through it. As the Crucified,

Jesus was completely transparent to the ground of being and

thus actualised the coming of the New Being.

The revelation of the New 3eing occurred before Jesus was

received as the Christ in a preparatoiy way, and it still so

occurs where Christ is not known. Thus, universal reveil tion

through miracle and ecstasy is related to the final revelation

as the partial disclosure of and as the preparation for the New

3eing. The final revelation takes ph.ce nor through the presence

of the Holy Spirit in the church. In this revelation, the con¬

flicts in the structures of reason and being are resolved.

Tillioh's doctrine of salvation presupposes an accurate

analysis of that from rtiich man needs to be saved. According

to Tillich, man's dilemma is that in actualising himself he

estranges himself from the ground of being and, henceforth, from

his true nature and from the world. As a result, he is under

the dominion of death and anxiety* determined by the structure of

finitude. Salvation is deliverance from this old reality by

participation in a new reality, the New Being, who is Jesus the
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Christ. In this participation, the Spirit makes us into new

creatures.

As salvation is the overcoming of estrangement, it can be

interpreted us "healing." This healing has occurred in a

preparatory fashion, as revelation has, and has always functioned

to preserve man from total nonbeing and to make life possible.

"Participation" is the adequate term to express the meaning of

the atonement, as it preserves both the subjective and objeotive

aspects. Participation, acceptance, and transformation compose

the threefold nature of salvation.

Even those who disagree with Tilli<h*s theology have joined

in expressing their gratitude for his creation of a refreshing

and profoundly impressive theological system. Tillich has

attempted the formidable task of bringing to union the two great

traditions which have molded our lives, the Judaeo-Christian and

the humanist traditions. All of us who preach and teach are

challenged by his method of dealing with reality as a whole. We

are challenged by his departure from traditional terminology and

by his eagerness to express the Christian message so that men can

understand it. We are grateful for the enormous influx of ideas

which he brings and for the seriousness with which he considers

the problems of doubt and despair. We are grateful for his

attempt to so interpret the Gospel that it gives a ray of hope to
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those who have lost the coherence of belief.

Analysis and evaluation

It is Tillich's purpose in setting forth the Christian faith

to show its relevance to the problems and conditions of contem¬

porary life. One of the ways in which he attempts this is ty

the use of the term "being" in reference to God. Tillich goes

beyond the analogical use of the term and aays that being-itself

is the only nonsyobolic statement which can be made about Cod,

It is upon this basis of God as being-itself that he erects his

theological structure. It is our belief, however, that this use

of the term "being" is a basic error in Tillich'e theolofy and a

serious handicap in his doctrines of revelation and salvation.

When Tillich refers to God ae being-itself, he is following

his phenomenological approach of dealing with the presence of

Cod as part of that which we sense as real. In doing this, he

distinguishes between creation and God the creator by the purity

of this "being? The being of the created is being which is

mixed v.ith nonbeing; the being of God is being-itself. The im¬

portant thing to recognise here is that the being in the created

world and the being of God are the same. According to Tillich,

that which we ap; rehend in creation as the ground of being is God.
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88
TiUioh's use of "being" is criticised in two ways. The

first oritioism is that the Old and the New Testaments speak of

the Holy God, the God who is different from creation. The God

of the Hebrews was found neither at the root of nature as nature*s

inner dynamic or ftlan vital nor in the depths of one's being.

To the Hebrew, God was morally, physicaLly, and spiritually dis-
89

tinct from aan, Yahweh was present as reality, but he was

present as a holy reality, a distinot and separate reality.

Tillich has the noble motive of describing that which is real.

He errs by treating the realities of God and nature as one reality.

To keep within the Biblical testimony, we must recognise two

realities, the reality of nature and its inner dynamic or ground

and the reality of God. If we distinguish between creation and

Creator by the extent of being which each possesses, we ultimately

fail to distinguish between them at all. Distinguishing Creator

from creature by the extent of the being vhich composes both, allows

for a continuum between them which is almost plysical.

88. 7e are limiting ourselves at this point to a theological crit¬
icism and refraining from the problems of semantic difficulty,
such as those whioh have been recognised by "alter x'aufmann in
Critique of ;eli;.lon and i-hiioaoohy. London: Paber ani Paber,
1959. pp. 128-1L0.

89. Gee Rowley, H. H. The Palth of Israel. London: 3.C.M. Press Ltd.,
1956. pp. 83-85. and Dodd, C. H. The Authority of the Bible.
London: Pontana Books, i960 (revised edition), pp. 47, 51, 90,
107 ff.
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The seoond criticism is from Christian experience. One

is certainly able to have the experience of apprehending the

ground or inner cfynamic or felan vital of created things. One is

also able to have the experience of knowing God himself, and in

this ]ast experience, it is possible to perceive that there are

two distinct experiences involved. The aystical apriori nay

be an awareness of Spinosa's "universal substance" or of

Sohelling's "identity of spirit and nature," but this awareness

is of something which is surpassed in the knovi. edge of God in

Christ. The intuition of being-itself can be® me a part of the

revelatory constellation, to use Tillich* s expression, but the

experience of the presence of God in Christ remains an essentially

distinct experience. This is the criticism John Hiok is looking

toward when he writes:

...for Tillich 'God* is the name, not for the
self-existent infinite personal Being who has
created the universe, but for a dimension of the
universe itself, or a quality in man's awareness
of his total environment. 'God* is the element of
indefinable depth and mystery in human experience,
the recognition of itfiich enriches, and the accep¬
tance of which purifies human life. Gn this
interpretation Tillich does not stand beyond natur¬
alism and supranaturalism. He stands firmly within
naturalism, using the vooabulaxy of supranaturalism
to point to the holy as a dimension of the natural
which,,give3 a special oe aning and value to human
life.

90. rlicx, John H. "Keview of Qysteaatio Theology. Volumes I and II.
by .Paul Tillich," Scottish Journal of Theology. Volume 12, 1959#
p. 294. See also Hiok, John. "Necessary Being," Scottish
Journal of Theology. Volume 14, December 1961, p. 36?.
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Although the identity between God and being-itself is

inaocurate, there is a possible value in the use of being as

91
an analogical concept, if Tillich had permitted this usage.

It is broadly recognised that in our period we are experiencing

a breakdown in community life and creative personal relations.

In this atmosphere, analogies taken from personal relations may

be less suggestive than those from the experience of the ground

of being. After a person ia first able to use the analogies of

being and participation, he may la tor be able to use the personal

and familial analogies as his own experience in the community

of faith provides them for him.

There is an additional way in which the concept "being" may

profitably Amotion in revelation, even though it is ina> rrectly

used by Tillich in his theological system. Through the use of

this concept, people can be led to trust in the reality of God,

even though they have been unable to acknowledge the existence of

God as a personal being. A person, following Tillich's directive,

may conceive his e^erienoe of the ground of being as the exper¬

ience of participation in God. This thought, albeit based on a

mistaken use of "being," may represent the actual truth, that

91. Tillioh*8 reason for prohibiting the symbolic status of "being"
has been given by Ronald Hepburn in "Demythologising and the
Problem of Validity," in New Kssavs in Philosophic Theology.
edited \jy Anthony ?lew and ^lasdair Maclntyre. London: S. C.M.
Press Ltd., 1953. pp. 227-2A2.
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there la a God In whom we may place our trust. Thus the

person may be led to put his trust in God's presence and to

becoios more open-minded toward the possibility of spiritual

growth. The bondage of the self to agnosticism may be surren¬

dered. Through the operation of the Holy Spirit, TiUioh's

concepts may serve as liberating symbols on the path to the

knowledge of God in Christ.

Because the basic concept has been erroneously handled,

the deritive concepts of nonbeing and New Being are also erron¬

eous. The failure to distinguish sufficiently between the

being of creation and the being of God drives these secondary

concepts into unavoidable error. For that reason, and fur

reasons peculiar to itself, "nunbeing" is an ambiguous and mis¬

leading term. fthile Tillich intends to state the Christian

faith in Comprehensible language, he has used a term here which
92

makes little sense to maqy critics. Our aa in criticism is that

it is theologically deficient and that it neither represents the

Biblical concept of the threat to life nor the anxiety of contem¬

porary man. In the Old Testament the threat to life is conceived

92. Hqywood, Thomas. "Some Comments on Tillich's Doctrine of
Creation" in the Soottish Journal of Theology. Vol. 14, June
1961. pp. 113-H8t Hick, John. "Review of Systematic Theology.
Vols. I and II, by Paul Tillioh" in the Gqpttish Journal of
Theology. Vol. 12, 1959. pp. 291-292. R. aien Killen sees
Tillich's use of the term as essentially ambiguous in The
Ontological Theology of Paul Tillich.
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as military destruction and enslaveiy and aa the disobedience and

rebellion of man against God. 3in and the fruits of ain deliver

man into his peril. In the New Testament the threat is the

combined anxiety of disobedience and bondage. Man see them¬

selves aa vulnerable to the destructive powers of evil. It is in¬

sufficient to represent these threats as the threat of nonbeing,

for the Biblical fears are much more acute than would have been

93
the fear of nonexistence.

While Tillich's description of the threat of nonbeing does

characterise the anxiety of contemporary man, it is not a suffi¬

cient characterisation. Man is threatened by more than the

transience of his being, his life; he is threatened by the tran¬

sience of being-itself. The threat which he apprehends in his

own life is the threat against all being, and he senses the imper-

manenee of the root of being, being-itself. This 3ense of the

transience of the ground of being is the apprehension which drives

modern man to despair. Even gjodneas itself is threatened by

transience.

The question to which the threat of the transience of all

93. See 3arrett, C. K. The Holy Spirit and the Goscel Tradition.
London: Society For Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1947. pp.
46-46. Also see: Kohler, Luiwig. Hebrew Man. London: S. C. M.
ress Ltd., 1956. pp. 109-113. Wright, G. E. The Biblioal

Doctrine of Man in Society. London: S. C. M. Press Ltd., 1954.
pp. 58-62. Rowley, H. rf. The Faith of Israel, pp. 150 ff.
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being drives man is the question of a being behind being, a God

behind creation. This question and the answer to this question

are not derived from the ground of reason or being but are given

in revelation to man at the edge of being-itself. The answer

to the paradoxical threat of the nonbeing of being-itself is the

paradoxical presence of the Kingdom of God, the reality behind

but ^hich is revealed through the reality of being. Thus the

concept of nonbeing is inadequate because it is based on a mis¬

taken concept of being, it is semantically confusing, it does not

represent the dilemma of Biblical faith, and it does not adequately

represent the anxiety of modern man.

The concept of the New Being is derived from a Biblical con¬

cept and represents the transformation of man and creation tty

the presence of the Kingdom of God. In order to represent this

transformation, it presupposes a doctrine of a transcendent God

and 4 doctrine of sin. Both of these concepts are inadequate in

Tillich's theology, and, as a result, Tilli<h 's concept of the

New Being is inadequate.

Ac the conception of God as being-itself is presupposed

throughout Tillioh* s theological system, the error in his use of

"being" persists throughout hie system. This is the case in re¬

gard to his doctrines of revelation and salvation. In his doc¬

trine of revelation, Tillich mates many suggestive contributions to
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our understanding of revelation. One of these is his distin¬

ction between original and dependent refelation. This is a

particularly fruitful expression and is in keepi ig with the

related experiences of the prophets of Israel. A third contri¬

bution is Tillioh's insistence that revefetion is not contrary

and destructive to the structures of reason. While we may

disagree with Tillich's analysis of the structure of reason, we

rejoice in seeing reason restored to the position of respect
94

which is its due as a part of creation. Some critics have
95

disagreed with Tillioh's choice of the term "ecstasy." We do

not disagree with Tillich's use of "ecstasy," for it is in keep¬

ing with the experience of being grasped by the ground of being.

We accept the coincidence of "being" and "ecstasy," but we believe

that they do not necessarily refer to the revelatory experience.

There are four ways in which Tillioh's doctrine of revelation

is critioised. One of them lies in his discussion of the relation

94. E. P. Dictcie is right when he ssys, "It is to the human facul¬
ties with which He has himself endowed mankind that God add¬
resses iiis Word; but not to leave these faculties as they are.
God speaks to Reasan to say what is above Reason; and He speaks
through Duty to sqy what is beyond Duty. This 'above' and
this 'beyond' can be revealed only to those who are faithful
to that which is not yet 'above' and not yet 'beyond.'" God
Is Light. London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1933. p. 210.

95- Daiilie, John. The Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1956. p. 73»
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of fhith to the Biblical pioture of the historic Jesus. This

has been a difficult question for many years and we catmot help

but appreciate Tillioh's endeavour to save the faith from

destruction ty historic criticism. As we recall, Tillich's

procedure has two steps. He speaks of the New Testafflbnt pre¬

sentation of Je3us as the picture of Jesus as the Christ, and

he infers the historicity of the event of Jesus as the Christ

from the present existence of faith which is created through this

picture. By this argument, he avoids the anxiety of resting

his faith an the faotual authenticity of the New Testament.

The drawback to this approaah is that Tillich is looking

at the New Testament as only a man who already has faith can see

it. His faith convinces hia that there is a factual basis to

the presence of the New Being. This procedure provides nothing,

however, to help the man who comes to the New Testament without

faith. This man can not avoid the question of historicity

until he has faith. Although he can never reach a literal des¬

cription of Jesus of Nazareth through the gospels, he must be
96

convinced that certain things about Jesuo of Nazareth are true.

96. Gunther Bomkamm makes this necessity plain in Jesus of Nazar¬
eth. translated by Ireue and Eraser ^oLuskey and James M.
Robinson. New York: Harper and Brothers, i960, pp. 22-23. In
their study of the development taking place within the Bultmann
school in regard to the relation between the kerygau and the
historic Jesus, William Farmer and. Norman Perrin nav- shown that
recent Continental scholarship has become more confident of
certain characteristics of the historic Jesus. "The Aerygmatic
Theology and the questions of the Historical Jesus," Religion
In Life. Volume AaIa Number 1 (Winter 1959-1960) pp. 86-97•
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The Christian Gospel la the belief that God has acted. The man

who cooes to the hew Testament oust face the historical problem

and be able, as a result, to acknowledge that in fact there was

a man who preached the advent of the Kingdom, who lived a life

of servant'nood, who was crucified, and mo was recognised as the

Messiah.

In effect, we must do by historic criticism what the

disciples did by their own eyesight. The disciples saw the

man Jesus and established his existence by eyesight. We must

establish the existence of this man now known as Jesus through

the eyesi^vt of historical criticism, even though we do not

learn all there is about him by this method. Without this prior

step, the unbeliever who Coinss to the Bible will have no basis

upon which to judge the hew Testament testimoiy that this man was

the Christ. Without the validation of certain elements of the

picture as history, the unbeliever is unable to judge whether

or not God was in this man reconciling the world to himself; he

would even be unable to know whether or hot this man ever existed.

Therefore, by dealihg with the problem of what faith can

guarantee in the New Testament picture of Jesus as the Christ,

Tillich circumnavigates the real problem of apologetic theology.

The real problem remains how faith can arise from the picture of

Jesus as the Christ.
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Our second, criticism is of Tillich's use of the term "par¬

ticipation." Tillich maintains that in the death of Jesus as

the Christ God participated in the destructive forces of finitude,

taking them into himself and overcoming them. It is now up to

us to participate in God's participation. Tillich leads us to

this p>oint and infers that we should now participate. This

approach is oontr&xy to Tillich's own analysis of the structure

of revelation and oontraxy to the Hew Testament description of

the revelatory situation. While the word "participation" may

have a valid function in describing the graceful link between man

and God, it misrepresents the revelatory situation. God's par¬

ticipation in our lives is a gift to vdiich we respond. It is

not that which lures us to attempt atonement; it is that which

is given us when we are drawn near to God by his presence in Jesus

as the Christ.

Our third criticism is concerned with Tillich's phenomeno-

logical description of the meaning of God, Our objection here

is not so much to Tillich's method as to the results of his

method. There are occasions which call for a phenomenological

description of one's relation to God. Tillich's description,

however, is neither of God nor of one's relation to God; it is

of one's self. Ultimate concern is man's concern for that ihich

effects him ultimately, and it is a means for a link between man
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and God. However, Tillich le ires it very ambiguous as to whether

it is God which is experienced as holy or whether it is man's

ultimate conoern, with its open end toward the ultimate, which

is experienced as huly. Either w^y, the experience is of no

more than one's relation to the ground of being. This preoccupa¬

tion with man is what James McCord is criticising when he says

that "man, beginning with himself, ends with himself, however
97

large he oi^y write his signature."

The final criticism of Tillich's doctrine of revelation is

a criticism of his theological method, the method of correlation.

The usual criticism of Tillich's method follows that which James

McCord sketches in his review of Systematic Theology. Volume II.

...one misses in Tillich's theology the emphasis
that must always be given to the priority of
revelation, listening to God's V.ord, and the
question persists: does the Bible exist to answer
our questions or does it not Judge the whole of
man including.his questions? Does revelation not
question us?

We agree with this analysis of Tillich's use of the method of

correlation, but we believe that it is possible tu develop a

oorrect correlative procedure. The entire method should nut be

dismissed because Tillich's use of the method is erroneous.

97• MoCord, James. "Excessive Preoccupation lith Man," Interpreta¬
tion. Volume XII Number 4, (October 1948), p. 461.

98. Ibid.. p. 461.
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It is possible to say that the Bible does indeed answer the

questions which we bring to it. The way in which our questions

are answered is different from the way which Tillich suggested.

When the question of existence is answered by Christian experience,

part of the answer is the transformation of question and questioner.

The question is seen in a new light, and, as the one who asks it

is maae new, the question is made new.

Tillich does not emphasise this because he presupposes that

we ask the right questions. This presupposition is the result of

two mistakes. The first mistake lies in Tillich's doctrinal

errors. The questions of contemporary thought are seen as coin¬

ciding with the Christian answers, but this is because the answers

have been unduly influenced by contemporary thought. Tillich

has relied too much on the old questions as he shaped his doctrinal

formulations. It is small wonder that there is a similarity

between existential question and theological answer when the answer

has been too dependent upoi the current existential interpretation.

The second mistake is the failure to understand sufficiently

the experience of the nonbeliever. Tillich makes use of his

method from within the context of faith. The unbeliever needs

an intellectual grasp of the relation between "secular knowledge"

and "sacred knowledge," but be more basically needs a relation

of grace and personal trust between God and himself. Tillioh's
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99
pilgrimage has been the search of faith seeking understanding.

As a result of his pilgrimage, he creates a structure for

understanding, but he does not help the seeker to find the one

who can transform himself and his question. Tillich is not as

adept in the search of understanding for faith as he is in the

quest of faith fbr understanding. Paradoxical as it seems, we

have come to the place where we agree with John Herman Randall,

Jr. when he says in regaru to Tillich that "it is his epistemolugy

w dch seems the least adequate part of his thought and raises the

t. „100most questions."

hen we study Tillich's doctrine of salvation, we realise

that we have before us one of the most creative aspects of his

theology. Drawing from the observations of psychoanalysis,

Tillich interprets salvation as the healing of estrangement.

The concept of healing is remarkably pertinent and is an authen¬

tic expression of what many sense the divine salvation to be.

The conception of salvation as healing is inadequate, how¬

ever, because it fails to take into account man's real need and

99, See Tillioh's autobiographical statement in The Interpreta¬
tion of History, pp. 3-73.

100. Randall, John Herman, Jr. "The Ontology of Paul Tillich" in
The Theology of Paul Tillich. edited by Kegley, Charles Vi.
and Bretall, Robert. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1952. p. 160.
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fails to convey the real message of the Gospei. The use of the

term "healing" presupposes that the dilemma of man is moat

accurately represented by the expression "estrangement•* Although

estrangement describes one aspect of the dilemma which the Bible

knows as sin, it does not describe the most critical aspects.

Acoording to the Old and Mew Testaments, sin is man's turning

away from the obedience and righteousness of the rela tionship to

God in fhich he has been created. Sin becomes disobedience and

brings with it not simply nonbeing but the wrath, judgment, and

punishment of God. Sin stande for the abrogation of a personal,

responsible relation to God. Sin is also described as a power

which works in men, deceives then\ and leads them to destruction.

Paul describes the power in personal terms and speaks of man's

bondage to it.1t>! Tillich approves of the word "sin" because it

represents man's responsibility for his state. There is more to

this word, however, and Tillich has erred in not reoognising it.

The Bible represents evil as a destructive and enslaving

power, whatever one may conceive this power to be. Man's need

is to be released from this power, along with being forgiven and

restored to fellowship with God. Tillich has failed to interpret

101. Arndt, #. F» and Gingrich, F. W. A Greek - English Lexicon
of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature.
University of Chioago Press, 1957. pp. A2-A3. and Brown,
Francis, Driver, S, R., and Briggs, C. A, Hebrew and English
Lexicon of the Old Testament. Oxford University Press, 1907.
pp. 306-308.
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the Biblical understanding of evil and has thus failed in his

reinterpretation of the Christian faith. Tillich speaks of

evil as man*s estrangement and self-destruction. The Bible speaks

of sin and evil as wilful acts of disobedience and subjection to

nefarious powers. Rebellion and subjection to evil power

necessitate a different solution than does simple eatrangeiasnt.

While healing and participation are adequate solutions for

estrangement alone, they are inadequate solutions for the Bibli¬

cal meaning of estrangement. Thus, we oonolude that estrangement

and healing are too limited in meaning to convey either the

extent of man's need or the womder of God's act in Christ.

The inner witness of the Holy dpirlt

In the light of our anal,, sis of Tmioh's theology, we are

now able to recognise that his doctrine of revelation is made

erroneous by basic conceptual errors in regard to being, ty inter¬

nal difficulties in his doctrine of revelation, and by an

inadequate understanding of salvation. 3 f we bring the Reforma¬

tion doctrine of the inner witness of the Holy Spirit to

comparison with Tillich's theology we notice two things more.

Tn Reformation theology the historic witness of the New Testament

and the inner witness of the Holy Spirit are given more signifi¬

cant places.
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We must immediately observe that Calvin did not have the

tools and methods for Biblical study which we now have and that

it was much easier for him t*> think of the Bible as history.

V.'e cannot return to Calvin's day, but we can recognise that for

Calvin revelation depended upon one's knowing certain things

about Jesus. One had to know at least that Jesus lived, was

crucified, and was recognised as the Messiah. For Calvin, cue

began with the historic witness. One read the Bible and dis¬

covered there that someone named Jesus had lived, that something

had taken place. The Holy Spirit was then active in le ading the

reader into the proper understanding of what these events meant.

This was also the approach of the disciple s, for their faith,

like ours, had to rest on the assumption that the aan whom they

followed was real. The beginning was the historic occurrence;

the enlightenment was by the power of the Spirit.

Tillich has failed in not granting history the significance

which the Christian faith claims for it. He is correct in

affirming that we cannot treat the gospels as history, but he

is mistaken when he assumes that the Christian faith can be baaed

on anything other than history and a conviction regarding a
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certain historic person. Tillich structures the basis

of the Christian faith in the intuition of being-itself and

thus avoids the historic risk. Te have seen that one is not

able to come to the revelation of Cod in Christ by this proce¬

dure alone and th t the historic risk must be taken.

The question as to how one meets God in the life and person

of Jesus as the Christ is a question which Tillich circumnavi¬

gate^ and by this avoidance he also avoids the necessity of a

doctrine of the witness of the Holy Spirit. It is significant

that in Tillich's sermon entitled "The Witness of the Koiy Spirit"
105

the witness is given to nothing in regard to Jesus the Christ.

Resting his theology on the experience of being, Tillich is a'de

to substitute new terminology for the presence and work of the

Spirit. He particularly relies on "ecstasy" and "participa¬

tion." Although these words could possibly be used to represent

the work of the Holy Spirit, they are used erroneously in Tillich*a

doctrinal errors. As Tillich uses them, they do not represent

102."tillich's Christology can spare the historical Jesus. It is
not so much focused on a historical event as on a philoao-
phico -religious principle." Tavard, George H. Paul Tillich
and the Christian Message. London: Burns and Gates, 1?62. p.
167. See also Tavard's general criticism of Tillioh*s inter¬
pretation of history, pp. 51, 88. 3ee also Outler, Albert C,
"Being Ultimately Concenned," Interpretation. Volume XI,
Lumber 4 (October 1957,) p. 474.

103. Tillich, Paul. The Shakins of the Foundations, pp. 130-140.
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the work of the Spirit*

Tillich*a failure to deal adequately with the doctrine of

the Holy Spirit ia neither an error in isolation from the oajor

tenets of his system nor an error which is itself so basic

that it throws the rest of the qystem into error* Understood

correctly, it is a part of the three major weaknesses, the

errors in his concept of being, his doctrine of revelation, and

his doctrine of salvation. The error in regard to the Holy

Spirit reflects these underlying weaknesses. Seen in the con¬

text of his entire systen. it represents the inadequacy of a

great and courageous effort to present the Christian Gospel to

modem man.
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CONCLUSION

la our research project we have, from the perspective of

the Bihlioal and Reformed teaching about the Holy Spirit, exam¬

ined and evaluated the writings of the leading Protestant theo¬

logians in the United States. We studied first the theological

system of Edward John Carnell and the contribution of other

conservative writers. This chapter served to lead us into the

contemporary scene, as it is the conservative tradition which

claims most avidly to be the heirs of Od. vin and vh ich has,

since the settlement of the Puritans ir Massachusetts, been a

determinative stream in American church life. Seoondly, we

studied the contemporary literature produced by the leading re¬

presentatives of the mystical tradition, with Rufus Jones being

our central figure. Since the beginning of Christianity there

have been ay sties who reacted against the doctrinal rigidity of

church councils and the ecclesiastical authority of institutional

churchmen. The Quakers burst onto the American scene soon after

the Puritans had appeared, threatening their misguided Calvinism

and bringing new light to individual religious experience. The

m
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Quaker emphasis succeeded in balancing the doctrinal conserva¬

tism of the orthodox, blending its own polemic with that of

the Calvinist. Where each of these traditions was extreme in

its own views, the combination of the two resulted in a valuable

Christian witness.

With Niebuhr, Ferrfc, Wieran, and Tillioh, we turned to

those theologians who have identified themselves with no parti¬

cular denominational tradition but who have tried to penetrate

beneath the common formulations to a new understanding of the

Christian message. While CarneLl and Jones have sought to

recover and conserve the message of their traditions, these other

writers have attempted the more basic task of rediscovering the

authentic message beneath the traditional presentations. In

doing this, each of the four brought to light an aspect of the

Christian message which had been neglected in the traditional

emphases. With Niebuhr this was the recovery of the call to

obedience within the terns of historic oircornstance; with Ferrft

and W'ieman this was the synthetic relation of the whole of our

knowledge, religious and scientific; and with Tillich, this was

the experience of personal salvation in the threat of noabeing.

Thus, we find that in the broadest perspective these four writers

have been as complimentary to one another as were Edward John

Camnell and Rufus Jones. The view of each is somewhat inadequate
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alone; the views of the group as a whole show that the polemical

concern of one balances that of another. The result has been

the discovery that while the apologetic advice of no one man is

sufficient for the church, the advice of the writers taken as a

chorus is balanced and instructive.

Summary

In the conclusion of our project, it will be valuable for us

to summarise the apologetic advice which has been given us. We

will do this by first recalling the basic values and defioiences

of each writer; Following this we will draw conclusions regarding

the insufficiency of the apologetic advice of the group as a

whole. Ami, finally, we will bring the chapter to a close by

suggesting the direction in which apologetics must turn and how

it should be guided hy the doctrine of the inner witness of the

Holy Spirit. We must remember in this enterprise that we are not

engaged precisely in the traditional pursuit of faith seeking

understanding. This is the study and the disciple ship which takes

place within the church and, intellectually, in the discipline

of sy steam tic theology. Our task is that of going outside of

the church and of presenting some message of the Christian faith

to the non-Christian. The attitude of faith in search of under¬

standing can communicate little to the one who ha3 no faith him¬

self, and if apologetic theology is written from that perspective
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it betrays the basic purpose of the Christian witness. In

apologetics we must assume not the attitude of faith in our

readers but the attitude of non-commitment. If we can keep this

perspective in mind and speak to it, we will be more certain of

communicating the vhole of the Gospel as well as of making it

more intelligible. V«e will begin by remembering the contribu¬

tions of each theologian.

The theological system of Edward John Camell rested on two

main propositions. One of these was the logical coherence of

the Christian system and its consistence with the whole of

experience. The second was the belief that the Holy Spirit

miraculously witnessed to this system and convinned the non-

Christian of it3 truth. While all conservatives do not share

Carnell's emphasis on the logical coherence of the fhith, they do

generally share his belief that the work of the Holy Spirit is

a revelatory one and that as a result of the witness of the Spirit

one becomes convinced of the truth of Christianity and of the

inerrancy of Scripture. Although Carnell claims his view is

supported by the Bible, our own researches into the Biblical teach¬

ing did not si^pport his claim. Instead, we found that his basic

suppositions about the faith were misguidea and that his own

soterlological system was not consistent with the position of the

Biblical writers. We also found that his view of revelation as
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the disclosure of the truth of a system was qtfite at odds with

the teaching of Scripture in regard to the witness of the

Spirit,

Despite these misunderstandings, Cornell has provided us

with one element which is of basic importance. This is the

preservation of the Biblical message as historical kerygiaa. In

our Biblioal study we saw that the concept of the Spirit of God

is always expressive for the Biblical writers of the presence of

God in fellowship and in historical redemption. In the Hew

Testament Christ is described as anointed with the Spirit in the

tradition of the Davidio kings, and it is Christ who fulfills

the messianic expectations by his part in the creation of the

fellowship of the Spirit. Carnell* 3 most important contribution

is his insistence that this has taken pla ce in history and that

our salvation has been introduced through changes in historic

circumstances. ^e can profit by Camel1's reminder and go beyond

the limitations of his system only if we keep this kezygmatio

element in mind. Vie differ from Carnell in our understanding of

"the kerygma, but we must agree with him that whatever message we

have to give to the world, it is the message that God has acted

in history on behalf of all men, Carnell does not aotually lead

us to the knowledge of the one in whom Christians trust, but he

preserves an important characteristic of the affirmation which
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Christians sake.

Rufus Jones began his apologetic effort to lead man into

an awareness of God by pointing out that every man is born with

an "inner" access to God. This inner or spiritual access is

discernible in man's experience of beauty, his consciousness of

values, his ability to understand truth, his relations with other

people in social life, and hie cystic experiences. Salvation

occurs as man becomes aware of the nearness of God and as he

partakes of the healing which Cod's love brings. Calvinistic

theolojy har been wrong in interpreting salvation as an external

transaction, for salvation is the renewal of mil in personal

awareness of God. The forensic terms of forgiveness and lasrcy

are nut as relevant as the more descriptive terms of enrichment

and unification of personality. In Jesus the essential truth

about man was revealed, that he has existence in a deep relation¬

ship with God. Jesus brought to us the knowledge of God as

Father, and through his life and death we are drawn into an ex¬

perience of God similar to that which was had by Jesus himself.

The sufferings of Jesus ore not to be understood as punishment

undertaken in our place but as the mark of the hardship which God

was willing to bear in order to reveal his love of us.

It is easy to see that Jones* teaching is a needed balance to

the theology of Carnell. For Carnell the locus of salvation is
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an external event; for Jones the locua of salvation is the heart

of the individual. The error which Jones makes at this point

is similar to the one made by Garnell, in that he emphasises only

half of the Gospel message.

If we are accurate in only transmitting the Biblical testi¬

mony regarding salvation, we will find that we have already

taken a step towards an apologetic theology which transcends that

of Carnell and Jones. While the New Testament message is not

easy to understand, the convergent views of Luke, Paul, and John

suggest that in bearing the fullness of Cod's presence Jesus

brought the beginning of a new life in which all men can share.

A theology which uses such terms as "communal existence" is

bound to fall with an alien sound on the ears of our time, but

a Christian theology must be willing to say that embarrassing as

it may appear, the Christian message is of something which is

not discovered elsewhere. It is the message of a community of

individuals who have found that the life of this one man, Jesus,

has become for them a present reality which penetrates their own

lives and knits them into a communal existence. Therefore if we

are loyal to the New Testament message, we find that the locus of

salvation is meant to be both an objective event and a subjective

experience. Xhen Jesus appeared he was recognised by those about

him as the messiah because it was precisely with him that they

found their salvation taking place.
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At this point let us move on to the theolo©? of Reinholi

Niebuhr. Niebuhr* s great contribution to our search ia not so

much his value as an episteurologist as it is his sensitivity

to the requirement of obedience within the debilitating confines

of history. His epistemology is a secondary concern for him,

and its incorporation of an idealistic theory of truth is not

very suggestive to the twentieth century agnostic. Myth, dram,

and dialogue can not serve as vehicles for a disclosure of

truth from a trans-rational realm, for the educated agnostic,

as well as the philosophically oriented Christian, will have

stopped believing in a trans-rational realm which seems to suggest

Plato and Kant rather than the Old and New Testaments. Never¬

theless, Niebuhr repeats in many places a Biblical them con¬

cerning the witness of the Spirit which has been forgotten ty the

epistemologists.

In the Old Testament the Hebrew Judges or charismatic

heroes were described as empowered by the Spirit of Yahv.eh, with

the result that they were able to act in radical obedience to the

redemptive purposes of Yahweh. Similarly, in Isaiah 61 the

Servant figure is desoribed as empowered by ths Spirit for the

lowly task of the servant. In the New Testament Luke In parti¬

cular continues this combination of empowerment and obedience.

The relationship between these two elements is most apparent in

the account, when Jesus is described as led by the Spirit into the
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rejection of the popular conceptions of measiahship.

For us who are coKnit ted to understanding the witness of the

Holy Spirit, this emphasis on the obedience which is the result

of the work of the Spirit is very important. The conservatives

taught that God revealed the truth of the Bible through the

miraculous work of his Spirit. On the other hand, we had al¬

ready learned that the work of the Spirit is primarily salvation

itself. The knowledge that Jesus is the messiah is the knowledge

which comes to us as we experience the salvation which Jesus

has brought. In addition we now hear that in salvation the work

of the Spirit results in a new obedience of man to the will of

God. It is only in the obedience of salvation, rather -than the

obedience of legal striving, that we are able to know and to say

that Jesua is Lord. Knowledge of the lordship of Christ is no

abstract knowledge. It is the knowledge that in the life of

Christ God has breathed again into our lungs and that this new

life is one in which we walk with Christ in obedience, Eduard

Sohweizer has observed this in his monograph, Lordship and Disciple

ship, wben he says, "One cannot know who Jesus is until one shares

his way with him."1
Thus, Niebuhr's emphasis on the obedience of the Christian

1. Schweiser, Lduard. Lordhhip and Diaoipleship. London: 3. C. M.
Press Ltd., i960, p. 21.
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complements the aystic understanding of the subjective experience

of salvation. Without the note of the joy of the new obedience

the aystic*a transformation would be incomplete, and without the

element of transformation the call to obedience would only be ths

hollow ring of a call we could not obey. In the pith of trans¬

formed obedience, the Christian is in the place where he is able

to know Christ from a new perspective. In the Spirit-determined

path of obedience he knows the reality of the Christ who extends

both the possibility of obedience and the call tu him. Historic

event, transformation, and obedience provide the threefold fucuf

in which we know the witness of the Spirit. When these three

facets of Christian experience are brought together, we find that

they are the three pillars for the doctrine of revelation that we

need.

Nels Perrfe and Henry Nelson Wieman do not really add anything

in the way of principle to our quest for a new understanding of

the traditional doctrine of the witness of the Spirit. They do,

however, go some way in helping us to see the required philosophi¬

cal conditions for a new formulation of Calvin's statement. It

has been Ferrfc's argument that in our knowledge of Cod the place

in which we must begin is the unselfish love of God, agape. Prom

this starting point we are then able to understand the work of

Christ, the problem -f evil, and the doctrinal concerns such as the
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interpretation of Scripture. Ferrfc progresses toward a theo¬

logical statement in contemporary terms by adopting the meta¬

physical frame work of Alfred North "/hltehead and Charles

Hartshorne. Understanding the form of existence to be that of

a process in motion, Ferrfc writes that we are able to interpret

the meaning of the process as a whole by focusing our attention

on a high spot within the process. This high spot in the process

of existence which illumines the goal and the meaning of the en¬

tire process is the Christ event. Here, through the translating,

transforming work of the Spirit, we are able to recognise the

agape character of the God who is to be understood as a process,

albeit one which is distinct from ours, himself.

The inevitable question we had to ask concerning the

theological formulation of Kela Ferrfc was the matter of how far

he actually succeeded in reinterpreting the substance categories

of traditional theology in terms of dynamic process. Our con¬

clusion was that although his work was an admirable effort in his

direction he failed to really accomplish the purpose for which he

set out. While he was able to make use of the new terminology,

his presentation tended to be logically misleading and offered the

non-Christian no intelligible invitation to the faith. ?errfc*s

work is, however, in the direction in nhich we think theolojy must

move in this post-critical age. It is an exploratory probe into
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the rethinking of the form of the Christian message.

Ihe theology of Heazy Kelson Wieman contributes to our re¬

search in a w«y which is similar to that of Ferrfc. Having

been influenced by Dewey, Bergson, Whitehead, and Pepper, Aieman

was extremely conscious of the discrepancy between the tradi¬

tional formulations of Christian Vtwsology and the actual crises

of life. The emergence of good and the experience of happiness

and the problems of human pain and suffering were urgent factors

to which lie thought theology must be relevant. If theology were

to be descriptive of anything which was real, it must describe

the presence of God bringing new creation in these circumstances.

From these thoughts, Wieman developed his theology of the creative

good lying beneath and bringing into existence every created good.

In this context, religious knowledge occurs as we become aware of

the breaking of the old formations of good and the emergence of

the new. We apprehend this process in a plurality of wqys, two

of which are through tragic art and religious symbolism. It is

in creative interaction of people, however, in which this eatergene e

of the new is experienced as most aaivatozy. j^ixe Ferri, W ieman

has gone far out on a limb in a courageous effort to reinterpret

religious doctrine, and, whether we agree with his interpretation

or not, we must respect the ideals which led him to this task.

In our evaluation of Wieman* s theological system and the w^y
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in which he has understood the work: of the Holy Spirit, we con¬

cluded that Wieman had oversimplified the message of the New

Testament. There are many ways la which it is impossible to

reconcile his apologetic with current Biblical scholarship. One

of the ways in which he does represent the Biblical teaching,

however, is in his emphasis on creativity. Pieman preserves

the Biblical thought that the Holy Spirit is God's presence in

redemptive new creation, even though it may well be argued that

his understanding of creativity differs frum that of the Hebrew.

Another very significant way in which he represents the teaching

of the New Testament is his belief that religious knowledge

occurs in the context of salvation. Salvation is not an exter¬

nal event brought to our attention and applied to our estate ty

the Holy Spiritj salvation is the breaking of the grip of the

limited by the creation of the new. We become aware of this sal¬

vation as the breaking and new creation take place with us. This

emphasis is not uniquely Wieman*s, as Rufus Jones and Paul Tillioh
\

have developed similar views.

Before we turn to the theology of Paul Tillich, we should

also recognise that for Wieaan obedience has a part to play in

religious knowledge. If one Is not willing to loosen his grip

on the values of the present, he will never be able to appreciate

the creative work of God in the emergence of new value. The call
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of the Hew Testament is the call to make room within that which

we possess for the appearance of the new, to give our final

allegiance to the creative good rather than to a*y created good.

Although Pauline theology has been misinterpreted, the elements

of transformation and obedience are preserved. If we can use

Vfieman's contribution without being overly disheartened by his

errors, we will find that he has had something valuable to teach

us.

The apologetic effort of Paul Tillich has been one of the most

exciting contributions to theological literature in this century.

We have criticised Tillich'a use of certain concepts and of his

avoidance of the problem of the historical Jesus, We felt that

these were serious errors which lessened the apologetic value of

his system. In saying this, however, we ourselves would be in¬

volved in error if we did not recognise the unusually appealing

invitation which Tillich'a theology extends. Tillich is the theo¬

logian for the man v&\o is on the border of faith, and, significan¬

tly, those who find Tillich to be meaningful are sometimes those

who find the theology of Karl Barth to be almost incomprehensible.

Barth is the theologian of the church, articulating for the

believer the meaning of the creed to vhioh he is loyal. On the

other hand, Tillich is a philosopher and an anthropologist who

introduces his reader first to a philosophy he can affirm, Follow-
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ing this, ho shows the one in search of faith hov. this

philosophical understanding of existence has a religious dimen¬

sion which can likewise be affirmed. We might say that Tillitih

shows the seeker that he has already been embraced by that which

in traditional terms we would call "general reflation." In

doing this, Tillich gives one both an intellectual and a reli¬

gious starting place. To the one who has already made a faith

commitment in creedal affirmation, Tillich sometimes is of

little help. To the man who is in spiritual distress and v.ho

is unable to use the traditional terms, Tillich gives a note of

hope.

But Tillioh's apology is moat helpful to the person who

already believes that God exists but who is also aware of an

existentialist threat for whioh he has found no theological solu¬

tion. For the one who has known the beginning of trust in God

but who does not know how this faith is related to the threat of

death, Tillich provides an existentialist understanding. Tillich

leads the one who has begun in faith to a deeper appreciation of

the iiHiiediaqy of God's presence. Therefore, Tillich serves the

apologetic cause in a uniqie wqy. tie is neither the apologist

through whom the rank unbeliever receives the first note of trust

nor the one who articulates the oreedal affirmation of the church

in finished form. Instead, he Is the shepherd who guides those
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in whom the spark of trust has appeared to the deeper awareness

that God oan be trusted even to overcame the personally disturb¬

ing threats of destruction and disintegration. For Tillioh

revelation and salvation are interdependent and are made possible

for us in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. We may

question the details of Tillich's epistemology, but we must agree

that he continues the Pauline note we heard repeated by Wieman,

that religious knowledge is the knowledge of God and self from

the perspective of the one who has become a new being. For him,

whatever the character of existence, process or substance, being

or becoming, it is God who overcomes the enduring problem of the

near relation of nonbeing.

As we have thought back over the apologetic virtues in the

writings of these six theologians, we havefbund that they have

preserved and reinterpreted many aspects of the 3iblical and

Reformed views of the witness of the 3pirit. Each of our writers

sees the Biblical message in a different light and develops its

meaning from his own perspective, but in the convergence of the

several views we have a helpful continuation of the basic message

we find in the Old and New Testaments. Jn itself, this is a

noteworthy result of our quest and one for which we are thankful.

It is a provocative realisation to find that while no one of the

theologians is completely successful in his statement, the oombina-
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tion of the several statements results in apologetic advice

which is instructive. This disoovery reminds us that for both

Paul and John Calvin, the individual is a Christian in community

with others and depends upon the gifts the Holy Spirit has

given them.

Another conclusion we can draw from our review is that to

at least some aegree each theologian writes with the intention

of making the Christian Gospel available to the non-believer,

oach, guided by his own understanding, attempts to extend the

invitation of the hew Testament to the world at large touay.

In the presentation of this invitation, each writers offers the

non-believer a point from which he things it possible to begin

the Christian faith. Camell does this b focusing the episte-

inological quest upon the Bible and the system of truth which it

is understood to contain. Rufus Jones focuses attention upon

certain subjective experiences as the place where one can know

the reality of God. Kiebuhr tells us to look at the way in which

Christian doctrine offers an interpretive key for understanding

history. FerrA teaches us to begin with the concept of the

dynamic agape of God. Wieman offers the emergence of the newly

created good. And Tillich asks us to consider our experiences

of ultimate cwncern and participation in being as the beginnings

of religious consciousness.
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Inadequacies

With these two appreciative thoughts in mind, we realise

that the historic witness and concern of the church has been

continued and expressed in the theological literature of today.

We must also realise, however, that even though we do have a

basis for thanksgiving we cannot rest Contenteuly with what we

have. The contribution of our theologians is strong, but it

is not yet an adequate apologetic formula tion of the witness of

the Holy Spirit. In general, there are four w<ys in which the

convergent apologetic advice which we have been given is insuffi¬

cient. The first is an insensitivity to beliefs that most of

the advice presupposed in the reader; the second is the failure

to recognise the place of the church as the fellowship of the

Spirit; the third is an inadequate interpretation of the place of

the historical Jesus; and the fourth is a lack of attention to

the necessity of historic vision.

In the first place, the advice which our writers hare given

us is not really the advice for which we came in search. We

came in search of a wqy to extend the Gospel invitation to the

unbeliever, but instead of receiving advice vh ich was suited to

this purpose, we received instruction which presupposed the condi¬

tion of faith. To a greater degree with some than with others,

the focal point offered by each apologist served to help only those
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who had already responded affirmatively to the Gospel he ssage.

None of the focal points was suited to help the unbeliever per-

oeive that which our writers presupposed, that the deity was a

Christ-like God. The reader was invited to fix his attention

upon several objects, but none of these objects is able to tell

the one who is uncommitted anything new about himself or the

world. The oontent of the Christian Gospel itself oannot be de¬

ducted from them, and to tell one who is in search for the

Christian God to look for him there is simply to tell him that

we perceive something in these objects which he does not. ■'•he

apologetic advice given to us by each helps us in ministering to

those in our churches who have alreacfcr recognised that in Christ

God has extended his love to us, but it does little to help us

communicate the primary Gospel message. Carneli, Jones, and

Niebuhr recall for us three of the elements in Christian episte-

mology, history, transformation, and obedience, but they do not

formulate their views so that one who is s stranger to the Gospel

can hear in their message the invitation to share in the benefit

of the Kingdom.

In realising that the apologetic message of each of our

theologians is a message to the church and to those on the edge

of the church rather than to the non-believer, we have made a

discovery which may be very helpful in our use of their thought.
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For while their advice offers little guidance in the extension

of the New Testament invitation to the one who is uncommitted,

it is significant for the church'a task of rethinking the faith.

We should not he overly ctitical of the failure in the one area,

rather, we should be more clear about the place to which we

allocate their efforts. These writers have helped us who share

the same presuppositions to rethink our beliefs, even though

they have not helped us to know how to talk with those who dis¬

agree with us.

A second reason why the apologetic advice given to us is

inadequate is that it presupposes that one can be awayed by argu¬

ment to accept a Christian interpretation of the meaning of

existence. While this presupposition is not stated outright in

the books we have read it is nevertheless there. When serious

thought i* given to this, however, we realise that it is never

argument which convinces one that the Christian affirmation is

valid. As Van Unnik has told us, in the New Testament Jesus was

recognised as the mesaiah because he was seen as the one in whom

God'8 Spirit was present, and, as John Bright has told us, David

was acffLaiiaed king because the people recognised that the divine
2

charisma was about him. In presenting a logical argument to a

2. See Van Unnik, W. C. "Jeeus the Christ, " New Testament Studies.
Volume 8, Number 2 (January 19^2), pp. 101-116; Bright, John.
The Kingdom of God in Bible and Church. London: Lutterworth Press.
1955. p. 36.
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person to be affirmed or denied we are doing so me thing that

did not take pla ce with the kingship of David or the Lordship

of Jesus. Vie are asking a person to either affirm or deny the

redemptive presence of God apart frum an exposure to this pre¬

sence. This would have been similar to asking a Jewish shepherd

if he believed that the Spirit was with Jesus, without ever

allowing him to approach Jesus and to see for himself if he

thought that God was at work through him. ¥»e have asiced a per¬

son about the presence of God in a particular place, presupposing

that the hearer can make this decision without having known the

place of which we speak.

The error which is basic here is that the place of the

church in the invitation to faith has been largely omitted in the

writings of our apologists. Only Wieman, in his emphasis on

creative interchange, has a place for it at all. However, an

accurate apologetic statement about Christian knowledge must in¬

clude the idea that the invitation to the non-believer is first

of all an invitation for him to come into the community of believers

and to see for himself if something unique is found there. If

we fail to make it plain to the non-Christian where the outooime of

God's action is to be found, we have told him something about our

own experience but we have never given him the opportunity to dis¬

cover the truth for himself. The fruit of the Gospel is not to
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be thought of as either a consistent ideology or an individual¬

istic relation between God and man. The result of the Gospel

is the creation of the new community in which one discovers

the Christian knowledge of God and affirms the salvation in which

he shares.

The third reason wl\y the apologetic advice which we have

been given is inadequate is that it fails to allocate a very

significant place to the person of the historic Jesus. In fact,

the objects upon which we are advised to focus our attention

include almost everything but the person of Jesus. With Carnell

the attention is given not to Jesus himself but to the "punish¬

ment" he bore in our place. With Hufus Jones, Jesus is usually

described as the one who illustrates a universally possible re¬

lationship. Jesus becomes in certain places the one who enables

us to share this new relationship with God, but this high note

in Jones' Christology is not consistently maintained. Niebuhr

interprets the life, death, and resurrection occurrences as con¬

stituting a symbolic pattern for existential experience. Ferrfc

circumnavigates the historio Jesus to fix his attention on the

generalised agape of God. Wieman considers Jesus as important in

that he provided the proper interpersonal oiroumstanfle for the

emergence of the good. Tillich, in the context of his particular

system, interprets the event of Jesus as the place where being
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overcomes nonoeing. It is significant that Niebuhr and Tillich,

especially are interested in developing an apologetio which is

valid in spite of the threat to the security of the portrait of

the historical Jesus by Biblical criticise.

V.e observed this oircumlocation of the historic Jesus in

each chapter and criticised it for its failure to lead the reader

to the faith that is described in the New Testament. An

apology which fixes attention on existential crisis is doubtlessly

needed, but it must be remembered that existential crisis is not

in itself a route to the revelation which God has given us in

Christ. The action undertaken by God in Christ and the disclo¬

sure of the character of God in that action cannot be deduced

from personal experience. Apologetic theology does not neces¬

sarily have to begin with an historic witness to Jesus, but it

must succeed in leading the one who has been uncommitted there in

the end. RufUs Jones realised this, but it remains questionable

whether his apologetic procedure succeeded in the task.

The fourth way in which our apologetic advice has been

insufficient is the lack of attention it has paid to the histori¬

cal character of Christian knowledge. Niebuhr alone has given

a place to the historic vision in his apologetic. In his

Theology of the Old Testament, falter Eichrodt has given us a fresh

description of the importance of the historic, in which he points
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out that the prophetic vision was an historic one in which the

prophet saw the movement of God in his own personal history as

well as the history of his nation."* This is the kind of pro¬

clamation which we must make about Christ, and the experience

of the prophets may be of help to us in our understanding of

Christian experience. The prophet did not begin with history

and move from it to a revelation of God, but from the perspective

of his faith in God he was abLe to proclaim that oertain events

in history were the work of God. The experience of the prophet

was the experience of recognising the movement of the God in whom

he trusted in the events of history. Then, the nature of the

historical occurrence and this recognition enriched the faith and

knowledge of the seer. There was a reciprocal relation between

the faith or trust with which he came to the event and the guid-

ande he reoeived in the historical realisation. In the apolo¬

getic advice which has been given us there is little place for

this kind of understanding of both universal and personal history.

If the Gospel Is to become the source of one's understanding

of his existence, there is a demand in regard to the historic

vision which cannot be ignored. The faith of Israfcl, as well as

3. Eichrcdt, Inalther. Theology of the Old Testament. Volume I.
Tra.ialated by J. A. Baser. London: S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1^60.
pp. 341 ff., 361 ff.
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the faith of the early church, was a belief concerning history.

It was the affirmation that God had guided histoiy^ both

universal and personal, in certain ways and that one's existence

was understandable from this perspective. Thus, to affirm

today that Jesus is the messiah is to necessarily make on affir¬

mation regarding not only the history of the world but the

circumstances of one's own history as well. The question of

the messiahship of Jesus has been treated as a "spiritual" and

metaphysical question. The Biblical testimohy is, however, that

whatever else it might be this question is an historic one. If

Christian apologetics is to communicate the reality of the faith

it must not fail to take the historic sensitivity of the indivi¬

dual ana the historical proclamation of the Gospel into account.

Thus far in our concluding ohapter we have returned to the

contributions of our apologists for a second look, recalling the

basic vsiLues and weaknesses of each writer and summarising the

contribution and the inadequacy of the group as a whole. After

reviewing the place of eaoh theologian, we fbund that the con¬

tribution of the group as a whole was firmly in the developing

tradition of the Biblical and Reformed faith. While no one theo¬

logian preserved or reinterpreted all of the important elements,

eaoh supplied so mething to the faith of the church which was needed

by the others. We also found that each of the writers we have
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studied has attempted to invite the attention of the non-

believer and to show him the path by which he may see for him¬

self the truth of the Gospel. With these two positive con¬

clusions in mind, we then turned to the four wqys in which the

general contribution needed to be improved.

Redirection

It now remains for us to take a short step forward, pro¬

fiting from our study of contemporary thought and keeping the

broad outline of Biblical and Reformed theolog' in mind. Cur

effort will be to show the direction in which apologetic theology

must go if it is to authentically present the doctrine of the

inner testimony of the Holy Spirit.

One of the first things we must realise in our apologetic

statements is that we must not asx the inquirer to assent to an

interpretation of the meaning of life which we have developed

from the Christian perspective. ..hen do this we presuppose

that the reader has had an opportunity to know the reality to

which our statements point. A better approach would be for us

to make our apologetic in the form of an invitation to the reader

to come and look for himself at the reality to which we attest.

The basic prinoiple on which we are relying here is that the wit¬

ness of the Holy Spirit is not an action of God vhich convinces
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people of credibility but that it is the reality of the presence

of God himself. This working principle delivers us on the one

hand from those in the tradition of Schleiermacher who plaoe the

emphasis on one's feelings and on the other hand from t';ose in

the tradition of Warfield and Hodge who place the emphasis cn an

ideology. We concluded our Biblical study with the realisation

that knowledge of the messiahship of Jesu3 was developed as one

came to share in the new life which had been made possible in

Jesus. One could affirm that Jesus was the mes3iah from this

perspective not only because he was the one in whom the new com¬

munity had originated but also because the strength of the commun¬

ity is based on his living presence. It was because Jesus was

endowed with the Spirit that he was acclaimed messiah, and it was

because the post-resurrection church knew the life in the Spirit

that it could affirm the significance of Jesus. In our apology

we should follow this precedent, asking the inquirer not to agree

with what we say but to come see if the objeot about which we speak

is real.

This line of thought does not presuppose that the reader has

either a Christian understanding of God or a loyalty to Christian

ethical ideals. It presupposes nothing about the reader but

simply iavited him to look at what we have found to be the place

where Christianity can be known.
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But what is this new sight wuioh we wish to show the one

who has r»j affirmation to make about God? The answer to this

question is found on aeverai levels, with the first being that

the reality we wish to show the non-Christian is precisely the

unique object which we conceive to be the result of God's grace

and the mark of his presence, the new community, the church. In

a civilisation which has institutionalised the ohuroh, we often

forget that it is the church as the fellowship of new life which

was the creation of the Spirit and the result of Christ's life.

The presence of the Spirit is known in the communal relations we

hh&re in this fellowship. Our life as a community is determined

and guided by the Spirit, and it is in the presence of the

Spirit that we have reconciliation with God. Therefore, on the

first level, the reality to which we ii.vite the non-believer is

the existence of this new community. This communal life, brought

into being by the Spirit of God, is the first witness of the Holy

Spirit to the reality of God's reconciliation of the world in

Jesus.

On the second level, the reality to which we beckon the one

who is uncommitted is the reality of participation in the communal

relations of the church. The reality of the Spirit of God in

our midst might be known from a distant view, but it is more

dependably known as one enters the new fellowship and shares its
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life. Here, the one who comes to see may find oaly that there

ia a unique character about the relations of those who make up

this fellowship. He will not kr^w how or viiy it exists, but he

will know its benefits. On this level the witness of the Holy

Spirit is not apparent to the eye, although its result is

personal commitment of the mew-comer to the gr^up and non-verbal

affirmations of the reality of the Spirit's presence.

on the third level, the life of the community offers the

inquirer an opportunity to discover the historical relevance of

Jesus. On this level the witness of the Spirit occurs in wor¬

ship and in the testimony of the community to Jesua in other ways,

but it basically occurs as one seeks to discover the historical

identity of this fellowship. Consciously or unconsciously, this

is the step in which one realises that the only way in which the

church can be historically understood is in connection with the

history of the Hebraic-Christian faith, the heilsgeschichte.

It is from the perspective of participation in the life of the

new community that one is able to look back into history and to

see that as he has become loyal to this new friendship, he lias

also become loyal tw the Hebraic-Christian tradition.

On the fourth level, the reciprocal relation between history

and experience which was important in prophetic thought is

relevant here. As the fellowship of today points baok histori-
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cally to Jesus, the memory of the person of Jesus within the

church and within the canonical literature enriches and informs

the oonimunal experience. If at this point use becomes thankful

that he has found his way into this fellowship where new life is

born, there is in this thanksgiving the beginning of a spark of

faith. Invited to oooe into the community to see, one finds

that in the life of this cumnunity he himself has found the be¬

ginning of new life. In this response of thanksgiving and then

of trust, it is possible to recognise that the God in whom one

did not believe has aoted for him in historical deliverance and

recreation. That which one thought of as his own willingness

to come tu the community to see becomes interpreted as the init¬

iative of God in guiding his path. fiaaj-ly, tint "principle" of

life which cue has found to be the unique strength of the commun¬

ity is recognised as the psrsonal presence of God. And as the

experience wf this presence is informed by the reciprocal relation

with the historic memory of Jesus, it is discovered that the life

of the new community is one that he has shared with us.

This approach, which begins by inviting the non-believer to

share in the new life, is appropriate to our time because it does

not require the non-believer to give allegiance to either the

philosophical possibility of metaphysics or the limitation of

philosopty to analysis. In this period in which philosophical con-
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captions of truth are divergent we must sccic a formulation

which will not be rejected sinply on cocoant of the philosophical

terms which we might use. te cannot presume t- ris.c the invi¬

tation of the Gospel on the validity of our own philosophical

opinions. If we did this, w* could easily obscure the New Tes¬

tament message in our own philosophical views and cause it to be

rejected by those who are philosophically wiser than we before

it is ever heard. In this approach, in vh ich the first word is

the invitation to come to the fellowship of the Spirit, we try

to avoid risking the invitation on tire authority of our concep¬

tual views. "e have not asked the uncommitted person to assent

to either an idealistic understanding of truth or a metaphysical

description, we 'nave simply asked him to come and see if there is

something as unique as v.e think there is in the fellowship of the

churoh.

The affirmation \diich is first iaue ab^ut the Gospel in this

instance is not a is: tapry sic&i one but an historical one. This

affirmation is that there is something unique about the present

community of faith which can be identified only by reference to the

Old and New Testaments. iven this affirmation is not requested at

first. All that is asked in the first pla ce is that one oowss to

see for himself the place in which the witness of the Spirit occurs.

All affirmations, including the historic, must come not from logic
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or argument ao much as from thanksgiving. In the trust and

commitment that is born of thanksgiving, one finis that he can

make the tentatively phrased affirmations about the identity of

the new fellowship and the leadership of Christ. as ^ne makes

repeated "decisions" in the sharing of communal relations within

the church one finis that he himself is changing and that he is

already acting in commitment and thanksgiving.

In this approach we who have already aaae creedal affirma¬

tions of our faith remain loyal to them, but we do not as* the

one who has not seen what we have to fullow us immediately. The

apology which is needed today is one which takes into account the

changes in philosophical terms, but it is also an apology which

gives an authentic place to the witness of the rloly Spirit. Such

an apology would be far more representative of the testiaoxy of

the New Testament and the Reformers than are the ones which we

have now. If creedal affirmation is to offer guidance to those

who come to inquire about the faith, it must be used so that it

does not come between them and the opportunity to participate in

the ellowship of the Spirit. In our apologetic invitation we

should be guiaed by the thought of Calvin himself, who taught that

it is the Holy Spirit who is present with Christ in the church.

The witness of the Ho.y Spirit to the »ord is the witness in the

aidat of the new life we share to the one in whom this life has

been given us. The new community, the person of the historic
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Jesus, and the perspective of history have a place in this

witness. T- omit any of them is to allow our interpretation

of the Witness of the Spirit to be incomplete.
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